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Abstract

ABSTRACT

The aim o f this research is to develop an integrated and cost-effective site 
investigation approach for slow moving landslides or potentially unstable slopes 
found within the South Wales Coalfield, an area o f complex geology and 
hydrogeology. The research was based on the use and assessment o f a wide range o f 
surface geophysical techniques, supported by GPS and Digital Photogrammetry 
surveying, and the joint interpretation o f the results which such techniques provide.

The South Wales Coalfield has one o f the highest concentrations o f urban landslides 
in the UK due to its layered Carboniferous geology. Quaternary / Holocene 
geomorphology, coal mining history and relatively high rainfall. Mynydd yr Eglwys 
landslide (Ystrad, Rhondda Cynon Taff) was selected as the field study site because it 
can be considered representative o f the active landslides found within the area. In 
autumn 1998, following an exceptional heavy rainfall period, a new compound deep- 
seated failure developed in a previously mined hillslope. This deep-seated failure then 
caused the reactivation o f ancient periglacial debris slides downslope creating a 
serious risk to the modern housing estate located close to the toe.

Electromagnetic (GEM-2), self potential, electrical resistivity tomography, seismic 
refraction tomography, M ASW  and induced polarization geophysical data were all 
acquired on the landslide. This combination o f techniques provided information on 
lithology, faulting, degree o f rock fracturing/weathering, thickness o f displaced 
material, spatial distribution o f areas with high water/clay content and the direction o f 
groundwater flow. The repetition o f a few ERT and SP profiles showed the 
applicability o f geophysical monitoring in detecting changes in groundwater content 
and defining preferential groundwater pathways within the hillslope.

Digital Photogrammetry from Helium balloon can provide a 3D landslide topographic 
model with lOcm-level accuracy. Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ instrument can be used in 
RTK mode to monitor movement with 12mm and 15mm horizontal and vertical 
precision respectively.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Research overview

Over the last few decades the number o f reported worldwide natural disasters, 

including landslides, has increased. Natural disasters hav£ caused fewer fatalities, but 

have affected more people and resulted in greater estimated costs for remediation 

(Source o f information: OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database EM-DAT 

[WWW 1.1]).

The worldwide increase in number o f landslide events seems especially related to 

deforestation and various other human activities such as: poor urban planning, poor 

land-use management, an ever increasing population (which has pushed urban 

development further into hazardous terrains) and possibly more frequent severe 

weather events associated with climate change (Nadim et al., 2006; [WWW 1.1]).

According to the international disaster database EM-DAT, landslides account only for 

the 5% o f natural disasters worldwide (Figure 1.1) and are generally considered less 

important than other natural hazards in terms o f loss o f lives, ranking only seven in 

the list for causes o f death as a result o f natural disasters (after drought, storms, 

floods, earthquakes and volcanoes; Nadim et al., 2006). However, this is probably an 

underestimation, due to the fact that fatalities are recorded in the database under the 

first trigger (i.e. earthquake, flood) even if  they were caused by the associated 

landslides (Nadim et al., 2006). It may also be that some events have simply not been 

reported, or do not satisfy the database entry requirements (a minimum o f 10 or more 

people reported killed, 100 or more others affected, a declaration o f state of 

emergency and/or a call for international assistance).

366 major landslide events were reported worldwide from 1980 to 2008. They killed

20,008 people (an average o f 690 per year), affected 7,031,523 others (average of 

242,466 per year) and caused an estimated US$ 6,059,838,000 o f economic damage 

(data and statistics elaborated by [WWW 1.3] using EM-DAT information).
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The continents most affected by landslides in terms of fatalities are the Americas, 

followed by Asia and Europe, while Europe suffers from the greatest economic 

damages (Figure 1.2). In terms o f loss o f lives, moderate to high landslide hazard 

hotspots are located in: NW Canada, USA, Central America, NW South America, 

Caucasus region, Alborz and Zagros mountain ranges in Iran, Turkey, Tajikisatn, 

Kyrgyzstan, Hymalayan belt, Taiwan, Philippines, Indonesia, New Guinea, New 

Zealand, Italy and Japan (Nadim et al., 2006).

World distribution of disasters by type
1991 - 2 0 0 5

Earthquake & Tsunami 2%

Drought

Figure 1.1 World and regional distribution o f natural disasters by type for the years 

1991 to 2005 (modified from figure produced by ISDR [WWW 1.2], source o f data 

OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database EM-DAT

Regional distribution of disasters by type
1991 -2005

Americas
Africa

■  Drought
■  Flood
■  Wind storm

■  Epidemic 
i I Slide 

Volcano

Extreme temperature 
11 Earthquake & tsunami 
■  Insect infestation ■  Wild fire
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Figure 1.2 Fatalities and cost o f damages caused by landslides during the period 

1903-2004for each continent (Nadim et al., 2006)

With a few exceptions, such as the 1996 Aberfan tip failure in South Wales, (144 

fatalities), rapid failures in Great Britain are very rare and therefore landslides do not 

generally pose a threat to life. However, they can cause severe damage to properties, 

services and infrastructures with associated high remediation costs. Halcrow (1993) 

for example estimated that an average o f 15 landslides per decade occur in the 

Rhondda Valleys (South Wales Coalfield), costing approximately £300,000 per year 

in remediation costs.

According to the National Landslide Database there are 8835 recorded landslides in 

Great Britain, o f which 1302 are costal (Geomorphological Services Ltd, 1987). The 

National database is based on a review o f available and accessible data and not on any 

systematic surveys. Therefore the database lacks consistency and it is probably an 

underestimation o f the actual distribution o f landslides in Great Britain. Although to a 

first approximation, the database reveals that slope stability is widespread across the 

UK and that the inland reported landslides are concentrated mostly in the regions o f 

the: South Wales Coalfield, Scottish Highlands, North Yorkshire Moors, Pennines, 

East Midland Plateau, Ironbridge Gorge, Vale o f Clwyd, Peak District, Cotswolds,
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and the hill slopes around Bath, Exmoor, East Devon Plateau, Weald and the 

London Basin (Geomorphological Services Ltd, 1987; Department of the 

Environment, 1996). It is important to underline that as the National database was 

simply a census, the absence o f a reported landslide at a particular site does not 

necessarily mean that the slope is stable or not potentially unstable (Department of the 

Environment, 1996).

The majority o f inland landslides are relict, usually dormant failures, which originated 

during the periglacial conditions which followed the end o f last glaciation, around 

13,000 years ago (Devensian Period). Most recent inland events are associated with 

the reactivation of these relict landslides due to heavy rainfall or human activities, 

such as new infrastructure development projects (Halcrow, 1993; Jones and Lee, 

1994; Department of the Environment, 1996; Lee et al., 2000).

^  ,% i*. * . \
r / -

v ** 1*.'m
w  .

... * *>

•c W ■ w.

V ■* •> . • *

V  ■ ........

Figure 1.3 Landslide distribution in Great Britain as recorded in the National 

database (Lee et al., 2000)
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The South W ales Coalfield has one o f  the highest concentrations o f landslides in 

Great Britain (6.72 per 100 km ; Geomorphological Services Ltd, 1987). In the 

‘South Wales Coalfield landslip survey’ published in 1980 (Conway et al., 1980), 579 

landslides were identified and mapped. However, this number is an underestimation. 

For example, in their systematic and detailed survey o f the Rhondda Valleys, Halcrow 

(1993) identified 152 landslides, while BGS only 110. Some o f the landslides were 

probably not recognised by BGS or were below the minimum selected mapping 

threshold (10 m in diameter; Forster et al., 2000).

The high density of landslides in the South Wales Coalfield landslides is due to many 

inter-related factors, such as geology, structure, geomorphological history, hydrology, 

hydrogeology and human activities. Between the 1860s and the 1960s, several 

significant landslides caused damage to infrastructures, resulting in injuries and 

fatalities. This period coincided in South Wales with the century o f intensive coal 

mining activities and associated rapid urban development (Bentley and Siddle, 1996; 

Siddle and Bentley, 2000). The most important landslide disaster was the Aberfan tip 

failure (October 1966), which raised global hazard awareness, research interest in 

landslide geotechnics and the hazards and risks o f uncontrolled spoil tipping and slope 

instability in general.

After Aberfan disaster, there has been a significant reduction in landslides which 

coincides with the demise o f  the South Wales coal industry. However, more recently, 

two significant deep-seated landslides have occurred in the Rhondda Fawr Valley: 

Blaencwm (1989) and Mynydd yr Eglwys (1998). These two landslide events 

coincided with peaks in winter rainfall, raising concerns with the possibility that a 

higher incidence o f extreme rainfall events, possibly associated with climate change, 

will likely increase the frequency o f  slope failures in the future.

For this PhD research project, Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide has been studied and 

monitored using a wide range o f geophysical and surveying techniques including:

• electrical resistivity tomography;
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• electrical induced polarization;

• electrical self potential;

• electromagnetic ground conductivity mapping;

• seismic surveying (P-wave refraction tomography and multichannel analysis 

o f surface waves, MASW);

• digital photogrammetry from a helium balloon;

• GPS positional surveying.

The primary aim o f this thesis is to develop an integrated and cost-effective site 

investigation approach for slow moving landslides or potentially unstable slopes 

found within the South Wales Coalfield, or in other areas o f  complex geology and 

hydrogeology. The research is based on the use and assessm ent o f the numerous 

geophysical and surveying techniques listed above and the jo in t interpretation o f the 

results which they provide.

A general introduction to landslides and a literature review on the use o f GPS, digital 

photogrammetry and geophysical techniques on landslides is provided in the next 

sections, which are followed by a description o f landslides in the South Wales 

Coalfield. The chapter concludes with a more detailed description o f the aims o f the 

project.

1.2 Introduction to landslides

1.2.1 Definition and classification o f landslides

A landslide is defined by Cruden (1991) as “the movement o f a mass o f rock, debris 

or earth down a slope”. Several classifications o f landslides have been proposed over 

the past 50 years. The most widely known and adopted systems are the ones o f Varnes 

(1978), Cruden and Varnes (1996) and Hutchinson (1988). The classifications o f 

Varnes (1978) and Cruden and Varnes (1996) are based on the definition o f the type 

o f movement and the type o f material involved in the movement, as described before 

displacement (Table 1.1; Figure 1.4). Five types o f movement can be recognised
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(Cruden and Varnes, 1996):

1. Fall: “starts with the detachment o f soil or rock from a steep slope along a 

surface on which little or no shear displacement takes place. The material then 

descends mainly through the air by falling, bouncing or rolling”;

2. Topple: “is the forward rotation out o f the slope o f a mass o f soil or rock about 

a point or axis below the centre o f  gravity o f the displaced mass” ;

3. S lide: “is a downslope movement o f soil or rock mass occurring dominantly 

on surfaces of rupture or on relatively thin zones o f intense shear strain”;

4. Spread: “is an extension o f a cohesive soil or rock mass combined with a 

general subsidence o f the fractured mass o f  cohesive material into softer 

underlying material. The surface o f rupture is not a surface o f intense shear. 

Spreads may result from liquefaction or flow (and extrusion) o f the softer 

material” ;

5. Flow : “is a spatially continuous movement in which surfaces o f shear are 

short-lived, closely spaced, and usually not preserved. The distribution of 

velocities in the displacing mass resembles that in a viscous liquid”.

Table 1.1 Classification o f slope movements proposed by Varnes (1978)

TYPE O F M O VEM ENT
TYPE O F M ATERIA L

Bedrock
Engineering Soils

Predom inantly coarse Predom inantly fine
FALLS Rock fall Debris fall Earth fall
TO PPLES Rock topple Debris topple Earth topple

SLIDES

RO TA TIO N AL Few
units

Rock slump Debris slump Earth slump

TR A N SLATIO N A L

Rock block 
slide

Debris block slide Earth block slide

Many
units Rock slide Debris slide Earth slide

LATERAL SPR EAD S Rock spread Debris spread Earth spread

FLOW S
Rock flow 
(deep creep)

Debris flow

(soil cr

Earth flow 

eep)
COM PLEX Com bination o f  two or m ore principal types o f movem ent

The term ‘complex landslide’ was included in the classification o f Varnes (1978) to 

indicate a combination o f two or more major types o f movements within one 

landslide, whereas in Cruden and Varnes (1996) and in the Multilingual Landslide
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Glossary (W P/W LI, 1993) ‘complex' describes a style o f landslide activity in which 

two or more types o f movement occur in a time sequence (see section 1.2.2.3).

Slides can be further sub-divided according to the shape o f the surface o f rupture into 

rotational or translational slides, with curved or approximately planar shear surfaces 

respectively (Varnes, 1978; Cruden and Varnes, 1996). In accordance with 

Hutchinson (1988), Cruden and Varnes (1996) also consider a third an intermediate 

type o f slide called ‘com pound', which is particularly common in the South Wales 

Coalfield. A compound slide is characterised by a non-circular surface o f rupture, 

which is steep at the rear scarp and flattens downslope. Due to the shape o f the 

surface o f rupture, movement occurs only after development o f internal displacements 

and shears within the displaced material with the possible formation o f obsequent (up

hill facing) scarps and grabens (Hutchinson, 1988; Cruden and Varnes, 1996; Figure 

1.5).

Earth materials are divided into rock (or bedrock) and engineering soils, which are 

further subdivided into debris and earth. They are defined as:

1. Rock (Bedrock): “hard or firm mass that was intact and in its natural place 

before the initiation o f movement” (Cruden and Varnes, 1996 in accordance 

with Shroder, 1971 and Varnes, 1978);

2. Engineering soils: “any loose, unconsolidated, or poorly cemented aggregate 

o f solid particles, generally o f natural mineral, rock, or inorganic composition 

and either transported or residual, together with any interstitial gas or liquid” 

(Varnes, 1978). They can be further divided into:

a) D ebris: “material in which 20 to 80 percent o f the fragments are 

greater than 2 mm (0.08 in) in size and the remainder o f the fragments 

less than 2 mm” (Varnes, 1978 in accordance with Shroder, 1971).

b) Earth: “material in which about 80 percent or more o f the fragments 

are smaller than 2 mm; it includes a range o f materials from nonplastic 

sand to highly plastic clay” (Varnes, 1978 citing Shroder, 1971).
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Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram illustrating the types o f movements described by 

Varnes (1978) (produced by BGS [WWW 1.4])

The classification o f Hutchinson (1988) is also still widely used and it is more 

comprehensive than other schemes. Sub-aerial movements are divided in eight 

categories (rebound, creep, sagging o f mountain slopes, landslides, debris movements
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o f flow-like form, topples, falls and complex slope movements) and several sub

categories (Appendix A). Hutchinson classification is based mainly on morphology, 

with some relevance given to mechanism, type o f material and rate o f movement.

(b) In man- 
made slopes

S o n  
1 bock fillRC fffoimngwon----- 0 nginal fi' ground

-rrrtr

D2 R otational slips 
(a) Single (c) Multiple

ys> mi01 Gift
Tiay ;

• to* ond 
bos* foiiur*

Competent sub stratum
Slip surfaces

0 3  Com pound slid es
(a) Released by internal shears

(i) m slide of m o d tro K
brdtiencss /Y \

(b) Progressive compound slides
grob«n

extremely
rop«» y

Figure 1.5 Schematic diagrams for the landslides classified by Hutchinson as 

confined failures, rotational slips and compound slides (Hutchinson, 1988)

Tension
crock.

Confined failures 

In natural slopes

More recently, Hungr et al. (2001) have proposed a new and more precise 

classification for the landslides o f flow type. Their classification is based on material 

type, water content, special conditions (such as, for example, presence o f excess pore- 

pressure or liquefactipn at the source of the landslide) and velocity. The type of 

material is defined by its genetic and morphological aspects instead of its 

granulometry (Appendix B).

1.2.2 Landslide terminology

The Working Party on the World Landslide Inventory (WP/WLI), created for the 

International decade for Natural Disasters Reduction (1990-2000) by the International 

Geotechnical Societies and UNESCO, produced a Multilingual Landslide Glossary 

(WP/WLI, 1993), promoting the use of standard terminology for the description of
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landslides (for features, dimensions, types, states/distribution/styles of activity and 

velocity). Thorough discussion of the terminology can be found in Cruden and Varnes 

(1996). This terminology was adopted throughout the thesis and the one for features, 

states/styles o f  activity and velocity is reported in the following sections.

1.2.2.1 Landslide features

ORIGINAL GROUNO SURFACE

Figure 1.6 Landslide features shown on the block diagram o f  an idealised landslide 

(Varnes, 1978).

Figure 1. 7  Diagram illustrating the landslide features described in the Multilingual 

Landslide Glossary (after WP/WLI, 1993 and Cooper, 2007)

I 1 und istu rb ed  ground  

origin.il g ro u n d  level 

ex te n t o f  d isplaced m aterial
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Table 1.2 Definition o f landslide features according to WP/WLI (1993) (in Cruden

and Varnes, 1996; Dikau et al., 1996; Cooper, 2007). Numbers refer to Figure I. 7.

Number Nam e Definition

1 Crown
Practically undisplaced m aterial still in place and adjacent to the 
highest parts o f  the main scarp (2)

2 Main scarp

Steep surface on the undisturbed ground at upper edge o f the 
landslide, caused by m ovem ent o f  the displaced material (13) away 
from the undisturbed ground. It is the visible part o f the surface o f 
rupture (10)

3 Top
Highest point o f contact between the displaced material (13) and the 
main scarp (2)

4 Head
Upper parts o f the landslide along the contact between the displaced 
material and the main scarp (2)

5 M inor scarp
Steep surface on the displaced material o f  the landslide produced by 
differential movements w ithin the displaced material

6 Main body
Part o f the displaced material (13) o f  the landslide that overlies the 
surface o f  rupture (10) between the main scarp (2) and the toe o f the 
surface o f rupture (11)

7 Foot
Portion o f  the landslide that has m oved beyond the toe o f the 
surface o f  rupture (11) and overlies the original ground surface (20)

8 Tip Point o f  the toe (9) farthest from the top (3) o f  the landslide

9 Toe
Lower, usually curved margin o f  the displaced material (13) o f a 
landslide; it is the most distant margin o f  the landslide from the 
main scarp (2)

10 Surface o f  
rupture

Surface that forms (or that has form ed) the lower boundary o f the 
displaced material (13) below the original ground surface (20)

11 Toe o f surface o f  
rupture

Intersection (usually buried) between the low er part o f  the surface o f 
rupture (10) o f  a landslide and the original ground surface (20)

12
Surface o f  
separation

Part o f  the original ground surface (20) now overlain by the foot (7) 
o f  the landslide

13
Displaced
m aterial

Material displaced from its original position on the slope by 
m ovem ent in the landslide; it forms both the depleted mass (17) and 
the accum ulation (18)

14 Zone o f depletion
Area o f  the landslide within which the displaced material (13) lies 
below the original ground surface (20)

15 Zone o f  
accum ulation

Area o f the landslide within which the displaced material (13) lies 
above the original ground surface (20)

16 D epletion
Volum e bounded by the main scarp (2), the depleted mass (17), and 
the original ground surface (20)

17 Depleted mass
Volum e o f  the displaced material (13) that overlies the surface o f 
rupture (10) but underlies the original ground surface (20)

18 Accum ulation
Volum e o f  the displaced m aterial (13) that lies above the original 
ground surface (20)

19 Flank

Undisplaced material adjacent to the sides o f  surface o f  rupture (10). 
Com pass directions are preferable in describing the flanks, but if  left 
and right are used, they refer to the flanks as viewed from the crown 
(1)

20
Original ground  
surface

Surface o f  the slope that existed before the landslide took place
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1.2.2.2 States o f activity o f landslides

arm*
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Figure 1.8 Diagram illustrating the states o f  activity o f  landslides (after WP/WLI, 

1993; in Cooper, 2007)

Table 1.3 Definition o f states o f  activity o f  landslides (WP/WLI, 1993 as reported in 

Di/cau et al., 1996). Numbers refer to Figure 1.8.

Exam ple S tate Definition
1 Active is currently moving; example shows that erosion at the toe o f the slope 

causes a block to topple
2 S uspended has moved within the last 12 months but is not active (1) at present; 

example shows local cracking in the crown o f the topple
3 R eactivated is an active (1) landslide which has been inactive (4); example shows that 

another block topples, disturbing the previously displaced material
4 Inactive Has not moved within the last 12 months and can be divided in states (5)- 

(8)
5 D orm ant Is an inactive (4) landslide which can be reactivated (3) by its original 

causes or by other causes, example shows that the displaced mass begins to 
regain tree cover, scarps are modified by weathering

6 A bandoned Is an inactive (4) landslide which is no longer affected by its original 
causes; example shows that fluvial deposition has protected the toe o f  the 
slope, the scarp begins to regain its tree cover

7 Stabilised Is an inactive (4) landslide which has been protected from its original 
causes by remedial measures; example shows that a wall protects the toe o f 
the slope

8 Relict Is an inactive (4) landslide which developed under climatic or 
geomorphological conditions considerably different from those at present; 
example shows that uniform tree cover has been established
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1.2.2.3 Styles o f  landslide activity

Figure 1.9 - Diagram illustrating styles o f  activity (after WP/WLI, 1993; in Cooper, 

2007)

Table 1.4 Definitions o f  styles o f  landslide activity (WP/WLI, 1993; reported in Dikau

et al., 1996). Numbers refer to Figure 1.9

Exam ple Style D escription
1 Com plex Landslide exhibits at least two types o f  movement (falling, toppling, sliding, 

spreading and flowing) in sequence; example shows gneiss and migmatites 
toppled with valley incision. Alluvial deposits fill in the valley bottom. After 
weathering weakened the toppled material, some o f  the displaced mass slid

2 C om posite Landslide exhibits at least two types o f  movem ent simultaneously in 
different parts o f the displacing mass; example shows that limestones have 
slid on the underlying shales causing toppling below the toe o f the slide 
rupture surface

3 Successive Landslide is the same type as nearby, earlier landslide, but does not share 
displaced material or a rupture o f  surface with it; example shows that the 
later slide, AB, is the same type as slide DC, but does not share displaced 
material or a rupture surface with it

4 Single Landslide is a single movement o f displaced material
5 M ultiple Landslide shows repeated development o f the same type o f movement
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1.2.2.4 Velocity classes

Velocity
class D escription

E x trem ely  rapid

V ery  rap id

Rapid

M oderate

S lo w

V ery  s low

Extremely slow

Velocity
(mm/scc)

5x10-

5x10

5x10

5x10

5x10
5x10

Probable destructive significance

C a tas t rophe  o f  m ajor  v io lence ;  bu i ld in g s  destroyed  by 
i n p a c t  o f  d isp laced  m ateria l;  m an y  deaths: e scape  
unlikely
S o m e  lives lost: velocity  too great  to permit all persons 
to e scape
Escape ev acu a t io n  poss ib le ;  s t ru c t i re s .  possessions. 
and equ ipm en t  d es t royed ____________________________
S o m e  temporary' and insensi tive  s truc tures  can  be 
ternporar ilv  m ain ta ined___________________________
Rem edia l  construction  can be u n d e r ta k en  d u r ing  
m o v em en t;  in sensi tive  s t ruc tu res  c an  be m aintained 
with frequent m a in ten an ce  w ork iCtotal m o v em e n t  is 
not large during a pa r ticu la r  acce le ra t io n  phase_______
S o m e  perm anen t  s truc tures  u n d a m a g e d  by m o v em e n t
Im percep t ib le  w ithout  ins trum ents :  construction  
poss ib le  with p recau tions

Figure 1.10 Landslide velocities and possible consequences (after Cruden and 

Varnes. 1996)

1.2.3 Basic principles o f  landsliding

Landslides occur when the disturbing or shearing stresses acting along a potential 

surface o f rupture exceed the available resisting stresses or shear strength o f the soil 

or rock.

Figure 1.11 shows the forces acting on a single mass o f soil or rock resting on a plane 

inclined at an angle p-to the horizontal. This plane could be a discontinuity, a bedding 

plane or simply a suspected potential surface o f  rupture in a soil/rock slope. If other 

external sources are excluded, the main force acting on the soil/rock mass is the 

weight W, which can be resolved in its two components, one parallel (T=Wsinfi) and 

one perpendicular (N^Wcosfl) to the plane. The main destabilising force is therefore 

the component o f  the weight acting down the plane, which in terms o f stresses (i.e. 

force per unit area) can be defined as the destabilising or shear stress (xs):

W ■ Rr  = — sin B 
A

Eq. 1.1
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where A is the area o f the shear plane on which the weight operates.

The component o f the weight acting perpendicular to the plane generates pressure 

between the grains and therefore friction at the base o f the mass of soil/rock. The total 

resisting stress (r), which opposes to sliding, depends on both the cohesion and the 

frictional strength o f the material:

where c is the cohesion, n is the normal stress and (p is the angle o f internal friction or 

angle o f shearing resistance o f the material. The cohesion is an inherent property of 

the material, due to the attractions between particles, and it is independent of normal 

stress. The angle of internal friction describes how the friction caused by normal 

stress contributes to the strength o f the material.

surface o f rupture

When the pores o f the soil or broken rock are filled with water, the pore water reduces 

the contacts between the grains and supports part o f the normal pressure. Therefore, 

the principle o f effective stress is introduced.

For a saturated soil, the maximum shear strength or the shearing resistance o f the 

material {xj) can be described by the equation o f Mohr-Coulomb as:

Eq. 1.2

Figure 1.11 Block diagram o f forces acting on a mass o f soil/rock resting on a
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r t = c'+(n -  w)tan </>'= c '+«'tan </)' Eq. 1.3

where n ' is the effective stress supported by the grain structure, n is the total normal 

stress, u is the pore water pressure, c ’ and <£>’ are the cohesion and the angle of 

internal friction determined using effective stress.

The pore water pressure depends on the height o f the water table. As for most hard 

rocks and many sandy/gravelly soils the water does not alter significantly the values 

o f c ’ and 0 \  it is evident from equation 1.3 that an increase in water table (i.e. due to 

rainfall) causes a decrease in intergranular friction and therefore in the effective stress 

and the shear strength o f the material.

For partially saturated soils, the shear strength is given by (Fredlund et al., 1978): 

z f = c '+ (n -u u )tan^'+(w M -  w(;)tan ^ "  Eq. 1.4

where uw is the pore water pressure, ua is the pore air pressure and <p" is the property 

o f the soil which accounts for the contribution o f (u^-uj on strength.

When a sample o f loose cohesionless soil (sand, gravel) or normally-consolidated clay 

is sheared at a constant normal stress, the strength gradually increases. When a dense 

cohesionless soil or an over-consolidated clay is sheared at a constant normal stress, 

the strength initially increases till to a maximum value or peak strength (due to 

dilation, friction) and then decreases down to a minimum value or residual strength 

(due for example to orientation o f plate-like clay particles), with the formation of 

shearing surfaces.

In nature, sliding has been observed to occur in soils along a single slip surface of 

only millimetres thickness (i.e. along a particular weak horizon such as a bedding 

plane) or along shear zones (i.e. when shearing affects a thick bed o f uniform 

material). A change o f soil fabric occurs in these shear surfaces/zones, but can also 

occur in the material above the slip surface/zone, due to distortions in the displaced 

material. Peak strength will be mobilised in a first-time landslide, but not everywhere 

at the same time, with the development o f a progressive failure within the slope. If 

shear zones/planes exist already on site, as for example in the case o f  relict landslides,
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than the shear strength will be at/near the residual value and will be more easily 

mobilised. These and other basic concepts o f soil and rock mechanics can be found in 

many textbooks (i.e. Brunsden and Prior, 1984; Anderson and Richards, 1987; 

Bromhead, 1992; Tanzini, 2001).

1.2.4 Landslide causes

The causes o f landsliding can fall under the following three categories: factors that 

contribute to increased shear stresses acting on the potential surface o f rupture; factors 

that contribute to low shear strength o f the soil/rock and factors that contribute to 

reduce shear strength o f soil/rock (Varnes, 1978; Cruden and Varnes, 1996).

Factors that contribute to increased shear stresses include (Varnes, 1978; Cruden and 

Varnes, 1996):

Removal o f lateral or underlying slope support (due for example to: erosion by 

streams, rivers, waves and glaciers; weathering; previous landsliding; 

subsidence or faulting; human activities such as quarrying, cutting, mining, 

removal o f retaining walls and alteration o f water levels in artificial lakes or 

reservoirs);

Imposition o f surcharges/loads (such as: weight o f water from rain, springs or 

leaking services; seepage pressures; weight o f snow or accumulated 

sediments; human constructions such as fills, waste piles and buildings); 

Transitory earth stresses (mainly due to earthquakes, but also volcanic or 

anthropogenic explosions, failures in adjacent slopes, vibrations caused by 

human activities);

Uplift or regional tilting (due for example to tectonic forces, volcanic 

pressures or melting o f extensive ice sheets);

Increased lateral pressure (due for example to presence or freezing o f water in 

cracks and swelling pressures o f clays).

Factors that contribute to low shear strength include (Varnes, 1978; Cruden and 

Varnes, 1996):

Composition and texture o f materials (weak or potentially weak materials, 

materials with loose fabrics or textures);

Mass structure and slope geometry (weakening due to discontinuities; 

presence o f massive beds over weak/plastic ones; alternation o f permeable
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sands/sandstones and impermeable weak clays/shales; strata inclined towards 

a free face);

Factors that contribute to reduced shear strength include (Varnes, 1978; Cruden and 

Varnes, 1996):

Changes due to weathering and other physiochemical reactions (such as: 

Assuring; hydration or base exchange in clays; removal o f cement solutions; 

physical disintegration o f granular rocks);

Changes in intergranular forces due to water content and water pressure in 

pores and fractures;

Changes in structure (Assuring and fracturing caused by human activities); 

Other causes, such as weakening due to creep or to action o f trees or 

burrowing animals.

A thorough discussion o f landslide causes can be found in Crozier (1986). According 

to this author, slopes can be in one o f three states: stable, unstable / marginally stable 

(they will fail sometime in the future), and actively unstable (movem ent is already 

occurring). With reference to these three states, the causes leading to failure can be 

grouped into:

preparatory factors, which cause a stable slope to become susceptible to failure 

(marginally stable), but without initiating movement;

triggering factors, which initiate movement, causing a marginally stable slope 

to become actively unstable;

controlling (or perpetuating) factors, which are responsible for the type, the 

duration and the rate o f movement o f  an actively unstable slope.

It is important to underline that a landslide can rarely be attributed to a single cause 

(Varnes, 1978).

1.2.5 Slope stability assessments

Slope stability assessm ents commonly use a traditional deterministic limit equilibrium 

approach, based on the calculation o f a factor o f safety for the most critical surface of 

rupture. The factor o f  safety is deAned as the ratio between the resisting forces (and/or 

their moments) and the destabilising forces (and/or their moments) and it is 

theoretically equal to 1 when the slope is at the verge o f failure, is less than 1 when
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the slope is unstable and more than 1 when the slope is stable. After considering the 

likely shape o f the surface of rupture, one o f the several existing methods based on 

force and/or momentum equilibrium equations is selected. The slope above the 

surface o f rupture is generally divided in slices. The number of unknowns is higher 

than the number of equations and therefore in each method some assumptions are 

made to obtain a solution (they are discussed and compared for example in: Graham, 

1984; Nash, 1987; Duncan, 1996 and Tanzini, 2001).

For a rock slope, stability depends mainly on the geometry and the properties of 

discontinuities: their characteristics (planarity and smoothness of surface), their 

orientation with respect to the horizontal and to the rock face, their openness with 

presence o f  infill/water and their interactions with other discontinuities. Before 

carrying out calculations o f factor o f safety, the structure o f the slope must be 

analysed with stereographic plots to see if  movement is kinematically possible. Then, 

limit equilibrium methods can be applied for the calculation o f safety. Four types of 

rock failures are generally recognised: planar, wedge, toppling and rotational failures.

Figure 1.12 Planar (a), wedge (b), toppling (c) and rotational (d) failures in rock. 

The type offailure is influenced by the geometry o f  the discontinuities (modified from  

Tanzini, 2001 and references therein)

The traditional methods of limit equilibrium evaluation do not take into consideration 

the relationship between stresses and deformations, which is they do not provide 

information on rates/distribution of displacements and therefore do not allow the 

prediction or the modelling of landslide movements. On the contrary, finite element 

methods, in which the slope is divided into a mesh o f elements with particular stress- 

strain behaviour, can provide information on progressive failure and rate of 

displacements. Moreover, they can model more complex slope conditions and

Toppling RotationalPlanar
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changes in loads and geometry in time. Discussion and examples o f applications of 

finite element methods can be found in Duncan (1996) Griffiths and Lane (1999). 

More recently, F ra n c is  et al. (2007) and Ferrari and Laloui (2011) have described the 

use of a 2D and 3D finite element mesh for the hydro-mechanical modelling o f large 

landslides characterised by slow movements primarily caused by variations in water 

pressure. Firstly, advanced 3D hydrogeological finite element modelling is used to 

calculate the values of water pressures at any point and time within the slope. Then, 

these calculated water pressures are used as inputs for 2D and 3D geo-mechanical 

modelling. Numerical simulations are carried out to calculate variations of stresses 

and displacements in space and time. The calculated displacements are then calibrated 

against the measured ones. The final valid model provides a useful platform to 

analyse the physical behaviour o f the slope, in particular it allows evaluating the 

effects o f variation o f different parameters, establishing critical water levels and 

predicting rates and distribution o f displacements in response to different conditions 

induced for example by climate change or remedial works.

Slope stability assessments o f unstable or potentially unstable slopes require the 

knowledge o f  (Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy, 1977; McCann and Forster, 1990; Hack,

2000):

1. Slope geometry: slope angle, topography, surface area, thickness o f displaced 

material, three dimensional shape on any surface o f rupture (shear surface/zone);

2. Slope geology;

3. Slope structure: location and geometry o f faults / fractures, dip o f  strata and 

bedding planes ;

4. Geotechnical and mechanical proprieties o f  slope materials;

5. Hydrogeology: height o f  the groundwater table, distribution o f moisture content 

above the water table, temporal and seasonal variations in the groundwater table;

6. Ground movement: quantification and characterisation o f ground displacements in 

both time and space.

The investigation o f an unstable (or potentially unstable) slope starts with a detailed 

desk study o f  all available information (i.e. published literature, existing geotechnical 

reports, topographic maps, geological maps, remote sensing, air photographs, digital 

terrain data and satellite imagery). After the desk study, site reconnaissance (walk-
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over surveys), topographic and engineering geomorphological mapping are carried 

out. The ground is normally invasively investigated using trial pits, trenches, 

boreholes (or rarely with expensive adits and shafts). All exposures and boreholes are 

logged and samples taken for geotechnical analysis. The hydrogeology o f the slope is 

investigated by monitoring groundwater levels with piezometers and also by carrying 

out dye tracing and pumping tests. Identification and classification o f slope materials 

and the determination of their engineering properties is carried out using in situ tests 

(i.e. vane shear, in situ shear box, dynamic and static cone penetrometer, in situ shear 

test) and laboratory tests on samples (i.e. shear box, triaxial apparatus, shear ring). 

Displacements are monitored with ground surveying (i.e. with EDM, GPS), 

photogrammetry or other instruments such as inclinometers and extentiometers. A 

thorough description o f all these conventional methods and instruments are available 

in all slope stability textbooks (i.e. Bromhead, 1992; Cornforth, 2005; Tanzini, 2001).

1.3 Global Positioning System s for the m onitoring o f surface 

displacem ents

Global Positioning Systems (GPS) are increasingly being used for surveying on 

landslides in Great Britain (HSMO, 1996), but they are still not used in common 

practice, perhaps because considered too be expensive and require a high level of 

technical competence in their use. Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide for example is 

monitored by professional surveyors on behalf o f  the Rhondda Cynon Taff Borough 

County Council (RCTCBC) using a conventional EDM (Electronic Distance 

Measurement instrument). GPS systems allow the operator to navigate and obtain 

three-dimensional positions everywhere on the Earth’s surface, by receiving and 

processing communication signals broadcast by satellites in a 20,200 km high o rb it.

Typically, the precision quoted for the conventional EDM monitoring o f landslide 

surface displacements is o f the order o f a centimetre in accuracy and precision (Gili et 

al., 2000). In recent years, several authors (Gili et al., 2000; Rizzo, 2002; Coe et al., 

2003; Mora et al., 2003; Briickl et al., 2006; Demoulin, 2006; Peyret et al., 2008) have 

demonstrated that dual-frequency GPS systems can be used for this purpose at sub-
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centimetre accuracy and precision.

When compared with traditional EDM surveying methods, GPS monitoring has 

several advantages (Gili et al., 2000; Malet et al., 2002; Briickl et al., 2006):

a) The technique does not require line o f sight surveying;

b) The technique can be used in poor weather conditions;

c) The technique provides high accuracy over large survey areas which can be 

covered in relatively short survey time;

d) The cost o f instruments is reducing constantly and is now similar to a high 

quality surveying total station.

However, to obtain maximum GPS accuracy and precision there must be good 

satellite coverage and geometry and measurements can be negatively affected by 

nearby obstacles (multipath issues). Moreover, a high level o f technical competence 

by the operator is required.

When compared with data obtained using other instruments (i.e. inclinometers, 

extensometers and traditional geodetic techniques), GPS displacement measurements 

have all shown good agreement (comparisons are reported in Gili et al., 2000; Malet 

et al., 2002; Coe et al., 2003; Squarzoni et al, 2005). These displacement 

measurements have often been compared with rainfall and pore water pressures for a 

better understanding o f landslide dynamics (examples can be found in Malet et al., 

2002; Coe et al., 2003, Demoulin, 2006; Peyret et al., 2008; Baldi et al., 2008).

GPS has been also used for continuous monitoring by M alet et al. (2002), Mora et al. 

(2003), Peyret et al. (2008) and Baldi et al (2008). Continuous GPS monitoring could 

be very useful to establish the threshold o f pore water pressures necessary for initiate 

or accelerate ground movement and as a possible early warning system (Malet et al., 

2002) . However, such continuous monitoring techniques are very expensive and may 

be suited to remote Alpine research projects, but not practically applicable on 

landslides that are subject to urban vandalism such as the one considered in this 

project.
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More technical details on the GPS surveying techniques used in this research project 

are provided in Chapter 2.

1.4 Digital Photogramm etry

Lillesand et al. (2004) define photogrammetry as the “science and technology of 

obtaining spatial measurements and other geometrically reliable derived products 

from photographs’'. In digital photogrammetry, such measurements and products are 

derived from digital or digitized historical film-based imagery (Konecny, 2003).

Since the 1970s-1980s, analytical photogrammetry has substituted analogue 

photogrammetry and has been widely used to produce digital elevation models 

(DEMs) and to evaluate surficial ground movements. If the cam era parameters are 

known, or if  the software used for photogrammetry has self-calibration options, high 

resolution DEMs and ortho-rectified photos can be obtained from quality historical 

aerial photographs taken in different epochs. Displacement vectors and DEMs of 

height difference can be calculated to determine changes o f  volume (Oka, 1998; 

Briickl et al., 2006; W angensteen et al., 2006; Walstra et al., 2007; Baldi et al., 2008). 

When compared with GPS and geodetic techniques, photogram metry has the 

advantage o f not requiring physical site access (a very im portant health and safety 

consideration in landslides). It can provide high spatial resolution DEMs over large 

areas and information on long-term landslide kinematics (Casson et al., 2003; Mora et 

al., 2003; Chen et al., 2006; Baldi et al., 2008; Dewitte et al., 2008).

Unfortunately analytical photogrammetry has historically relied on the use of 

expensive and complex stereo-plotters that need experienced operators (Chandler,

2001). Modern digital photogrammetry potentially offers several advantages over 

older traditional methods (Chandler, 1999; Baily et al., 2003):

• Automatic generation o f DEMs by image matching techniques;

• Production o f  DEMs o f consistent precision because based on regular grids;

• Production o f  high-density DEMs due to an increase in ground sampling rates 

(sampling rates are 100 times those o f manual photogrammetric methods and
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1000 times those o f modern ground surveying techniques);

• The possibility to modify DEM resolution according to the user’s needs, without 

significant changes in costs;

• Availability o f relatively inexpensive software packages that run on UNIX 

machines or high specification PCs;

• Availability o f user-friendly software packages that can be used potentially by in

experienced photogrammetrists (although according to Baily et al. (2003) a high 

level o f  expertise is still required to avoid simple pitfall errors);

• Availability o f software packages that can create additional products (i.e. fly- 

throughs. animations, ortho-photographs) and provide additional image analysis 

tools;

• Improvement in overall accuracy and processing time when compared to 

analytical photogrammetry, if the area under investigation is extensive and 

requires dense data coverage.

Digital imagery can be obtained by scanning conventional large format analogue 

photographs or directly using high-resolution digital cameras. Traditionally analogue 

film is generally preferred option for aerial applications however advances in 

professional digital imagery have now virtually replaced film. Photogrammetric high- 

quality scanners are too expensive for occasional users (Chandler, 2001 and 

references therein; Baily et al., 2003). To date, digital cam eras have not been used for 

aerial applications because they do not provide the necessary high resolution required 

to be cost-efficient (Chandler, 1999; 2001 and references therein). However, digital 

camera technology is constantly changing and inexpensive cameras can provide 

sufficient resolution for close-range applications.

1.5 The use o f geophysics on landslides

The practical application o f terrestrial applied geophysical techniques to landslide 

characterisation is fairly recent: the first technical articles on this subject were 

published in the 1960s and 1970s (Cadman and Goodman, 1967; Denness et al., 1975; 

Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy, 1977; Muller, 1977; Novosad et al., 1977; Yamaguchi, 

1977). The restricted use o f geophysics to landslide research was mainly due to the 

logistical difficulties o f  transporting the heavy analogue equipment and batteries over
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areas o f difficult landslide terrain. These pioneering articles concentrated 

predominantly on techniques such as geoacoustic, vertical electrical sounding, 

electrical profiling/mapping, seismic refraction and self potential mapping. The use of 

electromagnetic techniques was first introduced in the 1990s, with the research of 

McCann and Forster (1990) and Caris and Van Asch (1991). The recent development 

o f highly portable, digital geophysical equipment has lead to increased applications of 

geophysical surveying for landslide research. Over the past decade, improvements in 

digital technology and data analysis has allowed the application o f two and three- 

dimensional imaging techniques to landslide research (e.g. 2D/3D electrical resistivity 

tomography : Bichler et al., 2004; Lebourg et al., 2005; Friedel et al., 2006; self

potential tomography in: Lapenna et al., 2003; Perrone et al., 2004; Colangelo et al., 

2006; 2D/3D seismic refraction tomography in: Meric et al., 2005; Godio et al., 2006; 

Fleincke et al., 2006). Authors have also explored the use o f four-dimensional 

imaging using electrical resistivity and self potential tom ography repeated in time 

(e.g. Suzuki and Higashi, 2001; Jomard et al., 2007; Colangelo et al., 2006). Also 

other techniques have recently been applied to landslide characterisation, such as 

ground penetrating radar (Bruno and Marillier, 2000; Cardarelli et al, 2003; Bichler et 

al., 2004; Heincke et al., 2005), high-resolution seismic reflection (Bruno and 

Marillier, 2000; Ferrucci et al., 2000; Briickl and Paroditis, 2001) and spectral 

analysis o f surface waves (Israil and Pachauri, 2003; Godio et al., 2006).

Traditional methods for the investigation o f landslides (i.e. boreholes, trial pits, in situ 

and laboratory tests) usually provide accurate and quantitative site information at 

precise locations. However, they are logistically expensive, intrusive and provide only 

single-location information at a particular time, requiring uncertain interpolations and 

extrapolations between a number o f locations. Moreover, boreholes often suffer from 

several practical difficulties, including restricted access to critical locations and 

eventual disruption due to the ground movement. Samples have limited size and may 

not reflect the strong spatial variability o f param eters and the presence of 

discontinuities. By contrast, geophysical techniques can provide a non-invasive 

(therefore environmental-friendly) high-resolution means o f investigating the 

subsurface along continuous profiles, providing wet and dry parameters of soils/rocks 

in situ over large ground volumes (Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy, 1977; McCann and 

Forster, 1990).
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A brief introduction to geophysical methods with an explanation of the principles 

behind their applicability for the characterisation and monitoring o f landslides is 

reported in the next sections. More details on the principles o f the geophysical 

techniques selected for the project are provided in Chapter 2 and in references therein.

1.5.1 Seismic methods (refraction, reflection and surface waves)

Near-surface seismic refraction is based on the measurement o f the times required for 

elastic waves (compressional or shear) to travel from a source to motion sensors 

(geophones) deployed on the ground after being refracted at boundaries o f contrasting 

seismic velocity. These travel times provide information on the layer velocities and 

the depth to refracting boundaries. In general, compressional (P-wave) seismic 

velocities depend on lithology, degree o f compaction/litification, density, porosity, 

pore structure, fracturing/weathering degree, saturation degree and properties of the 

pore fluids. Shear or (S-) waves do not propagate through fluids and will be only 

slightly affected by the presence o f water due to the consequent slight increase in 

density (Israil and Pachauri, 2003).

The physical properties o f landslide materials may be very similar to those o f the 

underlying undisturbed geology. However, landslide materials usually undergo 

changes in physical structure and texture that result in changes in their bulk properties 

and therefore in their P and S wave velocities (Bruno and M arillier, 2000). Variations 

in seismic velocity in the displaced material can result from changes in: materials’ 

shear or bulk modulus caused by ground movements (extension/compression), 

degrees o f fracturing/weathering, porosity and presence o f interstitial groundwater. As 

a consequence, displaced materials are often characterised by seismic velocities lower 

than the ones for bedrock geology and by higher coefficients o f attenuation 

(Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy, 1977; Caris and van Asch, 1991). Moreover, Bogoslovsky 

and Ogilvy (1977) showed that areas characterised by different values o f velocities 

may develop across the displaced material due to different degrees o f compaction and 

deformation within the slope.
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Seismic velocities may also provide information on the mechanical and geotechnical 

parameters o f the materials composing the slope. If the velocities o f both P and S- 

waves are known, a seismically derived Y oung’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio can be 

determined. Furthermore, seismic velocities measured in the field can be compared to 

the ones measured in laboratory to assess the quality o f rock (RQD).

Seismic refraction has indeed been widely employed on landslides to define their 

internal structure (i.e. depth and geometry o f shear surfaces/zones and bedrock, 

thickness o f displaced material), the mechanical properties o f soils and rocks 

composing the slopes and the fracturing degree o f rock masses. Examples are reported 

in: Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy (1977), Muller (1977), M cCann and Forster (1990), Caris 

and van Asch (1991), Giraud et al. (1995), Frasheri et al. (1998), Mauritsch et al. 

(2000), Cardarelli et al. (2003), Israil and Pachauri (2003), Bichler et al. (2004), 

Meric et al. (2005), Briickl and Briickl (2006), Godio et al. (2006), Heincke et al. 

(2006).

The fundamental requirement for the seismic refraction to work is that the velocity 

must increase with depth. Moreover, thin layers with poor velocity contrasts (hidden 

layers) or gradational changes in velocity are often very difficult to detect (i.e. slip 

surface in homogeneous material; Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy, 1977).

The seismic reflection technique is not affected by velocity inversions and can 

potentially provide information on slope structure in areas o f  complex geometry. The 

technique is based on the measurement o f two-way travel times o f  waves reflected by 

boundaries o f contrasting acoustic impedance (product o f  density and velocity). 

However, the practical use o f seismic reflection on landslides is very limited. This is 

due to the fact that it is technically difficult and expensive to obtain shallow high 

frequency reflection data at terrestrial sites, particularly in areas o f varying 

topographic relief (Brabham et al., 2005). The exam ples o f  seismic reflection data 

reported in the literature (Bruno and M arillier, 2000; Ferrucci et al., 2000) provide 

information on slope structure at depth but are characterised by lack o f signal at near 

surface, the depth o f interest in terms o f displaced material and surface o f rupture.
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Stiffness is an important parameter in slope stability analysis as it can be related to 

shear strength (Hack, 2000). Shear (S) waves are more sensitive to changes in normal 

stiffness than compressional (P) waves, but they are more difficult to generate by 

using impulsive and explosive sources and therefore are less commonly used. As a 

consequence, the possibility o f determine S-wave velocities through the measurement 

o f surface waves, which are very easy to produce and detect, has generated a lot of 

interest over the last few years. The surface wave technique is robust and has the 

additional advantage o f not suffering from the problem o f hidden layers. In the 

method o f spectral analysis o f surface waves (SASW ), surface waves are detected by 

a pair or receivers and the recorded signals are processed to produce a profile of shear 

wave velocity in depth (details can be found in Israil and Pachauri, 2003). Examples 

o f the use o f  SASW on landslides are reported in Israil and Pachauri (2003) and 

Godio et al. (2006).

During the 1990s, the Kansas Geological Survey developed a new method of 

multichannel analysis o f surface waves (MASW), which provides 2D profiles o f S- 

wave velocity through multi-channel recording o f surface waves. The simultaneous 

use o f more than two geophones reduces acquisition time and improves data quality 

compared to SASW technique (Park et al., 1999; M iller et al., 1999; 2000). MASW 

method is badly affected by lateral changes in elastic properties and by severe 

topography. Therefore its applicability on landslides is not certain. For this project, 

MASW data were acquired at Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide as part o f a Leeds 

University M.Sc. thesis (Bottomley, 2008) simultaneously with seismic refraction (P-) 

wave data.

1,5.2 Electrical resistivity methods

Electrical resistivity techniques are based on the in-situ field measurement of 

contrasts in the electrical resistivity o f  Earth materials. In electrical sounding, 

profiling and mapping, data acquisition involves the injection o f current into the 

ground (using a 12V battery) via a couple o f  electrodes and the measurement of 

voltage through another couple o f electrodes. In electrical resistivity tomography (or 

ERT) instead an array o f electrodes is deployed, which work alternatively as current 

or potential electrodes. Hundreds o f readings are taken along a profile which are used
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to obtain a 2D section or a 3D distribution o f resistivity within the slope. Detectable 

contrasts in electrical resistivity are observed when there are changes in: lithology (i.e. 

clay content), degree o f fracturing, porosity, permeability, water content and water 

conductivity.

Previous landslide research has shown that the contrast in resistivity between the 

displaced material and the stable material is mainly due to differences in water 

content and/or fracturing degree. Furthermore, Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy (1977) and 

Muller (1977) underlined that shear surfaces/zones are generally characterised by 

mechanical disturbance, altered mineralogical com position, increased water and/or 

clay content, and increased water salinity: all factors which lead to a decrease in 

resistivity.

Electrical resistivity methods have been deployed on landslides to determine the 

lateral limits and the thickness o f the displaced material, to define the internal 

structure and the geology o f the slope (in particular the depth to and the geometry of 

the shear surface/zone) and mainly to investigate the groundwater distribution and the 

moisture content o f the different layers composing the slope (Bogoslovsky and 

Ogilvy, 1977; Caris and van Asch, 1991; Frasheri et al., 1998; Lapenna et al., 2003; 

Perrone et al., 2004; Meric et al., 2005; Lebourg et al., 2005; Sass et al., 2008). In 

addition, laboratory experiments and field applications have shown that the repetition 

o f resistivity surveys in time can provide information about groundwater distribution 

and flow and their changes in time (electrical resistivity mapping in: Denness, 1975; 

Bogoslovsky and Ogil.vy, 1977; Yamaguchi, 1977; electrical resistivity tomography 

in: Suzuki & Higashi, 2001; Lebourg at al., 2005; Friedel et al., 2006; Jomard et al., 

2007).

For example, Suzuky and Higashi (2001) were able to draw a conceptual cross section 

model o f groundwater flow for a weathered rock slope in Japan by evaluating the 

changes in resistivity in a repeated profile and by com paring these changes to rainfall 

and pressure head. Jomard et al. (2007) carried out a controlled water injection on part 

o f the deep-seated La Capiere landslide in the French Alps. This injection was 

coupled with hydrological studies (natural and artificial tracings), time-lapse 

resistivity tomography and geodetic m onitoring using a tacheometer. This
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combination o f  studies led to delineation and quantification o f two different water 

flows (shallow and deep) within the slope, but no surface displacements were 

detected, meaning that the relatively rapid shallow water flow along the slip surface 

did not cause the increase in pore water pressure necessary for detectable 

displacements to occur.

Many ERT profiles were acquired on Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide as part o f this 

project. A sub-set o f lines were also repeated in time and the resistivity changes were 

compared with local rainfall, borehole water levels and GPS monitoring data.

1.5.3 Electromagnetic induction methods

The electrical conductivity o f  the subsurface (inverse o f resistivity) can be measured 

using electromagnetic low frequency ground conductivity instruments. These 

instruments have the advantage o f not requiring direct contact with the ground, being 

consequently less time-consuming and invasive than electrical resistivity techniques 

to deploy. A primary electromagnetic field is generated by a transmitter coil and 

propagates through the ground inducing eddy currents in conductive materials. These 

eddy currents generate a secondary electromagnetic field which is detected by a 

receiver coil and it is compared with the primary field to determine the conductivity 

o f the materials in the subsurface.

Fixed frequency EM-31 and EM-34 ground conductivity metres have been used on 

landslides mainly to investigate the water distribution within the slope (McCann and 

Forster, 1990; Caris and van Asch, 1991) and to delineate the lateral limits o f the 

displaced material (Caris and van Asch, 1991; Bruno and M arillier, 2000; Meric et al., 

2005). The electromagnetic profiles acquired by Caris and van Ash (1991) and by 

Bruno and M arillier (2000) showed higher values o f conductivity on displaced 

materials. The authors interpreted these high values as due to wetter conditions or to 

an increase in the clay content respectively. The profiles acquired by Meric et al.

(2005) instead were characterised by lower values o f conductivity across the 

displaced mass. These low values were attributed to a high fracturing degree.
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In electromagnetic induction methods, the variation o f conductivity with depth can be 

determined either by changing the coil spacing o f fixed frequency instruments (if 

possible, as for EM-34) or by using a multi-frequency instrument with fixed coil 

spacing (Won et al., 1996; Witten et al., 1997; Won, 2003). In 1995 Geophex 

developed a highly portable, broadband multi-frequency electromagnetic instrument 

(GEM-2), which could offer the possibility o f rapidly mapping 3D conductivity 

changes over large areas and at different depths. Its use on landslides has not been 

reported in the literature and it was tested on Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide as part of 

this project.

1.5.4 Electrical Self Potential

The self potential method is based on the measurement o f  natural electrical voltage 

potentials measured between two points on the ground. These potentials can be 

generated by electrochemical or mechanical processes in the subsurface.

Electrical self potential (SP) variations measured on landslides have been associated 

with moving groundwater (or streaming potentials). N egative voltage anomalies 

correlate with the downward movement o f groundwater and positive anomalies to 

upward flow. By repeating the surveys, the SP method can also be used to investigate 

the variations o f groundwater flow with time. Moreover, SP anomalies have been 

used to delineate the landside lateral limits as the m easurements become generally 

strongly positive when crossing onto the displaced material. Examples on the 

applications o f SP profiling/mapping can be found in: Bruno and M arillier (2000), 

Lapenna et al. (2003), Perrone et al. (2004), Meric et al. (2005) and Colangelo et al.

(2006). Lapenna et al. (2003) and Perrone et al. (2004) acquired also SP tomography 

profiles, which provide 2D sections o f the charge occurrence probability factor (COP) 

function. Strong horizontal changes in COP seemed to correlate well with the lateral 

limits o f the landslides.

Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy (1977) underlined that the patterns and signs of SP 

anomalies can be influenced also by lithology (i.e. a positive anomaly can be due to 

flowing water but also to high clay content) and therefore results must be compared 

with other techniques.
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Self potential profiling and mapping was carried out at M ynydd yr Eglwys and a few 

SP profiles were repeated again as part o f a longer-term monitoring project.

1.5.5 Induced polarization

Induced polarization (IP) is an electrical technique that measures the electrical 

capacitance effects o f ground materials, i.e. the ability o f  a material to store electrical 

charge. If current is injected through the ground, polarization may occur in areas with 

clay or metallic grains. Therefore when the current is switched off, electrical potential 

does not drop immediately to zero, but decays in time. IP could in theory help by 

resolving the geophysical ambiguity between clay-rich and wet silica-rich areas. Both 

these lithologies found on landslides are characterised by low electrical resistivity 

values. Many modem resistivity instruments have the capability o f simultaneously 

measuring resistivity and IP, however this procedure can increase the surveying time 

by at least three fold. To date, the IP method has hardly ever been used in any 

landslide research studies (Marescot et al., 2008).

Marescot et al. (2008) used the IP technique in com bination with resistivity 

measurements in order to distinguish areas o f high water content from faults/fracture 

zones rich in clay or areas o f  localised graphite enrichment in the bedrock.

A few IP profiles were acquired at Mynydd yr Eglwys as part o f this project and 

practical comparative trials were undertaken using a variety o f  types o f electrodes.

As resistivity (or conductivity), chargeability and self potential contrasts can be due to 

several different factors, all these methods require borehole calibration or integration 

with other techniques for a more reliable interpretation o f the results.

1.5.6 Other geophysical methods

Compared to electrical resistivity and seismic methods, ground penetrating radar 

(GPR) has the potential to provide the high resolution at shallow depth necessary to 

detect very thin slip zones (Sass et al., 2008). The method is based on the 

measurement o f the travel times o f electrom agnetic waves reflected at boundaries o f
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contrasting dielectric constant. GPR can define the exact depths o f boundaries that 

appear as sharp contrasts, instead o f smoothed zones as in ERT inversions (Sass et al., 

2008). However, GPR surveys have proven unsuccessful on landslides due to the 

common presence o f clay and boulders. Clay causes rapid radar signal attenuation and 

boulders act as diffraction sources (Bruno and M arillier, 2000; Friedel et al., 2006; 

Sass et al., 2008). Moreover, the acquisition and processing o f GPR data in areas of 

rugged landslide topography involves complex topographic corrections (Heincke et 

al., 2005). Only a few successful examples o f GPR on landslides have been reported 

in the literature and involve mainly surveys on rock masses (Cardarelli et al., 2003; 

Heincke et al., 2005; Spillman et al., 2007).

When a landslide is actively moving, rocks and soils will transm it transient audio

frequency waves. By adapting available earthquake m onitoring technology, these 

landslide micro-seismic events can be used to predict sliding surfaces and remotely 

record landslide activity. This is the only geophysical method which would provide a 

real-time warning o f an impending failure. Such telemetric systems are very 

expensive to deploy and monitor, but examples o f  their use are reported by Cadman 

and Goodman (1967), Muller (1977), Novosad et al. (1977), Rouse et al., (1991), 

Frasheri et al. (1998).

Despite these research advances, geophysical methods are still not routinely used on 

active and relict landslides, especially in the UK. The reasons for this, often cited by 

engineers, are that geophysics provides information on physical parameters not 

strictly correlated to the geotechnical and mechanical properties required by 

engineers. Geophysicists may also have a tendency to overestimate the capabilities of 

particular techniques and to not properly explain to engineers the limitations of 

physical penetration depth and resolution o f any geophysical technique (Jongmans 

and Garambois, 2007).

A summary o f the applicability o f the methods is reported in Table 1.5, whereas a 

summary o f the literature review is provided in Appendix C. Reviews on the 

application o f geophysics to landside research can be found also in Bogoslovsky and 

Ogilvy (1977), Muller (1977), McCann and Forster (1990), Hack (2000) and 

Jongmans and Garambois (2007).
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Table 1.5 Geophysical methods and their potential applications for investigation and

monitoring o f landslides

Geophysical method Potential application on landslides
Electrical resistivity tom ography (ERT) Delineation o f  landslide lateral limits 

D eterm ination o f  slipping material thickness 
D eterm ination o f  depth and geometry o f slip 
surfaces/zones
D eterm ination o f  changes in lithology (i.e. clay) 
and/or w ater content
M onitoring o f changes in ground water table and 
m oisture content with tim e/rainfall

Induced polarization (IP) Distinction between areas o f water saturated 
silica-rich sedim ents and areas with 
predom inantly clay.

S elf potential (SP) Delineation o f  landslide lateral limits 
Determ ination o f direction o f groundwater flow 
M onitoring o f  changes in groundwater regime wth 
tim e/rainfall

E lectrom agnetics (low frequency) (EM ) Delineation o f  landslide lateral limits 
Identification o f  changes in water/clay content 
w ithin the slope

G round penetrating radar (GPR) Determ ination o f  near surface structures 
D eterm ination o f  location and geometry o f 
fracture and fault system s in rockslides/rockfalls 
(Very limited success on landslides due to 
common presence o f  wet and clay-rich materials, 
vegetations and surface fractures)

High-resolution seismic reflection D eterm ination o f  internal structure and geometry 
o f  the slope at depth (limited applications)

Seismic refraction (P & S waves) D eterm ination o f  internal structure (i.e. depth and 
geom etry o f  slip surface and bedrock) 
Determ ination o f  rock quality and rock fracturing 
degree
D eterm ination o f  seism ic Y oung’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ration (engineering properties)

Surface waves analysis D eterm ination o f  degree o f  compaction
M icroseism ic m onitoring Determ ination o f  landslide activity with 

possibility o f  issuing a prom pt warning; 
D eterm ination o f  slip surface location
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1.6 Landslides in the South W ales Coalfield

Conway et al. (1980) identified 579 landslide sites in the South Wales Coalfield. The 

landslides are mainly concentrated in the Ebbw, Sirhowy and Rhymney valleys o f the 

north-eastern coalfield and in the Rhondda, Ogwr, Garw and Llynfi valleys of the 

central coalfield (Conway et al., 1980; Forster et al., 2000). These high density and 

uneven distribution o f landslides are a reflection o f several inter-related factors which 

will be briefly discussed in the following sections: geology, structure,

geomorphology, mining and other human activities, hydrology, hydrogeology and 

engineering properties o f the materials.

1.6.1 Geology, structure and geomorphological history

The South Wales Coalfield is an east-west trending asymm etric synclinal basin, which 

extends from the coastal area o f Kidwelly in the west to Pontypool in the east, 

covering approximately 2700 km , and which is characterised by sedimentary rocks o f 

Upper Carboniferous (W estphalian) age known locally as the Coal Measures. The 

Coal Basin is underlain and surrounded around the edge by the older rocks of 

Millstone Grit, Carboniferous Limestone and Upper Old Red Sandstone. The 

geological contact between Coal Measures and M illstone Grit is considered to be the 

boundary o f the Coalfield (Figure 1.13; Conway et al., 1980).
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Figure 1.13 Geology, Structure and landslide distribution in the South Wales 

Coalfield (modified from Bentley and Siddle, 1996 and Edina Digimap). The map 

underlines the location o f the landslides mentioned in the text and of other well 

known failures which have been studied by other researchers.

The Coal Measures, which were deposited in a tropical costal-deltaic environment, 

are characterised by cyclic sedimentation (cyclothems). They have been historically 

divided into Lower, Middle and Upper Coal Measures on the basis o f three 

widespread marine bands (Figure 1.14; Woodland and Evans, 1964).

The Lower and Middle Coal Measures outcrop along the edges o f the Coalfield and in 

the lower part o f the valley slopes found in the centre o f the coalfield. They are 

mainly argillaceous and contain the majority o f the productive coal seams and 

ironstones. The cyclic sequences consist predominantly o f mudstones and siltstones 

capped by seatearths and coal seams, although also thin sandstone bands are present 

(Woodland and Evans, 1964; Conway et al., 1980).

The Upper Coal Measures consist predominantly o f poorly sorted, fluvial, sub- 

graywacke sandstones (or Pennant Sandstone) which form the high central plateau of
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the Coalfield. Although sandstones dominate, the sequences comprise also of 

mudstone, siltstones and thin coal seams. The Upper Coal Measures have been 

divided into Llynfi, Rhondda, Brithdir, Hughes, Swansea and Grovesend Beds on the 

basis o f coal seams which are persistent across the coalfield. The sedimentation of 

Pennant Sandstone was diachronous in the basin and proceeded in a SW-NE 

direction. As a consequence, Pennant Sandstone can be found already in the Rhondda 

beds in the western area, whereas only from the Brithdir beds in the west. Both Lynfi 

and Rhondda Beds are mainly argillaceous in the east. Here they contain sequences 

o f mudstones and siltstones intercalated with sandstones and conglomerates and are 

known as ‘R ed’ or ‘Deri Beds’ (Woodland and Evans, 1964; Bentley et al., 1980; 

Conway et al., 1980).

After their deposition, during the Variscan orogeny, the Coal Measures were 

deformed and uplifted. The South Wales Coalfield generally has the structure of an 

east-west trending asymmetric syncline, with a steeper southern limb and with 

thinning o f the sedimentary succession towards east. Several folds, numerous normal 

faults and thrusts are super-imposed onto this synclinal structure. The major folds are 

the Pontypridd-M aesteg Anticline and the Llantwit-Caerphilly, Pengam, Gowerton 

and Llanelli Synclines. The faults trend predominantly NW -SE (Hercinyan trend), 

although some other major faults, such as the N eath and Swansea Valley 

Disturbances, follow a Caledonian NE-SW  trend (Conway et al., 1980; Donnelly, 

2005). These major faults are generally not single isolated discontinuities, but are 

broad zones o f  fracturing, which may extend over tens o f  metres, and usually have a 

clay-gauge infill which,can be saturated or not (Donnelly, 2005).
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Figure 1.14 Generalised stratigraphy for the Central South Wales Coalfield 

(Brabham, 2004)

Tertiary uplift resulted in the formation o f several erosional surfaces or plateaux, 

which were subsequently dissected by southerly to south-westerly draining rivers. The 

river systems may have been super-imposed on the Coal Measure structure due to the 

possible erosion o f Mesozoic-Tertiary sediments on which they originally developed 

and therefore show little geomorphological relationship with exposed geology and 

structure (Conway et al., 1980; Bentley and Siddle, 1996).

During the Quaternary period, temperatures oscillated many times between glacial 

and interglacial conditions in the South Wales Coalfield. However, it is the last 

glaciation (the Devensian) and the rapid warming and the periglacial conditions which 

followed that had a great impact on the geomorphology and the superficial deposits 

which characterise the area as seen today. The ice left the central coalfield around

10,000 years ago. In the Dimlington Stadial o f the Devensian (approximately 26,000-
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13,000 years BP), major icefields approached the Coalfield from the Brecon 

Beacons and smaller glaciers developed in coalfield valleys. Glaciers eroded the 

valley sides and then, due to rapid warming at the end o f the Dimlington Stadial, 

retreated relatively rapidly leaving the valleys over-deepened and with over-steepened 

sides. After, there was a return to cold conditions in the Loch Lomond Stadial 

(approximately 10,800-10,000 years BP) followed by a final rapid warming in the 

Flandrian (approximately 1000 years BP; Woodland and Evans, 1964; Conway et al., 

1980; Wright and Harris, 1980; Siddle and Bentley, 2000; W right, 2000).

Glacial sediments, such as lodgement tills (Boulder Clay) and melt out tills (Sand and 

Gravels), were deposited during the Devensian period and can now be found in the 

valley floors and hillsides.

With the melting ice, thick, wet and unstable moraine material would have resulted in 

very unstable conditions. The Periglacial conditions and over-steepened valley sides 

promoted the initiation o f numerous landslides and other downslope mass 

movements. Landslides involved the formation o f shear surfaces/zones which now 

remain as relic features in the landscape as they have become stabilised. Frost 

weathering and solifluction originated drift deposits (‘H ead’), which consist mainly o f 

gravel o f sandstones/mudstones and can be found almost everywhere in the Coalfield 

in the upper and top parts o f the valley slopes (W oodland and Evans, 1964; Conway 

et al., 1980; Wright and Harris, 1980).

Till sediments were left in potentially unstable positions on over-steepened valley 

sides and may have undergone mudflow/gelifluction. Therefore, although still 

mapped as Boulder Clay, the tills now found in the lower parts o f the valley sides and 

eventually spread on the valley floors have been reworked, that is they are not in situ 

(Wright and Harris, 1980; Wright, 2000).

Apart from the glacial and periglacial deposits described above, superficials also 

include alluvium, forming the valley bottoms, and hill peat.

In the highest areas o f the Central and Eastern Coalfield plateau, the Pennant 

Sandstone is characterised by the presence o f narrow and relatively fresh fissures
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(dilated joints) clearly caused by coal mining activities but also by the presence of 

exceptionally wide and long fault grabens, fault scarps, topographic scarps, trenches 

and gulls, which trend parallel or obliquely to the valley crests. A graben can be more 

than 4 km long, 300 m wide and up to 6 m deep, while the fault scarps can be 1-4 m 

high and up to 5 km long. These are features typical o f lateral spreading, involving 

extension o f the jointed/faulted strong Pennant Sandstone caprock on the more 

deformable argillaceous sequences underneath, which cannot be explained by mining 

subsidence alone. They were probably originated by valley de-glaciation and 

gravitational stress relief following the Devensian ice retreat. Lateral spreading, 

tilting, rotation and fault reactivation in the Pennant Sandstone may have occurred in 

periglacial conditions, during cambering, valley bulging, landsliding and other forms 

o f mass wasting, although mining subsidence can have later contributed to the 

acceleration/reactivation o f movements. Interestingly NW -SE trending graben and 

fault scarps can be found near or at the intersection o f the scarps o f some o f the major 

first-time deep-seated rotational or compound landslides that have occurred in the last 

150 years (i.e. New Tredegar, East Pentwyn, Bournville and Daren Ddu landslides in 

Ebbw Fach Valley and Blaencwm landslide in the Rhondda Fawr Valley). These 

features are probably characterised by a high fracturing degree and by joint dilation 

and provide preferential groundwater flow pathways. These factors reduce the rock 

strength and introduce water within the slope and therefore increase the susceptibility 

to failure (Donnelly et al., 2000; Donnelly, 2005).

In terms o f  present landscape, the Neath and the Cynon-Taff valleys divide the 

dissected plateaux in three parts: the Western, the Central and the Eastern Coalfield 

Plateau. O f these, the Central and Eastern Plateaux are characterised by higher 

topographic relief (up to 600 m - at Craig y Llyn), narrower valleys (up to 300 m 

deep), steeper valley sides and by caprocks o f  strong and well jointed Pennant 

Sandstone overlying weaker argillaceous sequences (Conway et al., 1980; Siddle et 

al., 2000b). All these factors contribute to make these slopes more susceptible to 

failure.
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1.6.2 Mining

The South Wales Coalfield is one o f the most extensively mined areas in the World. 

The long history o f  ironstone and coal mining has defined the region, its urbanization 

and has modified the landscape o f the area with significant effects on slope stability.

In the north-eastern coalfield, ironstone was worked at least from the middle of the 

16th century. Initially it was dug by hand and successively extracted from pits and 

horizontal tunnels driven into the valley sides (adits). Coal was mined on small scale 

certainly from the 13th century and probably also before, in Roman times (Conway et 

al., 1980). Large scale mining in pre-industrial times was concentrated in the areas of 

Llanelli and Neath, and then, in industrial times, spread from the north-east outcrop of 

Aberdare-Blaenavon across the coalfield (Statham, 2004). From the 17th century until 

1850, coal was mined mainly in the south west for copper smelting, iron manufacture 

and house use. From 1850 until 1913, the demand for W elsh steam coal increased 

dramatically, leading to a very significant growth in the num ber o f collieries and in 

population in the central South Wales Coalfield. The 1920s economic depression and 

the loss o f  many foreign markets after World War I, caused a rapid decline in the 

demand for coal. After WWII, the coal export trade had died away, then there was a 

gradual decline after nationalisation in 1947, until the last deep mine, Tower Colliery 

closed in 2009 (Brabham, 2005).

Since records began (around 1850), more than 1,300 coal-mining operations have 

been mapped within the coalfield, extracting an estimated total o f 3 billion tons of 

coal. Vertical sequences o f as many as 13 exploitable coal seams have been mined in 

some coalfield areas. The distribution o f coal mines across the Coalfield was not 

uniform. It was determined by a combination o f topography, stratigraphy, geological 

structure, coal quality, transport and technological developments. Coal mining was 

very limited in the area north-west o f the Neath Disturbance due to structural 

complexities, whereas it was very significant in the central and north-eastern parts of 

the coalfield. The highest density o f coal mines was in the Rhondda valleys, where an 

estimated half a billion tons o f coal were extracted over 160 years (Statham, 2004; 

Brabham, 2005).
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Coal was initially extracted from bell pits and horizontal tunnels driven into the valley 

sides (adits or drifts) and then from deep shafts. From the early 1800s, underground 

mining was carried out by the ‘pillar and stall’ method o f  extraction, while from the 

early 1900s mainly by the mechanised longwall method (Donnelly, 2005). In the 

‘pillar and stall’ method, drifts (stalls) were driven into the coal seam, while areas of 

unworked coal (pillars) of similar or narrower width were left between them to 

support the roof, with partial coal extraction (60-70%). These relatively low 

extraction rates were however improved by the middle o f the 19th century for example 

by halving o f the pillars or their removal during retreat. In the longwall method, 

parallel drifts were driven into the seam and the coal between them was worked in 

slices, providing support only to the face. After the slice was mined, support was 

withdrawn and moved forward in the direction o f the advancing coal face, leaving the 

unsupported area to collapse behind (Statham, 2004). N owadays, these methods of 

coal extraction can be seen in the underground tours and exhibitions at Big Pit 

National Coal Museum (Blaenafon, Ebbw Vale).

Coal mine workings can cause local and regional subsidence, with lowering and 

tilting o f the ground surface. Using the longwall mining method, the ground collapses 

and subsides over a wide area almost immediately (within a few months; Statham,

2004). On the contrary, subsidence above ‘pillar and stall’ mine workings can affect 

small areas if  the strata above collapse into a mine void (crownholes), or wide areas if 

some o f the coal pillars deteriorate or collapse. M oreover, subsidence can vary 

considerably and randomly in time, depending on many factors, such as depth of 

workings, seam thickness, geological stability, groundw ater levels and possible 

infilling at the time o f mining (backstowing) (Statham, 2004).

A mining subsidence trough can develop when several coal seams are mined at depth 

up to a common inter-colliery boundary. As a consequence, the ground may tilt 

towards the subsidence trough, rendering the slope more susceptible to failure, as 

probably happened for the deep-seated Ffaldau landslide, in the Rhondda Fach Valley 

(Halcrow, 1998; Siddle, 2000).

Apart from lowering and tilting o f the ground surface, regional mining subsidence can 

have other effects which influence slope stability, such as the alteration o f stress and
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strain patterns within the slope, the modification o f  hydrogeology and the reactivation 

o f normal faults.

While a coal seam is mined, the strata above and in front o f the advancing face within 

the ‘angle o f draw ’ are subjected to tensile strains, whereas the strata immediately 

behind to compressive strains. Therefore, while underground mining proceeds, strata 

experience different phases o f tension/compression, with widening o f joints and 

development o f  new fissures. These fractures and fissures have a strong effect on the 

hydrogeology o f the Coal Measures, as they increase the transmissibility and storage 

capacity o f sandstones while they may render ineffective argillaceous aquicludes (see 

next section; Bentley et al., 1980).

Tracer experiments at Aberfan showed also that groundwater can move faster within 

the sandstone caprock along the tension corridors created by mining subsidence and 

that the boundaries between compressional and tensional zones can indeed function as 

hydraulic discontinuities (Mather, 2000).

Mining subsidence can also cause fault reactivation. Since 1876, at least 45 cases of 

mining-induced fault reactivations have been reported in the South Wales Coalfield. 

The reactivation o f mainly NW -SE trending principal faults has generated 

topographic scarps on the ground surface, sometimes associated with fissures and 

compressional features, causing damage to buildings, services and utilities in urban 

and industrial areas. Fault movements have also promoted first-time failures o f natural 

slopes and the reactivation o f relict (periglacial) landslides. As previously mentioned, 

the fault scarps and the associated fissures found on the upland Pennant Sandstone 

plateaux have magnitude and extension significantly greater than the features found in 

other mining areas in the United Kingdom. These faults were probably reactivated 

during valley deglaciation and mining subsidence has only later intensified their 

movements. It is difficult to differentiate between features induced by mining 

subsidence and features due to valley de-glaciation alone. Faults may reactivate also 

many years after ceasing o f mining subsidence probably because o f groundwater level 

rise induced by water discharge or m ine-water rebound following the switch off of 

mine pumps (Donnelly, 2005).
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Also shallow workings can influence slope stability. For example they may offer 

preferential groundwater paths or they may affect the distribution and magnitude of 

fractures, displacements and stresses/strains within a hillslope.

It has been noted that an unusual relatively high number o f  major first-time deep- 

seated landslides have occurred in the South Wales Coalfield in the last 150 years 

compared to only 44 deep-seated landslides o f periglacial origin mapped by Conway 

et al. (1980). This observation lead to the study o f the influence o f mining on hillslope 

stability in the South Wales Coalfield, and on deep-seated failures in particular, 

carried out by Halcrow and the Department o f M ining Engineering o f Nottingham 

University (Halcrow, 1998; Jones and Siddle, 2000). Physical and numerical 

modelling showed that shallow workings carried out on steep hillslopes in a shallow 

seam with pillars o f unworked coal left at the outcrop and deeper in the hillside have a 

strong influence on slope stability, especially if the pillars trend parallel to the valley 

side. Results showed that after coal extraction: high-angle vertical fractures can reach 

the surface (joint opening) in the area above the deeper pillar; compressive stresses 

concentrate in the areas above the pillars, while tensional stresses develop between 

them (with potential bed separation); the compressive stresses are concentrated in the 

small areas o f the pillar floors (punching o f the pillar into the floor) with development 

o f lateral displacements in the rocks below the seam. Furthermore, a high number of 

continuous fractures develop above and below the deeper pillar consistent with the 

fractures observed on site and with the formation o f  potential deep-seated slip zones.
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Table 1.6 Deep-seated landslides which have occurred in the South Wales Coalfield 

since mining commenced (modified from Jones and Siddle, 2000)

D ate Site I Im pact
First tim e slides
1893 Boumville None but eventually threatened road
1905 New Tredegar Dam age to road, colliery and railway
1916 Ffaldau Disruption o f  railway at toe
(1915-46) Boumiville Farm abandoned
1930 New Tredegar Severe dam age to railway and colliery, both closed
1930s Duflryn Ropeway 40 houses progressively affected
1954 East Pentwyn 12 houses abandoned
1989* Blaencwm Placed houses at risk from  flooding
1999* Mynydd yr Eglwys Placed houses at risk
R eactivation  +/- first tim e elem ents
1860-61 Pantglas Trapped miners
c l 866/c 1903 Troedrhiwfuwch Affected school, houses, bridge. Village abandoned
cl 880 Daren Ddu Disrupted road bridge, services: all replaced
(1897-1915)/l 930s Maesycoed None
1911/1913 Cwmtillery Two (?) houses, farm and church damaged
Bracked dates indicate the time interval in which the failure occurred 

* Failures occurred after the research carried out by Halcrow and Nottingham University

S lopes  w ith  less latera l su p p o rt 
possib ly  m o re  su scep tib le  to  failu re

O p e n in g  o f  jo in ts  (fis su re s )  
c au sed  b y  large ten s ile  stra in s  
o v e r p illa r  b e tw een  c o llie ry  tak es

Increased  in filtra tio n  
P o ssib le  landslide o f  rain fall in to  a q u ife r  

th ro u g h  fissu res
Jo in ted  sa n d sto n e  caprock  
aq u ife r  an d  w a te r  tab le

S te ep  s id ed  su b sid en ce  ‘trough* 
o v e r  w o rk ed  seam s cau ses  increase 
in  g ro u n d  s lope  in  u p p er h illside

S u rface  d iv id e  be tw een  
co llie ry  tak e s ’

S p rin g  line at base  o f  san d sto n e

Increased  g ro u n d w ate r flow  
from  fissu red  aq u ife r

sh afl p illa r

w o rk ed  scam s

P illa r  o f  unw orked  coal 
b e tw een  ‘tak e s ' o f
ad jacen t co llieries  w o rk e d  seam s

P illa r  o f  u n w o rk ed  coal 
to  p ro tec t co lliery  shaft

Figure 1.15 Influence o f deep coal mining on slope stability (modified from Halcrow, 

1998)
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op en in g  o f  jo in ts  ( fissu res)  o v e r  p illa rs 
o f  u nw orked  co a l, c lo se  lo  o u tcro p

lateral d isp lacem en t o f  a rg illaceous 
ro ck s  c au sed  by  p u n ch in g  o f  pillar

g ro u n d w ate r d rainage  concentrated  
in sh a llo w  m incw ork ings to  
d isch a rg e  a t ad it

dry  sp ring  caused  by  d iversion  o f  
g ro u n d w ater d rainage  w orkings

reac tiva ted  shallow  landsiid ing  
caused  by  loading  o f  co lliery  spoil

p re-ex is tin g  ancient shear surface 
a t b ase  o f  co lluv ium

reactivated m ovem ent caused  by 
ingress o f  w ater from  m ine drainage

Jo in ted  caprock  aq u ife r  
o f  stro n g  sandstone  
and  w a te r  tab le

coal seam , 
partia lly  w orked

w eak er a rg illaceo u s rocks

pilla r c lo se  to  ou tcro p  
pun ch ed  in to  
a rg illaceo u s rocks

po ten tia l d eep  seated  
landslide

Figure 1.16 Influence o f shallow coal mining on a hillslope (modified from Halcrow, 

1998)

Before the Aberfan disaster in 1966, tipping o f coal spoil on the valley sides/tops was 

uncontrolled leading to several cases o f instability. Slow movements (creep) occurred 

due to loading o f relict (periglacial) slip surfaces. Rapid, very rapid or extremely rapid 

failures occurred at least in 23 occasions (at 16 sites), with different styles o f 

movement (flow slides, debris slides, outbursts and debris flows) in the central and 

eastern part o f the coalfield posing often a threat to buildings and lives. These failures 

were mainly due to lack o f spoil compaction, lack o f  proper foundations and/or 

drainage and to the tipping o f spoil on groundwater (Siddle et al., 1996; Siddle et al., 

2000b).

On the 21st October 1966 a flow slide developed from the tip complex o f Mynydd 

Merthyr above the village o f Aberfan engulfing a primary school and 18 houses, 

causing 144 fatalities (of which 116 were children) and significant damage to 

property. Groundwater trapped in the Pennant Sandstone was successively released 

due to the removal o f spoil by the flow slide and gave origin to a mud flow which 

flooded the village and damaged further houses (Mather, 2000; Penman, 2000).

The dramatic consequences o f the Aberfan tip failure promoted many investigations
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and research and raised awareness on the potential risks o f  uncontrolled spoil tipping 

on valley sides and hilltops. In 1970 there were still more than 500 spoil tips on the 

valley sides/tops o f South Wales. In 1971 a law was introduced which established that 

spoil heaps had to be designed, constructed and maintained as engineering structures 

(Bentley and Siddle, 1996; Siddle et al., 1996; Siddle et al., 2000b).

Forty-four significant colliery tips were identified in the Rhondda Valleys by the 

Rhondda Borough Council in their development plan published in 1970 (Brabham,

2005). Although not the triggering factors, some waste heaps can still be seen today 

on unstable slopes such as at Blaencwm and Mynydd yr Eglwys landslides (Rhondda 

Fawr valley) rendering slope stability analyses and landslide remediation/mitigation 

more complex.

1.6.3 Other human activities

Apart from mining and waste tipping, other human activities can affect slope stability. 

There are many examples in which the excavation o f road cutting or the building of 

new houses and road/railway embankments lead to the reactivation o f periglacial 

relict slip surfaces ( Halcrow, 1993; Siddle and Bentley, 2000).

The South Wales valleys were once carpeted in deep forest, but by the 1960s were 

largely devoid o f trees. Deforestation in South Wales started as far back as the Bronze 

age, but it was enhanced from the 16th century onwards due to the use o f charcoal for 

iron manufacture and wood later for pit props. The removal o f  forest has lead to an 

increase in rain infiltration and rapid surface run-off events. Flowever, the Forestry 

Commission has started a process o f re-forestation o f  the valley slopes, which can be 

seen for example in coniferous trees in the Rhondda Fawr valley and on the 

remediated Coad Maendy landslides.
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Deep sealed landslide induced 
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lnter-colliery pillar 
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Figure 1.17 Influence of human activities on slope stability (modified from Halcrow, 

1989)

1.6.4 Hydrology and hydrogeology

The South Wales Coalfield is characterised by wet weather throughout the year and 

has a high annual rainfall when compared to the rest o f the United Kingdom (UK Met 

Office). The annual rainfall is particularly high (>2400mm/year) in the central part o f 

the coalfield (Siddle et al., 2000b).

In terms o f climate change, the analysis o f long-term rain gauges showed that there is 

a cyclical behaviour super-imposed onto a trend o f  generally increasing rainfall and 

that both major recent first-time deep-seated landslides in the Rhondda Valleys, 

Blaencwm and Mynydd yr Eglwys, have occurred at peaks in average winter rainfall 

(Figure 1.18; Siddle and Bentley, 2000).
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Figure 1.18 Runnning 9-year average o f rainfall at Treherbert rain gauge and 

significant landslide events in the Rhondda Valleys (Siddle and Bentley, 2000)

The hydrogeology of the valley slopes in the South Wales Coalfield is very complex 

due to cyclic alternations o f permeable and impermeable layers, secondary 

permeabilities induced by glacial and mining subsidence and water path modifications 

caused by mine workings.

Due to its high proportion o f clay matrix, fresh Pennant Sandstone exhibits low 

primary porosity and permeability. However, the numerous discontinuities (joints, 

fissures and faults) result in a significant secondary permeability. Therefore Pennant 

Sandstone acts as an aquifer, capable o f  storing and transmitting large amounts of 

water. On the contrary, the mainly argillaceous sequences (coal, seatearths, mudstones 

and siltstones) are poorly jointed and have low porosity and permeability and as a 

consequence generally act as aquicludes.

Rainwater falling on outcropping Pennant Sandstone percolates through joints and 

fissures until it reaches an impermeable layer, such as a seatearth or a 

mudstone/siltstone. Then the water moves laterally along the bedding above this 

impermeable horizon, giving rise to springs and seepages or entering superficial 

deposits on the valley slopes (Bentley et al., 1980; Conway et al., 1980).

Minor sandstone units within the Lower and Middle Coal Measures can act as 

confined aquifers, with artesian water pressures (Conway et al., 1980; Forster et al., 

2000).
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Landslides often coincide with the spring lines and seepages which develop at the 

contact between the Pennant Sandstone caprock and the underlying argillaceous 

sequences, or at the seatearths within the Pennant Sandstone outcrop. These seatearths 

are indeed also zones o f low shear strength and failures are often associated with the 

No. 2 Rhondda and Tormynydd coal seams in the central Coalfield and with Brithdir 

and Cefn Glas coal seams in the eastern Coalfield. Landslides may occur also at the 

spring lines and seepages associated with the base o f minor sandstone units within the 

Lower and Middle Coal Measures (Conway et al., 1980; Forster et al., 2000).

As described in the previous section, mining activities have strongly modified the 

hydrological regime o f the South Wales Coalfield. M ining subsidence has caused the 

dilation o f joints and faults and the creation o f new fissures which have increased the 

permeability o f sandstones and rendered some o f the argillaceous aquicludes 

ineffective. Furthermore, mining subsidence may have induced zones o f tensile and 

compressive strains within the Pennant caprock leading to the formation of 

preferential groundwater corridors or hydraulic boundaries as below the spoil tips at 

Aberfan. Shallow mine workings may provide preferential water paths and drainage 

adits may issue water on a hillslope promoting instability o f superficial material. 

Moreover, water levels may rebound following mine pumps switch off.

As previously mentioned, preferential groundwater flow is probably increased along 

the remarkable features o f lateral spreading (i.e. graben, fault scarps, dilated joint 

systems) found on the Pennant Sandstone plateaux in the central and eastern areas of 

the coalfield and in particular at/near the scarp o f major recent deep-seated landslides. 

Following intense or prolonged rainfall periods, large volum es o f groundwater can 

flow rapidly through these features towards the valley sides promoting slope 

instability. At ground surface, springs and seeps are com mon along the fault lines and 

waterlogged ground or ponds are often found on the downthrow side o f the faults, 

close to their walls (Donnelly et al., 2000; Donnelly, 2005).

Periglacial Head and glacial till deposits found on the valley sides exhibit highly 

variable permeabilities, with tills being generally less permeable than head. If 

superficials are permeable and they overly a spring line, water may move downslope
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through the sediments and emerge at a point on the slope lower than expected. On the 

contrary, if  superficial sediments are impermeable, they can promote surface run-off 

and restrict infiltration. Moreover, a sufficiently thick till can prevent the release of 

water from underlying jointed/fissured sandstones. This leads to water pressure build 

up and to the release of water from the uphill boundary o f the till promoting 

instability o f the superficial deposits (Conway et al., 1980; Forster et al., 2000). It has 

been indeed noted that there is an association between landslide distribution and the 

upslope margin o f the till. This could be explained also by the fact that till deposits 

represent a topographical bench o f lower slope angle which has stopped the 

downward movement o f material displaced from the base o f  the Pennant Sandstone 

and, if  permeable, improving its under drainage (Forster et al., 2000).

Glacial deposits that have experienced sorting during periglacial conditions may be 

found rearranged in layers characterised by different permeabilities (Wright and 

Harris, 1980).

Deep-seated landslide on spring 
line involving sandstone, seatcarth, 
shales and superificial material .

s .  Spring line— -J+ ,

head deposits

'U-shaped glaciated profile 
o f valley filled with Till

Line of free-draining crop workings

Step on ground produced 
by subsidence on fault plane

Shallow landslide involving 
predominantly superficial material

Sites of former springs with dry valleys

fissured hilltop

workings terminated al fault

water table modified 
by drainage along fault

Former aquiclude 
fractured by 

. mining subsidence

Unconfined sandstone 
aquifer

Confined sandstone 
aquifer (with artesian 
piezometric surface)

Unworkcd intcr-collicry 
'pillar'

water table lowered by drainage adit to old working

shaft w ith unworked protective ‘pillar’ 

worked coal seams

Figure 1.19 Hydrogeology and landslides in the South Wales Coalfield (modified 

from Daughton et al., 1977 and Conway et al., 1980)
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1.6.5 Engineering geology and types o f  failure

O f the 579 landslides identified in the ‘South Wales Coalfield landslip survey’ by 

Conway et al. (1980) approximately 75% were considered complex. However, a 

major mode o f  failure was generally recognised and was classified as: fall, rotational, 

translational, flow or founder (deep-seated failure controlled by a nearly vertical fault 

running behind and parallel to a steep valley side). In term s o f major movements, 

landslides were mainly translational (43%), followed by flow (21%) and rotational 

(13%), while founder failures were quite rare (less than 1%; Forster et al., 2000). The 

remaining landslides were characterised by multiple major components. In reality, 

many o f the landslides defined by Conway et al. (1980) as flows would be now 

described as shallow translational movements o f soil/rock debris (Bentley and Siddle, 

1996).

In terms o f  depth, most of the landslides were classified by Conway et al. (1980) as 

shallow (93%), involving weathered or superficial materials to depth smaller than 5 

metres, and were considered to occur predominately in head deposits. 38 landslides 

were classified as deep-seated, therefore involving bedrock to a depth o f 5 metres or 

more.

Halcrow (1993) identified 152 landslides in the Rhondda Valleys, 87% o f which were 

shallow and the remaining 13% deep-seated. However, these last ones affect larger 

areas and indeed accounted for the 54% o f the total landslide area. Most o f the deep- 

seated landslides were dormant, whereas approximately half o f  the shallow ones were 

classified as active or recently active.

Failures in Pennant Sandstone and argillaceous Coal Measures rocks 

Rock falls may occur on natural or artificial cliffs o f Pennant Sandstone, with possible 

bouncing and rolling o f rocks downhill which can pose a threat to people and 

properties (Halcrow, 1993).

The strong Pennant Sandstone caprock is characterised by predominantly vertical or 

nearly vertical joints o f at least two orthogonal sets, one o f which trends parallel to the
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main faults. Blocks o f sandstone can separate from the cliff along joints, fissures and 

faults and move on bedding or joint planes. Planar, wedge or toppling rock failures 

may occur depending on the geometry and characteristics o f  the discontinuities, their 

relationship with the rock face and water conditions (Figure 1.12; Conway et al., 

1980). Toppling o f sandstone within a deep-seated landslide is quite rare and can be 

seen for example in the Rhondda Fawr on the main scarp o f Blaencwm landslide 

(Siddle, 2000b).

As discontinuities are mainly sub-vertical, the Pennant Sandstone caprock can 

accommodate only the nearly vertical upper portion o f the surface o f rupture o f a 

deep-seated rotational or compound landslide. The curved portion o f the surface of 

rupture must develop in a more randomly and densely fractured sequence, such as the 

predominantly argillaceous Rhondda Beds o f the north-east Coalfield (Bentley et al., 

1980; Conway et al., 1980).

Groundwater conditions, mining influences and geotechnical characteristics 

/heterogeneities within the slope sequences are all factors that need to be taken into 

account as preparatory or triggering factors.

During their research on the influence o f mining on slope stability, Halcrow (1998) 

considered five first-time ‘recent’ deep-seated landslides (seven events) which 

occurred between 1893 and 1954: East Pentwyn, New Tredegar, Ffaldau, Boumville 

and Troedrhiwfuch. They noticed how all these landslides were characterised by the 

following common factors:

they occurred at the base o f a Pennant Sandstone caprock, where this overlies 

a thick argillaceous sequence (such as the ‘Red B eds’);

The strata dip was at a low angle (obliquely) towards the face o f the slope, 

apart from the landslide at Treodrhiwfuwch ;

Faults or other features cropped near/at the rear scarp;

The geometry o f the surface o f rupture was influenced by the presence of 

joints parallel to the valley cre.vt or discontinuities/faults perpendicular to the 

direction o f the dip o f strata;

Before failure the slope was at an angle o f 28-32 degrees;

Heavy rainfall could have been the triggering factor but the variety of
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antecedent rainfall conditions for the landslide events suggested more 

complicated failure processes.

Before the main failure episode, deep-seated landslides normally show some signs of 

instability with relatively slow movements. Displacements increase, becoming 

eventually rapid, during the main episode. Then displacements usually carry on, at an 

extremely slow to moderate rate, for a long period after the main failure, showing a 

relationship with rainfall (Halcrow, 1993).

Figure 1.20 shows the typical stages o f evolution o f a deep-seated landslide in the 

South Wales Coalfield (Halcrow, 1998). The surface o f rupture is usually non

circular. It is steep at the rear scarp, where develops on the fissures/joints o f the 

Pennant Sandstone, and flattens at the sole, where it tends to follow the dip o f weak 

strata, such as seatearths or shales (Conway et al., 1980; Halcrow, 1998). The deep- 

seated failure in the upper valley side may cause the reactivation o f relict (periglacial) 

shallow slides down slope. These may remain active for decades or be reactivated by 

successive episodes of deep-seated failure and eventually affect property downhill 

(Halcrow, 1993; 1998).

Deep-seated landslides generally involve large areas causing damages to properties, 

but likely these can be usually evacuated on time preventing fatalities or injuries 

(Halcrow, 1993).
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Figure 1.20 Evolution o f a typical deep-seated landslide in the South Wales Coalfield 

(Halcrow, 1998)

Coal Measures shales tend to soften and easily break down into gravel-size material 

by weathering. This material can be involved in shallow circular and non-circular 

rotational failures or shallow translational failures. Within the Coal Measures 

sequences there are several potential planes o f weakness which may facilitate/promote 

failure: seatearths, which have the lowest shear strength in the sequences and are 

characterised by often slickensided shear zones; pre-existing shear surfaces, which are 

widespread in the sequences and are at or near residual strength; and structural 

discontinuities (bedding planes, joints, fissures and faults) which may also promote

rock weathering (Conway et al., 1980).
*

Most o f the shallow landslides in the South Wales Coalfield occur in head deposits. 

These materials tend to be relatively weak when compared with tills and commonly 

contain pre-existing shear surfaces. The limiting equilibrium angle for head deposits 

is 17 degrees which is very close to the average angle o f the valley slopes. Therefore, 

they are easily mobilised by water issuing from the base o f the sandstone caprock or 

other locations on the valley sides (Conway et al., 1980).

Till deposits are characterised by a wide range o f lithologies, shear strengths and 

permeabilities (Conway et al., 1980). When considering the distribution of shallow
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landslides, many are associated with the upslope margin o f the till deposits, for the 

reasons previously discussed, and the displaced material may include both till and 

overlying head and or only till.

Superficial deposits and weathered bedrock may be involved in shallow circular or 

non-circular rotational failures or shallow translational failures. The depth of these 

shallow landslides is mainly controlled by heterogeneities in the structure or 

engineering properties o f the slope material (Conway et al., 1980). These shallow 

landslides generally affect smaller areas than the deep-seated ones and are often 

triggered by localised flows o f groundwater following heavy rainfall. The displaced 

material can move from slowly to rapidly, causing severe damage to properties and 

possibly injuries (Halcrow, 1993).

Flows can occur in superficial deposits and weathered debris when there is a rapid 

localised and significant release o f surface water or groundwater (Conway et al., 

1980; Halcrow, 1993). They are often found at the foot o f deep-seated and shallow 

slides. Due to their rapid to very rapid movement, flows cause severe damage to 

properties and may cause injuries and fatalities (Conway et al., 1980; Halcrow, 1993).

1.7 The site: Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide

The study site at Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide is located on the hillside above the 

village o f Ystrad, in the Rhondda Fawr Valley (National Grid References SS 977956; 

Figures 1.13 and 1.21). In 1998-99 a new compound deep-seated landslide developed 

on the escarpment o f the Mynydd yr Eglwys ( ‘Church M ountain’). A bedrock failure 

on the south-facing slope reactivated ancient periglacial debris slides, which advanced 

down the slope towards a modem housing estate. The precise date o f failure is not 

known. However, analyses o f rainfall data carried out by Halcrow (1999; 2000) 

suggest that the new failure was triggered by the exceptionally heavy rainfall of 

autumn 1998. The causes o f failure have yet to be defined as several preparatory 

factors, typical o f the South Wales Coalfield and discussed in the previous sections, 

may have contributed to render this slope more susceptible to failure.
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The slope is composed of Middle Coal Measures overlain by Llynfi Beds of the 

Upper Coal Measures. The Llynfi Beds comprise developments o f sandstone, such as 

the Llynfi Rock, forming the escarpment in which the new deep-seated failure 

developed. Two coal seams (No 3 Rhondda and Tormynydd), which were mined from 

horizontal levels until 1906, outcrop on the hillside. The slope was undermined by 

deep workings up to the 1940s, with consequent subsidence and opening of fissures 

now visible in the crown area. Generally the strata dip at a low angle, obliquely out of 

the hillslope. The NW-SE trending Cymmer Fault, which downthrows strata to the 

SW, crosses the mid part o f the slope and it is believed that this could act as a barrier 

or as a preferential path for groundwater flow. Several perched water tables may be 

present due to the alternation o f argillaceous and arenaceous sequences and the low 

permeability glacial till found on the lower part o f the slope creates the potential for 

artesian groundwater pressures (see Chapter 3; Halcrow, 1999; 2000).

The landslide is still active and displacements appear to be greater in the central 

ancient debris slides, which are advancing at relatively slow rates towards the housing 

estate located near their toe. Two horizontal deep drains were installed between the 

debris toe and the houses in summer 2008.
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Figure 1.21 Location of Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide at Ystrad, in the upper reaches 

of the Rhondda Fawr valley. Digital terrain model derived from Environmental 

Agency LIDAR data

1.8 Aims and objectives

The primary aim of this project is to develop an integrated and cost-effective site 

investigation approach to active landsides, utilising surface geophysical techniques, 

supported by GPS and Digital Photogrammetric surveying. The secondary aims are to 

characterise and monitor slow moving landslides or potentially unstable slopes found 

in the urban areas of the South Wales Coalfield, which are characterised by complex 

geology and hydrogeology. It should be emphasised that the research solutions had to 

be logistically practical, economically cost-effective and also practically applicable in 

areas prone to urban vandalism.

The aims were achieved by testing several geophysical techniques (ERT, SP, IP, 

Electromagnetics, seismic refraction tomography and MASW), GPS
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surveying/monitoring and Digital Photogrammetry at Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide, 

which can be considered representative o f active landslides found within the study 

area.

At the beginning o f the project it was realised that a detailed topographic model is 

essential to carry out high resolution geophysical studies on an active landslide. Such 

terrain models could be constructed using the commercially available LIDAR data at 

a 2m ground resolution provided by the UK Environmental Agency. However, two 

other surveying techniques were also tested on site:

1. Digital Photogrammetry: to provide a higher resolution digital surface model 

(at cm resolution); to evaluate its applicability for the movement monitoring of 

slow-moving landslides;

2. GPS surveying and m onitoring: to provide location and topography of 

geomorphological features and geophysical profiles/grids to mm accuracy; to 

establish high precision ground movement rates and spatial distribution of 

surface displacements.

After a detailed surface model o f the landslide was constructed, the subsurface could 

be investigated by a variety o f geophysical techniques. Each selected geophysical 

technique was tested separately against its specific physical property targets as 

established from the study o f published literature (Figure 1.22):

1. Electrical resistivity tom ography: to determine lateral limits and thickness of 

displaced material, depth/shape o f surface o f rupture, lithology (i.e. 

arenaceous/argillaceous sequences, clay), fault zone, moisture content and 

water table;

2. Self Potential: to determine the lateral limits o f  displaced material and 

direction o f groundwater flow;

3. Induced Polarization: to discriminate between sub-surface zones rich in clay 

and areas rich in water, as they will both appear as low resistivity zones in 

ERT profiles;

4. Electromagnetics ( Geophex Gem-2): to determine lateral limits of displaced 

material and variation in clay/moisture content across the slope and at various
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depths;

5. Seismic refraction tomography (P waves): to determine depth/shape of surface 

o f rupture, depth to bedrock, rock fracturing degree and geotechnical 

parameters;

6. Multichannel Analysis o f Surface Waves (MASWT to determine compaction 

degree and velocity of S waves for calculation o f engineering properties.

The results provided by each technique were then compared with each other and 

integrated together at interpretation level to produce a primary conceptual model of 

the site.

Once a geophysical conceptual model o f the landslide had been developed, the final 

stage was to monitor temporal changes within the landslide by repeated surveys. 

Therefore, a few ERT and SP profiles were repeated in time with the purpose of:

1. Investigating changes in the groundwater table, in moisture content and in 

possible water pathways;

2. Determine the relationship between such changes and the amount o f rainfall 

and their effect on surface displacements (by comparison with GPS 

monitoring results and information on rainfall, borehole water levels and EDM 

surface displacements provided by the Halcrow Office in Cardiff);

3. Develop a refined conceptual model o f the site and propose future long-term 

monitoring strategies.

The main causes for landslides in the United Kingdom and worldwide are the result of 

badly designed development projects and very heavy rainfall events, which could both 

potentially increase due to increasing population growth and climate change 

respectively.

Slope stability standard procedures for the investigation and management of unstable 

or potentially unstable ground prior to development hardly mention or consider the 

use o f geophysics as part o f the investigation process (Department of the 

environment, 1996). It was anticipated that research outcomes would support the 

applicability and cost-effectiveness o f the use o f a combination of geophysical 

methods on both unstable and potentially unstable ground and would provide a firm
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basis for recommendations on geophysical best practice.

The UK-wide network on Climate Impact Forecasting For Slopes (CLIFFS) 

underlined the importance of understanding the relationship between variations in 

pore water pressures and rainfall. Knowledge o f the effect o f  such groundwater 

variations on displacement is still very limited in complex geological environments 

and improving this knowledge is fundamental for a successful forecast o f the effects 

o f climate change (changes in amounts o f effective rainfall; Dijkstra and Dixon, 

2010). The results o f this research project were expected to provide recommendations 

for the use o f  a combination o f geophysical and surveying techniques aimed at 

understanding the relationship between water level variations (with development of 

preferential water pathways), rainfall and displacements. Furthermore, the more 

sophisticated hydrological or hydro-mechanical models (Malet et al., 2005) which are 

able to include simulated forecasted scenarios, rely on the input o f very detailed 

spatial and temporal information (i.e. rate o f displacements, materials, water levels). 

Results o f this research were expected to demonstrate the advantages o f using a 

combination o f geophysical/surveying techniques in providing such information.
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Figure 1.22 Schematic diagram o f a deep-seated landslide which has reactivated periglacial debris slides downs lope, showing the 

targets o f interest and the geophysical methods which can potentially detect them
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1.9 Thesis outline

Following this introductory chapter, a detailed explanation o f theoretical background, 

data acquisition and data processing o f all the surveying and geophysical techniques 

used during this research is given in Chapter 2. The chapter concludes with a 

summary and a technical discussion o f the methods employed.

Chapter 3 describes the Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide site, focusing on its geology, 

mining, geomorphology, hydrology and hydrogeology, landslide failure mechanisms, 

landslide possible causes and landslide kinematics. The chapter also includes results 

o f walk-over surveys, geomorphological mapping, digital photogrammetry 

processing, water levels monitoring and GPS movement monitoring carried out by the 

author. The potential targets identified for geophysical investigations and monitoring 

are also summarised.

The geophysical results obtained at Mynydd yr Eglwys (MYE) landslide for each of 

the surveying techniques employed in the site investigations are shown in Chapter 4. 

From the interpretation o f these results, a conceptual model o f the landslide was 

developed and it is discussed in terms o f effectiveness o f the methods in detecting the 

specific targets, which were introduced in the aims o f this research project.

Chapter 5 summarises and discusses the results o f geophysical monitoring at Mynydd 

yr Eglwys.

The main conclusions of this study are presented in Chapter 6, with remarks and 

topics for future research.
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Chapter 2 Research Methods

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes theoretical background, data acquisition and data processing o f 

all the surveying and geophysical techniques employed during this research project 

for the investigation and monitoring o f  Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide:

•  Airborne LIDAR (data provided by UK Environmental Agency);

•  Digital Photogrammetry;

•  Global Positioning Systems (GPS);

•  Electromagnetic Induction (with instrument GEM-2);

•  Self Potential (SP);

•  Seismic refraction tomography;

•  Multichannel analysis o f  surface waves (MASW);

• Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT);

•  Induced Polarization (IP);

Information on borehole monitoring o f  groundwater pressures and on rainfall datasets 

used for geophysical data calibration is also provided.

Acquisition and processing o f  digital photogrammetry and GPS monitoring data are 

described more in detail because results were assessed in term s o f  their accuracy and 

precision.

The chapter concludes with a summary and a technical discussion o f the methods, in 

terms o f optimal field procedures, data quality, data resolution, limitations and 

predicted commercial costs o f using the techniques. These considerations are based on 

the experience gained by the author during data acquisition and processing throughout 

the project.
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2.2 Light Detection and Ranging (L1DAR)

2.2.1 Background

LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) is an active remote sensing technique which 

provides distance (range) measurements from a laser scanner to the ground or objects 

above ground level (i.e. top o f  trees and buildings). Data is provided in the form o f 

three-dimensional point clouds (Baltsavias, 1999a; Baltsavias, 1999b; Wehr and Lohr, 

1999; M allet and Bretar, 2009). The acronym LADAR (LAser Detection and 

Ranging) is also in use (Wehr and Lohr, 1999).

An airborne laser scanner system consists o f (Baltsavias, 1999b; W ehr and Lohr, 

1999; Challis, 2006; Mallet and Bretar, 2009): a laser range finder (including laser, 

transm itting and receiving optics), a mechanical scanner, a storage media, and control, 

m onitoring and recording units. The three-dimensional coordinates o f  the measured 

points are obtained directly during data acquisition via a position and orientation 

system (POS) comprising o f an airborne dGPS with GPS ground reference station/s in 

the area under investigation and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) that corrects for 

pinch, roll and yaw (or heading) o f  the aircraft. Other optional sensors, such as video 

and digital cameras, can be integrated to the system (Figure 2.1).

W hile the aircraft (airplane or helicopter) moves forward, a beam o f  laser energy is 

projected to the ground surface and scanned across the flight direction in a specific 

pattern (Figure 2.1). The transmitted signal is reflected back by the ground surface (or 

by the object above it) and returns back to the system receiver.

The scan pattern on the ground depends on the type o f scanner, on the direction and 

speed o f  flight and on the terrain topography (W ehr and Lohr, 1999). Several types o f 

uni- or bi-directional scanners are in use, for example oscillating mirrors, rotating 

polygons and nutating mirrors (Palmer scan). They produce patterns o f parallel lines, 

zigzag-shaped lines, meandering bidirectional parallel lines or elliptical scans
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(Baltsavias, 1999a; Wehr and Lohr, 1999).

Digital Cam ara

Ranging Unit

LASER
FOOTPRINTControl-. Monttortng- 

and Rocordtng-Unlts

///  A sw a* width"V'/

Figure 2.1 Main components o f a L1DAR system: ranging unit (comprising o f laser 

transmitter and receiver), mechanical scanner, and control, monitoring and recording 

units, positioning and orientation systems (dGPS and IMU). Other sensors (i.e. digital 

cameras) may be integrated to the system. While the airplane moves forward, the laser 

beam is scanned across the direction o f flight. Airborne dGPS, GPS ground station and 

IMU provide positioning and corrections for pitch, roll and yaw (or heading) o f the 

aircraft (top image from website [WWW 2.1], bottom diagram from Wehr and Lohr, 

1999)
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Airborne laser scanners compute ranges according to one o f the following two 

physical principles (Baltsavias, 1999a; W ehr and Lohr, 1999; Thiel and Wehr, 2004; 

M allet and Bretar, 2009):

1- by measuring the time required for an emitted short light pulse to reach the 

earth surface (or object above it) and return to the sensor as a backscattered 

signal (pulse lasers);

2- by measuring the phase difference between the transmitted and the received 

backscattered signal (laser scanners that continuously emit light, called 

continuous wave or CW systems).

Commercial airborne laser scanners are usually pulse systems (W ehr and Lohr, 1999; 

Thiel and Wehr, 2004). For pulse lasers, the distance (or range, R) between the 

ranging unit and the illuminated target is equal to:

R = c — Eq. 2.1
2

where c is the speed of light and t is the time interval between the emitted and the 

backscattered received signal.

The range resolution (AR) depends on the resolution o f  the tim e measurement o f the 

instrum ent (At):

AR = c —  Eq. 2.2
2

The maximum unambiguous range for pulse systems is limited by the maximum time 

interval that can be measured by the time counter and by the pulse rate. Ranging 

accuracy is proportional to the rise time o f the pulse and inversely proportional to the 

square root o f  the signal-to-noise ratio.

All the basic relations and formulas for pulse and CW airborne laser scanners,
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comprising the ones mentioned above, can be found in Baltsavias (1999a), Wehr and 

Lohr (1999), M allet and Bretar (2009).

The first airborne/satellite laser scanners, designed in the 1970s, were used to acquire 

data along one-dimension profiles and were able to record only one backscattered 

echo (Mallet and Bretar, 2009). M odem systems can record several (up to five) 

backscattered echoes for a single emitted pulse (multi-echo or multipulse systems). 

Typically, the first and the last pulse echoes are recorded. As LIDAR signal can partly 

penetrate through canopy, in this way the top o f the trees and the ground surface 

underneath can be both determined simultaneously (Baltsavias, 1999b; 1999c; Wehr 

and Lohr, 1999; Mallet and Bretar, 2009). Moreover, since 2004 some airborne laser 

scanners that can record the complete backscattered waveform (full-wave LIDAR 

systems) have become commercially available (Mallet and Bretar, 2009). They are 

used mainly for the study o f forested areas (Figure 2.2). Some systems can record also 

information on the intensity o f the backscattered signal which is related to the laser 

wavelength and the reflectivity o f the target (Wehr and Lohr, 1999).

Time (ns) Time (ns)
Emitted 0 - 

pulse 10-

Received ' 
waveform 60-

A B

Figure 2.2 Transmitted and received signal for a full-waveform LIDAR system with 

small (A) and large footprint (B) in a wooded area (from Mallet and Bretar, 2009)

The density o f  points depends on the aircraft altitude, the aircraft velocity and on the 

laser system used (Wehr and Lohr, 1999). For some specific applications, point
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density can reach more than 100 pts/m2, but generally does not exceed 25 pts/m2 

(Mallet and Bretar, 2009). Technical parameters o f  commercially available airborne 

laser scanners are discussed for example in Baltsavias (1999b) and Mallet and Bretar 

(2009).

After acquisition, LIDAR data are processed with the aim o f  producing digital surface 

models (DSM) and digital terrain models (DTM, ground surface without objects 

above it). All the information from the positioning and orientation system (POS) are 

com bined with measured ranges and scan angles, system calibration data and 

mounting parameters in order to compute three-dimensional points in WGS84 

coordinate system. Firstly, a coordinate transformation is applied to convert positions 

and elevations in the wanted local coordinate system. Secondly, the cloud o f points, 

distributed according to the scan pattern o f  the instrument used, is sorted and filtered 

to separate points on the ground surface from points related to objects above surface 

(i.e. buildings and trees). Data are successively interpolated and thinned out (Figure 

2.3; W ehr and Lohr, 1999).
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Figure 2.3 Flow-chart o f typical processing ofLIDAR data (Wehr and Lohr, 1999)

Defining quality and accuracy o f the 3D coordinates provided by LIDAR is 

complicated, because they are affected by several factors, such as: laser system (i.e. 

accuracy o f  range, GPS and IMU), data characteristics (i.e. point density, flight 

altitude and scan angle), target characteristics (i.e. type o f terrain/object, topography, 

density o f  canopy) and data processing (i.e. accuracy o f  coordinates transformation, 

errors in data interpolation and filtering) (Huising and Pereira, 1998; Baltsavias 

1999a; Ahokas et al., 2003). Moreover, system firms do not normally provide detailed 

information on the conditions for which the system accuracy was established 

(Baltsavias, 1999b).

2.2.2 LIDAR data used in this project

The LIDAR data used in this project were supplied by the UK Environmental Agency 

and were originally acquired for UK flood defence and management purposes. The 

data comprising the area o f Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide (Tile D00046021) were 

captured in April/May 2005 from a flying height o f approximately 800 m, using an
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Optech ALTM2033 LIDAR (M ike Plant o f  Geomatics Group, personal 

communication). This instrument is a discrete return system, which operates at 1047 

nm (near infrared) and is capable to record both first and last signal returns for each 

pulse. It is typically used to collect 0.5 points/m2, scanning perpendicularly to the 

direction o f  flight and resulting in a zig zag pattern o f  data points (Brown et al., 2003 

in Challis, 2006; Watt et al., 2003).

The vertical accuracy o f this survey was ± 8.1 cm RMSE. The horizontal accuracy o f 

the data points, defined as 1/2000 o f  flying height for the Optech ALTM 2033, was 

approximately ± 40 cm, although it was subsequently reduced by 2 m gridding 

(pers.com. M ike Plant EA Geomatics Group ).

Editing, filtering and processing o f data were carried out by the Environmental 

Agency (Geomatics group section). Coordinates o f  measured data points were 

converted from WGS84 to British National Grid Eastings and Northings and elevation 

over OSGB36 datum. Cloud data were sorted, filtered and re-sampled in regular grids 

o f 2 m cell and supplied as xyz files in 2 km square tiles. Information on last echo 

signal return and signal intensity were not provided. The resulting digital terrain 

models (DTMs) were generated using Arcview3.3, Terrascan and in-house filtering 

programs and algorithms (pers.com. M ike Plant). According to Challis (2006) and 

references therein, the Environmental Agency eliminates landscape clutter from the 

digital surface models (DSMs) using a 3 x 3 m cell variance filter with a threshold 

limit o f  66.6° slope gradient. DTMs are then obtained removing the filtered data from 

the dataset and filling in the gaps by interpolation o f elevation data.

For the tile comprising Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide, the Environmental Agency 

supplied all these three products: DSM, DTM  and the applied filter mask (Figure 2.4).
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 2.4 The three datasets supplied by UK Environmental Agency for the area 

comprising Mynydd Yr Eglwys landslide (Tile D00046021): (A) unfiltered digital 

surface model, (B) filtered digital surface model or digital terrain model and (C) the 

applied filter mask.
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For this project, these LIDAR data were gridded using Kriging technique and plotted

or analysed in Surfer 8 to obtain:

1. Terrain model: LIDAR data were firstly plotted as a surface and then an air 

photograph from Getmapping [WWW 2.2] was overlain on it for the desk study 

(Chapter 3);

2. Analyses o f  slope angles: LIDAR DTM data were re-gndded using terrain 

modelling functions in Surfer for the desk study (Chapter 3 ) ;

3. Geological 3D plots: geological information were digitized and geo-referenced 

from BGS and Halcrow geology maps and then overlain onto the LIDAR DTM 

for the desk study (Chapter 3);

4. Geomorphological maps: LIDAR data were plotted as surface and as shaded relief 

maps with various directions o f  illumination. Some land forms and features could 

be recognised and mapped directly by interpretation o f  LIDAR data. Moreover, 

LIDAR shaded relief plots were used as base maps during geomorphological 

w alk-over surveys (Chapter 3);

5. Survey location maps: LIDAR data plotted as surface and shaded relief maps were 

used as base maps for the plotting and planning o f  location o f geophysical 

profiles/grids and GPS monitoring;

6. Basemaps for SP and GEM results: SP and GEM data were overlain on both 

LIDAR shaded relief and surface plots to improve data visualization and 

interpretation (Chapter 4).

2.3 D igital photogrammetry

2 3 A  Basic principles

Fundamental to digital photogrammetry are:

1. The use o f  the collinearity equations for the mathematical treatment o f  the 

relationship between three-dimensional object coordinates and two-dimensional 

image coordinates;

2. The use o f  image matching techniques for identifying and measuring conjugate 

points in overlapping photographs;
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3. The automatic generation o f digital elevation models and orthophotographs. 

Collinearitv equations

“Collinearity is the condition in which the exposure station o f any photograph, any 

object point in the ground coordinate system and its photographic image all lie in a 

straight line. This condition holds irrespective o f the angular tilt o f the photograph” 

(Lillesand et al., 2004; Figure 2.5). This principle is described mathematically by the 

following collinearity equations (Lillesand et al., 2004):

where xp and yp are the image coordinates o f  any point P, /  is the focal length, XP, Yp 

and ZP are the ground coordinates o f point P, XL, YL and ZL are the ground coordinates 

o f  the exposure station L, m]]...m33 are the coefficients o f  a rotation matrix defined by 

the angles co, (p and k  and that transforms the ground coordinate system to the image 

coordinate system.

The collinearity equations are non linear and to be solved are linearized with Taylor’s 

series.
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T ilte d  p h o to  
p la n e  .

♦ X

Figure 2.5 Diagram showing the relationship between the terms in the collinearity 

equations (from Lillesand et al., 2004)

Space resection

The coordinates of the exposure station (Xi, Yi and ZL) and the angles o f camera 

orientation (co, (p and k) define the exterior orientation o f  a photograph and are also 

called exterior orientation parameters (Lillesand et al., 2004). If  these parameters are 

not known, they can be determined through a process called space resection by 

measuring at least three ground control points identifiable in the images (Konecny, 

2003; Lillesand et al., 2004).

Two collinearity equations can be written for each o f  the three ground control points, 

leading to a total o f six equations that can be solved simultaneously for the six 

unknowns (Ax, Yu Zl, (o, cp and k). If  more than three ground control points are 

measured, more than six equations are available and a least square solution is adopted 

(Lillesand et al., 2004).
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Space intersection

If  the exterior orientation parameters are known (i.e. from direct GPS measurements 

and EMUs) the three-dimensional coordinates o f a point in the overlapping area o f a 

stereopair can be computed using the collinearity equations.

For each point in the overlapping area, two equations can be written for its image 

coordinates in the left-hand photograph and two for its image coordinates in right- 

hand one. This leads to four equations with three unknowns {XP, YP and ZP) that can 

be solved with least square solutions (Lillesand et al., 2004).

In digital photogrammetry workstations, this process is usually at the base o f DEM 

generation and conjugate points w ithin overlapping areas are established with image 

m atching techniques (Lillesand et al., 2004).

A erial triangulation and bundle adjustment

Space resection can be extended to a block o f photographs thus requiring the 

sim ultaneous determination o f several exterior orientations (Konecny, 2003; Lillesand 

et al., 2004).

Software packages generally use an algorithm called bundle adjustment that is based 

on least squares. This algorithm provides the best estimate for the exterior orientation 

param eters o f  all the images and for the coordinates o f  pass points (Chandler, 1999; 

Lillesand et al., 2004). At least three ground control points are required, but the use of 

more then three is recommended (Chandler, 1999).

If  provided by the software, the self-calibration version o f the bundle adjustment can 

com pute also camera parameters (Chandler, 1999).

Image m atching

There are three main known image m atching techniques (Schenk, 1997):

1. Area-based matching. The entities matched are grey levels in image patches and 

similarity is measured by correlation or least-squares techniques;

2. Feature-based matching. The entities matched are edges or interest points and 

similarity is evaluated by a cost function;

3. Symbolic matching. The matching entities are symbolical descriptions and 

similarity is evaluated by a cost function.

In the case o f area-based matching, a reference window o f a limited number o f pixels 

(with associated grey levels) on the left hand image is compared with a window o f the
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same size in the right hand image. The window in the right hand image is moved 

across within a defined search area, pixel by pixel, and correlation coefficients can be 

calculated for each position. The highest correlation coefficients are associated with 

the best image matching result thus determining the position o f the conjugate point 

(Konecny, 2003; Lillesand et al., 2004). Instead o f  using correlation, image matching 

can be carried out with least-squares techniques. In this case, the position o f the 

conjugate point is at the minimum o f  the square sum o f the gray level differences 

between the matrix in the left-hand image and the geometrically transformed matrix in 

the right-hand window (Konecny, 2003).

Image matching procedures are highly dependent upon the quality o f the digital 

images in terms o f sharpness, contrast etc. (Chandler, 1999).

Generation o f  digital elevation models (DEMs)

Digital elevation models are generated automatically applying image matching 

techniques and space intersection to the overlapping areas o f  stereopairs (Lillesand et 

al., 2004). It is important to underline that the DEMs obtained automatically represent 

the visible surface and not necessarily the ground surface. I f  objects above the ground 

(i.e. tree canopy or buildings) are present and only the ground surface level is wanted, 

the height o f the objects needs to be subtracted from the model (Chandler, 1999). 

DEMs can be generated using regular raster grids, triangular or planar faces irregular 

networks, iso-contour and breaklines networks (Paroditis and Polidori, 2002). As the 

distribution o f samples is often sparse, regular grids are not the best option and 

irregular networks should be preferred (Paroditis and Polidori, 2002).

Generation o f  orthophotographs

Any point o f  an orthophotograph (xP, y P) can be com puted from the collinearity 

equations if  the external orientation parameters {XP, Yl, Zl, co, (p and k )  and the 

coordinates o f  the point on the ground (XP, YP, ZP) are known (Lillesand et al., 2004). 

The exterior orientation parameters are known from available instrumentation (GPS 

and IMUs) or as a result o f aerial triangulation, while XP, YP, ZP are determined by the 

DEM. As a consequence, the quality o f  the orthophotograph depends upon the quality 

o f these two datasets (Kasser and Palidori, 2002).
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2.3.2 Precision, accuracy and internal reliability

According to Chandler (1999) and references therein, the quality o f digital 

photogrammetry data can be assessed in terms o f three factors:

1. Precision: which depends on the precision o f image measurements, and scale and 

geometry o f  images and can be evaluated from the results o f  bundle adjustment;

2. Accuracy: which depends on the knowledge o f  cam era parameters and the 

accuracy o f ground control points and is normally estimated by comparing 

photogrammetry-derived heights with accepted heights (i.e. from GPS surveys) at 

a number o f check point locations;

3. Internal reliability: which is estimated by comparing the elevation provided by 

adjacent DEMs in overlapping areas.

The quality o f the automatically generated DEM depends also on: the resolution and 

quality o f  the images, the terrain characteristics, the grid density o f  the DEM, the 

algorithm and strategy parameters selected for automatic data extraction (Gooch et al., 

1999; Baily et al., 2003; Smith et al., 1997).

2.3.3 Digital photogrammetry at Mynydd Yr Eglwys landslide 

2.3.3.1 Data acquisition and processing

At M ynydd Yr Eglwys (MYE) landslide, images were acquired using a digital camera 

mounted on a helium balloon on the 20th o f February 2008. D ata were successively 

processed using Topcon’s PI-3000v3 software, running on a Windows XP 

Workstation. This program can be used to generate very accurate 3D models o f 

landscapes and objects from stereo photographs taken in theory with any fixed focal 

length digital camera, providing that camera lens calibration parameters are known. 

The software has been used successfully in several fields, such as archaeology, 

geology and geotechnics, land surveying and topography, quarrying, accident and 

crime scene investigation. A few case studies are reported on the TerraDat Geomatics 

web site [WWW 2.3], The English version o f the technical manual o f  the software is
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quite poor, however one-day-training and tutorial material were provided by Terradat 

UK Ltd. A more useful review o f  the software is provided by Masinton (2008) 

[WWW 2.4].

Acquisition and processing o f the digital photogrammetry data involved several stages 

that are summarised in the following paragraphs. Some details are here reported as 

reference for future users due to the poor quality o f  the software manual.

•  Stage 1: Camera Calibration. A Ricoh GR Digital II fixed focal length camera 

(10 M Pixels) was selected for the acquisition o f air photographs at MYE landslide. 

Cam era parameters were obtained through Topcon’s Pl-calib software (part o f the 

same package o f Topcon’s PI-3000 software) by following easy instructions. Firstly, a 

calibration sheet with a defined pattern o f  dots was photographed from five different 

directions keeping the camera focus at infinity, using an aperture as small as possible. 

Secondly, the five images were imported in the calibration software and 

measurements were made. Camera calibration parameters were then computed 

automatically by the software and stored in a file to be used during data processing 

(Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Calibration parameters o f  camera Ricoh GR Digital II used for the 

acquisition o f images at Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide as determined by Topcon's Pl- 

calib software.

Camera Parameters Value

Focal length o f  lenses (f) 5 .899725  mm

Radial distortion o f  lenses: Ki 0 .001678713

Radial distortion o f  lenses: K2 -3 .33346e-005

Tangential distortion o f  lenses: Pi 5 .792469e-005

Tangential distortion o f  lenses: P2 0 .0003373058

Location o f  principal point o f  camera sensor: X P 3 .639317  mm

Location o f  principal point o f  camera sensor: Y P 2 .609994  mm
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•  Stage 2: D ata acquisition. Firstly, 35 targets (white paper dishes with a marked 

letter on them) were distributed on the landslide area characterised by the main scarp 

and the hummocky terrain (Figure 2.6). Secondly, the fixed focal length Ricoh GR 

Digital II camera, set at infinite focus, was mounted on a helium balloon and towed 

across the area o f  interest along parallel lines o f  flight (Figure 2.7). The camera was 

set to automatically capture an image every 15 seconds. The positions o f the ground 

targets (control points) were surveyed w ith the Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ in RTK 

mode. The GPS base station was set up on a tripod at a known location and the rover 

antenna was mounted on a 2 m pole with optical plum met and used to survey the 

centre o f  the targets. The rover antenna was set to record only fixed positions with a 

precision o f 0.015 m and 0.030 m in horizontal and vertical plane respectively. A 

close-up photograph o f each target and its surrounding area was taken using another 

digital camera as a record to help identify the targets observed on the air images.
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Figure 2.6 Top: a view of the targets (ground control points) spread on the terrain at 

Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide from the top o f the main scarp (photo by P. J. Brabham). 

Bottom: one o f the vertical photographs taken from the camera mounted on the helium 

balloon (photo by N. Russill). In this photograph, each target is represented by a 

number o f white pixels that ranges approximately between 100 and 150 (or the targets 

have a diameter o f approximately 10-13 pixels)
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(B)

Figure 2.7 Camera set up (A) and image acquisition (B and C) at Mynydd yr Eglwys 

landslide. The camera was mounted on a helium balloon and then towed across the 

slope while taking photographs every 15 seconds (photos by P. J. Brabham)
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•  Stage 3. D ata processing. The digital camera took over a hundred images but the 

best 22 air photographs o f the landslide were selected for photogrammetric analysis. 

The images were printed and spread out on a table to simplify identification o f useful 

stereo-pairs. Unfortunately, the letters marked on the targets were not visible in the 

photographs. Therefore, as the targets were all the same size and same colour, they 

could not be immediately recognized. By using a GPS map o f the target locations and 

the close up photos, all the targets in each printed photograph could with time be 

identified and marked up.

A project was created in Topcon’s PI-3000v3 software and data were processed. 

Initially, the camera calibration file was loaded and the xyz file with target 

coordinates was imported into the project. The selected images were imported (image 

registration) and then the potential pairs were registered as stereo-pairs. Moving to the 

orientation screen, bundle adjustment was selected as the orientation method and the 

precision o f GPS measurements o f  target locations was specified. The visible ground 

control points and additional pass points were measured for each stereo-pair (Figure 

2.8) and bundle adjustment was computed. Results o f bundle adjustment, presented in 

form o f  tables, were checked for being successful, that is to be judged “OK”, to have 

a Y-parallax less then 1 pixel, and to have a base/height ratio approximately between 

0.3 and 0.5 as recommended in the software manual. Only the eight stereo-pairs 

providing satisfactory results were kept in the project, the others were deleted from 

the dataset. Through bundle adjustment, the camera external orientation parameters 

for all the photographs and the three-dimensional coordinates o f  the pass points were 

obtained. Moreover, residual errors between the coordinates o f the ground control 

points computed with bundle adjustment and the ones surveyed with GPS were 

provided. The overall standard deviation o f  the residual errors was 0.0060 m in X, 

0.0063 m in Y and 0.0128 m in Z. Maximum residuals were -0.0142 m in X, 0.0148 

in Y and 0.0289 m in Z. Some o f the results are summarised in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
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Table 2.2 Overall result list (above), stereo camera conditions and ground resolution

information (below) determined by bundle adjustment

Pair Name Result list
Judge Y-Parallax (pixels) Image coordinates (pixels)

4b R 0010938  - lb  R 0 0 10928 Ok 0.45 ok 0.44 ok
lb  R 0 0 1 0 9 2 8 - R 0 0 10924 Ok 0.37 ok 0.44 ok
2a R 0 0 10894 - 2b R 0 0 10898 Ok 0.37  ok 0 .26  ok
3c R 0010825 - 3d R 0010818 Ok 0.64 ok 0.55 ok
3d R 0010818  - 3e  R 0010807 Ok 0.61 ok 0.54  ok
lb  R 0 0 10928 - l c  R 0010917 Ok 0.49 ok 0 .46  ok
5b R 0010732r - 5c R 0010737r Ok 0.73 ok 0.38  ok
R 0 0 1 0 7 2 1 r - 5b R 0010732r Ok 0.52 ok 0.38 ok

Pair Name

Stereo camera conditions Ground resolution
B: Base 
Length 

(m)

H:
Height

(m)
B/H ratio

Plane
Resolution

(m)*

Depth
Resolution

(m)**
4b R 0010938  - lb  R0010928 39.2292 74.9949 0.52 0 .0254 0.0486
lb  R 0 0 10928 - R 0 0 10924 22.7245 74.9426 0.30 0 .0254 0.0838
2a R 0 0 10894 - 2b R 0010898 17.0631 60.9510 0.28 0 .0207 0.0738
3c R 0 0 10825 - 3d R0010818 26 .8516 61.8512 0.43 0 .0210 0.0483
3d R 0010818  - 3e R 0010807 39.2641 70.0251 0.56 0 .0237 0.0423
lb  R 0 0 10928 - lc  R 0010917 34 .9804 76.7979 0.46 0 .0260 0.0572
5b R 0010732r - 5c R0010737r 28 .4237 80.8781 0.35 0 .0274 0.0780
R 0010721r - 5b R0010732r 38 .0420 76.1512 0.50 0 .0258 0.0517

*  P lane resolution is defined as AXY = —  dp where dp is the im age resolution

* *  D epth resolution is defined as A Z  =  —  A XY (T opcon’s P I-3000 manual)

Table 2.3 Camera external orientation parameters computed by bundle adjustment for

the images kept in the project as they provided good stereo-pairs

Image name XL(m) YiXm) Z l( di) Omega
(deg)

Phi
(deg)

Kappa
(deg)

lb  R 0 0 10928 297763.3628 195600.3994 345.5563 -2 .825 -9 .008 -2.477
lc  R 0010917 297786.8753 195575.7555 337.5896 -2 .485 -4.681 8.715
2a R 0 0 10894 297746.6499 195550.4022 313.7246 -1 .254 -13.050 12.636
2b R 0 0 10898 297757.4840 195559.9657 322.8085 -1 .446 -7 .950 11.424
3c R 0 0 10825 297782.3397 195541.8404 311.0174 -4 .467 -20.638 13.282
3d R 0010818 297808.9274 195545.1107 312.8631 -0.161 -21.676 9.864
3e R 0 0 10807 297842.6169 195563.8144 320.4034 1.348 -20.638 12.390
4b R 0010938 297724.3985 195602.7902 349.4293 -2 .555 -4.693 0.403
R 0 0 10924 297781.5252 195587.8486 340 .1706 -2.171 -12.562 3.821
5b R 0010732r 297751.6806 195477.0584 306 .2974 3.295 -6.601 113.833
5c R 0010737r 297759.8732 195449.8689 305 .0647 4.603 -7.081 132.906
R 0010721r 297750.9303 195515.0803 305 .4244 1.940 1.209 118.676
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Figure 2.8 Topcon’s PI-3000v3 orientation screen: measurement o f  ground control 

points and pass points before bundle adjustment

The eight pairs of photographs providing good photogrammetric computation results 

were transformed automatically to true stereo-pairs in a few minutes by simply 

moving to the stereo-screen. Here, closed polylines and breaklines were drawn on the 

left-hand images while refining their positions on the right-hand images (Figure 2.9). 

The closed polylines were successively selected for automatic surface measurements 

(created as triangular irregular networks - TINs) with a mesh o f 0.25 m. In Topcon’s 

PI-3000v3 there is no option for selecting different surface extraction methods or 

detailed strategy parameters. Only the following choices could be made for the 

automatic creation o f the TENs:

- TINs were set to fit breaklines when present in the area (but not the outlines);

- A median filtering was applied (the other available option is a mean filtering);

- The texture mapping was applied and selected according to the image considered 

the best for each stereo-pair.

Initially, a polyline for each stereo-pair was drawn keeping overlapping areas with 

adjacent stereo-pairs to a minimum, because it was noted that the visualisation o f the
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landslide with photo-texturing in the 3D platform o f the software decreases in quality 

in overlapping areas. Automatic surface measurements inside these polylines led to a 

total o f eight TINs.

An attempt to merge the eight TINs (averaging values in the overlapping areas) was 

made as this option is available in the photogrammetry software, but the result was 

not satisfactory. This processing step was very time-consuming (it ran on PC for more 

than two days), it created a lot o f unwanted interpolated data between the different 

TINs and finally no image texture option was applicable to the resulting surface.

A second different polyline was drawn on two o f the stereo-pairs (one in the main 

scarp area and one in the hummocky area o f the landslide) to maximise the areas of 

overlap with their adjacent stereo-pair. Surface measurements were made also inside 

these polylines to create TINs with increased overlap that could be successively used 

to assess the internal reliability o f the method (as explained in section 2.3.3.2).

•  Ed*fc) V»w<V) MMKjrtfM) SflupfS) Wwto"<W) H»fc<W5 -  9  K

o s * u  H S 3 3 B  - b o a  « « « « • □  m e

Figure 2.9 Topcon’s PI-3000 stereo screen: closed polyline and breakline drawn on a 

rectified stereo-pair for successive automatic surface measurements
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•  Stage 4: Data visualisation and output/export. The measured surfaces (TINs) 

were visualised in the 3D platform o f the software with or without photo-texturing 

(Figures 2.10 and 2.11). Here it was possible to select which meshes, polylines and 

breaklines to visualise and to rotate the resulting image. In Figures 2.10 and 2.11, 

seven o f the eight surfaces with minimum overlap are shown. The TIN obtained from 

one o f  the stereo-pairs (photo pair Ib Roo10928 and lc_R0010917) was not further 

considered because it represents a small area o f the landslide already imaged by 

another stereo-pair. These seven TINs and the ground control points were exported as 

one file (allTINs.csv) containing a total o f 239700 points.

In addition, two o f these TINs and two other TINs, created with a maximum area o f  

overlap with the previous adjacent ones, were exported as four separated files to be 

used for the assessment o f the internal reliability o f the method (see section 2.3.3.2). 

The four TINs (shown in Figure 2.12) will be referred in the future as TIN A, TIN B, 

TIN C and TIN D.

The 3D platform of Topcon’s PI-3000v3 allows for 3D measurements o f distances 

and cross-sections and for the creation o f contours (Figure 2.13) and animations 

useful for subsequent talks and presentations. The 3D platform was used to analyse 

the geomorphological landforms o f Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide.

Moreover, the TINs shown in Figure 2.11 together with the images chosen for photo- 

texturing in Figure 2.10 were selected for the automatic generation o f an 

orthophotograph with ground resolution o f  0.10 m/pixel (in .jpg format). With the .jpg 

file, the photogrammetry software generates a .txt file containing information about 

the coordinates o f  the comers o f the ortho-image. These coordinates were used to geo

reference the orthophotograph in Surfer 8 (Golden software; Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.10 3D views o f Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide with photo-texturing in Topcon 's 

Pl-3000v3 software
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Figure 2.11 3D views o f Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide without photo-texturing in 

Topcon's PI-3000v3 software. The final result was a collage of seven separate TINs 

(with reduced overlap)
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Figure 2.12 View o f the four TINs used successively to assess the internal reliability oj 

the method. TIN A and TIN C are the same as in Figure 2.11, while TIN B and TIN D 

are wider as they were createdfor an increased area o f overlap with the adjacent TINs
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Figure 2.13 3D view o f Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide with contours overlaid on photo- 

texturing. Contour spacing is 2.5 m and 10 m for yellow and red lines respectively
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Figure 2.14 Ortho-photograph o f Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide with 0.10 m/pixel 

resolution generated in Topcon's PI-3000v3 and then geo-referenced in Surfer 8 

(Golden Software)

Unfortunately, Topcon’s PI-3000v3 software does not allow exporting TINs with 

photo-texturing in any format. As a consequence, for a realistic 3D image of the 

landslide outside PI-3000 platform, the orthophotograph o f Mynydd yr Eglwys 

landslide was overlaid on the digital elevation model in Surfer 8 (Golden Software). 

Figure 2.15 shows a post map o f the 239700 points exported from the 

photogrammetry software. Firstly, these points were gridded using a kriging technique 

at 0.25 m spacing and a search radius o f 4 m. Secondly, the resulting grid was blanked 

to its real extents to exclude the areas o f interpolation outside the boundaries o f the 

TINs. Finally, the grid was plotted as a surface to produce a DEM and the geo

referenced orthophotograph was overlaid on it (Figure 2.16). The resulting
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perspective view could be annotated to highlight specific landforms for 

geomorphological purposes (see Chapter 3).
j

The resulting digital elevation model was not edited to remove vegetation/objects 

above ground level. However, comparing Figures 2.16 and 2.17 it is evident that 

small isolated bushes and the student group standing around the area o f the pond (GR 

297755, 195440) have been filtered out by the photogrammetry software during the 

creation o f the TINs.

onc
IS t : o  
Z
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Figure 2.15 Post map o f points contained in file allTINs.csv
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Figure 2.16 Surface plot o f the digital elevation model obtained gridding file 

allTINs.csv (top). Perspective view of Mynydd Yr Eglwys landslide obtained overlaying 

the orthophotograph on the digital elevation model (bottom)
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2.3.3.2 Quality assessment of DEM generatedfrom digital photogrammetry

The digital elevation model was analysed in terms o f accuracy and internal reliability. 

The aim o f  the quality assessment was to provide indications on the applicability o f 

the method not only for the reconstruction and analysis o f  landform s but also for the 

m onitoring o f landslide movement.

Accuracy

The accuracy o f the photogrammetric DEM  was assessed by com paring heights 

extracted from the DEM with heights measured with GPS at specific locations (check

points).

A dual-frequency Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ instrument was used in RTK mode on the 

13th o f  February 2008 for a landslide m ovement m onitoring cam paign and on the 19th 

o f February 2008 for surveying the electrodes o f  a resistivity/IP profile (details on 

GPS surveying are reported in section 2.4). Six m ovem ent m onitoring markers and 62 

electrodes (at 2 m spacing) were located in the area o f  the D EM  (Figure 2.17) and 

their GPS coordinates were used as check-points for accuracy assessment. 

Photogrammetry targets and check-points were referred to the same coordinate system 

(same GPS base station with same assigned coordinates).
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•  Movement monitoring markers 

GPS cross section 

+  Ground Control Points

Figure 2.17 Surface plot o f photogrammetric DEM showing the locations of: the TIN 

points exported from the photogrammetry software (blue dots), the photogrammetry 

ground control points (yellow crosses) and the GPS check-points (profde and 

monitoring movement markers as red and magenta circles respectively)

The elevations at check-point locations were extracted from the photogrammetric 

DEM by slicing the DEM in Surfer 8 (Golden Software) along GPS coordinates. Then 

the differences between the heights extracted from the DEM and the ones surveyed 

with GPS were calculated. Finally, the resulting values were analysed statistically and 

a classified post map was created in Surfer 8 (Golden Software) to help visualise the 

spatial distribution o f the height errors.

The height differences for the 62 check-points along the GPS profile range between -

0.095 and 0.503 m, with an overall mean o f 0.103 m and a standard deviation o f 0.140 

m (Table 2.4). The majority o f the values (40 out o f  62) are between -0.10 and 0.10 m 

and the heights extracted from the DEM are generally higher than the ones surveyed
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with GPS (Figure 2.18). Height errors are greater than 0.20 m for 11 check-points. 

These check-points are all located at the southern end o f  the profile (Figure 2.19), 

where the ground is not particularly rough, but far from photogrammetry ground 

control points.

The differences between the heights extracted from the DEM  and the heights 

measured with GPS at the movement markers locations are reported in Table 2.5. The 

height error is high for m arker CU7 (-0.409 m), while for the other markers ranges 

between -0.093 and 0.113 m. M arker CU7 is located in a very active and hummocky 

area o f  the landslide and is far from photogrammetry ground control points (Figures 

2.17 and 2.19).

Table 2.4 Summary o f  statistic analysis o f  height errors (difference between height oj 

DEM and height o f  GPS) fo r the check-points along the GPS profile

Num ber o f  values 62

M inim um  value (m ) -0 .095

M axim um  value (m ) 0 .503

M ean (m ) 0.103

Standard deviation o f  the m ean (m ) 0 .018

95%  confidence interval o f  the mean (m ) 0 .036

Standard D eviation  (m ) 0 .1 4 0
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Figure 2.18 Graph showing the distribution of height errors for the check-points along 

the GPS profile
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Figure 2.19 Classified post map highlighting the range o f height errors at check-point 

locations. The highest errors are located in the southern part of the profile and at 

movement marker CU 7
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Table 2.5 Differences between heights extracted from the DEM and heights measured 

with GPS at movement marker locations

Marker Eastings (m ) N orthings (m )
H eight difference (m ) 

[Z (Photogram m etry) - Z (G PS)]

CU 7 297773 .262 195481 .216 -0 .409

CU 8 297754 .726 195488 .634 -0 .034

CU 11 297750 .367 195508 .998 0.075

CU 12 297753 .667 195525.721 0.113

CU 13 297784.541 195539 .430 -0 .038

CU 14 297754 .569 195567 .940 -0 .093

Internal reliability

The internal reliability o f the DEM  was assessed by com paring the heights obtained 

from different TINs in overlapping areas using Surfer 8 (Golden Software). 

Overlapping areas between two TINs in the back scarp (TIN A and TIN B; Figures 

2.12 and 2.20) and two TINs in the hummocky area o f  the landslide (TIN C and TIN 

D; Figures 2.12 and 2.21) were considered.

Firstly, the .cvs files o f TIN A, TIN B, TIN C and TIN D exported from the 

photogrammetry software were gridded separately using a kriging technique with a 

spacing o f  0.25 m and a search radius o f  0.50 m to the edges o f  an area comprising the 

TIN itse lf and the adjacent one. Secondly, two grids o f  difference, TIN A minus TIN 

B and TIN C minus TIN D, were created and plotted as im age maps. Finally, the grids 

o f difference were converted to ASCII form at and only the values in the overlapping 

areas were retained. The values o f  height differences w ere analysed statistically and in 

terms o f spatial distribution using classed post maps.
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Figure 2.20 Post map o f TIN A and TIN B. The heights in the overlapping area were 

compared to assess internal reliability
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Figure 2.21 Post map o f TIN C and TIN D. The heights in the overlapping area were 

compared to assess internal reliability
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For the area overlapping between TIN A and TIN B, located in the back scarp o f the 

landslide, a total o f  17567 values o f  height differences w ere calculated. These values 

range between -0.279 and 0.685 m, with an overall m ean o f  0.001 m and a standard 

deviation o f  0.024 m (Table 2.7). 98.1%  o f  the values are betw een -0.05 and 0.049 m 

(Table 2.6). The distribution o f height differences in the overlapping areas is shown in 

the image map in Figure 2.22, whereas the classed post m ap in Figure 2.24 highlights 

the location o f  the points with m ajor high differences. These points are located mainly 

in the break o f slope on top o f the main scarp and in areas closed to data gaps.

For the area overlapping between TIN C and TIN D, located in the hummocky and 

nowadays more active part o f  the landslide, a total o f  17912 values o f  height 

differences were calculated. These values range between -0.078 and 0.424 m, with an 

overall mean o f  0.001 m and a standard deviation o f  0.010 m (Table 2.7). 99.5% o f 

the values are between -0.05 and 0.049 m (Table 2.6). The distribution o f  height 

differences is shown in the image map in Figure 2.23, w hereas the classed post map in 

Figure 2.25 highlights the location o f  the few  points w ith m ore than ±0.05 m  height 

difference.

Comparing the values reported in the tables (Table 2.6 and 2.7) and the figures 

(Figure 2.22-2.25), it is clear that internal reliability o f  TIN  A and B is worse than that 

o f  TIN C and D. This is probably due to the terrain characteristics. The slope in the 

area o f  TIN A and TIN B is much steeper.
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Table 2.6 Distribution o f height differences between the TINs in their overlapping 

areas

Classes of height 
difference (m)

TIN A -  TIN B TIN C -  TIN D
n. of values % n. of values %

-0.3 to  -0.251 1 0.0 0 0.0
-0.25 to  -0.201 3 0.0 0 0.0
-0.2 to  -0.151 3 0.0 0 0.0
-0.15 to  -0.101 14 0.1 0 0.0
-0.1 t o -0.051 73 0.5 4 0.0
-0.05 to  -0.001 6959 43.8 6967 43.0
0 to 0.049 8640 54.3 9141 56.5
0.05 to  0.099 94 0.6 64 0.4
0.1 to  0.599 37 0.2 12 0.1
0.15 to  0.199 29 0.2 3 0.0
0.2 to  0.249 10 0.1 0 0.0
0.25 to 0.299 9 0.1 0 0.0
0.3 to  0.349 7 0.0 0 0.0
0.35 to 0.399 7 0.0 0 0.0
0 .4 to  0.449 5 0.0 1 0.0
0.45 to  0.499 5 0.0 0 0.0
0.5 to  0.549 1 0.0 0 0.0
0.55 to  0.599 0 0.0 0 0.0
0.6 to  0.649 1 0.0 0 0.0

Table 2.7 Summary o f  statistic analyses for the values o f  differences in heights between

overlapping areas o f  TINs

Z (TIN A) -  Z (TIN B) Z (TIN C) -  Z (TIN D)

N um ber o f  values 17567 17912

M inim um  value (m) -0.279 -0.078

M axim um  value (m) 0.685 0.424

M ean (m) 0.001 0.001

Standard error o f  the mean (m) 0.000 0.000

95%  confidence interval o f  mean (m) 0.000 0.000

Standard deviation (m) 0.024 0.010
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Figure 2.22 Image map showing the height differences between TIN A and TIN B in 

their overlapping area
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Figure 2.23 Image map showing the height differences between TIN C and TIN D in 

their overlapping area
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Figure 2.24 Classed post map o f height differences between TIN A and TIN B in their 

overlapping area. The map highlights the location o f the points characterised by highest 

variation
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Figure 2.25 Classed post map o f height differences between TIN C and TIN D in their 

overlapping area. The map highlights the location o f the points characterised by 

highest variation

2.4 Global Positioning System (GPS)

2.4.1 Basic Principles

The Global Positioning System is a space-based radionavigation, timing and 

positioning system, developed and operated by the U.S. Department o f Defense 

(DoD). It allows a user to navigate and obtain three-dimensional positions everywhere 

on the Earth, at any time of day/night and in every weather condition by receiving and 

processing electromagnetic signals broadcast by satellites orbiting around our planet. 

GPS coordinate system is based on the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84) and 

reference time is UTC (USNO).
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The principles o f  GPS system and GPS surveying are discussed in detail in Hofmann- 

W ellenhof et al. (2001), Leick (2004), chapters 13 and 14 o f  W olf and Ghilani (2002), 

chapters 7 and 8 o f  Uren and Price (2006), official websites [WWW 2.5] and, more 

specifically for landslide monitoring, in Gili et al. (2000). Here only a relevant 

summary is presented.

2.4.7.7 GPS Segments

The GPS system consists o f three different segments or sectors:

1- Space segm ent. The NAVSTAR (NAVigation Satellite Tim ing And Ranging) 

constellation comprises o f a minimum o f  24 satellites orbiting on 6 planes (4 satellites 

for plane) centred on the Earth and inclined at 55° to the Earth equator. The satellites 

move around the Earth at a mean altitude o f  approxim ately 20200 km along nearly 

circular orbits with a period o f  12 sideral hours. Each satellite is provided by one or 

more atomic clocks and broadcast continuously electrom agnetic signals in the L-band.

2- Control segm ent. It consists o f  a m aster control station (located at Colorado 

Springs, USA), five monitor (or tracking) stations and three ground control stations. 

The tracking stations monitor the satellites at all tim e and send inform ation relative to 

their orbits and clocks to the master control station w here near-future predicted 

satellite orbital positions and clock param eters can be calculated. The results are sent 

to the antennas at the three ground control stations to be uploaded to the satellites and 

then broadcast to the user.

3- User segm ent. It is the equipm ent owned by the user (m ilitary or civilian), 

consisting o f  one or more receivers. The receivers are characterised by the 

observables (i.e. code pseudoranges and/or carrier phases) and the codes (i.e. C/A- 

code, P-code and/or Y-code) measured, by the num ber o f  satellites they can 

simultaneously track (number o f  channels) and by the surveying methods they can be 

used for.

2.4.1.2 GPS Signal

Each satellite broadcast electromagnetic signals on tw o carrier frequencies, L I 

(1575.42 M Hz) and L2 (1227.60 M Hz), corresponding to wavelengths o f  

approximately 0.19 and 0.24 m respectively.
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A navigation code and a pseudo-random noise are m odulated onto these carrier 

waves.

The navigation code is uploaded onto the satellites by the ground control stations with 

the aim o f helping the user to determ ine satellite positions. It is a data message 

including information about clock correction, satellite orbital positions (ephemerides), 

atmospheric correction, almanac (approximate inform ation on orbits and clock 

corrections for all satellites) and satellite health.

The pseudo-random noise (PRN) is a unique sequence o f  binary values broadcast by 

each satellite to be used by the receiver to calculate time and distance to the satellites. 

Two PRN codes are sent by each satellite:

The Coarse/Acquisition (or C/A) code, designated as the Standard Positioning 

Service (SPS) and available to civilian users. Each satellite broadcast a unique C/A 

code, modulated only on the LI carrier and with an effective wavelength o f  

approximately 300 m.

The Precise (or P) code, designated as the Precise Positioning System (PPS) and 

available only to U.S. military and authorised users. It is m odulated on both L I and 

L2 carriers and has an effective wavelength o f  approxim ately 30 m. It is usually 

encrypted and changed to a secret Y code by the DoD for military purposes (process 

known as anti-spoofing). There is only one P code and each satellite broadcast a 

different portion o f  the code, repeated every 7 days.

B lockllR-M  satellites broadcast also a new  military M -code on LI and L2 and a new 

L2 civilian signal (L2CS). The future satellites o f  B lockllF  will broadcast an 

additional L5 civil signal [WWW 2.5],

2.4.1.3 GPS observables

The position o f the user receiver is obtained by the determ ination o f  distances 

(ranges) to the satellites. These distances can be com puted with code ranging or 

carrier phase measuring methods or a com bination o f  both. In both methods, satellite 

and receiver clocks are used. As com putations are affected by the satellite and 

receiver clock biases, the term pseudorange is usually preferred to range. Moreover, 

four equations and, as a consequence, at least four satellites are necessary to solve for 

the four unknowns (the three dimensional receiver coordinates and the clock error).
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According to the Topcon user manual (Topcon, 2006), a fifth satellite is necessary to 

provide fault tolerance.

The code ranging method is based on the m easurement o f  the time required by the 

C/A code broadcast by the satellite to reach the receiver. This time is called 

propagation delay. W hen the receiver locks onto a satellite, it generates a replica o f 

the satellite C/A code and the two codes are compared through autocorrelation. The 

shift in time applied to the receiver code to have a m axim um  correlation equals the 

propagation delay. This time is then m ultiplied by the speed o f  light (signal velocity) 

to compute the distance between the satellite and the receiver (Figure 2.26).

GPS receivers relying on code ranging m ethod are not expensive (i.e. hand-held and 

mapping grade receivers). However, as P-code is not accessible to civilian users, these 

instruments have low accuracy (10-20 m at 95% probability level) and are as a 

consequence not suitable for high-precision surveying such as for landslide movement 

monitoring.

In contrast, the m ore expensive receivers based on carrier phase m ethod can achieve 

millimetre accuracies being suitable for high-precision surveying. These receivers 

compute the phase shift between the satellite carrier waves L I and L2 and similar 

signals produced by the receivers themselves. However, the integer number o f  

wavelengths present between the receiver and the satellites is difficult to determine 

(ambiguity resolution) and the solution o f  com plicated algorithm s is required (single, 

double and triple differencing). Integer w avelength num ber and phase shift are after 

used to calculate distances to satellites (Figure 2.27).
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A t,= signal travel tim e b e tw een  sa te llite  and  antenna
5 t,=  c lock  bias
C 0 = speed o f  light
PR, =  pseudorange
SV, =  satellite
(A,<I>,h) = longitude, la titude , h e ig h t above  re ference ellipso id  
(X ,Y ,Z ) = global geo cen tric  C ar te s ia n  coord ina tes

Figure 2.26 Determination o f  3D receiver coordinates from measurement oj 

pseudoranges with code ranging method (modifiedfrom Gili et al., 2000)

D  =  d is ta n c e  b e tw e e n  a n te n n a  an d  sa te llite  
X =  w a v e le n g h t 
<p =  p h a se  an g le  
N  =  in te g e r  n u m b e r  
SVj =  s a te llite  
B  =  b a se  a n te n n a  
R  =  ro v e r  a n te n n a

Figure 2.27 Measurement o f antenna positions with carrier phase method (modified 

from Gili et al., 2000)

2.4.1.4 Theoretical or a priori errors in GPS surveying

The precision or accuracy o f GPS results depend on several factors:

1. Ionospheric and tropospheric delays. GPS signals are refracted and delayed when 

propagating through the atmosphere. The Ionosphere acts as a dispersive medium and, 

as a consequence, LI and L2 waves arrive at the receiver at different times. This time

s n

SVi

(X. YZ)
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difference can be measured by dual-frequency receivers and used to remove the 

ionospheric delay. The Troposphere is not dispersive for GPS signals. Corrections are 

therefore more difficult and rely on available models o f  dry and wet components. As 

signals from satellites at low elevation have to travel through the atmosphere for 

longer distances and troposphere is difficult to model at such low elevations, usually a 

threshold angle (mask angle) o f 10-15 degrees is included in the control software of 

the receiver to exclude from position computations the signals arriving at low angles.

2. Clock errors. Satellite clock errors can be corrected using coefficients included in 

the satellite navigation messages or by single differencing in relative positioning 

techniques. Receiver clock errors can be corrected considering distances to at least 

four satellites or by double differencing in relative positioning techniques.

3. Satellite ephemerides or orbital errors. Satellite orbits are updated by the control 

segment every 2 hours; however predicted positions will always be affected by 

fluctuations in gravity, solar radiation and other anomalies.

4. M ultipath. When the receiver antenna is close to obstacles and reflective surfaces 

(such as buildings, fences, vehicles, water), GPS signals can be reflected by the 

obstacles and then reach the receiver from additional paths, introducing errors in 

position computation. The term imaging is used to describe the generation o f an 

image o f the real antenna by a reflecting obstacle.

5. Antenna phase centre offset and variation. Signal measurements are made to the 

electronic phase centre o f the antenna that is usually different from its geometric 

centre. This offset must be taken into consideration as well as its variation.

6. Antenna centring and antenna height measurement errors. The user needs to set up 

the antenna above the centre o f the surveying point and m easure the antenna height 

above it. Practical errors occur during these field measurements.

7. Number and geometry o f satellites visible at the time o f  observation. This concept 

is normally expressed in terms o f DOP (Dilution o f  Precision) factors, with low 

values indicating good geometry. The actual precision o f  the measurement is obtained 

multiplying the DOP factor for the precision o f  the GPS instrument used.

Position accuracy increases significantly when using differential or relative 

positioning techniques, based on two or m ore receivers instead o f  a single one. For 

small size sites (for example up to 20 Km ), both receivers (base and rover) record 

very similar systematic errors (i.e. orbital errors, clock biases, atmospheric delays)
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that can, as a consequence, be eliminated.

Discrepancies in GPS results have been attributed also to the use o f  different 

algorithms or software packages for data processing (Ashkenanzi and Yau, 1986 in 

Gili et al., 2000).

2.4.1.5 Differential and relative GPS

1. Differential GPS fdGPS). Two (or m ore) receivers are employed. One receiver is 

kept at a fixed known location (base station) while the other (rover) is moved at the 

unknown positions. The two receivers must track simultaneously at least four 

common satellites. The difference between calculated and known coordinates or 

between observed pseudoranges and calculated ranges at the base station is used to 

compute corrections that are transmitted to the rover antenna and applied to obtain 

positions that are more accurate when com pared with the ones determined with a 

single receiver. The term differential GPS is usually applied to code ranging 

measuring instruments and accuracies o f  0.5-5 m can be achieved. However, sub

centimetre accuracies have been reported for dGPS surveying with carrier phase dual 

frequency instruments.

Instead o f establishing a local base station, the user may use only one receiver and 

rely on data corrections transmitted by existing ground-based network o f  beacons 

(Ground Base Augmentation Systems) or by satellites belonging to Satellite-Based 

Augmentation Systems (i.e. the European EGNOSS and the A m erican WASS). For 

the United Kingdom, the General Lighthouse Authority (GLA) provides a free public 

service o f corrections transmitted by 14 ground-based reference stations for maritime 

use [WWW 2.6].

Relative Positioning. Normally, for higher accuracies, the carrier phase method is 

used. Two receivers are used to m easure phase signals broadcast from common 

satellites simultaneously at both locations. In contrast w ith differential positioning, 

simultaneous measurements at both receivers are directly combined. The vector 

(baseline) between the base (or reference) antenna and the rover antenna is 

determined (Figure 2.27) and then added to  the base position to obtain the rover
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position. Providing that the base and rover antennas are collecting data at the same 

time and rate (epoch), single, double and triple differencing calculations can be 

applied to remove most o f the systematic errors from the baseline vector.

In relative positioning, there are several surveying methods available: static, rapid or 

fast static, pseudokinematic, kinematic and real time kinem atic (or RTK). They vary 

for the length o f time required for each observation (session) and the level o f  accuracy 

provided. The real time kinematic (or RTK) method is the m ost productive. The base 

receiver remains fixed, while the rover moves to unknown locations. The base 

continuously transmits data to the rover, for example via a radio link, and corrected 

coordinates can be instantaneously computed on site. Therefore, contrary to the other 

methods, data post-processing is not required.

The Ordnance Survey has installed throughout Great B ritain a network o f  more than 

100 active permanent GPS stations that record dual-frequency data 24 hours a day at 

30 second epoch rate [WWW 2.7]. Since O ctober/November 2008, the stations 

hardware has been updated and the new stations have GNSS (GPS and GLONASS) 

receivers and antennas. The coordinates o f  the active stations are available from the 

Ordnance Survey website [WWW 2.7], Moreover, from the same website, data from 

the active stations in RINEX (Receiver Independent Exchange) format can be 

downloaded (for free if  within 30 days from the day o f  the survey) and be used by 

users to post-process their own GPS datasets.

The datum o f the Ordnance Survey network is ETRS89 (European Terrestrial 

Reference System 1989, that coincided with W GS-84 in 1989.0). ETRS89 GPS 

positions can be converted to OSGB36 National Grid and ODN (Ordnance Datum 

Newlyn) coordinates using National Grid Transform ation OSTN02 and National 

Geoid Model OSGM02 [WWW 2.7].
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2.4.2 GLONASS

The Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) is the Russian equivalent to the 

American GPS system and is operated by the Russian M ilitary Space Forces (MSF).

As with the American GPS, the Russian system is also com posed o f  3 segments:

1- The space segment consists o f 24 satellites orbiting on 3 planes (8 satellites per 

plane) inclined at 64.8° to the Earth equator. The satellites move along circular orbits 

at 19100 km o f altitude with a period o f  approximately 11 hours and 15 minutes.

2- The control segment comprises a System Control Centre and the network o f 

Command and Tracking Stations spread throughout the Russian territory.

3- The user segment consists o f the equipment owned by the user.

The GLONASS coordinate system is the PZ-90 and the tim e is the National 

Reference o f Coordinate Universal Time UTC(SU).

In contrast with the GPS system, GLONASS uses a technique called Frequency 

Division M ultiple Access (FDMA): every satellite transm its navigation signals on two 

satellite-specific carrier frequencies in the LI (approxim ately 1.6 GHz) and L2 

(approximately 1.2 GHz) sub-bands. A  standard accuracy signal is broadcast for civil 

users in LI by GLONASS satellites and in LI and L2 by GLONASS-M  satellites, 

while the high accuracy signal is available to authorised users only.

Three binary signals are modulated onto the carrier frequencies:

- PR ranging code, with period o f 1 millisecond;

- Navigation message, with information about the satellite transm itting the signal and 

about all the other satellites;

-100  Hz auxiliary meander sequence.

GLONASS constellation status, almanac, PDOP values and service o f real-time 

monitoring are provided by the Russian Space Agency Information-Analytical Centre 

[WWW 2.8]. From the same web site, an Interface Control Document providing 

details on GLONASS can be downloaded.
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Receivers measuring signals from both GPS and GLONASS satellites must lock to at 

least five satellites instead o f four to account for the tim e scale differences o f the two

systems. A sixth satellite is necessary to provide fault tolerance (Topcon, 2006).

2.4.3 GPS theoretical precision in landslide monitoring

The theoretical precision achievable in landslide monitoring using relative positioning 

techniques is discussed in Gili et al. (2000) and here the main results are briefly 

reported.

The position at the rover antenna is given by:

X ro ver = ^ b a se  + baseline 2 -  5

and the error in measuring the length o f the baseline, e(AXbaseime), is defined by 

manufacturer specifications. Considering the human errors in setting up the antennas 

at base and rover locations, e(baseset-up) and e ( roverset-up), and the error in base 

coordinates, e(Xbase), the total error at rover location is:

e ( X r o v e r )  = e ( % base ) + ^(baseset-up )  + e ( ^ b a s e l i n e )  + e (roverset-up )  6

The ground surface movement at the rover location at time t (M^ver) is given by the 

difference in position for this location between two successive measurements:

K o v e r  = ( x „ j f  -  {X rovJ  = (X base + AXbasehJ  -  (X base + AXbaseliJ °  Eq. 2.7

and if  the coordinates at the base are constant:

K o v e r  = (AX basei i J  -  (XXhaselinef  Eq. 2.8
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From this equation, it is clear that any error in base coordinates will have no influence 

on movement monitoring providing that the base is in a position not affected by 

ground movement. Therefore, the remaining errors, considered random and 

independent are:

rover ) basesetup) ^(AYbaseline')  ̂( roversetup ) base setup ) baseline) roversetup

Eq.

The errors in setting up base and rover antenna depend on the method used. If  the 

antenna is set up directly over a rock outcrop or a cylinder o f  concrete, the error is 

approximately 1 mm, while using a tripod with optical plum m et the error is 1-3 mm. 

If  only a telescopic pole or rod is used for the rover antenna, the precision decreases 

and errors can increase to 15 mm (Gili et al., 2000).

2.4.4 The use o f Global Positioning Systems fo r  the monitoring o f  

surface movements at Mynydd Yr Eglwys landslide

2.4.4.1 Data acquisition

A dual-frequency Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ instrument was used in RTK surveying 

mode for the monitoring o f  surface movements at M ynydd Yr Eglwys landslide. This 

20-channel instrument is capable o f tracking both GPS and GLONASS satellites, 

receiving and processing both LI and L2 signals and measuring code and carrier 

phases. It is characterised by high survey accuracy (Table 2.8) being suitable for the 

high precision professional surveyor. The system includes features such as multipath 

mitigation, co-op tracking and Receiver Autonomous Integrity M onitoring (RAIM), 

that detects and removes faulty GPS and GLONASS from  position computation 

(Topcon, 2006).

The instrument comprises o f  two very physically similar receivers, one functions as 

Base Station and the other as Rover Station. In RTK mode, data are transmitted from
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the Base to the Rover antenna via radio link. Topcon’s TopSURV software, installed 

on a handset PC (Topcon’s data collector FC-100), allows interfacing with the 

receivers during the survey. The handset can be connected to the receivers via cable 

or via wireless Bluetooth.

Table 2.8 Survey accuracy o f Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ instrument defined when 

observing a minimum o f 6 GPS satellites with 15 degrees angle cut-off, according to 

manufacturer specifications (Topcon, 2006)

Survey M ode Survey A ccuracy  (fo r L I  +  L2)

Static and Fast Static H: 3mm + 0.5 ppm  (x baseline length)

V: 5 mm + 0.5 ppm  (x baseline length)

Kinematic and RTK H: 10 mm + 1.0 ppm  (x baseline length)

V: 15 mm + 1 . 0  ppm ( x baseline length)

dGPS < 1 m

Base and rover receiver were initially configured according to RTK  survey mode by 

Topcon’s Cardiff technician L. Davies who also provided the necessary training for 

GPS data acquisition and processing.

On the 20th o f November 2007, seventeen markers were installed on the slope at 

Mynydd Yr Eglwys at locations selected on the basis o f  landslide geomorphological 

map, site constrains and sky visibility. A ground anchor m arker was deployed at the 

GPS base station. The base station was installed at a location considered not to be 

affected by any landslide movement and visible by the survey crew  on the landslide 

area (Figure 2.28). A selection o f 0.30, 0.50 and 0.60 m steel bars were also installed 

on the landslide at 15 movement monitoring locations (m arkers CU2 to CU16; Figure 

2.29).

The addition o f a few control points outside the landslide movement area was 

advisable in order to evaluate the quality o f  GPS m onitoring results. The RCTCBC 

monitoring network is surveyed with an ED M  from two locations (SB81 and SB85) 

along Meadow Walk marked on the tarm ac with surveyor nails. These two “fixed”
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reference points were also included in the GPS campaigns. However, it was 

anticipated that their locations would not be ideal for GPS surveying as the two points 

are close to obstacles (buildings, edges, cars) that obscure part o f the sky and/or can 

cause multipath effects (Figure 2.32). Moreover, one o f the two points (SB85) is on a 

parking space at times occupied by a car and could not always be monitored. For 

these reasons, an additional surveyor nail (marker CU1) was installed on the kerb 

along Meadow Walk at a location with clearer sky visibility away from houses.

Figure 2.28 Installation o f anchor-marker at GPS base station (photos by the author)

Figure 2.29 Installation o f a ground grip marker with raised head at one o f the 

movement monitoring locations. Steel bars o f another ground grip marker and o f two 

econo-markers are shown on the grass (photos by the author)

From November 2007 to December 2008, nine GPS movement monitoring campaigns 

were carried out following similar field work procedures. A summary o f the 

movement monitoring campaigns is provided in Table 2.9.

Firstly, the Base antenna was set up using a tripod (plus tribrach) with optical 

plummet over the base anchor marker (Figure 2.30). The antenna was turned on and 

left to initialise for a few minutes. Base antenna height was measured with a tape 

measure from the centre o f the marker on the ground to the slant height measure mark
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on the HiPer Pro M inter (receiver’s minimum interface) and entered in TopSURV 

software as slant height. The antenna was then either left to find its coordinates (auto

position) for a few  minutes or it was assigned the coordinates obtained from a 

previous survey. From this mom ent the base receiver began to collect static 

observations data and transmitting its location and observations to the Rover antenna. 

When the Base receiver was left to auto-position, data were recorded for post

processing, generally at least for four hours.

GPS data were sampled at 1 second intervals. The elevation m ask was 10 degrees for 

positioning and, as for default, only 5 degrees for the logging file (but increased to 15 

degrees in the post-processing software).

Secondly, the Rover antenna was set up using a tripod (plus tribrach) with optical 

plummet over a movement marker (Figures 2.31 and 2.32). Antenna height was 

measured with the same procedure adopted for the Base antenna and the value was 

entered in TopSURV. W ithout moving the tripod, the same m easurem ent was carried 

out only once at each marker in N ovem ber and D ecem ber 2007, but 3 or 6 times 

during the other campaigns for quality purposes. M oreover, 1 to 3 m ovement markers 

were re-occupied during each campaign (except in D ecem ber 2008) to help evaluating 

GPS practical errors (Table 2.9).

The Rover receiver sampling rate was 1 second and m ask angle was 10 degrees. The 

receiver was set to record only fixed positions and to accept the position coordinates 

when achieving a precision o f  0.002 m in both horizontal and vertical directions. As a 

consequence, the time o f  observation varied, ranging approxim ately from 26 seconds 

to more than 4 minutes. GPS baselines ranged betw een approximately 120 m 

(distance vector between Base and CU11) and 288 m  (distance vector between Base 

and SB81). Data were stored in the data collector FC-100.

The Ordnance Survey’s National Grid Transform ation OSTN02 and National Geoid 

M odel OSGM02 have been integrated into T opcon’s TopSURV software and base 

and markers coordinates were shown on site in term s o f  National Grid Eastings, 

Northings and ODN elevation (all in metres).

Only one day was allowed for each GPS cam paign. Due to safety reasons and reduced
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markers visibility, the field work was carried out only during hours o f daylight. 

Except for cam paign o f  December 2007, the markers on top o f  the slope (CU15 and 

CU16) where excluded from the movement m onitoring network as it was taking too 

much time to reach these locations. After gaining experience with the field work, all 

the other markers (accounting also for 6 measurements for m arker and re-occupation 

o f  1 to 3 points o f  the network) could be surveyed in one day. Unfortunately, two 

markers (CU2 and CU4) were vandalised sometime after 26 April 2008.
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Table 2.9 Summary o f  GPS movement monitoring campaigns at M ynydd y r  Eglwys landslide.

Date of 
campaign

Days elapsed 
since previous 
campaign

Logging 
at GPS 
Base?

Logging
duration

Base
name

Surveyed markers 
(in order of acquisition)

Number of 
measurements 
at each marker

Re-occupied markers (with 
number of measurements)

27/11/07 N ot applicable Y es 5hl7m 02s Base 3 CU1, SB85, SB81, CU3, CU4, CU2, 
CU6, CU5, CU7, CU10, CU9

1 CU1 (1)

11/12/07 14 N o CU12, CU13, C U M , CU15, CU16, CU1, 
SB81, CU2, CU4, CU7, CU9, CU8, 
CU11

1 CU12, CU13 and C U M  (1)

13/02/08 64 N o CU12, CU13, C U M , C ul 1, CU7, CU9, 
CU10, CU8, CU6, CU5, CU3, CU2, 
CU4, SB81, CU1

6 CU11, C U 6 a n d C U l (6)

26/04/08 73 Yes 7h23m24s Base 3B CU12, C U M , CU13, CU11, CU8, CU7, 
CU9, CU10, CU5, CU6, CU3, CU4, 
CU2, SB81, SB85, CU1

6 CU11 and CU5 (6), CU1 (1)

24/06/08 59 Yes 8h32m44s Base 3C CU12, CU13, C U M , CU11, CU8, CU7, 
CU9, CU10, CU5, CU6, CU3, SB81, 
SB85, CU1

6 CU8 and CU5 (6)

15/08/08 52 No* CU12, CU13, C U M , CU11, CU8, CU7, 
CU9, CU10, CU5, CU6, CU3, CU1, 
SB85, SB81

6 CU8 and CU5 (6)

03/10/08 49 Yes 6h37m l9s Base 3D CU12, CU13, C U M , CU11, CU8, CU7, 
CU9, CU10, CU6, CU5, CU3, SB81, 
SB85, CU1

6 CU9, CU5 and SB81 (6)

14/11/08 42 Yes 5h27m00s Base 3E CU12, CU13, C U M , CU11, CU8, CU7, 
CU9, CU10, CU5, CU6, CU3, SB81, 
SB85

6 CU9 (6)

16/12/08 32 Yes 3 h l9 m l4 s Base 3F CU12, CU13, C U M , CU11, CU8, CU7, 
CU9, CU10, CU5, CU6, CU3, SB81, 
SB85, CU1

3

*data at base station w ere logged, but the antenna m em ory becam e full after only 2 hours and 41 m inutes o f  recording and as a consequence the file was not taken into 
consideration for post-processing. M em ory availability o f  base antenna can be checked only connecting the antenna to  a com puter w ith Topcon’s softw are PCDU and no sign 
o f  lack o f  m emory is provided on site. After this occasion, attention w as paid to  the size o f  m emory available on the base antenna before going in the field.
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Figure 2.30 Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ base antenna set up with tripod (plus tribrach) at 

the movement monitoring base station on Mynydd Yr Eglwys slope (photo by the 

author)

Figure 2.31 GPS movement monitoring at markers CU5 (left) and CUM (right) at 

Mynydd Yr Eglwys landslide. The rover antenna is set up on a tripod (plus tribrach)
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Figure 2.32 GPS movement monitoring at surveyor reference points SB81 (left) and 

SB85 (right) along Meadow Walk. The two locations are not ideal for GPS monitoring 

because the receiver is close to obstacles (edge and buildings) that partly obscure the 

sky visibility and can cause multipath effects

2.4.4.2 Data post-processing

The data stored inside the data collector FC-100 were exported from Topocon’s 

TopSURV software and transferred to a desktop PC through PC-card. These files 

showed only point names, point grid coordinates (in National Grid Eastings, 

Northings and ODN elevation) and point codes. To recover more information about 

the accepted measurements (i.e. start/end time o f observation, observation duration, 

horizontal and vertical precision, number o f GPS and GLONASS satellites in view at 

time o f observation, and values o f PDOP, VDOP and HDOP) it was necessary to 

navigate to TopSURV jobs inside the handset with the software Microsoft ActiveSync 

and then open the jobs with TopconLink v7 .1 (Topcon) software.

The data logged inside the Base antenna were downloaded to a desktop PC 

connecting the receiver to the PC and using the interfacing software PC-CDU 

(Topcon). The same software allows to check and to change receiver configurations, 

to check receiver free memory space and to delete permanently logged files.

The files logged at the Base were post-processed and adjusted against the Ordnance
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Survey Network stations with the softw are Topcon Tools (Topcon). For coherent 

processing o f  all movement monitoring data, all the base station files have been re

processed in M ay 2009 with the new version o f  the software (Topcon Tools version 

7.1) and all GPS RTK datasets have been corrected according to such results, while 

during field work a previous version o f  the softw are was used.

Projection OSTN02 and geoid OSGM02 are included in the software and were 

selected as coordinate system for all the post-processing projects. As a consequence, 

coordinates for GPS Base station and OS N etw ork stations are calculated in National 

Grid Eastings, Northings and ODN elevation (all in metres).

Three datasets were necessary and needed to be im ported in the software in order to 

process the GPS Base files:

1. Coordinates o f the fixed OS Network stations (published coordinates o f  the OS 

Network stations to which the network has to be finally adjusted to). In version 7.1 o f 

the software, the OS Network coordinates are extracted automatically from the 

RINEX files. In previous versions o f the software, the coordinates had to be imported 

from files available on the Ordnance Survey GPS website [W W W  2.7] and provided 

by Topcon [WWW 2.9].

2. File o f GPS Base receiver (raw data previously dow nloaded in Topcon’s PC-CDU 

software). Information on antenna type, antenna height and height measurement 

method used during field work had to be added to the file in Topcon Tools.

3. RINEX data from active stations o f  the OS Network. GPS (and GLONASS) data 

recorded by the 10 stations closest to Base location during a period o f  time including 

the time o f logging at the Base on the landslide (i.e. at least from one hour before 

starting to one hour after ending the Base logging) w ere dow nloaded for free from the 

Ordnance Survey GPS website [WWW 2.7] the day after field work. I f  not healthy, 

the stations were excluded from the download. W hen im porting the RINEX file in 

Topcon Tools, the software automatically recognised the antenna information related 

to the OS stations with the exception o f  the new  updated antennas. These had to be 

entered manually.

For the post-processing, an elevation m ask o f  15 degrees and a system comprising o f 

both GPS and GLONASS were selected.
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The selection o f  the processing mode is autom atic in Topcon Tools and depends on 

the length o f  the vectors. As all the vectors in the projects were between 30 and 40 

km, a Wide Lane solution type was adopted and solution was always fixed (all 

ambiguities were fixed to integers). The broadcast ephemerides were used for the 

processing.

Before running an adjustment, several tests were perform ed on the network according 

to the quality control criteria selected in the job  configuration:

1) Checking vector coordinates. The difference betw een the coordinates o f  baseline 

end points and baseline coordinates had to be less than 1000 m;

2) Analysis o f  repeated observations. The coordinates o f  vectors between 2 or more 

observations with common start/end names w ere averaged and the averaged value 

substituted the repeated observations. The test failed i f  the differences in values were 

more than 0.02 m in horizontal and 0.05 m in vertical plane;

3) Analysis for identical points. The coordinate differences between all points in the 

job  were computed. The test failed if  precision was worse than 0.02 m in horizontal 

and 0.05 m in vertical plane;

4) Analysis o f vertical and horizontal control points. Control points were checked to 

have both horizontal and vertical coordinates;

5) Analysis o f consistency o f  control (control tie analysis). The coordinates o f the 

control points were compared with the ones com puted using GPS observations. The 

test failed if  precision was worse than 0.02 m and 0.05 m horizontally and vertically 

respectively.

The confidence level for the adjustment was set to  95%. The observations that had 

failed the tests were automatically rejected from  the netw ork adjustment. Rejected 

observations appeared highlighted in red in the m ap view  (Figure 2.34), in the GPS 

observation tabular view and in reports o f  adjustm ent results.

At the end o f the adjustment, the new corrected coordinates for the Base receiver were 

provided, together with information about standard deviations in Eastings, Northings 

and elevation. The same shift (difference betw een corrected and raw coordinates o f 

GPS base) was applied to the entire RTK  dataset in Excel (Microsoft).
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Figure 2.33 Occupation view for GPS base station o f  14 November 2008 at Mynydd Yr 

Eglwys landslide from Topcon Tools software. It is a time-scale chart o f the GPS and 

GLONASS satellites in view during the data logging
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Figure 2.34 Map view from Topcon Tools software showing stations and observation 

vectors after adjustment for Mynydd yr Eglwys base o f 14 November 2008. One o f the 

10 closest stations (MACH) was not downloaded from Ordinance Survey web site 

because it was reported as not being healthy
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2.4.43 Data quality assessment

Firstly, post-processed coordinates obtained from the 6 logged files at GPS Base were 

compared to evaluate if  the assumption o f  a stable location for the base was correct.

Secondly, data were analysed in term s o f  precision to assess data quality and the 

applicability o f  the method for m ovem ent monitoring. The practical precision 

achieved on site was evaluated from:

1. Analysis o f  apparent movement o f  points in “stable” locations: comparison 

between measurements obtained during all GPS cam paigns (when available) at the 

“fixed” points SB81, SB85 and CU1;

2. Analysis o f  redundant observations: com parison betw een the 3-6 measurements 

taken at each m arker without moving the tripod during the same GPS campaign;

3. Analysis o f  re-occupied points.

As the GPS measurements were carried out always w ith the same equipment and the 

same procedure, the arithmetic mean o f  redundant observations was considered to be 

the most probable value for the m arker coordinates. Precision was estimated in terms 

o f  dispersion (range o f  values), standard deviation (a) and 95%  confidence level (E95, 

95% error) (W olf and Ghilani, 2002). The quantity 95%  error, known also as two- 

sigma error, is defined as:

E95= ± \.9599 ct Eq. 2JO

Evaluation o f  GPS base

Table 2.10 summarises the coordinates o f  the GPS base station obtained from data 

recording and post-processing after 6 different m onitoring campaigns. Due to the low 

standard deviation (0.005 m in Eastings, 0.003 m  in Northings and 0.016 m in 

elevation) and the scattering o f  values, the assum ption o f  a stable location for the base 

was judged to be correct. Therefore, the m ean coordinates were considered to be the 

most precise and accurate value for the base and w ere used to shift all the subsequent 

GPS monitoring datasets.
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Table 2.10 Summary o f GPS post-processing results for the base station

Date Base
name

Coordinates after post-processing Standard deviation for each 
Base

Eastings
(m)

Northings
(m)

Elev
(m) e(m) n(m) u(m) Hz(m)

27 Nov 07 B ase 3 297630.660 195496.265 232.879 0.003 0.005 0.010 0.006
26 Apr 08 Base 3B 297630.650 195496.260 232.904 0.004 0.004 0.010 0.006
24 Jun 08 Base 3C 297630.657 195496.258 232.906 0.003 0.005 0.009 0.006
03 Oct 08 Base 3D 297630.660 195496.261 232.928 0.003 0.005 0.010 0.006
14 Nov 08 Base 3E 297630.665 195496.256 232.899 0.003 0.005 0.009 0.006
16 Dec 08 Base 3F 297630.656 195496.260 232.897 0.004 0.006 0.009 0.007

Mean
Standard deviation
E95

297630.658
0.005
0.010

195496.260
0.003
0.006

232.902
0.016
0.031

Analysis o f  apparent movement o f  “fixed” points

The results o f statistical analysis carried out on the coordinates o f  “fixed” points 

SB81, SB85 and CU1 considering all GPS cam paigns are reported in Table 2.11. In 

addition, Figure 2.35 shows the apparent m ovem ent in Eastings and Northings o f 

these three markers during the monitoring period.

As underlined in section 2.4.4.1 and in Figure 2.32, the location o f  SB81 and SB85 is 

not ideal for GPS monitoring due to the lim ited sky visibility and the possible 

presence o f  multipath effect. M oreover, SB81 is the farthest m arker from the GPS 

base o f  the entire monitoring network. As a consequence, the results on precision at 

SB81 (0.0030 m in Eastings, 0.0063 m in Northings and 0.0143 m in elevation) can 

be considered the worse obtained on site and associated also with the worse case 

scenario. In fact, the standard deviation for CU1, located in an area with better sky 

visibility, is lower, being 0.0022 m in Eastings, 0.0025 m in Northings and 0.0077 m 

in elevation.

These values are below the errors provided by instrum ent specifications (Table 2.8).
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Table 2.11 Summary of statistical analysis o f coordinates o f “fixed” points SB81, 

SB85 and CU1 considering all monitoring campaigns

R ange
M ean

Standard

deviation
E 95

M in M ax

SB81

E astings (m ) 297819.609 297819.617 297819.613 0.0030 0.0060

N orthings (m) 195286.052 195286.071 195286.059 0.0063 0.0124

Elevation (m) 176.267 176.309 176.287 0.0143 0.0281

SB85

E astings (m ) 297717.749 297717.763 297717.758 0.0048 0.0094

N orthings (m) 195292.835 195292.851 195292.843 0.0050 0.0098

E levation (m) 180.419 180.448 180.430 0.0103 0.0201

CU1

E astings (m ) 297681.773 297681.779 297681.776 0.0022 0.0043

N orthings (m) 195306.181 195306.187 195306.185 0.0025 0.0049

E levation (m) 182.007 182.030 182.018 0.0077 0.0151

SB 81 SB 85 CU 1
195292.855195286.075 195306.195

195292.850195286.070 195306.190

E
-T 195292.845 r  195306.185195286.065

c£
195286.060 - -g 195292.840 ■g 195306.180

z

195292.835 195306.175195286.055

195292.830 195306.170195286.050

Eastings (m)Eastings (m)Eastings (m)

Legend
▲ 27 N ovem ber 2007 ■ 26  A pril 2008 ■ 03 O c to b er 2008
▲ 11 D ecem ber 2007 24  Ju n e  2008 ■ 14 N ovem ber 2008

■ 13 February 2008 ■ 15 A ugust 2 008 16 D ecem ber 2008

Figure 2.35 Apparent movement in Eastings and Northings o f “fixed” points during 

the monitoring period. The dimensions o f the boxes are the same: 0.20 m in Eastings 

and 0.25 m in Northings. As expected, the scattering in coordinates is minimum for 

CU1
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Figure 2.36 Graph showing the variation in elevation at “fix e d ”point C U 1 during the 

different GPS campaigns in comparison with its mean value (180.018 m)

As expected from instrument specifications, the standard deviation is higher for the 

elevation. Figure 2.36 shows a graph o f the apparent change in elevation at marker 

CU1 in comparison with its mean value.

Analysis of redundant observations

Standard deviations o f measurements carried out on the same marker without moving 

the tripod range between: 0 and 0.006 m in Eastings, 0 and 0.005 m in Northings, and

0.001 and 0.015 m in elevation (Table 2.12). These values are within the errors 

provided by the instrument specifications (Table 2.8).
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Table 2.12 Summary o f standard deviations fo r  redundant observations

Marker Date
Standard deviations over 6 measurements

In Eastings (m) In Northings (m) In Elevation (m)

SB81 13/02/08 0.001 0.004 0.009
26/04/08 0.001 0.002 0.005
24/06/08 0.001 0.002 0.003
15/08/08 0.002 0.001 0.005
03/10/08 0.002 0.001 0.003
14/11/08 0.003 0.002 0.005
16/12/08* 0.002* 0.004* 0.007*

SB85 13/02/08 - - -

26/04/08 0.002 0.002 0.003
24/06/08 0.001 0.003 0.003
15/08/08 0.001 0.002 0.004
03/10/08 0.001 0.002 0.003
14/11/08 0.002 0.002 0.003
16/12/08* 0.001* 0.002* 0.004*

CU1 13/02/08 0.001 0.002 0.003
26/04/08 0.003 0.002 0.003
24/06/08 0.001 0.002 0.002
15/08/08 0.002 0.004 0.005
03/10/08 0.001 0.003 0.001
14/11/08 - - -
16/12/08* 0.002* 0.001* 0.003*

CU2 13/02/08 0.002 0.003 0.005
26/04/08 0.001 0.003 0.006

CU3 13/02/08 0.002 0.003 0.006
26/04/08 0.002 0.003 0.003
24/06/08 0.006 0.005 0.015
15/08/08 0.001 0.005 0.003
03/10/08 0.001 0.002 0.004
14/11/08 0.001 0.001 0.001
16/12/08* 0.001* 0.001* 0.001*

CU4 13/02/08 0.001 0.005 0.008
26/04/08 0.002 0.001 0.007

CU5 13/02/08 0.003 0.002 0.004
26/04/08 0.001 0.008 0.005
24/06/08 0.001 0.004 0.004
15/08/08 0.001 0.001 0.002
03/10/08 0.001 0.001 0.002
14/11/08 0.002 0.003 0.004
16/12/08* 0.002* 0.002* 0.001*

CU6 13/02/08 0.001 0.003 0.004
26/04/08 0.002 0.002 0.004
24/06/08 0.001 0.001 0.001
15/08/08 0.002 0.002 0.003
03/10/08 0.001 0.002 0.002
14/11/08 0.001 0.002 0.001
16/12/08* 0.000* 0.003* 0.002*

CU7 13/02/08 0.001 0.002 0.003
26/04/08 0.002 0.002 0.005

24/06/08 0.001 0.004 0.002
15/08/08 0.001 0.002 0.003

03/10/08 0.001 0.003 0.005
14/11/08 0.001 0.001 0.001
16/12/08* 0.000* 0.001* 0.001*

(continue into next page)
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Marker Date
Standard deviations over 6 measurements

In Eastings (m) In Northings (m) In Elevation (m)

CU8 13/02/08 0.001 0.001 0.004
26/04/08 0.002 0.001 0.003
24/06/08 0.000 0.001 0.003
15/08/08 0.001 0.001 0.003
03/10/08 0.001 0.002 0.005
14/11/08 0.002 0.003 0.004
16/12/08* 0.001* 0.002* 0.001*

CU9 13/02/08 0.001 0.001 0.001
26/04/08 0.004 0.002 0.010
24/06/08 0.001 0.005 0.006
15/08/08 0.002 0.003 0.006
03/10/08 0.002 0.002 0.005
14/11/08 0.001 0.002 0.002
16/12/08* 0.001* 0.001* 0.002*

CU10 13/02/08 0.001 0.002 0.002
26/04/08 0.003 0.001 0.004
24/06/08 0.003 0.003 0.008
15/08/08 0.002 0.002 0.002
03/10/08 0.002 0.002 0.004
14/11/08 0.001 0.001 0.003
16/12/08* 0.002* 0.003* 0.005*

C V l l 13/02/08 0.002 0.002 0.003
26/04/08 0.002 0.004 0.008
24/06/08 0.001 0.002 0.001
15/08/08 0.003 0.002 0.009
03/10/08 0.001 0.001 0.002
14/11/08 0.002 0.004 0.004
16/12/08* 0.000* 0.001* 0.002*

CU12 13/02/08 0.002 0.004 0.004
26/04/08 0.001 0.002 0.002
24/06/08 0.002 0.003 0.004
15/08/08 0.001 0.001 0.003
03/10/08 0.002 0.004 0.006
14/11/08 0.001 0.001 0.006
16/12/08* 0.001* 0.003* 0.002*

CU13 13/02/08 0.002 0.001 0.004
26/04/08 0.001** 0.002** 0.004**
24/06/08 0.001 0.002 0.003
15/08/08 0.002 0.001 0.001
03/10/08 0.001 0.002 0.002
14/11/08 0.002 0.001 0.007
16/12/08* 0.001* 0.000* 0.005*

CU14 13/02/08 0.001 0.002 0.004
26/04/08 0.001 0.001 0.004
24/06/08 0.001 0.001 0.004
15/08/08 0.002 0.002 0.002
03/10/08 0.001 0.004 0.007
14/11/08 0.001 0.003 0.002
16/12/08* 0.001* 0.001* 0.003*

*only three measurements

**only one measurement
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Analysis o f re-occupied points

As explained previously, some markers w ere re-occupied during the GPS campaigns 

to consider the influence o f re-setting the antenna on the marker and o f a change in 

satellite geometry. The differences betw een coordinates o f  re-occupied points and 

coordinates from the previous occupation are reported in Table 2.13. The differences 

range between: -0.005 and 0.010 m in Eastings, -0.007 and 0.004 m in Northings, and 

-0.011 and 0.011 m in elevation.

Table 2.12 Summary o f differences between coordinates o f  re-occupied points and

their previous coordinates

Date
Re-occupied Coordinate differences (Re-occupied minus Previous occupation)

Marker In Eastings (m) In Northings (m) In Elevation (m)

27/11/07 CU1 0.001 -0.004 0.011
11/12/07 CU12 0.007 0.000 0.008

CU13 -0.005 -0.004 -0.002
C U M -0.002 0.001 0.007

13/02/08 CU1 -0.001 0.001 0.004
CU6 0.002 0.000 -0.008
CU11 0.004 -0.002 -0.001

26/04/08 CU1 0.003 -0.004 0.000
CU5 0.000 0.004 -0.003
CU11 -0.001 0.004 0.006

24/06/08 CU5 0.010 -0.007 0.002
CU8 0.007 -0.003 -0.001

15/08/08 CU5 0.001 0.003 -0.008
CU8 0.000 0.004 -0.011

03/10/08 SB81 0.002 -0.003 -0.002
CU5 -0.001 0.002 0.005
CU9 -0.001 -0.002 0.001

14/11/08 CU9 -0.002 0.002 0.001
16/12/08 none not applicable not applicable not applicable

To conclude and summarise these analyses, the highest standard deviation for 

redundant observations (without moving the tripod) is 0.006 m in Eastings, 0.005 m in 

Northings and 0.015 m in elevation, in accordance w ith instrum ents specifications for 

RTK surveying. The apparent m ovem ent o f  “fixed” point SB81 (considered worse 

scenario in terms o f location) is o f  the same order. The difficulties in setting up the 

tripod exactly on the same point seem to have added only 2-3 millimetres to possible 

errors in Eastings and Northings.

According to Halcrow (2000), the lim it o f  m ovem ent detection for the EDM 

surveying carried out at M ynydd yr Eglw ys is approxim ately 0.050 m. This value is 

significantly less accurate than the precision achieved using the GPS.
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2.4,4.4 Data analysis

GPS surface displacements were analysed in term s o f cumulative horizontal, 

cumulative vertical and cumulative inclined (or total) movement for all “moving” 

markers. The aim o f  this analysis was to obtain the rates o f  movement at each marker 

and to identify differences in activity w ithin the landslide area. Moreover, 

displacements were compared with rainfall and pore w ater pressures in order to 

investigate the relationship between m ovem ent and rainfall. The results are reported 

in Chapter 3.

GPS movement monitoring results were com pared with the measurements carried out 

with an electronic distance meter (EDM ) by surveyors for the Rhondda Cynon T aff 

County Borough Council (RCTCBC). Unfortunately, m ovem ent markers and dates o f 

monitoring campaigns do not coincide. However, a com parison was attempted 

between GPS markers CU6, CU10, CU12, CU13 and EDM  (RCTCBC) markers P60, 

P I 8, P6 and P3 respectively.

2.4.5 The use o f GPS receivers fo r  surveying position and topography 

at Mynydd yr  Eglwys

The same instrument, Topcon’s HiPer Pro GPS+, was used in RTK mode for most o f  

the surveying carried out during this project (Figure 2.37B). The procedure o f data 

acquisition was similar to the one for surface m ovem ent m onitoring previously 

described. However, due to the less accuracy required, there were some differences:

1. GPS data at base location were recorded for post-processing only once. During 

following surveys, the obtained post-processed coordinates were assigned to the base 

antenna;

2. The rover antenna was m ounted on a 2 m pole w ith optical plummet (not a tripod 

plus tribrach);

3. The rover antenna was set to average m easurem ents o f  three epochs, reaching a 

precision o f at least 0.015 m and 0.03 m in horizontal and vertical plane respectively.

W ith these settings, the rover antenna w as m oved to unknown and wanted locations
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to:

• Survey position and elevation o f  electrodes and geophones;

• Set up SP grids and profiles;

•  Survey position and elevation o f  SP stations;

•  Set up GEM2 grid;

•  Survey position and elevation o f  photogram m etry targets;

•  Survey position o f  land forms and wet areas for geom orphological mapping.

For correct processing o f SP and GEM2 data, centim etric accuracy o f topography was 

not necessary. However, horizontal location was still im portant in order to plot such 

data correctly on a LIDAR digital elevation model and digital basemap. As the use o f 

an EDM was not advisable due to the size and the com plex topography o f  the area 

under investigation, other two kinds o f  GPS receivers w ere employed: a Trimble 

backpack dGPS and a Trimble GPS Pathfinder ProXT.

A Trimble GPS Pathfinder ProXT receiver was used during the electromagnetic 

GEM-2 surveys to record the position o f  every data point (Figure 2.37C). This is a 

lightweight, plastic, single-frequency GPS/SB AS receiver w ith 12 channels, 

measuring LI code and carrier and provided w ith multipath rejection technology. It is 

accessorised with an external patch antenna that is housed in the pocket o f  a baseball 

cap. Trim ble’s TerraSync software installed on a handset PC was used to interface 

with the receiver during the survey. W hen EGNOS signal is available, the system can 

provide sub-metre accuracy. If  the EGNOS signal is not reliable during a GEM2 

survey the area o f  interest can be divided in 50 x 50 m grids set up with the more 

accurate Topcon’s HiPer Pro GPS+ instrument.
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G P S  h an d se t

R over antenna B ase  antenna

Data logger (F C -100)

G P S  ex terna l an ten n a

G PS handset

Figure 2.37 Instruments used during the project for surveying topography and/or 

position: (A) Topcon EDM GTS-3B20 and Trimble dGPS Backpack, (B) Topcon HiPer 

Pro GPS+ and (C) Trimble Pathfinder ProXT GPS (photos by P J. Brabham)
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2.5 Electromagnetic induction or ground conductivity mapping with 

reference to the Geophex GEM -2 instrument.

2.5.1 Background to electromagnetic induction methods

A transmitter coil with an alternating current placed above the ground generates a 

primary electromagnetic field that propagates both above and below the ground 

surface. According to EM induction laws, the time-varying magnetic field generated 

by the alternating current of the transmitter induces eddy currents in any conductor in 

the subsurface, which in turn generate a secondary time-varying magnetic field. A 

receiver coil placed above the surface can detect the resultant o f the primary and 

secondary magnetic fields. The differences in phase and intensity between received 

and transmitted fields can provide information on the electrical properties, geometry 

and location o f the conductor (Figure 2.38; McNeill, 1980b; Sharma, 1997; Kearey et 

al., 2002;).

Transmitter coil Receiver coil
^  Primary EM field

%
Conductor

Figure 2.38 Schematic diagram illustrating the principle o f electromagnetic induction 

methods (modifiedfrom Sharma, 1997)
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In-phase and quadrature readings

The primary electromagnetic field generated by the transm itter travels through the air 

maintaining its original phase and with only a very limited decrease in amplitude due 

to geometrical spreading. The alternating voltage induced in the conductor in the 

ground has the same frequency as the prim ary field but has a phase lag o f tz/2. The 

properties o f  the conductor cause an additional phase lag 0  equal to:

where /  is the frequency o f the electrom agnetic field, L and r are the inductance and 

the resistance o f  the conductor respectively. Therefore, the secondary field has a 

tz/2+0 phase lag behind the primary field. For very good conductors the phase o f  the 

secondary field is almost n behind the prim ary filed (as r tend to 0 and 0  to tt/2 \ 

whereas for very poor conductors is n/2 behind the prim ary field (as r tend to o o  and 0

The relationship between primary (P), secondary (S) and resultant (R) fields measured 

by the receiver can be illustrated through a vector diagram  (Figure 2.39). The 

horizontal projection o f the secondary field (on the prim ary field) is equal to Ssin0, is 

at n phase from the primary and is know n as the in-phase or real component o f  the 

secondary field. The vertical projection o f  the secondary field is equal to Scos0, is at 

n/2 phase from the primary and is known as the out-of-phase, quadrature or imaginary 

component o f the secondary field (Sharma, 1997; Kearey et al., 2002).

Figure 2.39 Vector diagram illustrating the amplitude and phase relationships 

between primary (P), secondary (S) and resultant (R) electromagnetic fields (Kearey et 

a l, 2002)

Eq. 2.11

to 0).

ScosiJ>

Ssin4>
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Applications and usual targets

Electromagnetic induction (EMI) instrum ents have been widely used for site 

characterisation in environmental and engineering studies as they offer a rapid and 

cost-effective means to map electrical conductivity variations. Compared to 

conventional galvanic resistivity techniques, the electrom agnetic induction method 

does not require contact with the ground.

The differences in electrical conductivity m apped using EM I instruments can be 

associated with changes in rock/soil type, fracturing degree, porosity, clay content, 

water saturation degree, and electrical properties o f  water/fluid in the soil (i.e. 

contaminants such as dissolved salts or acid mine drainage; M cNeill, 1990; Fitterman 

and Labson, 2005). Typical values o f  conductivity (or resistivity) for geological 

materials found in sedimentary or igneous/m etham orphic environm ents are reported 

in Figures 2.40 and 2.41. Moreover, as m etals can cause strong EM  anomalies, EMI 

methods have been often used to locate buried m etallic containers/pipes or 

unexploded ordnance (UXO).

In general, a wide range o f  electrom agnetic methods and instrum ents are available to 

the geophysicist. Descriptions o f  several instrum ents and methods together with 

detailed EM  mathematical background can be found in many geophysical text books 

and articles, such as McNeill (1980), Sharma (1997), K earey et al. (2002), Fitterman 

and Labson (2005) and references therein. The follow ing section focuses on the 

instrument GEM-2 (Geophex), which was used for this project.
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Figure 2.40 Conductivity (or resistivity) values for geological materials found in 

sedimentary environments (Table provided by Terradat UK Ltd, modified from Knight 

and Endres, 2005 and referenceHherein)
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Figure 2.41 Conductivity (or resistivity) values for geological materials found in 

igneous or metamorphic environments (Table provided by Terradat UK Ltd, modified 

from Knight and Endres, 2005 and reference therein)
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2.5.2 The broadband multi-frequency instrument Geophex GEM-2

GEM-2 is a broadband, hand-held, digital, multi-frequency EM sensor first developed 

by Geophex in 1995. The instrument consists o f a light and portable board (“ski”) 

containing three coils: a transmitter and a receiver, at a fixed spacing o f 1.66 m, and a 

third coil, which has the function o f cancelling (“bucking”) the primary field from the 

receiver coil. A small removable control console with an inbuilt rechargeable battery 

used to power the instrument with inbuilt memory card is attached to the board 

(Figure 2.42).

Figure 2.42 GEM-2 instrument used in horizontal coplanar configuration fo r  the 

acquisition o f EMI data at Mynydd yr Eglwys Landslide (photo P .  J. Brabham)

The instrument owned by Cardiff University can operate in a frequency range 

between 330 Hz and 47970 Hz and with up to 15 simultaneous frequencies. However, 

as the transmitter energy is shared between any selected frequencies, usually up to 3-5 

frequencies are normally recommended for a survey (GEM-2 Manual).

The frequencies selected by the operator are converted into a digital “bit-stream”,
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which is used to construct a transm itter waveform  for the survey, with a technique

stream must be selected to minimise noise from  the power supply operating at 50 Hz 

(W on et al., 1996).

The EM signal is digitally recorded by both bucking and receiver coils. These time- 

series are successively convolved with sets o f  sine and cosine series to obtain the 

values o f in-phase and quadrature in part-per-m illion, which are the raw data values 

stored by the instrument (ppm; Won et al., 1996):

ppm  = l( f  secondary magnetic field  at receiver coil
primary magnetic field  at receiver coil Eq. 2.12

These values expressed in ppm are sensor specific but they can be converted to values 

o f apparent conductivity (values o f  conductivity for a ground below the sensor 

assumed to be a homogeneous and isotropic half-space) using an instrument 

calibration factor. Used in a horizontal coplanar configuration, the secondary field 

normalized against the primary at the receiver coil (or mutual coupling ratio, Q) is 

(Won et al., 1996):

Hs and HP are the secondary and prim ary field at the receiver coil, r is the coil 

spacing, h is the height o f  the sensor above the ground, Jo is the zeroth-order Bessel 

fu n c tio n ,/is  the transm itter frequency (in Hz), p  is the magnetic permeability and a 

is the earth conductivity.

called pulse-modulation. In the UK a base period o f  1725th o f a second for the bit-

Eq. 2.13

where R is the kernel function for a uniform half-space:

Z - y J z 2 + Hrf/ucr Eq. 2.14
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Equations 2.12 and 2.13 differ only for a factor o f 106. Therefore, knowing coil 

separation, instrument height and operating frequency, the observed ppm values can 

be converted to apparent conductivity (W on et al., 1996). Huang and Won (2000) 

provide more details on this process o f conversion to apparent conductivity.

Advantages o f frequency sounding and definition o f skin depth

In general, the depth of a target can be determined in two ways with EMI methods

(Figure 2.43; Won et al., 1996; Witten et al., 1997; Won, 2003):

- By geometrical sounding: using an instrument operating at a fixed frequency and 

taking measurements using different coil separations;

- By frequency or broadband sounding: using an instrument with a fixed coil 

separation but taking measurements over a range o f different frequencies (e.g. GEM- 

2). *

The instruments relying on geometrical sounding (e.g. Geonics EM34-3) have the 

disadvantage o f requiring multiple operators and suffering from the difficulty of 

maintaining an accurate coil separation. By contrast, the GEM-2 instrument is 

extremely portable, lightweight (4 kg) and can be operated by one person, rendering it 

an attractive solution in areas o f rugged landslide terrain.

Geometrical Sounding 
Fixed Frequency; Multiple Separations

Frequency Sounding 
Fixed Geometry; Multiple Frequencies

Volume o f Integration

Figure 2.43 Schematic diagram illustrating geometrical and frequency sounding with 

EMI methods (from Won at [WWW 2.10])

( High Frequency

Low Frequency

Source R&c 1 Rec 2 Rec

Volume of Integration
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While propagating through the ground, the amplitude o f electromagnetic waves 

decreases exponentially with depth (K earey et al., 2002). For a homogeneous 

medium, the depth at which the am plitude o f  a plane wave is reduced to 1/e (or to 

37%) o f its original value is called the skin depth (8) and is equal to (Sharma, 1997; 

Huang, 2005):

where a  and p  are the conductivity and the m agnetic permeability o f the medium 

respectively and co is the angular frequency o f  the plane wave. The value o f  skin 

depth can be calculated also as 503.8/^1 (a f), w ith conductivity in S/m and frequency 

in Hz (Kearey et al, 2002).

From equation 2.15 it is evident that skin depth depends on the frequency o f  the 

source and on the conductivity o f the ground. Figure 2.44 shows a simple diagram 

that can be used for a rapid evaluation o f  skin depth (W on, 1980). M ore in particular, 

the skin depth is inversely proportional to frequency, m eaning that in a conductive 

earth low frequencies travel deeper into the ground than high frequencies, leading to 

the possibility o f  using broadband instrum ents for depth sounding (Won, 1980; Won 

et al., 1996).

In order to locate a conductive target at depth z, three survey frequencies could be 

used (W itten et al., 1997):

- a high frequency, for which the prim ary electrom agnetic field decays to a 

negligible value before reaching depth z so that no anomaly is detected by the 

receiver coil;

- an intermediate frequency, for w hich the prim ary field reaches the target at depth 

z causing eddy currents so that a m easurable anom aly is detected by the receiver 

coil;

a very low frequency, for w hich the prim ary field decays at a depth much greater 

than z, so that only a weak anom aly is detected by the receiver coil. The weakness 

o f this anomaly is due to the fact that the receiver measures a response that is a

Eq. 2.15
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depth-integrated function o f the conductivity inversely weighted for the depth and 

the target occupies only a small portion o f  such depth.

Theoretical studies conducted by W on (1980) showed that, for a  target in a conductive 

half-space, peak amplitude o f response occurs at the frequency with the corresponding 

skin depth slightly greater than the depth o f  the target.

I I

a z  *  i
CO o  bJ uis  z

n o J

ibS

SKIN DEPTH NOMOGRAM
D* ( T»paf) 1/1 tor

100 kHz

" T

kHz |
H O  y

o . .

f  -  -  10km

tn - - 

_ -100km
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Figure 2.44 Diagram illustrating the relationship between instrument frequency, 

ground conductivity and skin depth. For example, in an area o f  igneous rocks, if  the 

source sweeps between 100 Hz and 100 KHz, the skin depth is 40-1500 m (from Won, 

1980)

Investigation depth

Investigation depth is defined as the m axim um  practical depth for which a given 

target in a given host material can be detected by a sensor (Huang, 2005). Although 

skin depth is often considered by authors a synonym ous with the investigation depth,
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the two terms are actually different. Investigation depth is empirical and depends on 

many factors, such as type o f  sensor, data  processing and interpretation methods, 

properties o f target and host material, and site noise (Huang, 2005).

Mathematical empirical equations for the determ ination o f  investigation depth for the 

GEM-2 instrument at a specific detection threshold have been proposed and discussed 

by Huang (2005). For the simplified case o f  a half-space below a single layer, the 

approximate investigation depth (DI) is:

DI *  >/3V (7’)4 '( r )  Eq. 2.16

where:

^ (7 ,) = 3 .1 0 -0 .6 1 1 n (r)  Eq. 2.17

'F (r)  = 0.84 + 0 .lOr - 0.0015r2 Eq. 2.18

3j is the skin depth o f the upper layer, T is the detection threshold (in percentage) and 

r is the coil spacing (equal to 1.66 m for GEM-2).

The concept o f  cumulative conductance can be applied for the detection o f  a half

space at a depth z below multiple layers. The m ultiple layers above the half-space can 

be substituted by an equivalent single layer o f  effective conductivity ae up to a depth z 

and the equation for two layers (eq. 2.16) can therefore be applied.

The cumulative conductance o f  the m ultiple layers dow n to depth z is given by 

(Huang, 2005):

Z

S(z) = J cr(z)dz Eq. 2.19
o

where <r(z) is conductivity as a function o f  depth, and the effective conductivity oe is 

equal to:
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o-e(z) =
S(z)

Eq. 2.20

Imaging algorithm s and inversion techniques applied to layered earth models for

broadband data acquired with the GEM -2 instrum ent are still under research (i.e. in

W itten et al., 1997; Huang, 2005). Generally GEM -2 data (as in-phase and quadrature

ppm or apparent conductivity and m agnetic susceptibility) are plotted as a series o f

coloured contour maps, one for each frequency used. It can be observed that targets at

particular depths are only evident for particular frequency bands. The target depth is

qualitatively estim ated by visual com parison o f  the different plots. Technical

explanations on the reasons behind the reliability o f  the instrum ent GEM-2 for depth

sounding regardless o f  its small coil separation are discussed in Won, 2003 (perhaps

as an answer to criticism from M cNeill, 1996 o f  Geonics).
♦

Examples on the use o f  GEM-2 to locate abandoned wells, buried pipes, trenches o f 

waste disposal, underground structures and archaeological features can be found in 

the literature (W on et al., 1996; W itten et al., 1997; W itten et al., 2003; Gochioco and 

Ruev, 2006) and on the Geophex web site [W W W  2.10], M oreover, W on and Huang 

(2004) have shown that at sufficiently low frequencies (w ithin the resistive limit) the 

instrum ent can function as an “active m agnetom eter” , because it responds only to 

m agnetic susceptibility, but only for shallow  investigations and with the advantage o f  

producing reduced-to-pole anom alies when com pared to a conventional proton 

magnetometer.

2.5.3 Limitations o f EM I methods

N ear surface metallic objects located ju s t below  the instrum ent (e.g. buried services) 

can cause strong anomalies, which m ask the signature o f  the investigated target.
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2.5.4 Data acquisition at M ynyddyr Egtwys landslide

Ground conductivity data were acquired at M YE Landslide using a GEM-2 

(Geophex) instrument, in horizontal coplanar coil configuration mode (Figures 2.42), 

along lines o f  approxim ately 2-3 m spacing and at a sam pling rate o f  120 ms. Prior o f 

going on site, the instrument was configured to  operate at five frequencies: 47025 Hz, 

30025 Hz, 15025 Hz, 5125 Hz and 975 Hz. G round positioning was achieved by 

connecting the GEM-2 instrument to a Trim ble Pathfinder ProXT GPS (Figure 2.37C; 

see section 2.4.5 for GPS details).

The area o f investigation was divided in three grids:

Grid 1. The survey was carried out on the 24th o f  January 2008, in the central

and toe areas o f  the landslide (approxim ately betw een 297700 and 297800 m in
*

Eastings and between 195350 and 195450 m in N orthings). D ata were acquired 

in alternating directions along lines oriented W -E along the land contours to 

minimise topographic effects. Due to the lack o f  availability o f  the EGNOS 

satellite for the Trimble Pathfinder ProX T GPS, positioning was imprecise. 

Therefore a grid o f  pegs 50 x 50 m was set up using the Topcon HiPer Pro 

GPS+. The line spacing between the GEM -2 lines was approxim ately 3 m;

Grid 2. This survey was carried out on the 25th o f  January 2008 as a continuation 

o f  the previous grid northwards. This grid extends from  Eastings 297700 - 

297800 m and Northings 195450 to 195550 over the m ost active part o f  the 

landslide;

Grid 3. It was acquired on the 12th o f  M ay 2009 in the NW  area o f  the site, 

between Eastings 297560 - 297670 and N orthings 195460 - 195550. D ata were 

acquired over parallel SW-NE lines at 2 m spacing. The orientation o f  the lines 

was selected to run perpendicular to the m ajor fault zone. As the satellite 

EGNOS signal was available by this tim e, it w as not necessary to set up rigid 

positioning grid with the Topcon H iPer Pro GPS+ and the surveying procedure 

becam e very rapid.

According to the GEM-2 instrum ent m anual, the instrum ent is calibrated, it does not 

require nulling on site and readings do not drift in time. Nevertheless, during surveys
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Grid 1 and 2, the author returned to a fixed location multiple times to check for any 

obvious instrum ent drift.

At the end o f  each survey day, data w ere dow nloaded to PC using WinGEMv3 

software. A fter inputting the instrum ent’s height above the ground the quadrature and 

in-phase values were automatically converted to  values o f  apparent conductivity and 

magnetic susceptibility. Datasets were successively exported and conversion o f GPS 

coordinates from latitude/longitude to UK N ational Grid was performed using the 

Grid InQuest v6.0 software (Quest Geo Solutions Ltd).

2.5.5 Data processing and visualisation

*

Grid 1 and Grid 2 datasets were affected by m any GPS positional errors. The size o f  

the positional errors was not easy to assess due a lack o f  ground control points. A 

positional error o f  less than 2m was deem ed acceptable and large positional jum ps 

were edited out manually using M icrosoft Excel and G eosoft Oasis M ontaj v6.3.

When the GEM-2 was left to collect data at the sam e location over a few  minutes, 

standard deviations between 0.061 and 0.574 w ere found in the values o f  ground 

conductivity (mS/m) for the three highest frequencies (47025 Hz, 30025 Hz and 

15025 Hz). The standard deviation was slightly higher (0.031 to  1.059) for 5125 Hz. 

The tim e drift o f  the average value o f  ground conductivity m easured at the base 

station was o f  the same order o f  standard deviation.

Apparent ground conductivity and m agnetic susceptibility values at each frequency 

were gridded using a kriging m ethod at a grid spacing o f  0.75 m and a search radius 

o f 5 m using Surfer 8 software. The grids w ere successively contoured and overlaid 

onto the geomorphological base m ap o f  the site to highlight changes in ground 

conductivity and/or m agnetic susceptibility across the site and their possible 

correlation with geomorphological features. The plots produced from different 

frequencies were visually com pared to qualitatively evaluate the variation o f  apparent 

ground conductivity and m agnetic susceptibility w ith depth. Results are reported in
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Chapter 4.

2.6 Self-potential (SP)

2.6.1 Background

The self-potential method is a passive potential field technique based on the

measurement o f the spontaneous or natural voltage potential between two points on

the ground. Voltage measurements are usually carried out with non-polarizing

electrodes. These consist of porous pot with a metal immersed in a saturated solution

of a salt o f the metal (e.g. copper in copper sulphate). The solution leaks out of the
#

porous pot making electrical contact with the ground (Figure 2.45).

V

+

B a s e  M ea su rem en t
station  station

Figure 2.45 Schematic diagram illustrating non-polarizing electrodes used for SP 

measurements

Origin o f natural potential

The origins o f spontaneous potentials are not completely understood. However, the 

main sources quoted are (Sharma, 1997; Telford et al., 1990):

- Electrofiltration or streaming potential: voltage is generated along the flow path 

by the flow o f a fluid through a capillary or porous medium. It is probably caused
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by electrokinetic coupling between the fluid ions and the walls o f the capillary; 

Therm oelectrical potential: it is generated by the presence o f a temperature 

gradient through the rocks typical in hydrothermal areas;

- Electrochemical or static potential: it is a com bination o f  two effects. One is

caused by the difference in mobilities o f  ions betw een solutions o f different 

concentration (liquid-junction or diffusion potential). The other can be observed 

when two identical metal electrodes are im mersed in solutions o f different 

concentration (Shale or Nemst potential);

- M ineralization potential: it is observed in areas o f  sulphide ore-deposits and its

origin is not well understood. One o f  the best known SP models requires the

mineral body to bisect the water table (Sato and M ooney, 1960).

Survey configurations

SP measurem ents are carried out using two non-polarizing electrodes connected by an 

insulated wire to a high-impedance voltmeter. W ithout taking into consideration 

m ulti-electrode systems, there are two possible survey configurations (Corwin, 1990; 

Sharma, 1997):

- Gradient (or dipole, leapfrog or flxed-electrode) configuration: two SP electrodes 

(kept at a  constant distance) are connected by a short length o f  wire. After the 

m easurem ent o f  potential at the first reading station, the first electrode is then 

leapfrogged over to the second electrode to form a second reading station. This 

technique minimises the accumulation o f  errors due to electrode polarization. The 

negative term inal o f the voltmeter is always connected to the trailing electrode and 

the positive terminal to the leading electrode;

Fixed base (or total field) configuration: one electrode (the base electrode) is kept 

at a fixed location, while the other (roving or m easuring electrode) connected by a 

long wire on a reel, is constantly moved on to m easuring stations. The negative 

term inal o f  the voltmeter is always connected to the base electrode.

The fixed base configuration has the practical disadvantage o f  using a very long wire 

on site. However, the technique provides high quality SP data, because it is less prone 

to cum ulative errors. It is also more flexible on site in term s o f  station positioning or 

reoccupation, and in case o f the necessity o f  additional reading to investigate an 

anomalous area. Therefore it should be preferred to the gradient configurations, unless
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in case o f  very difficult terrain and site conditions. The spacing between stations 

should be chosen according to the expected anom aly wavelength, which depends on 

configuration, size and depth o f the target (Corwin, 1990).

The amplitude o f  anomalies generated by targets o f  environm ental and/or engineering 

interest may be very small. A useful discussion on recom m ended SP equipment, good 

data acquisition procedures and forms o f  data quality control is reported in Corwin 

(1990). His suggestions were taken into consideration to improve the surveying 

procedures o f  this project.

Applications

Self-potential is a cheap and simple reconnaissance m ethod that has been used in 

mineral exploration to locate sulphide ore-bodies and in geotherm al exploration to 

locate areas o f  hydrothermal fluids (Sato and M ooney, 1960; Corw in and Hoover, 

1979; Corry, 1985). For environm ental and engineering applications the SP method 

has mainly been used for the study o f  w ater leakage from dam s and reservoirs (Ogilvy 

et al., 1969; Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy, 1970; 1970b) and the investigation o f 

groundwater movement (Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy, 1972; Corwin, 1990 and 

references within).

2.6.2 SP Limitations

SP anom alies applied to environmental and engineering applications are typically 

small and care must be taken to m inimise/recognise unw anted effects due to electrode 

polarization, drift and background electrical noise.

2.6.3 Data acquisition at M ynyddyr Eglwys landslide

Self-potential data were acquired at M YE landslide using two non-polarizing 

electrodes, consisting o f two ceramic pots containing a copper mesh immersed in a 

saturated solution o f  copper sulphate (Figure 2.46). M easurem ents were carried out 

using a high im pedance voltmeter and with a fixed-base electrode configuration.
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Connecting
cable

Self-potential
electrodes

Voltmeter

Figure 2.46 Self-potential equipment used for the surveys at Mynydd yr Eglwys 

landslide

Self-potential mapping surveys were carried out in December 2006 and March 2007, 

while SP monitoring o f two small grids was carried out in 2008. The following 

paragraphs provide details o f these SP surveys.

Mapping of December 2006

- Northern grid. SP data were acquired on an irregular grid with approximately 5-10 

m station spacing in the area o f the landslide comprised between the main and the 

secondary scarp, on the 15th o f December. The base electrode was dug in at the 

base o f the main landslide scarp. The location o f  measurement points was 

surveyed with the Trimble backpack GPS;

Central grid. SP data were acquired with the same procedure in the more active 

area o f the landslide on the 19th and 21st o f December.

Mapping o f March 2007

Southern (or toe) grid. SP data were acquired over a 20 by 20 m station spacing on 

the 8th o f March. The location o f the base electrode was moved closer to GR
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297701,195425. The grid was set up with Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+, which was 

also used to record the station locations. The grid was infilled on the 12th o f March 

at a higher 10 m x 10m  resolution.

- Three cross profiles were collected along N orthings 195480, 195490 and 195550 

at a station spacing o f 10 m. The location o f  the base electrode was the same as 

above (approxim ately at GR 297701,195425). The profiles were set up with 

Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+, which was also used to record the station locations.

SP monitoring

In sum m er 2008 a water drainage system was installed at the landslide toe. A 

small SP grid with a station spacing o f  5 m was acquired before (30/06/08) and 

after (31/10/08) the completion o f  the drainage system. The base location was the 

same as in M arch 2007. The grid was set up with Topcon H iPer Pro GPS+, which 

was also used to record the s'tation locations and relocate them  during the repeated 

survey.
th- A small SP grid employing a 5 m station spacing was acquired on the 15 o f  July 

2008 and repeated on the 06th D ecem ber 2008 over the central and more active 

area o f  the landslide, where resistivity m onitoring using perm anent electrodes was 

also carried out. The base location was the same as in M arch 2007. The grid was 

set up with Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+, w hich was also used to record the station 

locations and relocate them during the repeated survey.

As anomalies were expected to be low, great care was taken during data acquisition to

avoid or be able to recognise sources o f  measurem ent errors and to improve data

reproducibility, according to recom mendations reported in Corw in (1990):

- Initial and final electrode polarization was checked m easuring the voltage between 

base and roving electrode while they were im m ersed in a bath o f  electrolyte (copper 

sulphate solution) before and after each survey;

- The porous junction o f the m easuring electrode was cleaned from soil between 

m easurem ents to reduce electrochemical drift;

- Contact resistance was very rapidly m easured after each SP measurement to check 

for integrity o f  the connecting wire;

- Electrode holes were dug to a few  centim etres o f  depth to improve reading 

consistency and such holes were covered i f  the station had to be successively
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reoccupied to avoid changes in moisture content and/or temperature due to air 

exposure;

- Readings at base location and at a few other stations were repeated within each 

survey to check for time drifts;

- Notes were taken regarding soil m oisture variations to be able to distinguish 

between positive anomalies due to wet soil condition and upward movement o f 

water.

The major problem encountered on site was the handling o f  a very long wire in an 

area o f severe topography and, during summer, dense and high vegetation. The wire 

had to be very carefully deployed and retrieved to avoid tangles and breakages.

2.6.4 SP data processing

SP datasets were corrected for voltage drift at the base station to w hich a 0 m V was 

assigned. SP values (in mV) were gridded using the kriging m ethod in Surfer 8 

(Golden Software) and then plotted as contour maps in m V  increments. The plots 

were successively overlain onto the landslide geom orphological base m ap and onto 

the 3D LIDAR terrain model. Analysis o f  data was only qualitative and based on the 

observation o f  changes o f  voltage across the slope with reference to landside features. 

SP m onitoring data were considered as separate profiles and data were plotted as line 

graphs using M icrosoft Excel. The results o f  SP m apping and m onitoring are reported 

in Chapter 4 and 5 respectively.

2.7 Seism ic refraction tom ography

2.7.1 Background

For near-surface seismic refraction surveying, elastic (or seismic) waves are generated 

at or ju st below  the earth surface using controlled sources. Both compressional (P)
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and shear (S) waves can be used. Sources include small explosives, buffalo guns, 

sledgehammers struck against metal plate or w eight drops. The elastic waves 

propagate through the ground away from the source. The waves may be critically 

refracted along boundaries o f contrasting elastic properties and then return back to the 

surface. The travel times o f  the waves in m illiseconds are measured at a variety o f 

distances away from the source by surface m otion detectors (geophones). These 

traveltime data are plotted on a time versus distance graph. Analysis o f these data 

using standard algorithms results in a m easurem ent o f  layer velocities and an 

estimated depth to a refracting interface.

The refraction method has been widely em ployed in engineering and environmental

applications to m ap shallow layers, to identify the w ater table, to determine depth to

bedrock and estimate the geotechnical properties o f  rocks. The basic principles o f the

refraction method are discussed in detail in several books and articles, such as

Brabham (1986), Lankston (1990), Carrara et al. (1992), Sharm a (1997), Kearey et al.

(2002), Knight and Endres (2005), Pelton (2005 and 2005b).
*

2.7.1.1 Seismic waves and their velocities

There are two types o f seismic waves: body waves, w hich propagate through the 

internal volum e o f  a material (P and S waves), and surface waves, which propagate 

along the boundary o f  a solid.

Body waves

There are tw o types o f  body waves:

1) Compressional, longitudinal or P- (prim ary) waves, in w hich the particles oscillate 

about a fixed point in the direction o f  wave propagation, involving compression 

and dilatation o f  the material;

2) Shear, transverse or S- (secondary) waves, in w hich the particles oscillate about a 

fixed point in a plane (horizontal, Sh or vertical, Sv) perpendicular to the direction 

o f  wave propagation.

They are both non dispersive.

The velocities o f  P- and S-waves (Vp and Vs respectively) depend on the density and 

the relevant elastic moduli o f  the material through which they propagate. For an
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homogeneous and isotropic material, they are given by the following equations:

where y is the density, K  is the bulk modulus and p. is the shear (or rigidity) modulus 

o f the medium. The bulk modulus describes the relationship between changes in 

volume and hydrostatic pressure, while the shear modulus the relationship between 

variations in shape and pure shear stress.

From equations 2.21 and 2.22, it can be seen that VP is always greater than Vs in the 

same medium. As fluids and gaseous m edia lack o f  rigidity or shear strength (p=0), 

S-waves do not propagate through these media. Typical values o f  P- and S-wave

velocities for several common near-surface materials are reported in Figure 2.47.

Eq. 2.21

Eq. 2.22
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a) Typical P and S wave 
velocities (complied)

b) Rippability Chart (Geology 
and Construction, 1995)

c) Seismic velocities for determining 
diggability (Atkinson, 1971)

f t) terrX E B

Figure 2.47 Seismic velocity tables compiled and provided by Terradat UK Ltd

In general, elastic wave velocities are affected by: lithology (mineral composition and 

clay content), degree o f compaction and litification, density, porosity and pore 

structure, degree o f fracturing, degree o f saturation and properties of pore fluids.

P-wave Seismic Velocity (ms ')
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' Labourer with pick and shovel

Tractor-scraper: no ripping, etc 1----------1----------1---------i
Tractor-scraper: after ripping
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Material P wave ranae (m s1) S w ave ran o etm s1)

Dry Sand 200 - 800 50 - 200
Air 330 N/A
Water 1500 N/A
Clay 1100 - 2000 200 - 300
Glacial Till (Dry) 500 - 1200 50 - 300
Glacial Till (wet) 1500 - 2000 50 - 300
Chalk 2000 - 2500 1000 - 1200
Sandstone (Tertiary) 2000 - 2500 800 - 1600
Pack Ice 2600 1500
Sandstone (Cart).) 2600 - 3600 1000 - 2000
Concrete 3600 2180
Salt 4500 - 5000 2600  - 3000
Limestone (Carb.) 4600 - 5500 2 800  - 3000
Granite 5500 - 6000 3000 - 4000
Diorite 5600 - 5800 3000 - 3500
Steel 6100 3315
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Knowledge o f  the ratio Vp/Vs allows the determ ination o f  Poisson’s ratio v o f the 

material (ratio between lateral and longitudinal strain):

E,.2.23

Poisson’s ratio generally varies between 0.05 for very hard rocks and 0.45 for water

bearing unconsolidated materials. From an engineering point o f  view, the velocity o f 

P-waves can be related to the degree o f  fracturing/jointing o f  a  known rock type and 

empirical relationships between velocities and rock quality designation (RQD) can be 

found. Vs measurements can be more useful than Vp m easurem ents for landslide 

characterisation because they can be related to shear strength.

Surface waves *

There are two types o f  surface waves:

1) Rayleigh waves, in which the particles move in a counterclockw ise (retrograde) 

elliptical direction and in a vertical plane containing the direction o f  wave 

propagation. These waves propagate only in solids and along a free surface (such as 

the earth-air interface) or at the boundary between tw o different media. They originate 

from interference between P- and Sv-waves (X ia et al., 1999). In a solid homogeneous 

half-space, Rayleigh waves are non dispersive and propagate at a velocity o f  

approxim ately 0.9194Vs, i f  Poisson’s ratio is 0.25 (S heriff and Geldart, 1982 in X ia et 

al., 1999). By contrast, in layered m aterials they can be dispersive. In particular, for a 

layer o f  velocity Vsi overlying a solid hom ogeneous half-space o f  velocity V S2, 

Rayleigh waves are dispersive if  their wavelength is betw een 1 and 30 times the 

thickness o f  the first layer (Stokoe et al., 1994 in X ia et al., 1999). For example, if  the 

Rayleigh wave wavelength is sm aller then the thickness o f  the first layer, its velocity 

is approxim ately 0.9194VSi, whereas if  the Rayleigh wave wavelength is more then 

30 tim es the thickness o f  the first layer, its velocity is approximately 0.9194VS2 

(Stokoe et al., 1994 in X ia et al., 1999). In general, for a given mode, longer 

wavelengths penetrate deeper into the ground, have greater phase velocities and are
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more influenced by the elastic properties o f  deeper layers (Babuska and Cara, 1991 in 

Xia et al., 1999). The dispersion property o f  ground roll forms the base o f MASW 

method (see section 2.8);

2) Love waves, in which the particles move parallel to the free surface o f  the material 

and perpendicularly to the direction o f  wave propagation. These waves propagate only 

in non-uniform media, when the upper layer has a shear velocity lower than the 

underlying one. They are dispersive. Their velocity is interm ediate between the shear 

velocity o f  the upper layer and that o f  the deeper layers.

2.7.1.2 Attenuation

W hile propagating away from the source, the am plitude o f  the seismic waves 

decreases due to geometrical spreading o f  the energy and due to losses caused by the 

frictional movement o f  the particles. Higher-frequency w aves attenuate more rapidly 

in term s o f  time and distance when com pared to lower frequency waves.

2.7.1.3 Reflection, refraction and diffraction

A P- or S-wave incident on a plane boundary betw een tw o homogeneous and 

isotropic elastic media characterised by different velocity (or acoustic impedance) is 

partly reflected back and partly transm itted (refracted) below  the interface. The 

relationship between the angles o f  incidence, refraction and reflection is governed by 

Snell’s Law. For example, for a P-wave incident on an interface between a medium o f 

velocity V) overlying a medium o f  velocity V2, the relationship between the angle o f 

incidence / and the angle o f refraction r is:

Eq. 2.24
sin r V2

while the angle o f  reflection equals the angle o f  incidence.

W hen V2 >Vj the angle o f refraction is greater than the angle o f  incidence (r>i). The 

refracted angle equals 90° for a particular angle o f  incidence called the critical angle
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Oc):

sin / Eq. 2.25

Therefore for i=ic a critically refracted wave travels along the interface between the 

two m edia with the higher velocity V2 causing the generation o f  secondary waves 

(head waves) that travel with velocity Vj in the first layer and re-emerge at the surface 

at the same angle ic (see Figure 2.48).

If an incident seismic wave strikes an interface w ith a sharp break, such as a fault, or a 

structure/object with curvature radius sm aller than the seism ic wavelength, such as a 

boulder, the energy is scattered (diffraction).

2.7.1.4 Determination of velocities and depth o f layers

Layer geom etry and topography on landslides are generally com plex. The simplified 

case o f  a planar interface between two hom ogeneous and isotropic m aterials is here 

briefly reported as fundamental to understand the basic principles o f  seismic 

refraction surveying and data interpretation.

Two-laver case with planar interface

Figure 2.48 shows a schematic diagram o f  a single horizontal interface at depth hi 

separating a surficial layer o f  velocity Vj from  an underlying layer o f  higher velocity 

V2 (V2> Vj). E lastic energy is realised at the source S in  all directions and the wave 

that strikes the interface at the critical angle ic is refracted  critically.

The first wave to arrive at the geophones close to  the source is the direct wave 

travelling in the surficial layer w ith velocity Vj. The travel tim e o f  these first arrivals 

is:

Eq. 2.26
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where x is the distance between the source and  the geophone. A fter a certain distance, 

called critical distance (jcc), also the critically refracted wave starts to be recorded at 

the geophones on the surface. Beyond a certain distance, called cross-over distance 

(xco), the critically refracted waves arrive at the geophones before the directed waves 

and are so the first arrivals to be recorded. The travel tim e o f  the critically refracted 

waves is:

* 2 ^ J ( f 22 - K 2)
r  jL  + _V V V J------U  Eq. 2.27

V2 V2V,

Identifying and plotting the first arrivals on a graph o f  travel-tim e versus distance 

from the source allows the identification o f  the two straight lines Td and Tr that have a 

slope o f  MV] and l/V2 respectively. Tr passes through the tim e-distance origin, 

whereas, as evident from equation 2.27, the straight line representing the critically 

refracted arrivals intercepts the tim e axis (x=0) at a tim e called intercept time (7)) 

equal to:

V2V,

Therefore, the depth o f  the refractor hi can be calculated from  equation 2.28 by 

measuring Vi, V2 and intercept time Tj from the travel-tim e curves:

T VV±  2 =  Eq.2.29

The depth hi can be determined also considering tha t a t the cross-over distance (xco) 

the direct wave and the refracted wave arrive sim ultaneously (Td=Tr). Therefore, from 

equations 2.26 and 2.27 follows that:
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\  = — J —— —  !

' 2 W 2 + K

Re-arranging equation 2.30, it can be seen that the cross-over distance is always 

greater than 2hj.

T

^ — x critical— ►

x  c ro s s o v e r

v2>v,

Figure 2.48 Diagram illustrating travel-time curves fo r  direct, reflected and critically 

refracted waves (modified from Sharma, 1977)

Case o f irregular interfaces: Seismic tomography

Applying the seismic refraction technique to landslides requires the use of more 

sophisticated interpretation techniques in order to resolve complex velocity 

distributions and to make measurements o f the depth to the refractor below each 

geophone. Among the most commonly applied interpretation techniques are: the plus- 

minus method (Hagerdoon, 1959) and the generalized reciprocal method (Palmer,
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1980). For this landslide project, refraction data were analysed by tomographic 

inversion.

Tomography starts with an initial velocity model composed o f cells o f constant 

velocity. Ray tracing, based on Huygens principle, is applied to simulate ray 

propagation through the model, which is changed iteratively in order to minimise the 

difference between observed and calculated travel-times (Seislmager/2D manual, 

OYO Corporation). Calculations have the aim to find the minimum time required for 

each ray to travel from source to receiver for each source-receiver pair in the dataset 

(Seislmager/2D manual, OYO Corporation). The mathematics is complex and is 

based on the non-linear least squares method.

Considering a velocity model defined by cells o f  slowliness (inverse o f  velocity) Sj 

and ray paths //, (Figure 2.49), travel-times can be expressed in discrete form as 

(Seislmager/2D manual, OYO Corporation):

Figure 2.49 Schematic diagram for seismic tomography (see text) (from manual oj 

Seislmager/2D, OYO Corporation)

Eq. 2.31

Source

R ece iv e r
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If N  is the number o f  cells through w hich the ray goes through and M  the number o f 

travel-times, equation 2.31 can be written as:

h  ~  h \ S \ +  h l S 2  +  • • • •  +  l \ N S N

t2 = i2\S\ + 2̂2S2 + •••• + 2̂NSN

* M  ~ ^ M \ S \ +  ^ M 2 S 2  +  • • • •  +  ^ M N S N

Eq. 2.32

or in matrix format as:

ll2 • ~Sl ' " 'l  "

LS = ' 2, l22 l2N s2
-

c

J  Ml I M2 ■■  ̂MN _JSN_ J  M _

= T Eq. 2.33

where matrixes L and S describe respectively the length o f  the ray passing through 

each cell and the velocity model. L is a Jacobian m atrix and generally M>N. 

Therefore, equation 2.31 can be solved with least square m ethod with the aim to 

minimise the error e=LS-T, leading to the necessity to solve the equation:

i lL S  = Lt T Eq. 2.34

which allows determination o f S and so the velocity m odel (Seislm ager/2D  manual, 

OYO Corporation).

However, in order to define the ray paths Uj and the m atrix  L, a velocity model is 

required (L is a function o f  S). Consequently, a non-linear least squares method and an 

iterative procedure are necessary. From an initial velocity model So, an initial 

Jacobian matrix L0 and the initial theoretical travel-tim es T0C can be calculated. The 

difference between the theoretical and the observed travel-tim es is used to calculate a 

correction and then apply it to the initial velocity model. This process is iterated till 

the travel-time residuals are considered to be acceptable (Seislmager/2D manual, 

OYO Corporation).
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Mathematical exam ples o f  the procedure are provided in Seislmager/2D manual, 

(OYO Corporation).

2.7.1.5 Limitations o f seismic refraction method

For the condition o f  critically refraction to occur an increase in velocity with depth is 

required. A layer can be detected only if  its thickness and its velocity contrast are 

great enough to produce critically refracted waves that reach the surface as first 

arrivals.

2.8 Multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW)

2.8.1 Background

The m ultichannel analysis o f  surface waves (or M A SW ) m ethod exploits the 

dispersion property o f  the planar fundam ental-m ode Rayleigh w ave to obtain ID  (in 

depth) and 2D (in depth and surface distance) profiles o f  shear velocity. The 

technique is fairly recent as it was developed at the Kansas Geological Survey during 

the ‘90s and was introduced in the journal G eophysics by Park et al. in 1999. The 

method has been applied to map bedrock surface, to identify possible areas o f 

fractures or erosional channels within bedrock, to locate subsidence-prone areas and 

to locate pits and trenches (M iller et al., 1999; 2000). M oreover, as it provides Vs can 

be used for the estimation o f  material strength and dynam ic shear modulus.

In the active M ASW  method, surface w aves are generated by an impulsive source (i.e. 

sledge-hammer or weight drop) or a sw ept source and the receiver array is linear. The 

investigation depth is generally 10-30 m  (Park et al., 1999; 2007). In the passive 

M ASW  method, surface waves can be generated by local traffic (passive roadside) or 

by natural activities (passive remote). In the first case the receiver spread is linear, in 

the second has a symmetric shape (i.e. circle or cross) and the investigation depth can 

reach a few hundred o f  metres (Park et al., 2007).
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The M ASW  technique comprises o f  three m ain steps: acquisition o f  multichannel 

field records, extraction o f  dispersion curves (one from  each record) and inversion of 

each dispersion curve to obtain ID  Vs profiles (one profile for each curve). 

Successively, all the ID  Vs profiles can be plotted in correspondence o f the middle 

point o f  the relative recording spread to obtain a 2D profile (Figure 2.50; Park et al., 

2007).

Step 1: acquisition

When using an impulsive compressional source, planar fundam ental-m ode Rayleigh 

waves are generated together with many other waves: air wave, body waves (directed, 

reflected and refracted), higher-mode surface waves, non-planar near source surface 

waves, surface waves backscattered by horizontal discontinuities (i.e. building 

foundations) and non source-generated waves or am bient cultural noise (Figure 2.50; 

Park et al., 1999; 2007). All these waves are recorded on site and can be identified in 

a multichannel record (Figure 2.50; Park et al., 2007). Am ong all the waves 

generated, the Rayleigh ones have the strongest energy.

Step 2: extraction o f  dispersion curves

The multichannel record is successively decom posed into sw ept frequency plots o f 

time (t) versus source offset (x). The m easurem ent o f  the slope (dx/dt) o f each 

frequency com ponent allows the calculation o f  the phase velocities o f  the waves and 

identification o f  un-wanted signals (Park et al., 1999; 2007). D ispersion curves, which 

are normally plots o f  phase velocity versus frequency, can be obtained through a 

automated wave-field transformation m ethod [W W W  2.11]

Step 3: inversion o f  dispersion curves

When considering a layered earth m odel, the phase velocity o f  Rayleigh waves is a 

function o f  S- and P-wave velocities, density and layer thickness. However, for 

frequencies above 5 Hz, the phase velocity o f  R ayleigh waves is influenced mainly by 

Vs. Therefore, an inversion procedure can be applied to the dispersion curves to 

obtain Vs profiles (X ia et al., 1999).
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Figure 2.50 Illustration summarising the principles o f  MASW methodology (from Park 

et al., 2007)

When compared to surface waves methods based on the use o f a single pair of 

receivers (spectral analysis o f surface waves or SASW technique), multichannel 

recording offers the advantage of easy identification and elimination o f un-wanted 

signals during extraction and analysis o f  dispersion curves. Moreover, multichannel 

acquisition is less time-consuming and improves data quality due to the redundancy of
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measurements (Park et al., 1999).

W hen com pared to seismic refraction and reflection, the M ASW  method has several 

advantages (M iller et al., 1999):

- surface waves are easy to generate;

the method can be applied in areas o f  elevated cultural noise due to high- 

amplitude o f  surface waves (high S/N ratio);

an increase in velocity with depth and/or the presence o f  a contrast in velocity, 

density or acoustic impedance is not required.

The applicability o f  the MASW method on M ynydd yr Eglwys landslide and on other 

sites across the UK was the subject o f  the m aster dissertation o f  Bottomley (2008). 

Therefore, the reader is referred to this for details on m ethodology background, data 

acquisition and processing.

Furthermore, the website [WWW 2.11] operated by Park Seism ic LLC, ow ned by one 

o f  the inventors o f  the method, provides a good explanation o f  the method, a useful 

table with the latest recommended acquisition param eters and a list o f  references.

2.8.2 Limitations o f M ASW  method

M ASW  method assumes that near-surface m aterials have variations in elastic 

properties that can be modelled with vertical layering and have no lateral changes 

(Park et al.; 1999).

Surface waves are best generated if  the ground is flat w ithin at least the length o f  a 

geophone spread. The technique is severely affected by a  surface relief greater than 

10% o f  the geophone spread [WWW 2.11].

Lateral changes in elastic properties and  severe topography are expected on 

landslides. Therefore, care during M A SW  data acquisition should be taken in order to 

minimise these adverse conditions. H owever, site conditions could still be too severe 

for the method to be successful.
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2.8.3 Seismic refraction tomography and M ASW  data acquisition at 

M ynyddyr Eglwys landslide

Seismic data were acquired along five profiles across the slope o f  M ynydd yr Eglwys 

landslide using a high-precision 48-channel G EO DE seism ic system and 10-Hz 

vertical geophones. The geophone spacing was 1 m and a 10-kg sledgehammer struck 

against a metal plate was used as a source. The surveys w ere perform ed by forward 

and reverse intra-spread and off-ends shots.

All profiles were deployed close to boreholes for data calibration. Furthermore, areas 

o f  relatively flat ground had to be selected as a requirem ent for M ASW  technique.

xL
Line D was acquired only for seismic refraction on the 24 O ctober 2006. Shots were 

deployed every 6 geophones and at off-ends o f  10, 20 and 30 m and data were 

recorded after 5 stacks. Topography was surveyed w ith an EDM.

The other profiles (lines A, C, B and E) w ere carried out on the 14th o f  M ay and on 

the 14th o f  June 2008 for both seismic refraction and M ASW . Therefore, shots were 

deployed (with usually only 1 to 3 stacks) at every geophone and at every metre from 

the start/end profile to 10 m off-end o f  the geophone spread. Additional far off-ends 

shots were deployed, with m ore stacks, for seism ic refraction processing only. 

Surveying o f  the profiles was carried out w ith the Topcon H iPer Pro GPS.

Line B was acquired also with a 0.5 m spacing only for an assessm ent o f  the influence 

o f geophone spacing on the quality o f  M A SW  results for B ottom ley’s project.

Table 2.14 Summary o f  seismic acquisition parameters

Line length 47  m

G eophone spacing 1 m  (also  0.5 m fo r line B)

Source S ledgeham m er and plate

G eophone frequency 10 H z

Sam ple interval 0 .125 ms

Recording length 1 s
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Figure 2.51 Acquisition o f seismic refraction data along Line D at Mynydd yr Eglwys 

landslide (photos P. J. Brabham)

2,8.4 Data processing

Seismic refraction data were processed with PICKW IN and PLOTREFA software 

(modules o f Seislmager/2D, o f OYO Corporation).

PICKWIN was used to assign shot geometry and to determine first-arrival times. 

Identification o f first-arrival times was often difficult for the traces close to the shot 

points, due to strong interference with air wave. Furthermore, very often the quality o f 

the signal was poor for the farthest traces o f  the shots for lines A, B, C and E. Back- 

counting was applied when possible. These problems were probably due to the type of 

source (hammer-plate), the presence o f pit at surface, site conditions (heterogeneity 

and high fracturing degree o f the material) and the limited number o f stacks selected 

for MASW.

PLOTREFA was used to analyse and invert the travel-time curves. Firstly, some 

quality checks were carried out on the travel-tim e curves:

- If a single travel-time appeared to be wrong it was checked again in PICKWIN and 

successively deleted or moved to a new position;
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- Travel-time curves were shifted vertically across the screen to check for parallelism 

along sectors associated to the same refractor;

- The error between reciprocal times was calculated and checked to be low on the 

basis that the total travel-time m easured betw een source and receiver in forward and 

reverse shots should be the same for the principle o f  reciprocity.

Successively, elevation data were im ported in the softw are and an initial model for 

tomography inversion was generated. Tom ography inversions were carried out and 

evaluated by comparison between theoretical and observed travel-tim e values with an 

iterative procedure.

Velocity lines were drawn on the travel-tim e curves to establish the values o f  apparent 

velocity for different sectors o f  the curves, and to evaluate the num ber o f  layers for 

each section. Such values were taken into consideration as input param eters when 

converting the contour velocity m odels into a layer model.

Attempts to convert the tom ography inversion results into layers were made. 

However, contour models were judged to be m ore appropriate, due to the geology o f 

the site.

Although line D was acquired with m ore stacks than the others and data quality 

seemed higher during picking o f  first arrivals, the line was characterised by the 

highest error during checking o f reciprocal tim es and after inversion. Differences o f 

reciprocal times when picking seemed real and w ere probably due to seismic waves 

travelling along different paths when shooting in forw ard and reverse direction in this 

area due to the relatively severe topographic effects and a com plex geological model. 

There was a severe fall in topography betw een the last geophone and the reverse off

ends and the line may also cross a fault zone. Furtherm ore, the presence o f  very wet 

and fast material at shallow depth at the tw o farthest reverse off-ends caused travel- 

times from these two shots to be shorter than  an interm ediate off-end. Unfortunately, 

it was difficult to change the simple contour m odel o f  the software to match the real 

site conditions, leading to a higher error o f  inversion (RM SE approximately equal to 

2.5), when com pared to the other refraction lines.
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MASW data were processed by Bottom ley (2008) as part o f  his master dissertation, 

using the software SurfSeis 2.05 (Kansas G eological Survey).

2.9 Electrical resistivity tom ography (E R T )

2.9.1 Background

For the acquisition o f  electrical resistivity tom ography data, several electrodes are 

driven into the ground at a regular spacing and are after connected via multi-core 

cables to a central control unit. A pparent resistivity values are recorded for a 

combination o f  pairs o f  current and potential electrodes selected by the operator to 

produce a pseudo-section below  the survey profile. The pseudo-section o f  apparent 

resistivity values can after be inverted to obtain a true resistivity section.

Low-frequency alternating current is injected into the ground through a pair o f  

electrodes (Ci and C2) and potential difference is m easured betw een another pair o f 

electrodes (Pi and P2; Figure 2.52). The instrum ent m easures the ratio (impedance, Z) 

between the current introduced into the ground (I) and the m easured voltage (V). 

Impedance is a complex quantity w ith an am plitude or real part, and a phase or 

imaginary part. The amplitude is related to the bulk resistance o f  the ground 

(investigated by the ERT method), w hile the phase is associated to the chargeability 

or energy storage capacity o f  the ground (investigated by the IP method; Zonge et al., 

2005). Resistivity is a measure o f  the bulk resistance, norm alized for length and cross- 

sectional area and is measured in Ohm.m.
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Figure 2.52 Schematic diagram o f a generic electrode configuration

For a generic electrode array (Figure 2.52), the value o f  apparent resistivity (pa), 

which is the value o f resistivity for a ground assumed to be homogenous and 

isotropic, is equal to:

The quantities a, by c and d  depend on the geometry o f the electrode array.

Electrode arrays

Figure 2.53 shows three o f the most widely used electrode arrays: Wenner, Wenner- 

Schlumberger and Dipole-Dipole.

In the Wenner configuration four electrodes are uniformly spread at a constant 

spacing (a), with potential electrodes positioned between the current ones. For a 

multi-electrode acquisition, greater depths are investigated by increasing the electrode 

spacing. The number of readings is quite limited. This array is recommended for the 

investigation o f vertical layered changes but has a low resolution in terms of lateral 

changes (Hack, 2000; George, 2006).

In the Dipole-Dipole configuration data are acquired from two separate dipoles, one

V Eq. 2.35
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of current electrodes and one o f potential electrodes. In a multi-electrode acquisition 

procedure, the spacing o f the dipoles (a)  is kept constant and always equal or smaller 

than the spacing between the two dipoles (na). This configuration provides a greater 

number o f data points and a good lateral resolution, but at the expenses o f penetration 

depth (George, 2006).

In the Wenner-Schlumberger configuration the spacing (a)  between the inner potential 

electrodes is kept constant, while increasing logarithmically the distances between the 

current and the potential electrodes (na),  with an improvement in data resolution

(George, 2006).

W enner

i p p I

1— i  • f -  j

W enner-S ch lum berger

I

1

r i
P P

ill
na

I

D ip o le -D ip o le

n
c c

r  n
p p

i - j

Figure 2.53 Schematic diagram illustrating Wenner, Wenner-Schlumberger and 

Dipole-Dipole electrode configurations
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During multi-electrode acquisition, data are m easured according to the selected array 

configuration for different values o f  current-potential electrode spacings (n) (Figure 

2.54). The m easured values are then plotted according to the value o f  n and the 

horizontal position o f  the centre o f the operating electrodes to obtain a pseudo-section 

(Figure 2.54). The term “pseudo” is adopted to  underline that the values are 

measurements o f  apparent and not true resistivity and are plotted in a location that is 

only conventional.

In order to obtain a true resistivity section, m easurem ents need to be inverted. For 

example, in the software RES2DINV (G eotom o Softw are) used for this project, the 

measurements o f  the pseudo-section are used to build a 2D m odel block o f  resistivity 

values. The model is iteratively inverted to obtain apparent resistivity measurements, 

which are then com pared to the observed data and adjusted to obtain a best fit. The 

difference between theoretical and observed value is described by the root-mean- 

squared error (RMS).

The inversion routine applied by the softw are is based on the smoothness-constrain 

least-squares m ethod and therefore on the equation:

where F = ffxT+fJ'zT, f x is the horizontal flatness f i l te r ,^  is the vertical flatness filter, J  

is the m atrix o f  partial derivatives, u is the dam ping factor, d  is the model perturbation 

vector and g  is the discrepancy vector.

Eq. 2.36
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Figure 2.54 Acquisition of multi-electrode data and their arrangement to obtain a

pseudo-section (modifiedfrom RES2DINV software manual)

Method applications and resistivity values

As already explained for the EMI method, variations in resitivity (or conductivity) can 

be related to changes in water/fluid content, water/fluid conductivity, porosity, 

permeability, fracturing degree and lithology (i.e. clay content). Unfortunately, as 

shown in Figures 2.40 and 2.41 the same lithology can have a wide range o f 

resisitivity values and there are significant overlaps between different lithologies. 

Therefore resistivity alone is not a good indicator o f  lithology. There are numerous 

examples in the literature o f applications o f  resistivity methods to map these changes 

in resistivity for environmental and engineering studies.

Due to the strong influence o f porosity and degree o f water saturation on resistivity 

values, ERT has been applied also for the monitoring o f groundwater flow at different 

hydrogeological stages (i.e after heavy rainfall).

For the vadose zone, the relationship between the resistivity o f a layer {pf) and the 

resistivity of the pore water {pw) is described by A rchie’s law (Suzuki and Higashi, 

2001):

p R = a f mS-"pw E<1-1 3 7

where <P and S are the effective porosity and the saturation o f the medium
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respectively, and a , m and n are em pirical constants, which depend on the type o f 

rock. W hen the level o f  groundwater rises, saturation increases causing a decrease in 

resistiv ity .

Suzuki and Higashi (2001) and Jom ard et al. (2007) for exam ple calculated the 

differences in values o f  resistivity betw een repeated profiles to investigate 

groundwater flow within slopes affected by ground movem ents.

effective porosity

10%
A 3%

-10

-20

1

-40

1006040

Saturation (%)
100

Figure 2.55 Graph (a) shows the decrease in bulk resistivity associated to an increase 

in saturation from 10 to 100% and fo r  three different values o f  effective porosity (3%, 

10% and 30%)). Graph (b) shows the decrease in resistivity in terms o f  percent 

changes. The diagrams were obtained by Suzuki and Higashi (2001) applying Archi’s 

law and considering the percentage change in resistivity equal to A pflog iop -  

logiopof logiopo for m l .5 andn 2.0

2.9.2 Limitations

M easurements are negatively affected by a  poor contact w ith the ground and by the 

presence o f  metal features and services.

Depth o f  penetration depends on the m axim um  value o f  electrode spacing, causing 

possible site constrains.

Greater depths are achieved at the expenses o f  resolution, which is determined by the
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minimum electrode spacing.

2.9.3 ERT data acquisition at M ynyddyr Eglwys landslide

Several ERT profiles were acquired at M ynydd yr Eglwys Landslide from the 26th 

January 2006 till 10 December 2008. All the profiles were acquired using a 72- 

channel IRIS SYSCAL resistivity system, a m axim um  o f  72 electrodes and a 

minimum electrode spacing o f 2 or 5 m (Figure 2.56). The profiles were generally 

acquired using W enner-Schlumberger electrode array and stainless steel electrodes. 

Copper rods and dipole-dipole array were used when profiles were acquired also for 

IP measurements.

Some o f the lines were repeated in time for m onitoring purposes. The lines were 

generally marked with wooden pegs to facilitate correct electrode repositioning. 

However, to improve precision, perm anent electrodes (steel tent pegs) were driven 

almost completely into the ground for m onitoring lines X, Y and Z.

Care was taken to check for a good and relatively uniform  contact o f  the electrodes 

with ground (< 3-4 kohm). Due to stony and dry condition o f  the ground in some 

areas o f  the landslide, water was used to try to low er the value o f  resistance. Salty 

water was not used to not compromise reading com parisons.

The lines were deployed across and along the slope according to site constrains and 

close to boreholes for data calibration. Only one line (line 14s) was deployed in SW- 

NE direction in order to be perpendicular to the Cym m er Fault.

Surveying o f  the lines was carried out initially w ith an ED M  and after always with 

Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+.

Tables 2.15 and 2.16 provide a summary o f  all the lines acquired on site. As a 

convention the letters “L” and “s” in the nam e o f  the lines indicate Large (5 m) and 

small (2 m) minimum electrode spacing respectively.

At the end o f  each field work day, data w ere downloaded and quality checked with
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the software Prosys (IRIS Instruments).

c)

Figure 2.56 Acquisition o f ERT data at Mynydd yr  Eglwys Landslide (photo c by N.

Ross)

12V car battery

Multi-core cable

IRIS Resistivity 
Meter

Metal electrode

Multi-core cable
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Table 2.15 Summary o f  ERT profdes acquired at Mynydd y r  Eglwys

Line
Elecrode 

Spacing (m)

Length (m 

along ground)
Date Electrode array*

1L 5 355

26 Jan 06 W S and DD

17 Jul 06 WS

13 D ec 06 WS

20 Feb 07 WS

03 M ay 07 W S and DD

01 Feb 08 WS and DD

Is 2 142
19 Jul 06 WS

20 D ec 06 WS

2s (test line) 5 175 26 Jan 06 WS

3L 5 265 05 M ay 06 W S

4L 5 295 18 Jul 06 WS

5s 2 142

19 Jul 06 W S

20 D ec 06 W S

26 Jun 08 W S

24 O ct 08 W S

6L 5 250 13 D ec 06 W S

6s 2 142 20 Jul 06 W S

7L 5 235 14 D ec 06 WS

7s 2 142
25 Jul 06 W S

20 D ec 06 W S

8L 5 265 18 D ec 06 W S

8s 2 142 18 D ec 06 W S

9L 5 265 20 M ar 07 WS

9s 2 142 28 M ay 08 WS

10s 2 70 20 Feb 08 W S and DD

13s
2 142

26 Jun 08 W S

24 O ct 08 W S

14s 2 142 28 N ov 08 WS and DD

* W S= W enner-Schlum berger and D D = D ipole-D ipole
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Table 2.16 Summary o f  ERT profiles acquired with permanent electrodes

Line
Electrode 

Spacing (m)

Length (m 

along ground)
Date Electrode array*

X 2 142

2 Jun 08 WS

13 Jun 08 WS

14 Jul 08 WS

17 Jul 08 WS

22 A ug 08 WS

27 A ug 08 WS

10 D ec 08 W S

Y 2 106
02 Jun 08 WS

14 Jul 08 WS

Z 2 142
13 Jun 08 WS

14 Jul 08 W S

* W S= W enner-Schlum berger and D D =D ipole-D ipole

2.9.4 ERT data processing

ERT data were firstly analysed with the software Prosys (Iris Instruments). D ata with 

a standard deviation greater than 3 and data with negative values o f  resistivity were 

deleted from the datasets. Furthermore, topography was assigned to each electrode.

The profiles were successively inverted into resistivity profiles w ith the program 

RES2DINV (Geotomo Software), choosing a refined model w ith a cell equal to half 

electrode spacing.

The values o f  resistivity were then exported and gridded in Surfer 7 (Golden 

Software).

To quantify and evaluate the resistivity changes in tim e between repeated profiles, 

each resistivity monitoring profile was firstly exported from RES2DINV in xyz 

format. Secondly the resistivity differences betw een the analysed profile and the 

reference profile were calculated in Excell (M icrosoft) for each cell (X, Y) in 

common. For a profile acquired at tim e tl, the resistivity difference in relation to the
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reference profile acquired at time tO, could be described as:

{X,Y,HP ) = ( X , Y , Pn) - ( x , Y , p n ) Eg. 2.38

The differences in resistivity were gridded afterw ards in surfer to obtain contour plots 

representing increase/decrease in resistivity when com pared to the reference profile.

Calibration experiments carried out by Rahm an Y accup (C ard iff University) as part o f  

his PhD project have revealed that the IRIS resistivity m eter used for the field work o f 

this project reads values 1.85 tim es higher than a calibrated reference solution . This 

information was provided only at the end o f  this project, therefore the value o f  the 

colour scale o f  the ERT profiles here presented have been simply divided by this 

value. The correction was instead applied to the values o f  resistivity o f  the monitoring 

profiles before calculating the value o f  resistivity differences. All resistivity data 

collected throughout this project have an internal consistency as the same IRIS 

instrument was used.

2.10 Induced Polarization (IP)

Induced polarization surveys can be carried out w ith the sam e system used for ERT 

data acquisition, although the use o f  non-polarizing electrodes is generally 

recommended. The instrument must be able to provide an additional param eter which 

describes the chargeability or the energy storage capacity o f  the ground (Zonge et al., 

2005).

IP measurements can be carried out in tim e or in frequency domain:

M easurements in time

If  the injection o f  current into the ground is interrupted, the voltage measured between 

two electrodes may not drop im m ediately to  zero, but decays in time. The decay o f 

voltage can be measured at one or m ore different times after current cut o ff to
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determine IP effect, expressed in terms o f  apparent polarizability or apparent 

chargeability (Figure 2.57; Parasnis, 1997).

If the current is cut off and a decay in voltage (AVt) is measured at the time /, 

apparent polarizability is defined as the ratio between AVt (expressed in mV) and the 

value o f the voltage just before current cut off, Vq1 (expressed in V):

Eq. 2.39
V0

Apparent chargeability is instead the normalized time integral o f the area below the 

decay curve between two times ti and X2 , after the current has been cut off:

{ K n \ = ~ \ ^ y , Pdt Eq. 2.40
t\

and is measured in milliseconds (ms).

[ ti bT
Current on Current off

Figure 2.57 Schematic diagrams illustrating determination o f apparent polarizability 

and apparent chargeability (Parasnis, 1997)

Measurements in frequency

In frequency domain, the instrument measures the value o f apparent resistivity at two 

different frequencies,/and F. The IP value can then be expressed in terms of apparent 

frequency effect as (Parasnis, 1997):
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{f e f f ) - Eq. 2.41

or as metal factor:

P . ( f ) p . { F )
Eq. 2.42

Moreover, IP effect can be determined from the phase difference between the voltage

measured at electrodes Pi and P2 and the current injected into the ground.

Origin o f  IP effects

IP effects can be caused by two m echanism s (Telford et al., 1990; Parasnis, 1997;

Zonge et al., 2005):

- M em brane polarization (Figure 2.58, left). R ock m inerals, mostly clays, have a 

negative charge at the contact with the pore fluid and as a consequence they attract 

positive ions. W hen a current is applied, a preferential distribution o f  ions in the 

electrolyte develops as negative ions cannot pass through the zone o f  positive ions 

accumulation. W hen the current is switched o ff  the ions m ove to return to their 

original position o f  equilibrium producing a residual current and therefore a decay 

o f  voltage in time;

- Electrode polarization (Figure 2.58, right). M etallic grains distributed within the 

rocks can act as metal electrodes im m ersed in an electrolyte. The presence o f 

charges o f  opposite sign at the surface o f  the m etal causes extra-accum ulation o f 

ions in the area o f  the electrolyte close to the surface o f  the metal. W hen the 

current is turned off, the charges return slow ly to their original position o f 

equilibrium, characterised by only a th in  layer o f  negative ions fixed to the surface 

o f  the metal.

As both m embrane and electrode polarization are surface effects, the values o f  IP will

be greater for clay and particles diffused into the rock.
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Figure 2.58 Membrane (left) and electrode polarization (right; modified from Telford 

et al., 1990)

The IP method has been widely used in mineral exploration. More recently it has been 

applied to environmental studies to map for example landfills and contaminated 

plumes (Zonge et al., 2005). Some o f the materials that can cause IP anomalies and 

can as a consequence be investigated using this technique are listed in Table 2.17.

Table 2.17 Materials that can cause effect on IP measurements (Zonge et al., 2005)

Layered silicates, clays, alteration products (i.e. montmorilIonite, illite, kaolinite, chlorite) 

Metallic luster minerals (i.e. pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrotite, galena and graphite)

Organic materials, green waste and anoxic carbon-rich deposits 

Municipal waste (due to metallic debris, green waste, etc.)

Other minerals (ilmenite, hematite, etc.)

2.10.1 Data acquisition and processing

Seven Induced Polarization (IP) tomographic profiles were acquired at Mynydd yr 

Eglwys landslide between February and November 2008 (Table 2.18). All profiles 

were acquired with the same IRIS SYSCAL instrument as employed for the ERT 

surveys. Measurements were carried out in the time domain and provided IP data as 

the apparent chargeability o f the ground (in mV/V). The current injection time was 

1000 ms and the voltage decay curve was approximated from the three preset IP time
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windows o f 120, 220 and 420 ms, with a delay time o f  160 ms after the current was 

switched off, before the first chargeability measurement was taken.

The IP profiles were deployed both across and up the hillslope, located close to 

boreholes for ground calibration. Survey locations were chosen which were 

characterised by low resistivity (or high conductivity) values in the ERT and GEM-2 

results, with the aim o f trying to resolve any ambiguity between clay-rich and water

bearing materials as being the source o f such conductivity anomalies.

Non-polarizing electrodes are recommended for IP surveys rather than steel 

electrodes. 36 plastic gardening pots containing a jelly  mix o f saturated copper 

sulphate solution with a copper wire immersed into it and holes in their base to make 

ground contact were constructed for this project (Figure 2.59). These Copper Sulphate 

jelly electrodes were used for the acquisition o f IP data with both Dipole-Dipole and 

Wenner-Schlumberger electrode configuration along test line A. The same survey line 

was also acquired using conventional copper rod electrodes, in order to compare data 

collected with both electrode types and array configurations.

Figure 2.59 IF non-polarizing electrodes built fo r  this project, using gardening pots, 

copper wire, copper sulphate and jelly. The je lly  was not completely set and sponges 

were put inside the pots, at their base, to insure contact o f  the jelly with the ground, but 

without emptying the pot

In June 2008 tent pegs were also installed and used for the monitoring o f three ERT 

profiles. An IP test was carried out along line Y to obtain chargeability measurements 

but also to compare data collected using copper rods and tent pegs in both Wenner- 

Schlumberger and Dipole-Dipole electrode configurations. All the remaining IP
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profiles were acquired using Dipole-Dipole electrode configuration and, with the 

exception o f  IP line X, also with copper rods.

Ground contact resistances were generally good and relatively uniform for all the 

electrode types em ployed (< 2-3 k ohm). If  any individual electrode displayed very 

high contact resistances, water was then used to low er the values o f the contact 

resistance.

Topographic surveying o f  the lines was carried out w ith the Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+.

Table 2.18 IP tomography profdes acquired at Mynydd y r  Eglwys landslide

Line name Electrode 
Spacing (m)

Length (m 
along ground)

Date 
(in 2008)

Type of 
Electrodes

Array
configuration*

IP test A  
(along ERT 1L)

2 70 08 February Jelly p ots D D
Jelly pots W S
C opper rods D D
C opper rods W S

IP 1 central 
(along ERT 1L)

2 142 19 February C opper rods D D

I P X 2 142 17 July and 
2 7  A ugust

T ent p egs D D

IP Y  
(first 36  
electrodes o f  
ERT Y )

2 70 18 July C opper rods D D
C opper rods W S
T ent p egs D D
T ent p egs W S

IP 10 2 70 2 0  February C opper rods D D

IP 13s 
(last 36  
electrodes 
o f  ERT 13 s)

2 70 24  O ctober C opper rods D D

IP 14s 2 106 28 N ovem ber C opper rods D D

* W S= W enner-Schlum berger and D D = D ip o le-D ip o le

At the end o f  each field day, data were dow nloaded and quality checked with the 

software Prosys (IRIS Instruments). The data files contained information on both 

resistivity and chargeability. Data with a standard deviation greater than 3 and data 

with negative values o f  resistivity were deleted  from  the datasets, as well as data with 

isolated noisy chargeability values. Furtherm ore, topographic data were assigned to 

each electrode point.

The IP lines were successively inverted into true chargeability profiles with the
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program RES2DINV (Geotomo Software), choosing a refined model with a cell equal 

to half electrode spacing. The software has the option to invert combined resistivity 

and IP datasets concurrently for each iteration or to invert IP data after (or 

‘sequentially’) the completed inversion o f  resistivity data. Both options were tested, 

but w ithout any noticeable differences in the IP final sections. Therefore only the 

results o f  concurrent inversion will be shown in the thesis.

Figures 2.60 and 2.61 show the chargeability sections obtained for IP test line A and 

IP line Y, acquired with different types o f  electrodes, with both Dipole-Dipole and 

W enner-Schlumberger electrode configurations. Already during editing in Prosys, the 

datasets appeared o f  good quality and a very lim ited num ber o f  points were edited 

out. This is confirmed by the low RMS values o f the chargeability sections (ranging 

from 0.33 to 2.1 %). Also the values o f  chargeability are very sim ilar and for the same 

electrode configuration, the difference in chargeability m easured with different kind 

o f electrodes is minimal (o f the order o f  1-2 mV/V). The slight difference in the shape 

o f  the green contours in the central area o f  the test line A  could be due to one or more 

faulty je lly  pot electrodes. There is a clear difference due to a change in electrode 

configuration. The Dipole-Dipole one was considered m ore reliable only after 

com paring the IP results with the ones obtained from other geophysical techniques.
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2.11 M onitoring o f groundwater pressures at M ynydd Yr Eglwys 

landslide

The monitoring o f  the ground water pressures acting on the slip surface/s is necessary 

for landslide modelling and slope stability analyses and for the understanding o f 

groundwater response to rainfall. M oreover, m onitoring w ater level changes inside the 

slope could provide calibration for geophysical survey data.

W ater levels can be measured manually with dip m eters during site visits or can be 

recorded continuously using automatic data acquisition systems. As peak groundwater 

levels can be very transitory, they are often m issed during sporadic (typically 

monthly) site visits. Continuous m easurements are im portant to  determ ine the lag 

between rainfall and groundwater response, to determ ine seasonal highs and lows and 

the intensity o f the rapid changes in water levels following intensive rainfall events 

(Comforth, 2005).

Halcrow UK provided some inform ation on w ater levels inside the slopes o f  M YE 

landslide. M anual readings o f  water levels were carried out by H alcrow  U K  at eight 

standpipes located at the toe o f  M YE landslide from D ecem ber 2000. Unfortunately, 

the readings were discontinued in O ctober 2004, before the start o f  this project. 

Moreover, Halcrow installed two data loggers on the south-w est part o f  the landslide 

in D ecem ber 2000. Unfortunately, these loggers are rem ote from the main area o f 

interest, their datasets present several data gaps due to  instrum ent malfunctioning and 

one o f  the two stopped working in M ay 2006. A t M Y E Landslide, vibrating wireline 

and standpipe piezometers were also installed in 11 boreholes on behalf o f  Earth 

Science Partnership (2004). The water levels provided (up to 2004) in their report 

were considered for the desk study and for the calibration o f  geophysical data, 

although the lack o f  consistency in the lithological descriptions o f  the borehole logs 

raised some serious concern.

It was noted that the available rainfall data w ere unreliable and contained many data 

gaps. Incomplete or not fully reliable rainfall datasets and sporadic manual dipping o f
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boreholes were ju st no providing the necessary inform ation to calibrate geophysical 

monitoring data and slope movement against rainfall. It was therefore decided to 

install two automatic data loggers before starting the last phase o f resistivity 

monitoring using permanent electrodes at M YE landslide. A third logger became 

available from another project later in tim e and was also added to the network. No 

new boreholes were drilled for this purpose and there was only a limited choice o f  

available undamaged boreholes that were known to contain water.

A M ini-Diver and a Baro-Diver (m anufactured by Schlum berger W ater Services) 

were installed in borehole 6 and another M ini-D iver was installed in borehole 3 on the 

30th o f  May 2008. A CTD-Diver (m anufactured by Van Essen Instruments, a 

Schlumberger Company) was installed in borehole 11 on the 27 A ugust 2008 (when 

it became available from another project). At the m om ent o f  writing, the loggers are 

still on site, but readings are considered up to  20th M ay 2009, the date o f  the last data 

download.

The instruments

Both the M ini-Diver and CTD-D iver m easure and m onitor w ater level and 

groundwater temperature. The CTD-Diver m easures also electrical conductivity. The 

sensors are housed inside their strong cylindrical casing together with battery and 

internal memory.

The water level is measured with a built-in pressure sensor. W hen the Diver is above 

the water table, it measures atmospheric pressure (as a barom eter or as a Baro-Diver). 

W hen below the water surface, it measures the atm ospheric pressure plus the pressure 

o f the column o f water above the pressure sensor. A Baro-D iver (at least one in an 

area o f  15 km o f radius, according to site conditions) is used to measure the 

atmospheric pressure variations necessary to  com pensate w ater pressure readings. 

Pressure is provided in cmT^O. The relationship betw een pressure in mbar and 

pressure in cmT^O is:

1 cm H20 = 0.980665 mbar or 1 m bar = 1.01972 cm H20

Temperature is measured with a sem i-conductor sensor. Temperature can be helpful
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to determine groundwater flow and is also used to  elim inate the effects o f temperature 

variations on pressure readings.

Electrical conductivity (only for CTD-D iver) is m easured using a four-electrode 

measuring cell.

Divers are available for several ranges o f  w ater pressure. The technical specifications 

o f the ones used for this project are reported in Table 2.19.

Table 2.19 Technical specifications fo r the Mini-Divers (20 m water range) and the 

CTD-Diver (30 m water range) used to monitor water levels at Mynydd yr Eglwys

landslide (Instruments manuals)

Technical specifications Mini-Diver (DI 502) CTD-Diver (DI 263)
D im ensions 0 2 2  mm x 9 0  m m 0 2 2  m m  x  183 mm

M em ory 2 4 ,0 0 0  m easurem ents 1 6 ,000  m easurem ents

Sam ple rate 0 .5 sec to  99  hours 0 .5  sec to  99  hours

H ousing material S tain less steel 316L C eram ic (Z r 0 2)

Pressure sensor material A lum inium  o x id e  (A120 3) A lum in ium  ox id e (A120 3)

R ange -20  °C to  80  °C -2 0  °C to  80  °C

Temperature A ccuracy ±0.1 °C ± 0.1  °C

R esolution 0.01 °C 0.01 °C

R ange N ot applicable 0 to  80  m S/m

C onductivity A ccuracy N o t applicable ±1%  o f  reading

R esolution N ot applicable 0.1%  o f  reading

R ange 20  m H 20 3 0  m H 20

Pressure A ccuracy 1 cm  H 20 3 cm  H 20

R esolution 0 .4  cm  H 20 0 .6  cm  H 20

Battery life 10 years (depending on u se) 10 years (depending on use)

W eight Approx. 70  gram s A pprox. 150 grams

Data acquisition

The software package Logger D ata M anager, running on W indows XP and provided 

with the loggers, was used to start the D ivers, to change their settings (i.e. sampling 

interval), to download data on site, to  check dow nloaded data and to quickly 

compensate for air pressure variations. The D ivers have a suspension eye that can be 

unscrewed to reveal an optical connector. This connector is inserted into a reading 

unit to allow interfacing between the logger and the com puter and data download
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(Figures 2.63 and 2.64). Sampling interval was set to one reading per hour.

The Baro-Diver was suspended above water surface in borehole 6, the Mini- and 

CTD-Divers below water surface in boreholes 6, 3 and 11, using ropes. The length of 

the rope was measured before installation, but was also checked for eventual 

stretching in several occasions by comparing the logger readings with manual 

readings (carried out with dip metres when on site for data download). The length of 

the rope (Lrope) is equal to the height o f the water column measured above the Diver 

sensor ( L w a t e r )  plus the water level measured with the dip meter from the reference 

level (Figure 2.62). All the measurements were referred to the same point: the top of 

the plastic pipe inside the boreholes.

R eference level

■'manual dip

M ini-D iver 
o r C TD -D

Baro-D iver

ver

w ate r level

Figure 2.62 Schematic diagram showing installation o f Divers inside a borehole and 

the values necessary to correct the water level readings to a reference point (modified 

from instrument manual)

Elevations o f the top o f casing or o f the ground level at boreholes were surveyed with 

the dual-frequency Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ in RTK mode. Corrections were after
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applied to obtain the elevation o f the reference point (the top o f the internal pipe). The 

value o f water level AOD could then be calculated using the following equation:

Water level ( A O D )  ElevatlOnreference point L r0pe Lwater

Figure 2.63 and 2.64 show data downloading from Mini- and CTD-Divers on site.

Mini-Diver

'

Reading unit

Figure 2.63 Data download from Mini-Diver installed in borehole 3 at Mynydd yr  

Eglwys landslide
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Dip meter
CTD-Diver

Reading unit

Figure 2.64 Data download from CTD-Diver installed in borehole 11 at Mynydd yr  

Eglwys landslide (photo by A. Gray)

Data analysis

After applying a compensation for atmospheric pressure in the software Logger Data 

Manager and corrections to obtain the water level in metres AOD, the data were 

plotted, analysed and compared to rainfall in order to:

- determine seasonality o f data and water level highs and lows;

- establish the intensity o f rapid changes in water levels following heavy rainfall;

- determine the lag between rainfall and water response;

- establish the time required for the water level to return to its “normal” value after 

heavy rainfall.

Most o f the analysis was carried out in Excel (M icrosoft Office) and by visual 

interpretation o f graphs o f hourly water levels versus daily rainfall.

Data were further analysed with the SPSS v 16.0 statistical analysis program by A. 

Gray (Cardiff University). In particular, Spearm an’s correlation was carried out on the 

data to investigate the existence o f  correlations at a statistical significant level 

between the water levels measured at the three boreholes and between the water level 

of each borehole and the rainfall. M oreover, cross-correlations between the water 

levels at each borehole and rainfall were calculated to investigate from a statistically
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significant point o f  view the number o f  days betw een rainfall and rise in water level 

(response interval, or lag in the cross-correlogram). Before the data were analysed, 

consecutive values o f  water levels were differentiated to eliminate any daily trend. 

Successively, data were correlated applying different shifts in tim e (lags). An example 

o f  this kind o f  analysis is provided in Lee et al. (2006). The results o f  these analyses 

are described in Chapter 3.

2.12 Rainfall Data

Halcrow (C ardiff office) provided rainfall data from rain gauges at Dan I Deri (Parc 

Colliery), at the top o f Blaencwm Landslide and at Ty’n-y-w aun (Treherbert, Gauge 

No 490261), all in the North Rhondda Fawr Valley. The rain gauge at Parc Colliery 

was m aintained by the Rhondda Cynon T aff County Borough Council (RCTCBC) 

from September 1998 (Halcrow, 1999) until N ovem ber 2007. The rain gauge at 

Treherbert is monitored by the Environmental Agency. Records from this gauge are 

available since 1892, but daily records were m aintained only till 1996 (Halcrow, 

1999). A fter that, readings have been taken monthly and are affected by small gaps 

and errors (Halcrow, 1999). Halcrow (1999) reported that there were inconsistencies 

between records at Parc Colliery and Treherbert betw een January and M arch 1999. 

Moreover, when records were compared for the period Septem ber to December 1998 

the monthly total at Parc Colliery was unexpectedly 17% higher than at Treherbert.

The RCTCBC landfill company provided rainfall data from  the two weather stations 

located at N ant y Gwyddon landfill (on the slope opposite to Mynydd yr Eglwys 

landslide) and Bryn Pica landfill.

Unfortunately all the datasets are characterised by m inor and major data gaps. 

Sometimes the rainfall values looked unreliable, especially the Nant y Gwyddon 

weather station. Rainfall values are often zero or very low for several consecutive 

days, in contrast with other rain gauges or to the field notes o f the author reporting 

very wet site conditions.
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A best estimate daily rainfall dataset was then com piled from January 2005 until the 

end o f  May 2009, evaluating all the available data. W hen judged reliable, datasets 

were selected in this order o f importance: Dan I Deri, Blaencwm, Treherbert, N ant y 

G wyddon and finally Brin Pica. Dan I Deri w as indeed considered the m ost reliable, 

but unfortunately it ceased working in 2007. V alues from Blaencwm were available 

for sum m er 2008, but rainfall readings appeared low  when com pared with Treherbert 

and the author’s field notes. For this reason, an additional version o f  rainfall values 

(relying firstly on Treherbert values when available) is always considered for summer 

2008.

The final rainfall data compilation is considered a worst case rainfall scenario based 

on all available datasets. Daily rainfall data w ere used for com parisons with water 

levels, movements at monitoring markers and geophysical results.

Table 2.20 Details on weather stations or rain gauges used fo r  the determination oj

daily rainfall

Weather station 
or rain gauge

Approximate distance from Mynydd 
yr Eglwys landslide (Direction)

Notes

D an I Deri 
(P arc Colliery)

3500 m (W ) N o  data after N ovem ber 2007

N ant y Gwyddon 1700 m (SSE) M ajor data gap betw een June 2008 and 
M arch 2009

Blaencw m 6250 m (NW ) M ajor data gaps betw een June and 
D ecem ber 2006 and betw een July and 
N ovem ber 2007

B rin Pica 10250 m (N N E ) N o data considered for 2005

T y ’n-y-w aun
(Treherbert)

6500 m (NW ) N o m ajor gaps

2.13 Sum m ary and technical discussion

This chapter provided a theoretical background o f  the geophysical methods used in 

this research project. It also described the data acquisition, processing and quality 

assessm ent o f  all field data acquired from  the M ynydd yr Eglwys landslide.

The main points o f  the data acquisition and processing procedures are summarised in 

the following paragraphs, together w ith a discussion o f the optimal field procedures
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employed, data quality, resolution and lim itations plus realistic commercial costs for 

each technique on the basis o f the field and processing experience gained by the 

author during this project. Many o f  these factors are often not taken into consideration 

in research papers or in geophysical reports, but are fundamental for promoting the 

use o f  these surveying and geophysical m ethods on landslides or potentially unstable 

slopes.

Airborne LIDAR

The LIDAR data acquired on M ynydd yr Eglw ys landslide were processed and 

supplied by the UK Environmental Agency (G eom atics Group section). These data 

were captured in April/May 2005 using an O ptech ALTM 2033 instrument. The 

vertical accuracy o f  the data points was ± 8 cm  RM SE, w hile the horizontal accuracy 

was approximately ± 40 cm, although it was subsequently reduced by 2 m gridding 

(Mike Plant, pers.com.).

For this project, LIDAR shaded-relief maps and LID A R surface plots were created in 

Surfer 8 (Golden Software) and then used to identify landslide features for 

geomorphological mapping and to produce other terrain m odelling images (i.e. slope 

angle and 3D geological plots) for the desk study (see C hapter 3).

LIDAR shaded-relief maps with geom orphological annotations proved to be very 

useful for planning the locations o f  geophysical profiles/grids and GPS monitoring 

points. These locations had to be accessible and interesting for the 

characterisation/monitoring o f  the landslide. M oreover, the possibility o f plotting 

geophysical data locations or results on LID A R-derived maps (with or without 

geomorphological annotations) im proved data visualisation and, most importantly, 

data interpretation, as in this way geophysical anom alies could be more easily 

compared against land features (see Chapter 4 and 5).

Digital Photogrammetrv

Imagery o f  the central part o f  M ynydd yr Eglw ys landslide was acquired with a fixed 

focal length Ricoh GR Digital II (10 M Pixels) cam era mounted on a helium balloon, 

in February 2008. 35 white paper dishes spread across the slope were used as ground 

control targets and their positions were surveyed with a Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ in 

RTK mode. Camera calibration param eters w ere obtained through Topcon’s Pl-calib
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software, while the landslide imagery was processed with Topcon’s PI-3000v3 

software. During data processing, autom atic surface measurements (as TINs) with a 

mesh o f  0.25 m were carried out in the overlapping areas o f  the stereo-pairs. More 

than a quarter o f  a million terrain points w ere extracted from the results, allowing for 

the generation o f  a very dense DEM.

The quality o f  the DEM derived with this acquisition procedure and software has not 

been reported in the literature before. Therefore, these factors were assessed for this 

project, in term s o f  precision, accuracy and internal reliability (as defined by Butler et 

al., 1998; Chandler, 1999):

- Data precision could be evaluated from the results o f  the bundle adjustment obtained 

for the eight successful stereo-pairs. The standard deviation o f  the residual errors 

between the coordinates o f the ground control points com puted by bundle adjustment 

and the ones surveyed with GPS was: 0.0060 m  in X, 0.0063 m in Y and 0.0128 m in 

Z. Imagery ground resolution ranged betw een 0.0210 and 0.0274 m and imagery 

depth resolution between 0.0423 and 0.0838 m.

- Accuracy was estimated by com paring heights extracted from  the photogrammetry- 

derived DEM  with heights surveyed w ith  GPS at independent check-points. The 

overall mean o f  the height differences was 0.103 m and the standard deviation was 

0.140 m. However, only a few check-points w ere located close to the edges o f  the 

surveyed area and none were located on the steep back scarp were accuracy could be 

less. Therefore, more check-points in these areas should have been included for a 

more thorough accuracy evaluation. The height errors greater than 0.20 m were all 

located in the part o f the DEM  extracted from  a stereo-pair not containing ground 

control points (only pass points), underlining the im portance o f  distributing targets 

evenly across all the area that need to be captured.

- Internal reliability was estim ated by com paring elevations provided by adjacent 

DEMs in their overlapping areas. The overall m ean o f  the height differences was 

0.001 m and the standard deviation was 0.024 m and 0.010 m for the main scarp and 

hummocky areas respectively. These results underlined the validity o f  the technique 

and its independence from stereo cam era position. As could be anticipated, the points
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with greater elevation discrepancies w ere located at the break o f slope on top o f  the 

main scarp and at data edges. However, the influence o f  terrain characteristics (i.e. 

hummocky terrain or steep slope) on internal reliability appeared minimal.

A rapid way to test accuracy and internal reliability and to analyse the spatial 

distribution o f  height differences using Surfer 8 (G olden Software) was proposed and 

described in section 2.3.3.2.

The influence o f  the TIN mesh density was not taken into consideration, and, contrary 

to other software described in the literature (i.e. in Gooch et al., 1999; Lane et al., 

2000; Baily et al., 2003), Topcon’s PI-3000v3 does not offer the possibility to choose 

different algorithms or strategy param eters for autom atic TIN extraction. This 

software has also the disadvantage o f  not including options for cam era self- 

calibration, therefore historical imagery could be used for D EM  extraction only if  full 

details o f  cam era calibration parameters have been provided.

Data were acquired only for a small test site in the central area o f  M yE landslide, 

covering approximately 14300 m 2. However, results showed how  the 3D platform o f  

Topcon’s PI-3000v3 can be used to m easure distances and cross-sections, to create 

contours and to analyse landforms for geom orphological mapping (for the desk study 

in Chapter 3). Moreover, the software could rapidly produce high-resolution good 

quality DEMs and orthophotographs o f  landslides or potentially unstable slopes. 

There are well discussed practical problem s with using terrestrial LIDAR on complex 

landslide slopes due to line-of-sight problem s and expensive airborne LIDAR is not 

often an option. These photogram metric products w ould be ideal as substitutes o f 

LIDAR-derived maps not only for topography and geom orphological mapping but 

also for location maps o f geophysical profiles/grids or GPS movement markers, and, 

more importantly, for visualisation and interpretation o f  geophysical data. The spatial 

resolution and the elevation accuracy o f  the photogram m etry-derived DEM  in areas o f  

such severe topography may not be good enough to provide the precision in elevation 

required for the processing o f  ERT, IP and seism ic datasets and ground surveying (i.e. 

with GPS or EDM ) would still be necessary along these geophysical profiles.
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The results o f  data quality assessment show a potential for this technique to be 

repeated in time, to quantify changes o f  landform s and to monitor long-term landslide 

movements with spatial resolution higher than the one achieved with GPS monitoring. 

However, it has to be remembered that m ost o f  the landslides in the South Wales 

Coalfield are translational and complex (Chapter 1). A simple analysis o f elevation 

differences between DEMs from different epochs (as described for example in M ora 

et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2006; Demoulin, 2006; Baldo et al., 2009; Corsini et al., 

2009) would not be very useful in term s o f  evaluation o f  real displacements. Time- 

series o f orthophotographs could be com pared to define the horizontal movement o f 

homologous points. More importantly, the 3D platform o f  TopconPI-3000 could be 

used to identify homologous points or features in TINs with photo-texturing obtained 

from different epochs, measure them and successively calculate the 3D vectors o f 

displacement. The practical and cost advantages o f  the availability o f stereo 

photogrammetry, compared to DEM s derived from airborne LIDAR or dGPS 

surveying, would then be self evident.

Photogram metric data acquisition at M ynydd yr Eglwys required only two-three 

hours, and, after familiarizing with the software, data processing was relatively rapid. 

Optimal field conditions can be chosen w ith no wind, good sunlight and in the winter 

when the fern vegetation is minimal. Processing tim e could be reduced using larger 

ground targets which are easier to distinguish (for exam ple with different shapes or 

colours). The software costs only £2500, while data acquisition (including processing 

and reporting) costs £1500 per day (prices from TerraDat UK Ltd - personal 

communication, June 2011). These prices are very com petitive when compared with 

airbom e/helibom e LIDAR or aerial photography surveys, if  the site does not cover a 

very wide area. Given no financial limitations, LIDAR or RADAR techniques would 

still be the better choice in cases o f  sm ooth ground texture or in areas covered by 

dense vegetation. Moreover, logistical problem s would be encountered during 

photogrammetric acquisition using a helium  balloon in windy weather conditions.

GPS monitoring

A dual-frequency Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ instrum ent (described in section 2.4.4.1) 

was used in RTK surveying mode for the m onitoring o f surface displacements and for
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most o f  the surveying at Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide.

Nine GPS m onitoring campaigns were carried out from November 2007 to December 

2008. The network comprised o f 13 m ovem ent monitoring points and three control 

(or ‘fixed’) points located outside the landslide area, on M eadow Walk. The shortest 

time taken between surveying campaigns was 14 days and the longest was 73 days.

The base antenna was set up on an area o f  the slope considered to be stable. The rover 

antenna was set up over each marker using a tripod (plus tribrach) with optical 

plummet and its height was measured with a tape measure. The rover antenna was 

programm ed to sample GPS data at 1 second interval, with a 10 degree mask angle, 

and to record only fixed positions when reaching a precision o f  at least 0.002 m in 

both horizontal and vertical directions. As a consequence, the time o f observations 

varied, ranging between 26 seconds and 4 minutes c. GPS data recorded at the base 

station were post-processed with the software Topcon Tools v7.1 (details were 

provided in section 2.4.4.2). Cumulative horizontal, vertical and total movements 

were calculated for each marker and then com pared with rainfall and water pressure 

inform ation (results are reported in Chapter 3).

Discrepancies in the GPS results may arise from the use o f  different types o f 

instruments, antenna set ups, processing algorithm s and software packages (Gili et al., 

2000 and references therein). As the perform ance o f  the Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ 

instrument (and post-processing with Topcon Tools) for landslide monitoring has not 

been reported in the literature before, a data quality assessm ent was carried out. After 

the coordinates o f base station were com pared to confirm  its stability, the practical 

precision o f  GPS measurements achieved at M yE was evaluated from:

- Analysis o f  apparent movement o f  ‘fixed’ points during different campaigns: the 

standard deviation at RCBCTC point SB81 was 0.0030 m in Eastings, 0.0063 m in 

Northings and 0.0143 m in elevation. This point can be considered the worse one on 

site, because very close to obstacles w hich reduce sky visibility and may create 

multipath effects. However, precision w as still w ithin instrument specifications.

- Analysis o f  redundant observations (com parisons between measurements taken at 

each marker for 3-6 times w ithout m oving the tripod during the same campaign): the
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range o f  standard deviations was: 0-0.006 m in Eastings, 0-0.005 in Northings and 

0.001-0.015 m in elevation. These readings are not influenced by possible errors in 

antenna centering or antenna height m easurem ents and confirm the instrument 

accuracy specifications provided by m anufacturers.

Analysis o f  re-occupied points (coordinate differences between re-occupied and 

original points, during the same cam paign): differences ranged between -0.005 and 

0.010 in Eastings, -0.007 and 0.004 in N orthings and -0.011 and 0.011 in elevation. 

These values o f  precision take into consideration the influence o f  re-setting the 

antenna on the same marker (possible errors in antenna centring and antenna height 

measurements) and changes in satellite geometry.

Apart from the well known advantages in  using a GPS instead o f  an EDM  (Chapter 

1), the precision achieved with the GPS at M yE is significantly better than the limit o f  

movement detection o f 0.050 m reported by H alcrow  (2000) for the EDM surveys 

carried out by RCTCBC. For a survey using a Trim ble GPS in RTK mode and a 

telescopic pole with auxiliary tripod for rover set-ups, Gili et al. (2000) reported a 

practical precision o f 16 mm in horizontal plane and 24 mm in elevation. The 

precision achieved with the Topcon GPS at M yE is higher (12 mm in horizontal and 

15 mm in elevation) which proves the applicability o f  using this technique for 

monitoring even very slow moving landslides, providing that there is adequate sky 

visibility.

Each campaign was carried out in one day. R edundant measurements are not 

necessary and therefore can be avoided to increase on site productivity, but 

measurements at a few control points and re-occupation o f  1-3 markers for each 

campaign should be recommended for data quality assessments. Although it improves 

with experience, the setting up o f  the rover antenna on a tripod at each marker is a 

relatively slow procedure. The alternative, less precise but more rapid use o f  a simple 

telescopic pole instead o f  a static tripod could be considered according to the 

measuring precision required at the site. Productivity will obviously depend also on 

site conditions and accessibility to  m arker locations. The cost o f  GPS monitoring 

(including processing) is approxim ately £1500 per day (prices from TerraDat UK Ltd, 

personal communication, June 2011).
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The results o f  GPS monitoring have been com pared to rainfall, borehole water levels 

and geophysical monitoring results (in Chapters 3 and 5) for a better understanding o f 

landslide dynamics. However, sporadic GPS m easurem ents can provide only a 

general (seasonal) trend o f landslide m ovem ents. The total cost and cost-effectiveness 

o f  GPS monitoring for defining the nature and m agnitude o f  surface movements in 

response to short- or long-term rainfall will depend on the site-visit frequency 

required at the site. Other monitoring instrum entation, such as inclinometers or 

extensiometers, may be necessary and m uch m ore effective in complex landslides (as 

discussed for MyE in Chapter 3 and 5).

M ora et al. (2003) described the use o f  continuous m onitoring between two GPS 

antennas left on site. This would be ideal for research purposes and for high-risk 

landslides where site security and project funding are high. However, a permanent 

GPS monitoring system would be prone to vandalism  in urban slopes as MyE and 

would be financially excessive if  a receiver has to be positioned at each monitoring 

location.

At MyE, movement markers consisted o f  steel ground anchor bars 0.30-0.60 long and 

two o f them with yellow raised heads, located closest to the houses, were dug out and 

stolen after April 2008, underlining the problem  o f  vandalism  in these urban areas. 

Therefore, even less evident m arker heads should be selected for the measuring 

locations more accessible to the public. A ccording to site conditions, rock engraving 

would probably be a better option w here bedrock is exposed.

A combination o f  digital photogram metry and GPS m onitoring could be applied to 

obtain high-precision short-term m easurem ents at a few  selected points and long-term 

measurements at cm-precision over a w ider area.

Electromagnetics with the Geophex GEM -2 Instrum ent

Electromagnetic data at M ynydd yr Eglw ys landslide were acquired using the 

broadband multi-frequency hand-held digital sensor GEM-2, developed by Geophex 

(described in section 2.5.2). The instrum ent was used in horizontal coplanar coil
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configuration while operating at five transm itter simultaneous frequencies: 47025 Hz, 

30025 Hz, 15025 Hz, 5125 Hz and 975 Hz. D ata were acquired in January 2008 and 

May 2009 over three grids, along lines o f  approxim ately 2-3 m spacing and at a 

sampling rate o f  120 ms. Data point positioning was provided by a Trimble Pathfinder 

ProXT GPS connected to the GEM-2 instrum ent during the survey.

The raw data stored by the instrum ent w ere converted into values o f  apparent 

conductivity and magnetic susceptibility at O rdnance Survey locations. These data 

were gridded and plotted as a series o f  colour contour maps, one for each frequency, 

using Surfer 8 (Golden Software). These contour maps were then overlaid onto the 

geomorphological base map to investigate any variations in apparent conductivity 

and/or magnetic susceptibility across the site and their possible relationship with land 

features. M oreover, as investigation depth depends on the operating frequency o f the 

instrument, with lower frequencies penetrating deeper into the ground, a qualitative 

visual comparison between the plots o f  apparent conductivity or magnetic 

susceptibility at different frequencies was carried out. Such data should provide 

information about variations o f  these geophysical properties w ith depth (see results in 

Chapter 4).

Authors describing the use o f  electrom agnetics on landslides generally report only 

one to five profiles acquired with Geonics EM-31 and/or EM -34 (i.e. Caris and Van 

Asch, 1991; Bruno and M arillier, 2000; M eric et al., 2005). The Geophex GEM-2 

instrument is much more portable and lightw eight than the cumbersome EM -31 and 

compared to EM-34, it does only require one operator instead o f  two and also does 

not suffer from the difficulties o f  keeping a  constant and accurate distance between 

the separated coils. Therefore, GEM-2 offers the possibility to acquire very rapidly 

many profiles at high data density w hilst w alking over rough landslide terrain. Indeed, 

at M ynydd yr Eglwys, an area o f  approxim ately 15000 m 2 at 2-3 m spaced lines could 

be covered in approximately 3 hours and  h a lf  on foot. The terrain was in areas 

hummocky, very wet, and affected by deep cracks. B etter site conditions would allow 

for even a higher productivity. The cost o f  a  GEM -2 survey, including processing and 

reporting, is £ 1850 per day (price from  TerraD at UK Ltd, personal communication, 

June 2011). Although lateral and depth resolution o f  conductivity are anticipated to be 

much lower than in ERT profiles, the GEM -2 is ideal for reconnaissance surveys, due
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to the rapidity, facility and data density w ith w hich a wide area can be covered on a 

landslide or a potentially unstable slope. O bviously EM  readings would be negatively 

affected by the presence o f near surface m etallic objects, which would mask the 

targeted anomalies, but metallic debris are not com m only found on landslides.

The GEM-2 instrum ent can be connected to the rover antenna o f  the Topcon HiPer 

Pro GPS+ for more precise positioning. However, this antenna has to be kept at a 

distance greater than 2 m from the GEM-2 instrum ent to  avoid interference (Terradat 

UK Ltd, personal communication). At M ynydd yr Eglwys landslide this set up was 

not feasible on rough ground and therefore a Trim ble Pathfinder ProXT GPS was 

connected to the instrument, as it has a receiver made o f  plastic which is mounted on 

a belt. To obtain sub-metre accuracy with this Trim ble GPS however, the availability 

and reliability o f  EGNOS signal is necessary. I f  there is a lack o f  EGNOS signal, a 

precise reference grid must be set up in advance (w ith Topcon GPS or an EDM ) and a 

time-consuming editing o f  positional errors during GEM -2 data processing may 

becom e necessary, as it happened at M yE for the surveys carried out in 2008. Better 

quality EGNOS data is obtained if  the landslide is south facing, which is the case at 

MYE.

Compared to the fixed-frequency Geonics EM -31 (constant nominal depth o f  6 m), 

the multi-frequency GEM-2 has also the potential to provide changes o f  apparent 

conductivity with depth. Imaging algorithm s and inversion techniques for broadband 

data acquired with GEM-2 are still under research (i.e. W itten et al., 1997; Huang, 

2005) and were not applied during this project. However, all the case study papers 

(i.e. at [WWW 2.10]) report only sim ple visual com parisons between contour plots 

obtained at different frequencies w ithout really discussing the precise depth o f  the 

anomalies and the real applicability o f  the GEM -2 for depth sounding has been 

criticised (i.e. in McNeill, 1996). Therefore, the GEM -2 results obtained at MyE will 

be compared against other geophysical datasets in Chapter 4 also to evaluate the 

reliability o f  the instrument for depth sounding.

Self-Potential (SP)

Self-potential measurements at M ynydd yr Eglwys landslide were carried out with 

two non-polarizing electrodes (two porous pots w ith a mesh o f  copper immersed in a
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saturated solution o f  copper sulphate) in a fixed-base electrode configuration. SP data 

were acquired in December 2006 and M arch 2007 in three grids covering almost all 

the central area o f  the landslide and along 3 crossing profiles, at a station spacing o f 

5-10 m. In 2008, SP monitoring data were acquired within two small grids with a 5-m 

station spacing: one located in the m ost active area o f  the landslide (where ERT 

monitoring with permanent electrodes was also carried out) and one located in the toe 

area (where SP measurements were undertaken before and after the instalment o f a 

drainage system). SP data were successively corrected for drift, gridded and plotted as 

contour maps overlaid onto a geom orphological m ap or a 3D LIDAR terrain model, 

whereas a few profiles were plotted separately as line graphs. Results are reported in 

Chapters 5 and 6.

SP anomalies generated by targets o f  environm ental and engineering applications, 

such as water movements, are generally sm all (o f the order o f  a few mV). Therefore 

great care has to be taken on site to be able to recognise and minimise unwanted 

effects (i.e. electrode polarization and drift) and to im prove data reproducibility for SP 

monitoring purposes. At MyE, data w ere acquired following the procedures and forms 

o f  data quality control reported in Corw in (1990; details w ere provided in section

2.6.3).

Sub metre station positioning was achieved using two GPS instruments: a Trimble 

Backpack for the surveys o f  Decem ber 2006 and the Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ in RTK 

for all the following surveys. In particular, the Topcon GPS allow ed to rapidly set up 

precise grids and profiles and to rapidly find the location o f  all SP stations that needed 

to be reoccupied for monitoring purposes. Furtherm ore, on site, it appeared very 

useful to annotate each value o f  mV directly on its approxim ate location on a LIDAR- 

derived geomorpohological basemap. A lthough these m V  values were only raw  (not 

yet corrected for drifts or possible errors), the real-tim e manual plotting helped to 

identify the areas where it was advisable to add extra SP readings to investigate rapid 

and complex lateral voltage variations.

The biggest problem was the practical handling o f  the long connecting cable in 

relatively difficult site conditions (severe topography, dense/high vegetation in 

summer, presence o f sheep). By using slow, careful data acquisition procedures, the
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use o f  GPS for position fixing, re-positioning o f  each station, the manual plotting o f 

mV raw values and note taking o f  m oisture conditions for each station were all factors 

that contributed to reduce productivity on site. An average o f  approximately 50-60 

measurements were undertaken in four hours. The cost o f  an SP survey, including 

processing and reporting, is £ 1850 per day (TerraDat UK Ltd, personal 

communication, June 2011). Therefore, a part from  the quality o f results (Chapter 4), 

the cost-effectiveness o f SP mapping at reconnaissance stage will strongly depend on 

the size o f  the site, site conditions and the spatial resolution required. As a 

consequence, if  not for research purposes, a one-day trial should be recommended 

before embarking on a more time consum ing SP reconnaissance survey.

Lapenna et al. (2003) and Perrone et al. (2004) report exam ples o f  SP mapping, but 

from data acquired with an electrode spacing o f  50 m. Indeed, although described 

with enthusiasm by the authors, the resulting maps in reality provide only very 

generic information on the water flow w ithin the investigated landslides. For slopes 

with suspected complex hydrogeology as the ones found in the South Wales 

Coalfield, the station spacing will have to  be at least o f  the order o f  5-10 m or less, as 

confirmed by field surveys at MyE.

Colangelo et al. (2006) describe tim e-continuous SP tom ography profiles acquired 

with a permanent remotely-controlled autom atic multi-electrode system. This 

permanent set up would be ideal, but costly and obviously prone to vandalism. At 

MyE, SP monitoring profiles were acquired w ithout leaving any equipment, returning 

on site and re-locating the precise station positions w ith the Topcon GPS. The cost- 

effectiveness o f  this approach will obviously depend on the quality o f  the results (i.e. 

i f  changes in water flow are detectable) but also on the required time frequency o f 

such repeated measurements (discussed in C hapter 5).

Seismic methods: Seismic refraction tom ography and M ultichannel Analysis o f  

Surface Waves (MASW)

Seismic data were acquired sim ultaneously for both refraction tomography (P-waves) 

and M ASW  along four profiles across M ynydd yr Eglwys landslide in M ay-June 

2008. The surveys were carried out using a high-precision 48-channel GEODE
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seismic system, 10-Hz vertical geophones at 1 m spacing (and also 0.5 m spacing only 

for one line) and a source consisting o f  a 10-kg sledgehammer and metal plate. The 

simultaneous acquisition o f data for both refraction tomography and M ASW  was 

achieved by extending the recording tim e to  1 s and increasing the number o f shot 

locations (see section 2.8.3 for details). G eophone positioning and elevation were 

surveyed with the Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ instrum ent in RTK mode.

Another profile was acquired only for seism ic refraction (w ith a lower number o f  shot 

locations, but with a higher number o f  stacks) in O ctober 2006 and line topography 

was surveyed with an EDM.

Seismic refraction data were processed w ith PICKW IN and PLOTREFA software 

(modules o f Seislmager/2D o f OYO Corporation; details were provided in section

2.8.4). Data quality was negatively affected by type o f  source, lateral subsurface 

heterogeneities, high rock fracturing degree and the lim ited num ber o f  stacks (1-3) 

selected for the intra-spread shots for M A SW  purposes. M oreover, processing for one 

o f  the profiles was complicated by crossing o f  a fault zone, severe topography and the 

presence o f  shallow and wet material in far off-end shots, w hich was difficult to 

model in the inversion software. However, a part for this last line (RM SE=2.54), the 

resultant inverted velocity sections w ere still characterised by a low m isfit between 

calculated and measured velocity values (RM SE less than 1.52; see results in Chapter 

4). Due to the supposed lack o f  strong velocity contrasts between the layers o f 

mudstones/siltstones o f the M iddle Coal M easures and the expected gradual 

horizontal and/or vertical velocity changes caused by variations in rock fracturing 

degree or weathering, contour models are presented instead o f  layer models for the 

final velocity profiles. Sections with layers o f  constant velocity could be misleading 

for an engineer or developer with poor or no geophysical background and would not 

exploit the benefits o f  using the m ore tim e-consum ing tom ography instead o f  simple 

refraction planar layers, which are not able to depict gradual velocity changes.

M ASW  data were processed by M. B ottom ley (2008) as part o f  his M Sc dissertation, 

using the software SurfSeis 2.05 (K ansas G eological Survey). Bottomley chose as 

optimal parameters: 6 or 7 m for the source-to-first receiver offset and 24 m for the 

spread length. The quality o f  the dispersion curves was not coherent, probably due to
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lateral heterogeneities in the near-surface m aterial and to topography. Furthermore, 

data quality was considered too poor for one o f  the lines to be processed.

The cost o f  simultaneous acquisition o f  seism ic refraction tomography and M ASW  

(including processing and interpretation) is £2300 per day (TerraDat UK Ltd, personal 

communication, June 2011). At M ynydd yr Eglw ys, three lines o f  47 m were acquired 

in approximately 6 hours (with a crew o f  4 people).

The MASW technique has some known advantages over seismic refraction (it can 

work in areas o f  elevated cultural noise; it does not require a contrast or an increase in 

velocity with depth). However, it assum es no lateral changes in elastic properties in 

the near surface and it is severely affected by a surface re lie f greater than 10% o f  the 

geophone spread. Therefore, its effectiveness at M yE and other landslides or 

potentially unstable slopes is not certain. Results are reported and discussed in 

Chapter 4, where MASW  profiles have been calibrated w ith borehole inform ation and 

compared with data from the other geophysical techniques.

In general, the applicability o f  both seism ic methods w ill depend also on the 

investigation depth and resolution required at the site (i.e. suspected depth o f  surface 

o f rupture; thickness o f  layers o f  interest). The depth o f  investigation o f  the active 

MASW  method is usually 10-30 m and is m ainly governed by the kind o f  seismic 

source selected. The shallowest resolvable depth o f  investigation ranges between 0.3 

and 1 times the receiver spacing, w hile vertical resolution is approxim ately 20% o f 

investigation depth. In theory, greater depths o f  investigation can be reached with the 

passive M ASW  technique, which was not tested  during this project. Survey design is 

fundamental and can be based on the optim um  acquisition param eters reported and 

continuously updated in the website operated by Park Seismic LLC [WWW 2.11],

At M yE the investigation depth o f  seism ic refraction tom ography was lim ited to 

approximately 15-20 m. The profiles w ere all located, along ground contour lines in 

the area o f  the slope characterised by sequences o f  m udstones and siltstones with 

different degrees o f  fracturing/w eathering and possible no bands o f  sandstone, which 

would have acted as strong refractors. It has to be remembered that this type o f  

geology may imply the presence o f  layers o f  decreasing velocity with depth or too
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thin to be detected.

Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT)

From January 2006 to December 2008, E R T  data w ere acquired along 15 profiles on 

Mynydd yr Eglwys slope, using a 72-channel IRIS SYSCAL resistivity system and a 

maximum o f  72 electrodes, with a m inim um  electrode spacing o f  2 or 5 m. The length 

of the ERT lines ranged between 70 and 355 m. The surveys were generally carried 

out with a W enner-Schlumberger array configuration and stainless steel electrodes. 

Dipole-dipole configuration and copper-rods w ere used w hen data were acquired 

simultaneously for both resistivity and IP m easurem ents. Electrode topography and 

positioning were surveyed initially with an EDM  and then w ith the Topcon HiPer Pro 

GPS+ in RTK mode.

Some profiles were acquired more than once during the duration o f  the project. Four 

profiles were repeated between 2 to 6 tim es at intervals o f  several months (i.e. one 

time in summer and one in winter) w ith repositioning o f  electrodes based on wooden 

pegs, which were left on site as m arkers along the profiles. Steel tent pegs driven 

almost completely into the ground at 2 m  spacing w ere instead installed in June 2008 

and used as permanent electrodes for the m onitoring o f  other three profiles (X, Y, Z). 

In particular, profile X, located along the slope in the m ost active area o f  the 

landslide, was repeated 6 times between June and A ugust 2008 (plus once again in 

December 2008), while simultaneous continuous m onitoring o f  w ater levels in two 

on-site boreholes was also undertaken.

ERT pseudo-sections were inverted to obtain true 2D resistivity sections using the 

software RESDINV (Geotomo Software), w ith good results. A part for one o f  the 

sections (line 1L o f  17 July 2006, w ith 9.9%  RM S), the difference between calculated 

and measured values o f apparent resistivity  described in term s o f  root-m ean-squared 

error (RMS), after three inversions, com prised betw een 1.7 and 4.9%. For the 

monitoring profiles, similarly to Jom ard et al. (2007), resistivity changes in time were 

calculated subtracting the reference resistivity  value from  the repeated resistivity 

value at each measuring point. The plots o f  resistivity  variations were then compared 

to rainfall and water level data. Results o f  E R T  surveying and monitoring are reported 

in Chapter 4 and 5 respectively.
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As resistivity data alone are not good indicators o f  lithology (Figures 2.40 and 2.41) 

and low resistivity zones can be associated to  zones o f high water or clay content, 

both important targets in slope stability investigations, ERT sections need to be 

calibrated with borehole information or interpreted in combination with data from 

other geophysical techniques. The effectiveness o f  ERT method for the investigation 

o f  MyE landslide and the ideal geophysical techniques in support o f  ERT 

interpretation are discussed in Chapter 4.

The applicability o f  ERT will obviously depend on the exploration depth and the 

resolution requested at the site (i.e. depth o f  surface o f  rupture, thickness o f  displaced 

material). The investigation depth o f  ERT depends on the maximum value o f 

electrode spacing (a possible constrain on site), w ith greater depths achieved at the 

expenses o f  resolution, which is determ ined by the minim um  electrode spacing. The 

practical exploration depth will be also a function o f  layering and resistivity contrast. 

The 72-electrode profiles at MyE com prised o f  683 m easurements (collected in 

approximately 45 minutes on site), denser at shallower depths. For the 2m-spacing 

profiles, the pseudo-sections were characterised by a m axim um  depth o f  penetration 

o f approximately 20 m (for the central part), a horizontal resolution o f  2 m, and a 

vertical resolution ranging from 0.8 m in the first 5.2 m o f  depth to 2.3 m from 13.6- 

20.6 m o f depth. For the 5m-spacing profiles, the pseudo-sections were characterised 

by a maximum depth o f penetration o f  approxim ately 50 m (for the central part), a 

horizontal resolution o f  5 m, and a vertical resolution ranging from 1.9 m in the first 

10.5 m o f depth to 5.8 m from 34.1-51.5 m o f  depth.

Productivity will depend on site conditions and access. A t MyE, a maximum o f  three 

profiles o f 355 m were acquired in one day. The Topcon GPS was fundamental for 

surveying as the initial use o f an ED M  was very time-consuming because o f the 

numerous set ups required to obtain line o f  sight in such rugged topography. The price 

o f  an ERT survey, including processing and reporting, is £1850 per day (TerraDat UK 

Ltd, personal communication, June 2011).

ERT monitoring was based on full re-deploym ent o f  lines along wooden markers left 

on site or on the use o f perm anent cheap electrodes (steel tent pegs), overcoming the
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problems o f vandalism or expensive equipment. However, if ERT monitoring results 

effective in depicting changes in water flow/content, questions arise on the frequency 

with which the profiles need to be repeated to establish a relationship between these 

changes and rainfall, borehole water levels and surface displacements (see results and 

discussion in Chapter 5). The South Wales Coalfield is characterised by complex 

hydrogeology and unpredictable wet w eather throughout the year (Chapter 1), a 

permanent automated system that can be operated rem otely and on demand as the 

ALERT system o f BGS [WWW 2.12] may be required, but would be not applicable 

due to vandalism and limited financial budgets for low-risk urban landslides.

Induced Polarization (IP)

Seven IP profiles were acquired on M ynydd yr Eglwys landslide in 2008 with the aim 

to resolve the ambiguity between a clay-rich body (e.g. fault zone) and a water- 

saturated porous sandstone unit, as both may be the source o f  the low resistivity (or 

high conductivity) zones observed in both ERT and GEM -2 results. IP data were 

collected with an IRIS SYSCAL resistivity system, using a m axim um  o f 72 electrodes 

and a minimum electrode spacing o f 2 m. The IP lines were acquired with copper rods 

in Dipole-Dipole electrode configuration. However, IP tests were also carried out 

along two profiles using three types o f electrodes (Copper Sulphate jelly  pots, copper 

rods and steel tent pegs) and using the W enner-Schlum berger configuration.

IP pseudo-sections were inverted to obtain true 2D chargeability sections using the 

software RES2DINV (Geotomo Software), w ith RM S values ranging between 0.33 

and 5.8 %. All the datasets, regardless o f the electrode type and electrode array 

configuration used, appear to exhibit good data quality. N o evident differences in 

chargeability values or noise level were found during data processing, neither in 

PROSYS or RES2DINV. The greater reliability o f the Dipole-Dipole array could be 

established only by comparison with the results provided by other geophysical 

techniques (in particular ERT and GEM -2). A fter the initial trials, the copper rods 

were preferred to the jelly pots for IP surveying, because o f the more complex 

logistics o f handling the jelly  pots on a landside, plus the potential environmental 

issues o f leaving any Copper Sulphate solution behind on the landslide.

The considerations on data resolution, applicability, limitations and costs o f the IP
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technique are the same as the ones m ade for ERT surveying. Indeed, the same 

equipment can be used for the sim ultaneous acquisition o f  both resistivity and 

chargeability data. However, the electrical current injection time must be at least 

doubled for IP surveying. Therefore, significantly m ore tim e is required for each 

survey line. For example, a single IP profile w ith 72 electrodes, using a Dipole-Dipole 

protocol file o f  803 measurements, took over 3 hours to acquire.

Rainfall data and monitoring o f w ater levels

Halcrow UK Ltd (Cardiff Office) provided rainfall data from three rain gauges 

located in the North Rhondda Fawr Valley (Dan I Deri, Treherbert and Blaencwm). 

Furthermore, the company Amgen Cym ru provided inform ation from weather stations 

located at Nant y Gwyddon and Bryn P ica landfills. Unfortunately, Dan I Deri rain 

gauge (the closest to the site) ceased w orking in N ovem ber 2007 and all the other 

rainfall datasets were characterised by inconsistencies, m inor and m ajor data gaps, 

and probable errors (no rain while the field notes o f  the author described very wet site 

conditions). Therefore, a very tim e consum ing generic regional daily rainfall dataset 

had to be com piled for this project (see section 2.12). This data were successively 

com pared with w ater level variations, GPS surface displacem ents and geophysical 

monitoring profiles with the aim o f  investigating landslide dynamics (see results in 

Chapter 3 and 5).

Some historical water level data were supplied by H alcrow  UK  or could also be found 

in Earth Science Partnership reports and w ere also used for the desk study o f  M yE 

(Chapter 3). However, these measurem ents stopped in 2004 or May 2006, before the 

start o f  this project. Unfortunately, the only continuous logger still functioning on site 

is located far from the area o f  interest.

As rainfall datasets were found to be unreliable and sporadic borehole dipping was 

not providing sufficient data for calibration o f  geophysical monitoring data and for 

interpretation o f  GPS displacem ent m easurem ents in term s o f  landslide dynamics, two 

automatic data loggers (M ini-Divers m anufactured by Schlumberger W ater Services) 

were installed on site in borehole 3 and 6 on the 30th M ay 2008, before the last phase 

o f ERT monitoring using perm anent electrodes. A third logger (CTD-Diver
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manufactured by Van Essen Instruments, a  Schlum berger Company) was installed in 

borehole 11 on the 27th August 2008, w hen it becam e available (see section 2.11 for 

instruments details). The loggers were program m ed to measure water level once every 

hour.

These water level data were compensated for atm ospheric pressures (measured with a 

Baro-Diver in borehole 6) and corrected in term s o f  elevation AOD. They were then 

visually and statistically analysed and com pared to rainfall information in order to 

determine: the lag between rainfall and groundw ater level response, the intensity o f 

rapid water level changes following heavy rain, the tim e required for the water level 

to return to ‘norm al’ values, and the seasonal w ater level highs and lows (see results 

in Chapter 3). Unfortunately, the integrity o f  the boreholes selected for monitoring is 

unknown. It is believed that borehole 3 has been dam aged due to ground 

displacements, but the choice o f available boreholes at M yE was very limited.

This research project was negatively affected by the unpredicted unreliability o f  all 

five rainfall datasets. If  ERT and SP m onitoring are effective in detecting water 

movements within the South Wales Coalfield slopes (see Chapter 5), and a complete 

geophysical monitoring procedure will be undertaken in the future for research or 

commercial purposes, a locally secure and fully functioning reliable rainfall rain 

gauge or weather station will have to be installed at/near the site. I f  there are 

undamaged boreholes containing w ater on site, the use o f  the M ini-Divers would be 

highly recommended. They were very reliable in term s o f  battery and memory storage 

and relatively inexpensive (approxim ately £400 each in 2008). M oreover, being inside 

the borehole casings, they were less prone to vandalism. Continuous water level data 

provide useful information for the understanding o f  groundw ater response to rainfall 

within the slope that, if  available in advance, could help designing geophysical 

monitoring procedures in terms o f  frequency and tim e lag after heavy or prolonged 

rainfall events.
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Chapter 3 Mynydd yr Eglwys Landslide

3.1 Introduction

In the Autumn o f  1998, a new deep-seated landslide developed on M ynydd yr Eglwys 

(M YE), the hillside above the village o f  Ystrad in the R hondda Fawr valley. The new 

failure reactivated ancient debris slides which then m oved dow nslope and created a 

potential risk to the properties o f  a m odem  housing estate. The upperm ost street o f  the 

housing estate (M eadow  Walk), which was built in the 1970s and 80s, is located 

close to the toe o f  the debris slides. The M YE landslide w as first reported to Rhondda 

Cynon T aff County Borough Council (RCTCBC) by local residents in February 1999, 

when cracking in the main scarp area was clearly visible. The precise date o f  initiation 

o f  ground m ovem ent activity is not actually known, how ever it is believed that the 

new landslide was triggered by the exceptional heavy rainfall o f  October 1998 

(Halcrow, 1999; 2000).

The new deep-seated landslide is believed to be o f  com pound type (following 

definition o f  H utchinson, 1988; section 1.2.1) and several factors may have 

contributed to its developm ent (Halcrow, 1999; 2000).

This chapter describes the site and its historical land use. It provides inform ation on 

geology, mining, geomorphology, hydrology and hydrogeology, landslide failure 

m echanism s, landslide possible causes and landslide kinem atics.

The desk study was based on: available reports by H alcrow  UK (1999; 2000), factual 

and interpretative descriptions o f  site investigations reported by Earth Science 

Partnership (2004) and C. J. Associates (2003), aerial and terrestrial photography, 

LIDAR data (provided by Environmental A gency U K ), Historical Ordnance Survey 

maps, published British Geological Survey m aps and m ap m emoirs (W oodland and 

Evans, 1964), rainfall and EDM m ovem ent m onitoring data provided by Halcrow and 

RCTCBC.
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The chapter includes also results o f  w alk-over surveys, geomorphological mapping, 

digital photogram m etry processing, w ater levels m onitoring and GPS movement 

m onitoring carried out by the author. It concludes w ith a summary highlighting the 

potential targets identified for geophysical investigations and monitoring.

3.2 Site location and general site description

M YE Landslide is located on the south facing side o f  M ynydd yr Eglwys hillslope, 

above Ystrad (NGR: SS 977956; Figure 1.21). The landslide lies upslope o f  the 

m odem  houses o f  M eadow  W alk and O aklands D rive (F igures 3.1 and 3.2). M ynydd 

yr Eglwys hillslope rises up from a valley floor at 150 m A OD  to a plateau at 400-430 

m AOD (Figure 3.4). The area affected by landsliding is situated between 190 m and 

290 m AOD and extends to the east o f  the derelict C hurch Sandstone Quarry, 

extending over a footprint width o f  400-450 m (Figures 3.2 and 3.4).

The main scarp o f  the landslide, w ith a slope angle greater than 40°, displaces an 

escarpm ent (slope angle between 30° and 40°) that is located betw een the 240 and 270 

m land contours. The new landslide has developed betw een the outcrop workings o f 

the Rhondda No 3 and Torm ynydd coal seam s (F igures 3.2 and 3.3). The main 

backscarp has a width o f  150-200 m and it has a m axim um  height o f  approximately 

20 m at its centre, which decreases laterally. U pslope o f  the m ain scarp there are a 

few old fissures, above which the slope becom es gentler, before steepening again 

towards the plateau. Immediately at the base o f  the m ain scarp there is a dry area with 

scree, ridges, displaced blocks o f  strata and fallen boulders.

Further downhill, the site is covered by ancient landslide deposits and colliery spoil 

material that form several hummocky lobes. The central area, to the south o f  the main 

scarp and a m inor scarp, is characterised by num erous tension cracks. The slope angle 

o f the ancient landslide deposits is generally betw een 15° and 20°, but increases at 

their toes and in zones o f  ridges, cracks and scarps (Figure 3.3). The lobes are covered 

by dense fem  vegetation during the sum m er w hich m akes fieldwork hazardous. The 

lobes are poorly drained and several ponds, stream s, issues and wet areas can be
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found within this area. During summer 2008, a simple ground drainage system was 

installed at the toe o f  the landslide with the aim to drain around the landslide toe.

The landside is separated from the modem houses by an old tramway which once 

accessed Church sandstone quarry but is now used as a public footpath. The footpath 

has a drainage ditch running alongside which takes water off site. The area o f the 

main backscarp has been fenced off by the landowner who uses the hillside for sheep 

rearing.

Figure 3.1 View o f Mynydd yr Eglwys Landslide from Nant y  Gwyddon landfdl site on 

the opposite side o f  the valley (photo P. J. Brabham)
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Figure 3.2 Terrain model o f  Mynydd yr  Eglwys Landslide obtained by overlaying 2000 

air photography (Getmapping website [WWW3.1]) onto LIDAR data (Environmental 

Agency UK)
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Figure 3.3 Slope angle map for part o f  Mynydd yr  Eglwys hillslope, derived from 

LIDAR data
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Figure 3.4 Topography across the Rhondda Fawr from Mynydd yr Eglwys to Mynydd y  

Gelli (top) and in the area o f Mynydd yr Eglwys Landslide only (bottom). The images 

were obtained from EA LIDAR data using Surfer 8
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3.3 Historical land use

All available historical maps and air photographs have been consulted to identify any 

ground changes that have occurred in the area now affected by landsliding. All 

identified ground changes are summarised in Table 3.1 and are documented by 

Figures 3.5-3.9.

Table 3.1 Summary o f  relevant changes that occurred on site or in the surrounding area 

from 1875 to 1962

Published date and scale 

(Reference and Figure)

Description

1875

(O rdnance Survey M ap) 

(F igure 3 5)

The area o f  the site is show n as open  pas tu re  land, crossed by a path 

running SW -NE, sim ilar in position  to  the  one present today.

Church Q uarry rep resen ts the  m ain m an-m ade influence in the area.

A trial coal level is located  in th e  N E  area, outside the site’s 

boundaries T here is no  sign o f  o th e r c rop  w orkings, although coal 

m ining w as tak ing  p lace at “Ty Fry  L ev e ls” , beyond the N W  com er o f  

the site (also in H alcrow , 1999). B u ild ings are located only on the 

valley floor.

1877, 1:2500 

(O rdnance Survey M ap, 

County Series, 1st edition)

N o relevant changes have been noticed.

1884-85, 1:10560 

(O rdnance Survey M ap, 

County Series, 1** edition)

No relevant changes have been noticed.

1900, 1:10560 

(Ordnance Survey M ap, 

County Series, Is1 revision 

of 1884-85 m ap)

(Figure 3 6)

The trial level to  the  east o f  the site  had been  abandoned. An old coal 

level and an old air shaft are  show n ou tside  the N orth-W est boundary 

o f  the site. T y-fry L evels are  m arked  as disused.

A w ater spring is show n close to  the  SW -N E  path.

As noticed in H alcrow  (1999), a tram w ay connects a level in Church 

Q uarry w ith B odringallt C o llie ry  to  the E ast and this corresponds to 

today’s footpath  upslope  o f  the  house gardens o f  M eadow  Walk.
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Table 3.1 (C 'ontinue)

Published date and scale 

(Reference and Figure)

Description

1919, 1 2500

(O rdnance Survey M ap, 

County Series, 2nd revision 

o f  1887 map)

(Figure 3 6)

A llotm ent gardens are  show n in the area today occupied by the houses 

and gardens o f  M eadow  W alk An old trial coal level is located to  the 

W est o f  the allo tm en ts

Abandoned coal levels and spoil heaps are  show n in the upper part o f  

the slope, now  affected  by landslid ing  (to  the East o f  to d ay ’s main 

scarp) A ccording to  H alcrow  (1999), the coal w orkings belonged to  

the Cym ric R hondda Colliery.

An old coal level and an old quarry  are  located  at the w est boundary o f  

today’s main scarp.

1921, 1:10560 

(O rdnance Survey M ap, 

C ounty Series, 2nd revision 

o f  1884-85 m ap)

N o relevant changes have been noticed.

1948 Air Photography 

(Figure 3.7)

The air pho tograph  show s m any crop  w ork ings along N o 3 R hondda 

and Torm ynydd seam s w ith  som e clear d rainage channels carry ing 

w ater out o f  the  m ine adits. A ccord ing  to  H alcrow  (1999), the crop  

workings w ere p robably  carried  ou t du ring  the m iner’s strike o f  1926. 

There is ev idence o f  fissuring  upslope o f  the  area o f  today ’s m ain 

scarp. Lobes o f  anc ien t landslide deposits  can also  be identified.

There are allo tm en ts im m ediate ly  dow nhill o f  the  to e  o f  the lobes. 

Church sandstone quarry  has been  abandoned.

1962, 1:2500

(O rdnance Survey M ap, 

N ational G rid)

(Figure 3 8)

The crop coal w ork ings a long  N o  3 R hondda and Torm ynydd seam s 

are m arked on the  map. A w ide spoil heap is show n in the  area today 

affected by the m ain scarp.

An allo tm ent/enclosure is show n close to  the SW -N E path.

Tw o issues are m arked at the  toe , close to  the m ain track.

A w ater co llecting  po in t is located  to  the south o f  the central spoil tip 

o f  Torm ynydd coal seam  and w ate r runs from  there through an area 

with trees tow ards an allo tm en t/enclosure .

A llo tm ents/enclosures w ith  one build ing are located im m ediately 

downhill o f  the toe o f  th e  lobes only in the  east part o f  the site.
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Since the late 1970s, new housing developm ents have been built downhill of the 

landslide toe (The Uplands, Oaklands Drive and in Meadow Walk). The westernmost 

house o f Meadow Walk was only completed in 1992 (Halcrow, 1999).

Figure 3.9 shows an air photograph o f  the site before (1993) and after the new 

landslide event (2000). In 1993 the line o f  crop workings o f  No 3 Rhondda appeared 

almost continuous, while in 2000 it has been clearly displaced by the MYE landslide 

event.

In the MYE area, no signs of instability were recognised or reported in the 1980 South 

Wales Coalfield landslip survey o f  Conway et al. The area was described as a 

“shallow translational debris slide in superficial deposits” and evaluated as “recently 

active” in the report “Rhondda landslip potential assessm ent” carried out by Halcrow 

(1988; see section 3.8).

Figure 3.5 Fart o f the 1875 Ordnance Survey Map 6 ” to 1 Mile coloured

\Churth/
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S
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Figure 3.6 Reproduced from 1900 (top) and 1919 (bottom) Ordnance Survey Maps, 

(©Crown copyright 2009. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service; [WWW 3.2]). 

The red box shows the approximate location o f  the main scarp visible today. See 

Appendix D for legend
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Figure 3.7 Geo-referenced air photography o f  1948 (RAF: Welsh Assembly 

Government archive)
297JO0 297600 2977ou 297*0*11 29X000 29*1(10

298100297900297800297700
Eastings (tn)

Figure 3.8 Reproduced from 1962 Ordnance Survey Map, 1:2500 (with 1:25000 OSM 

in transparency) (QCrown Copyright/database right 2009. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA 

supplied service; [WWW 3.2]). The red box shows the approximate location o f the main 

scarp. See Appendix D for legend
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Figure 3.9 Air photography o f 5 May 1993 (Ordnance Survey) and air photography o[ 

2000 (Bottom; Getmapping [WWW 3.1 ]). The two photographs show Mynydd yr Eglwys 

slope before (top) and after (bottom) the new deep-seated landslide event
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3.4 Geology

3.4.1 Solid geology

Mynydd yr Eglwys slope is composed o f  Carboniferous Middle Coal Measures 

overlain by the Llynfi Beds o f the Upper Coal Measures (Figures 3.10-3.14). The 

geological map and the geological cross section produced by Halcrow (1999; 2000) 

for MYE Landslide are shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. The map and the section were 

drawn before any invasive investigations were carried out at the MYE site and were 

based on 6 inch British Geological Survey maps, previous site investigations at Pentre 

Landslide and the shaft section o f Pentre Colliery.

The NW-SE trending Cymmer Fault crosses the site and downthrows strata to the 

SW. Following site investigations at Pentre site, H. J. Siddle o f Halcrow (Halcrow, 

1979) proposed a splitting o f the Cymmer Fault at the plateau above Church Quarry 

(Figure 3.11). According to Halcrow (1999) the area o f  the fault is likely to be 

characterised by clay gouge, due to the mainly argillaceous soft nature o f the strata.

In June, July and August 2003 ground investigations were carried out by C. J. 

Associates Geotechnical Ltd on behalf o f  Earth Science Partnership (C.J. Associates, 

2003; Earth Science Partnership, 2004). The location o f boreholes, trial pits/trench is 

shown in Figure 3.11. The results o f the site investigations generally confirm the 

geology conjectured by Halcrow. However, borehole logs and their interpretation 

appear unreliable, with lithological descriptions being incoherent, with clear 

discrepancies between closely adjacent boreholes.

Middle Coal Measures (from Abergorkv Seam to Upper Cwmgorse Marine Band)

The Middle Coal Measures between the Cefn Coed Marine Band and the Upper 

Cwmgorse Band in the Northern Rhondda Fawr area are composed mainly of 

mudstone and siltstone, with subordinate sandstones and common ironstone nodules 

and ribs (Woodland and Evans, 1964). The Abergorky Seam is overlain mainly by 

mudstones, with sandstones in places, o f generally 10.7-12.2 m thickness and then by 

a thin rider coal. This coal is followed by a mainly argillaceous sequence (24 -33 m 

thickness) o f mudstones with ironstone bands. Above this sequence, there is the
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Hafod Seam with an almost white thick seatearth beneath it. The Hafod Seam is 

overlain by other two thin coal seams (Woodland and Evans, 1964).

Llvnfi Beds (lower part o f Upper Coal Measures)

The Llynfi Beds are beween 122 and 137 m thick in the northern Rhondda Fawr area 

(Woodland and Evans, 1964). Woodland and Evans (1964) describe a sequence from 

the Upper Cwmgorse Marine Band to the Tormynydd Seam in detail. The sequence 

comprises o f mudstone, seatearth, coal, siltstone and sandstone. Halcrow (1999) 

underlines that the mainly argillaceous strata between the Upper Cwmgorse Marine 

Band and the Tormynydd Seam were approximately 25 m thick at Pentre site. 

Moreover, they contained “three seatearths associated with two thin coals and the 

Tormynydd Seam itself’. The Tormynydd Seam is overlain by persistent sandstones 

known as the Llynfi Rock (Woodland and Evans, 1964), which is overlain by 5 m of 

argillaceous rocks and the No 3 Rhondda Seam (Halcrow, 1999). The sandstone is 

approximately 14 m thick at Church Quarry and also forms the escarpment above 250 

m AOD (Halcrow, 1999). The sequence between No 3 and No 2 Rhondda is 61-72m 

thick and is composed o f mudstone, striped beds, sandstone, coal and associated 

seatearths (Woodland and Evans, 1964).

Detailed geology gained from ground investigations by C. J. Associates 

The logs o f the boreholes drilled in the area above the main scarp are characterised 

mainly by sandstone (Figure 3.14). In these boreholes (2A, 2B, 6 and 6A) layers 

comprise o f weathered/broken sandstone, mudstone and coal with voids which has 

been interpreted by Earth Science Partnership (ESP) as the No 3 Rhondda Seam and 

the mine workings within it. Below the No 3 Rhondda Seam and associated 

workings, weathered sandstone was found to a depth o f 73 m b.g.l. in borehole 2A. 

Some strata o f siltstone were reported for borehole 2B, whereas in borehole 6, the No. 

3 Rhondda Seam was underlain by 1.3 m thick sandstone and 7.3 m o f mudstone.

In borehole 1 (0-25 m depth), located to the west o f  the main scarp, possibly between 

the two branches o f the Cymmer Fault (Figure 3.11), strata are mainly argillaceous, 

with coal (1.7 m thick) at 23 m depth that ESP interpret as the No 3 Rhondda coal 

seam.
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In the 36 m deep boreholes immediately below the displaced block, strata are mainly 

argillaceous (boreholes 3, 3A, 4 and 4A; Figure 3.14). The strata are composed of 

sometimes iron stained weathered siltstones and mudstones and two coal seams. ESP 

interprets the shallower coal in borehole 3A as the Tormynydd seam and the deeper 

seam in borehole 3 as the Hafod seam.

Borehole 8 shows that strata in the central area o f  the MYE site comprise of 

weathered and iron stained siltstone, with a 0.3 m coal horizon at 17 m b.g.l. This coal 

horizon was interpreted by ESP as being the Tormynydd Seam (Figure 3.14).

3.4.2 Superficial deposits

Before any site investigations took place, Halcrow (1999; 2000) suggested the 

presence o f Periglacial Head deposits over the upper part o f  the hillslope and glacial 

till over its lower part. They report that the ancient landslide deposits contain a gravel 

of mudstone in the western part o f the site, but consist mainly o f Periglacial Head 

over the eastern section. Colliery spoil material found on site consists o f “loose gravel 

of mudstone and carbonaceous shale” (Halcrow, 1999).

Detailed information gained from ground investigations by C. J. Associates and 

Halcrow

Above the main scarp (boreholes 2A, 2B, 6, 6A) superficial sediments consist o f 0.6-1 

m of clay overlying highly weathered sandstone. These sediments were interpreted by 

ESP (2004) as being Periglacial Head.

In the area downhill o f the main scarp (borehole 4), 1.7 m thick gravelly clay overlies 

4 m o f mudstone. The clay deposits are considered as being o f glacial meltout origin 

by ESP (2004). Mudstone gravel makes up the first 5.4 m o f borehole 3. Superficial 

deposits in the central area o f the site (boreholes 8, 7, 9, trial pit 1) consist generally 

of 4-6 m o f alternating layers o f clay and gravel. These sediments were considered 

glacial melt out deposits and possible landslide materials by ESP (2004). Alternating 

layers o f clay, gravel and sand were found in the first 6 m o f borehole 5.

From an engineering point o f view the highly weathered bedrock found below the
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superficial deposits would be difficult to differentiate and the “engineering rockhead” 

lies at the base o f bedrock weathering.

3.4.3 Structure

The large NW-SE trending Cymmer Fault crosses the central part o f the MYE site and 

downthrows strata 41m to the SW (Figures 3.10-3.12; Halcrow, 1999). According to 

the Coal Authority mine plans for the Lower Six Feet and Tormynydd seams, strata 

dip 4 degrees to the south-east on the upthrow side o f  the Cymmer Fault (Halcrow, 

1999; 2000). However, according to Halcrow (1999; 2000) dips are likely to be 

complex around the zone o f the Cymmer Fault. ESP (2004) analysed the results 

obtained from optical and acoustic imaging investigations carried out down boreholes. 

Contrary to Halcrow suggestions, they concluded that the general dip o f strata is 6 

degrees to the south-west, with exception o f  Borehole 1 which is in the vicinity o f  the 

Cymmer Fault.

Table 3.2 Summary o f  dip and dip direction o f  strata provided by Earth Science  

Partnership (2004)

B orehole A verage fabric dip (degrees) A verage azim uth  o r dip direction (degrees)

B hl 23.25 185
Bh3 4.68 157
Bh4 3.61 200
Bh6 6.73 217
Bh7 7.11 233
Bh8 5.33 113
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Figure 3.10 1948 air photography (top) and geological map (bottom) overlaid on 

LIDAR DTM data. The geological map is reproduced from Glamorgan Sheet XVII 1 

S. IV., published in I960, from an original geological survey by W. Gibson in 1896, 

resurveyed by W. B. Evans in 1953 and A. W. Woodland in 1946. Red circles and red 

arrows indicate mine shafts and mine adits respectively
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Figure 3.11 Solid geology map digitized from Halcrow report on Pentre Landslide 

(Halcrow, 1979) and overlaid on LIDAR data (top). Zoom on the area o f Mynydd yr  

Eglwys Landslide showing the location o f boreholes driven into the ground in 2003 by 

C.J. Associates (bottom)
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Figure 3.12 Geological plan for Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide reproduced from Halcrow report (1999) (the geological cross section is shown in Figure 3.13)
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Figure 3.15 Outcrop o f  No 3 Rhondda Seam. The strata above it, in the area o f mine 

adit L5, have collapsed

Figure 3.16 Blocks o f argillaceous shale with iron staining can be found in the northern 

part o f  the central debris slides
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Figure 3.17 View o f the minor scarp immediately downslope o f  boreholes 3, 3A, 4 and 

4A. As evident from borehole logs and outcrops at cracks and scarps, landslide 

superficial deposits are characterised in this area by gravel o f  mudstone/siltstone and 

highly weathered argillaceous rocks
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3.5 M ining

Coal mining in the study area com m enced around 1857 with the opening o f the Pentre 

and Church Levels (Lewis, 1959; H alcrow , 1999). Information gathered from Coal 

Authority mining records were com piled by H alcrow  (1999) and are summarised 

below.

Shallow workings

Coal mining from horizontal outcrop levels w as carried out at both the No 3 Rhondda 

and Torm ynydd seams. These outcrop w orkings w ere probably only o f  limited extent 

into the hillslope.

The 0.6 m thick No 3 Rhondda Seam was m ined betw een 1857 and 1906 from the 

levels num bered LI to L8 o f  Ystrad Rhondda C olliery (H alcrow , 1999; Figure 3.12). 

The coal seam was worked by pillar and stall m ethods and according to Halcrow 

(1999), voids may possibly still be present but are unlikely due to their age. Figure 

3 .18 shows the abandonm ent mine plan o f  N o 3 R hondda workings overlaid onto a 

LIDAR DTM  model and 1948 air photograph. The figure suggests that these 

workings extended upslope o f  the m ain scarp o f  the landslide and that a triangular 

unworked area was left between levels L4/L5 and L6. This unworked area is now 

characterised by old subsidence fissures and lies im m ediately north o f  the main scarp 

o f  M YE landslide.

The 0.6 m thick Torm ynydd coal seam  was worked up to 1906 from levels L9, L10 

and L l l  o f  Cym ric Rhondda Colliery (Halcrow, 1999; Figure 3.12). The spoil tips 

associated to these two levels are evident on site. Coal was probably mined by 

longwall methods and only the main roadways may still be open (Halcrow, 2000). 

Figure 3.19 shows the abandonm ent mine plan o f  Torm ynydd w orkings overlaid onto 

LIDAR data and 1948 air photograph. From the figure, it is evident that these coal 

workings extended beneath the M YE landslide area.
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Figure 3.18 Abandonment mine plan o f No 3 Rhondda Seam (Coal Authority) overlaid onto LIDAR data and 1948 air photograph
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Figure 3.19 Abandonment mine plan o f Tormynydd Seam (Coal Authority) overlaid onto LIDAR data and 1948 air photograph
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The Torm ynydd Seam was also m ined in the area o f  Church Quarry from level LI 3 o f 

M organ and Ramsay Colliery (F igure 3.12), w here it was however erroneously called 

the Hafod Seam (Halcrow, 1999). As show n on historical maps (i.e. Figure 3.6), 

another abandoned coal level into the T orm ynydd Seam is located to the west o f 

M eadow W alk (Halcrow, 1999).

Deep workings

Twelve coal seams w ere m ined from shafts and  associated drifts from Pentre, 

Bodringallt, Church and Gelli Collieries beneath  the site or w ithin its influencing area 

(Halcrow, 1999 and 2000, plus inform ation taken from  Coal Authority seam records):

A bergorky (0..9 m thick; worked probably in the 1860s)

Pentre (0.8 m thick; worked till 1931)

Lower Pentre (0.9 m thick; w orked till 1941)

Two Feet Nine (1.5 m thick; w orked till 1889 from  Pentre Colliery and till 1925 

from Bodrigallt Colliery)

Four Feet (2.1 m thick; worked till 1932)

Six Feet (1.7 m thick)

N ine Feet (1.4 m thick; worked till 1933)

Bute (1 .2 m  thick; worked till 1928)

Y ard (1 .4 m  thick; w orked till 1914)

Seven Feet (2.5 m thick; worked till 1903)

Five Feet (1.5 m thick; worked till 1908)

Lower Five Feet (1.3 m thick; w orked till 1919).

The Pentre and Lower Pentre seam s w ere m ined w ith longw all conveyors, all the 

other seam s were exploited using hand-m ined longwall (H alcrow , 1999).

Calculations on the probable maxim um  total thickness o f  coal that had been extracted 

beneath the site were carried out by H alcrow  (1999). Their results show that up to 10 

m o f  thickness o f  coal were extracted in the upper part o f  the slope, whereas the 

amount o f  coal m ined in the low er part o f  the slope was very limited. Moreover, 

results highlight that these extractions fo llow ed a NW -SE trend (125 degrees).
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Differential mining subsidence has likely caused the opening o f natural joints parallel 

to this trend, creating the subsidence fissures that can be found upslope o f main scarp 

and visible on the 1948 air photograph (Figure 3.7; Halcrow, 1999).

In addition to coal, it is possible that seatearth material was mined for local brick 

manufacture (Halcrow, 1999).
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3.6 G eom orphology

Figure 3.21 shows the geom orphological m ap that was prepared for this project, 

following walkover surveys at the end  o f  M arch and beginning o f April 2007. 

M apping was carried out only in the eastern  and central (the more active) parts o f  the 

landslide. The debris slide systems found in the eastern area, above Oakland Drive, 

were not covered by geom orphological m apping or for subsequent geophysical 

investigation/m onitoring.

Some o f  the landform s/features m arked on the geom orphological map are better 

visualised using the results o f digital photogram m etry. Therefore, the orthophotograph 

and a perspective 3D view obtained from  photogram m etry processing are included as 

Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23 respectively. Som e annotations w ere added to the images 

to help the reader visualise the landform s described in the following paragraphs. Other 

landform s are illustrated by the photographs show n in Figures 3.24-3.26.

For ease o f  reference, two different geom orphological zones have been m arked on the 

m ap (Figure 3.21): zone 1 com prises the elem ents characterising the new deep-seated 

landslide, whereas zone 2 is the m ost active area o f  the ancient landslide deposits.

N ew  deep-seated landslide (zone 1)

A main scarp o f  approxim ately 150-200 m w idth is located in the escarpm ent above 

the line o f  workings o f  Torm ynydd Seam. W hile in 1999 it w as reported to have a 

m axim um  height o f  6 m (in Halcrow, 1999), the scarp is currently in excess o f  20 m 

o f  height in its central area. The No 3 R hondda Seam  outcrops in the top part o f  the 

back scarp. The zone is generally dry except for w ater seeping from the base o f  the 

collapsed mine workings o f  the R hondda N o.3 coal seam  (Figure 3.24).

Above the main scarp (at the crown o f  the landslide) there are some old fissures 

trending NW -SE (Figure 3.25) that w ere already visible in 1948 air photography 

(Figure 3.7).
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Im m ediately downslope o f  the m ain scarp there are three-four linear ridges trending 

NW -SE and with upslope facing (“obsequent” ; Halcrow, 1999) scarps (Figure 3.23 

and 3 .26). To the East, towards the spoil tip  o f  L9 o f  Torm ynydd Seam, the ridges are 

covered in boulders o f  m udstone/siItstone. M oreover, the southern ridge, immediately 

North o f  boreholes 4 and 4A, is partly form ed by displaced blocks o f  strata tilted 

downhill (Figures 3.26).

In their geom orphological map, H alcrow  (1999; 2000) highlighted the presence o f  

two blocks o f  displaced strata associated to ancien t deep-seated landslides. The blocks 

were described as abutting against the escarpm ent in the western part o f the area. 

M oreover, one o f  the blocks was starting to be affected  by a subsidiary line o f  

fissuring. Com paring Halcrow geom orphological m ap w ith Figure 3.21, these tw o 

blocks should be located in the relatively flat area w ith boreholes 3, 3A, 4 and 4A. 

H alcrow ’s hypothesis o f  ancient deep-seated  landsliding was supported by the 

presence o f  corresponding hollows in the escarpm ent in aerial photographs.

A ncient debris slides (comprising zone 2)

From Church Quarry to the houses above O aklands D rive, H alcrow  (1999 and 2000) 

identified a total o f  eight ancient debris slide system s, separated by gullies w ith  

stream s or reedy ground. However, as previously m entioned, the geom orphological 

m apping carried out for this project focused only on part o f  the landslide. Therefore, 

only three o f  the eight debris slide system s w ere considered and they have been called 

A, B and C (Figure 3.21). They are associated  w ith debris slide systems 3, 4 and 5 o f  

the Halcrow  reports.

Debris slide A develops from the ridge and w et area to the w est o f  boreholes 3 and 

3A. This is the debris slide that extends the furthest dow nhill. In fact at the toe it 

approaches the main access track, ju s t reaching the garden o f  the western house o f  

M eadow Walk. Due to the proxim ity o f  its toe to the houses, this debris slide was 

initially the part o f  the landslide causing m ore concern. However, today it does not 

appear to show any signs o f  fresh activity (w hich is also confirm ed by m ovem ent 

m onitoring data in section 3.11.2).

Debris slides B and C develop from the m inor scarp. Both slides are cut by linear
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shear zones (Figure 3.25) that extend from  the edges o f  the m inor scarp to the debris 

toes. The eastern linear tear cuts through the spoil tip  material associated with mine 

adit L9 o f  Torm ynydd Seam. These tears w ere first observed by ESP in 2004, but over 

the period o f  this project the cracking has becom e m ore obvious.

Zone 2 is the m ost active, with very hum m ocky terrain. O utside zone 2, in debris slide 

B, the topography becom es sm oother and cracking less severe, but signs o f fresh 

cracking can be noticed at the toe. O utside zone 2, debris slide C is characterised by 

the presence o f  spoil tip to the north and a very w et area, w ith stream s, reedy ground 

and a pond at its toe.

Several springs and ponds were m apped across the site, from the plateau above 

Church Q uarry to the wet land around debris slide C. T heir location appears to follow 

the NW -SE trend o f  the Cym m er Fault.
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Figure 3.21 Geomorphological map o f the area ofM ynyddyr Eghvys Landslide investigatedfor this project, based on walkover surveys and GPS surveying carried out at the end o f March and beginning o f April 2007
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No 3 R hondda Scam  
(with seepage)______

H um m ocky  area 

(N W -SE  trend)

Figure 3.23 Perspective view o f  the northern central part o f  Mynydd yr Eglwys 

Landslide from Topcon ’s PI-3000v3 photogrammetry software. Annotations highlight 

some of the landform described in the text

Figure 3.24 View of the western part o f  the main scarp showing the outcrop o f No 3 

Rhondda Seam with clear evidence o f  seepage from  its base
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Figure 3.25 View o f one o f the fissures above the main scarp (left; photo by N. Ross) 

and of the shear zone that crosses debris slide B from the area North o f  borehole 5 

towards the minor scarp (right; photo by P. J. Brabham)

B o reh o les  4 /4 A

Figure 3.26 View o f ridges with upslope facing scarps located at the base o f the main 

scarp. The southern ridge, immediately upslope o f  boreholes 4 and 4A, consists o f  a 

detached block of strata tilted downslope (photo by P. J. Brabham)
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3.7 Hydrology and hydrogeology

The site is located in one o f the w ettest regions o f  the South Wales Coalfield. The 

estimated long-term annual average rainfall for the period 1941-1970 is 2398 mm for 

the rain gauge located at Treherbert (G auge No 490261, at Ty’n-y-waun) and 2400 

mm for the one at Parc Colliery (H alcrow , 1999).

High levels o f rainfall are possible throughout the year (Figures 3.27 and 3.28). 

However, during the summer some o f  the rainfall is lost to evapotranspiration (Figure

3.28).
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Figure 3.27 Monthly rainfall for the years 2005-2008 and fo r  January-May 2009. A 

best estimate was obtained from the records o f  rain gauges and weather stations close 

to the site (as explained in section 2.12). Estimate may still suffer from errors due to 

gaps and uncertainties in the data provided. For the period June-October 2008 data 

from Treherbert rain gauge are shown in addition to the estimate based mainly on 

Blaencwm rain gauge because probably more reliable (see section 2.12)
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■  E ffec tiv e  re in fe ll ■  T o tel re m fell

Figure 3.28 Mean monthly effective rainfall and mean monthly total rainfall for the 

years 1997-2006 for the 40 by 40 km square 155. Data were supplied by the 

Meteorological Office MORECS for a phd project on Nant y  Gwyddon landfill site 

located on the opposite valley side (Ling, 2007)

It is believed that movement of the new-deep seated landslide started several months 

before it was reported in February 1999. It was probably triggered by the 

exceptionally heavy rainfall o f autumn 1998 (Halcrow, 1999). Halcrow (1999) 

analysed rainfall records from the RCTCBC rain gauge at Parc Colliery to establish 

the severity o f rainfall in the area during the period from 10 October 1998 to 26 

February 1999. The severity o f rainfall was judged in terms o f return periods. 

Halcrow concluded that although rainfall was not particularly unusual for the area on 

a daily basis, it was notable/severe when considering longer periods o f time. In 

particular, it was very severe, with a return period between or rarer than 1 in 100 or 1 

in 1000 years, when considering rainfall durations o f  8 and 25 days up to 28 October 

and 7 November 1998 respectively (Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3 Severity of rainfall events for the rain gauge at Parc Colliery for the period 

October 1998 to February 1999 from Halcrow report (1999). Values of rainfall where 

reported also as reduced by 17% (adjusted) because the readings at RCTCBC rain

gauge were found to be 17% higher than the ones at Treherbert rain gauge

Rainfall

duration

(days)

Maximum total 

rainfall depth (mm)
Severity Period

1
As measured 115 About 1 in 10 years

28 October 1998
Adjusted 98 Between 1 in 2 and 1 in 10 years

2
As measured 181 About 1 in 50 years

To 24 October 1998
Adjusted 155 About 1 in 20 years

3
As measured 222 Between 1 in 50 and 1 in 100 years

To 24 October 1998
Adjusted 190 About 1 in 20 years

4
As measured 247 Between 1 in 50 and 1 in 100 years

To 27 December 1998
Adjusted 211 Between 1 in 10 and 1 in 2 0  years

8
A s measured 432 Between 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000 years

To 28 October 1998
Adjusted 369 Slightly rarer than 1 in 100 years

25
A s measured 793 Rarer than 1 in 1000 years

To 7 November 1998
Adjusted 677 Rarer than 1 in 100 years

Geom orphological mapping shows that the area o f  th e  active landslide scarp is visibly 

dry, w ith the exception of seepage from the base o f  N o 3 Rhondda Seam located in 

the backscarp. The area o f ancient landslide deposits ou tside zone 2 is poorly drained 

and is characterised by several issues, stream s, ponds and w et areas. These water 

features follow a NW-SE trend, likely associated w ith  the Cym m er Fault. Due to the 

low perm eability o f the glacial till (Halcrow, 1999), w et areas, issues and streams are 

com m on also at the toe o f the debris slides.

As typical for the South Wales Coalfield, the site geology is characterised by a cyclic 

alternation o f  permeable and im permeable layers, w hich leads to the probable 

presence o f  multiple perched water tables. Coal m in ing  activities and faulting have 

probably caused the enlargement o f  pre-existing fissures and the creation o f new 

fissures increasing the secondary perm eability o f  sandstones and modifying the 

capability o f  the argillaceous layers o f  acting as aquicludes.
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According to Halcrow (1999; 2000), rainwater is likely to percolate into the sandstone 

o f the Llynfi Beds above the No 3 Rhondda Seam through the old fissures above the 

main scarp until it reaches an underlying im permeable layer, such as the seatearth 

below the No 3 Rhondda Seam. Groundwater will then move laterally along that 

impermeable layer, following the dip o f  strata to outcrop. The Llynfi Rock above the 

Tormynydd Seam and the mine workings o f  No 3 Rhondda and Tormynydd seams are 

probably the principal reservoirs o f  groundwater. Furthermore, these mine workings 

may have created preferential water paths within the slope (Halcrow, 1999; 2000).

The Cymm er Fault could act as a groundwater barrier or as a preferential pathway for 

water. However, Halcrow (1999) suggested that, due to the probable presence o f a 

clay rich gouge within it and the high water pressures m easured on its upthrow side at 

Pentre Landslide, this fault is more likely to act as a groundwater barrier, forcing 

groundwater up to the surface.

At the toe, the presence o f low permeability glacial till creates a potential for artesian 

water pressures (Halcrow, 1999; 2000).

During the site investigations o f 2003, standpipe or vibrating wireline piezometers 

were installed in seventeen boreholes. W ater readings (1 or 2 per month) for the 

period between 19 September 2003 and 27 January 2004 were summarised in the ESP 

report (2004). These values and the instrum ent installation details provided by C. J. 

Associates (2003) were included in the cross section in Figure 3.14. For the area o f 

the main scarp, these data confirm the presence o f  water in the No 3 Rhondda Seam 

and its workings and in the rock unit between No 3 Rhondda and Tormynydd Seam. 

The high w ater pressure in borehole 3 located on the upthrow side o f the Cymmer 

Fault could indicate that the fault acts as a barrier for water flow, in accordance with 

Halcrow suggestions. However, due to the unreliability o f  borehole information in this 

area, this high w ater pressure cannot be considered conclusive. Moreover, as shown 

for example from water levels for borehole 5, some o f  the mudstones and siltstones do 

not act as aquicludes but are indeed able to transm it water, probably due to 

discontinuities or fractures.
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3.7.1 Results from  continuous monitoring o f  ground water levels

As explained in section 2.11, due to unreliability and data gaps in available rainfall 

information, two Mini-Divers and a CTD -D iver were installed at Mynydd yr Eglwys 

landslide for the continuous monitoring o f  w ater levels during the last phase o f this 

project. The data provided by these autom atic loggers w ere analysed to establish: the 

lag between w ater level rise and rainfall, the intensity o f  rapid water level changes 

following heavy/prolonged rainfall events, the tim e required for the water level to 

return to its ‘norm al’ value, and the seasonal w ater level highs and lows.

The M ini-Divers were installed in boreholes 3 and 6 on the 30th o f  May 2008, while 

the CTD-Diver was installed in borehole 11 on the 27th o f  August 2008. Data were 

last dow nloaded on the 20th o f May 2009.

The location o f  the boreholes in relation to geom orphological elements is shown in 

Figure 3.21, whereas schematic diagrams and lithological descriptions for the 

boreholes are reported in Figures 3.29-3.31. These last figures illustrate also at which 

depth the D ivers were installed and the m inim um  and m axim um  water levels recorded 

by the loggers during the monitoring period. Unfortunately, there is no available 

inform ation regarding the integrity o f the boreholes and in particular o f  the standpipes 

and the original sand/gravel filters.

In summary, it can be seen (Figure 3.29) that the D iver in borehole 6 was installed in 

the area o f  the original sand/gravel filter, in the highly w eathered sandstone beneath a 

coal seam (interpreted as No 3 Rhondda by ESP, 2004) and that minimum and 

maximum w ater levels are similar to the ones reported by ESP (2004). Borehole 3 has 

probably been partly damaged by ground m ovem ents as its depth has been truncated 

(see also Table 3.7). The Diver was installed close to its new depth, just below the 

highly weathered/gravel o f mudstone (Figure 3.30). In borehole 11, the CTD-Diver 

was installed in siltstone/coal, in an area originally with a sand/gravel filter (Figure 

3.31). As for borehole 6, also here there is a good correspondence with the minimum 

and m axim um  levels reported by ESP (2004).
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to moderately weak, grey MUDSTONE gravel, subangular with some matrix o f  soft grey clay 

• Very weak to weak, black-grey, moderately to highly w eathcred COAL 

Very weak to weak. grey, highly weathered SANDSTONE, with extremely closely spaced discontinuities

Moderately strong lo strong, grey, slightly weathered MUDSTONE, with medium to thickly spaced discontinuities. Frequent plant 
fossils. Discontinuities are chiefly subhorizontal, with occasional irregular subvcrtical fractures

Weak to moderately weak, grey-black, slightly to moderately weathered MUDSTONE, with coal Thinly laminated 
Strong, grey, fresh to slightly weathered MUDSTONE, with medium spaced discontinuities____________________

I  Clay □  Sandstone H Mudstone H Coal

Sand/gravel filter (ESP) 5l Max water level(ESP) 51 Min water level (ESP)

* Diver ▼ M ax water level (Diver) ▼ Min water level (Diver)

Figure 3.29 Log of borehole 6, located above the main scarp o f the landslide. The 

figure shows the depth at which the Diver was installed and the minimum and maximum 

water levels measured by the logger between the 3(fh o f May 2008 and the 20th of May 

2009. The elevation of the ground level is the one measured with the dual-frequency 

Tope on HiPer Pro GPS+ for the project
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241.58
Brown-grey, fine to coarse. subanguiar. slightly clayey GRAVEL of mudstone and residual rock. 
Black, fine gravel COAL horizon at 4.80-4.90 m o f depth

236.58 Very weak to weak, brown, completely weathered, thinly laminated MUDSTONE 

Moderately strung, grey, slightly weathered, thinly bedded SILTS TONE
B h  de p th  
<2006-2009)1

Moderately weak, grey black, moderately weathered, thickly laminated to thinly bedded MUDSTONE, with predominantly subhuri/ontal 
discontinuities, but also some approx. 45 degree and some subvertical. Iron staining on discontinuity surfaces. Some plant fossils.

231.58

Moderately strung, grey-black, slightly weathered, thinly laminated MUDSTONE, wilh medium to widely spaced, occasionally iron 
stained, subhorimntal discontinulies. Occasional plant and animal fossils.

226.58

221.58

216.58

211.58

Weak, black, moderately weathered, thinly laminated COAL

Moderately strung, grey-black, slightly weathered, thinly laminated MUDSTONE, with medium to widely spaced, occasionally iron 
stained, subborizontal discontinuities. Occasional plant and animal fossil.206.58 -

«  h
►M*2 Gravel o f  mudstone H M udstone L J  Siltstone 1  Coal

Sand/gravel filter (ESP) Max w ater level(ESP) Min water level (ESP)

*  Diver ▼ M ax w ater level (D iver) ▼ Min water level (Diver)

Figure 3.30 Log o f borehole 3, located in the area o f  the ancient deep-seated landslide 

blocks. The figure shows the depth at which the Diver was installed and the minimum 

and maximum water levels measured by the logger between the 30th o f May 2008 and 

the 20th o f May 2009. During the years o f  the project the depth o f the borehole was 

found to be much reduced with respect to the original, possibly because of damage 

caused by ground movements. The elevation o f  the ground level is the one measured 

with the dual-frequency Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ for the project
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193.48

188.48

I
♦

173.48

+T+ Highly weathered, clayey SILTSTONH 

Brown, badly broken SILTSTONH 

Grey-brown SILTSTONt

Very i , grey-brown SILTSTONt

Grey-brown SILTSTONH 

^ c q a l

Grey-brown SILTSTONH

□ Siltstonc 4 H ighly w eathered siltstone

Sand/gravel filter (ESP) 

* Diver

J L  Max w ater level(ESP) 

▼ M ax w ater level (Diver)

■  Coal

V, Min water level (ESP) 

▼ Min water level (Diver)

Figure 3.31 Log o f borehole 11, located South o f the wet area at the toe o f debris slide 

C. The figure shows the depth at which the CTD Diver was installed and the minimum 

and maximum water levels measured by the logger between the 27th o f August 2008 and 

the 20th o f May 2009. The elevation o f the ground level is the one measured with the 

dual-frequency Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ fo r  the project

Table 3.4 Summary o f the range o f  values o f  water levels (AOD) recorded by the 

Divers during the period o f water level monitoring

Borehole Logging period M inim um  (m) M axim um  (m) R ange(m ) Mean (m)

3
30/05/2008 till 

20/05/2009

236.521 

(on 18/06/2008)

237.148 

(on 05/09/2008)

0.627 236.7123

6*
30/05/2008 till 

20/05/2009*

271.642 

(on 06/06/2008)

272.390 

(on 10/07/2008)

0.748 271.9348

11
27/08/2008 till 

20/05/2009

185.935 

(on 27/09/2008)

186.573 

(on 05/12/2008)

0.638 186.2384

* Data for Diver in borehole 6 are not available for the period 13:00 of 18/07/08 to 13:00 of 

27/08/2008 and for the period 16:00 of 19/11/2008 to 15:00 of 21/11/2008

The range o f values recorded by the loggers during the monitoring period (almost one 

year for Divers in borehole 3 and 6) is reported in Table 3.4. Unfortunately, data from 

the Diver in borehole 6 are not available for the period between 18 July 2008 and 27 

August 2008 and between 19th Novem ber 2008 and 21 November 2008 due to the
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instrument malfunctioning.

Daily rainfall and the water levels m onitored at the three boreholes between the 30th 

o f May 2008 and the 20th o f  M ay 2009 are shown in Figures 3.32, 3.33 and 3.34. 

W ater levels do not appear to show  a seasonal pattern. However, if  considering data 

from Treherbert rain gauge, sum m er 2008 was particularly w et and the large amount 

o f  rainfall could have caused a lack in seasonality.

Analysing the graphs more in detail (Figures 3.35-3.41), w ater levels seem to rise 

rapidly within one-two or two-three days after an isolated heavy rainfall event in 

borehole 3 and 6 respectively. A fter that, w ater levels decrease asymptotically for 

several days (even for more than tw o w eeks), but w ith the m ajor decrease during the 

first 6-8 days. In the case o f  m ore than one heavy rainfall event close in time, the 

response o f the water levels becom es m ore com plicated and the effects appear to 

super-impose.

Regarding the intensity o f these rapid changes in w ater levels, they obviously vary 

according to the amount o f  rainfall. For exam ple, after the isolated heavy rainfall o f  

the 4th o f  October 2008, water levels rose o f  0.42 m in both borehole 3 (Figure 3.36) 

and borehole 6 (Figure 3.37). I f  m ore heavy rainfall events are close in time, the total 

intensity o f  the change in water level increases. In fact the maximum w ater levels 

recorded at the two boreholes (Table 3 .4) fo llow  a period o f  several days o f  rainfall.

W ater level response at borehole 11 appears to be m ore complicated. For example, 

contrary to the other two boreholes, there is no obvious response to the heavy rainfall 

o f  the 4th o f October 2008 (Figure 3.38). In contrast, there is a rapid change in water 

level within one-two days following heavy rainfalls for the period Decem ber -  

February (Figure 3.41), such as follow ing rainfalls o f  4th and 13th Decem ber 2008. 

The more complicated response at borehole 11 could be related to its location. This 

borehole is in the lower part o f  the slope and the debris slides are covered in dense 

vegetation (high fems) during sum m er-beginning o f  autumn. M oreover the borehole 

is ju st to the South o f  a very w et area w ith  reedy ground, springs, streams and a pond 

(Figure 3.21).
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Borehole 3
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Figure 3.32 Daily rainfall and water levels recorded at borehole 3 during all the 

monitoring period. The maximum value o f  water level was recorded on the 5th oj 

September 2008, following a wet period. There appears to be a clear correspondence 

between heavy rainfall events and picks in the water level values

Borehole 6
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Figure 3.33 Daily rainfall and water levels recorded at borehole 6 during all the 

monitoring period. The maximum value o f  water level was recorded on the 6th o f July 

2008, following a wet period. There appears to be a clear correspondence between 

heavy rainfall events and picks in the water level values
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187.0

Borehole 11

150

186.5

186.0

185.5

185.0

184.5

120

I Rainfall (best estimate) I Rainfall (Treherbert)

Figure 3.34 Daily rainfall and water levels recorded at borehole 11 during all the 

monitoring period. The relationship between water levels and rainfall is not clear from 

the graph

Borehole 3 (1st June 2008 to 31 August 2008)

140237.2

237.0 120

100236.1

O 236.6

S 236.4

236.2

236.0

ll II.235.1
00 00 00 00 

^ 1 1
00 00 

i  i
00 00 00 

I I I 1s

[ ■ I  rainfall (best estimate) ■ ■  rainfall (Treherbert) water level |

Figure 3.35 Daily rainfall and water level at borehole 3 for the period 1st o f June to 31st 

of August 2008. Picks in water level are evident in correspondence o f the intensive 

rainfall o f 5th and 9 July and the wet period o f  5-19 August
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Borehole 3 (l»t September 2008 to 30 November 2008)

237.2 140

237.0 120
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Figure 3.36 Daily rainfall and water level at borehole 3 for the period from 1st oj 

September to 3(fh of November 2008. The highest water level in borehole 3 for the 

entire logging period was recorded on the 5th o f  September 2008. Other picks are 

evident in the graph, such as the one following the intensive rainfall o f 4th October 2008

Borehole 6 (1st September 2008 to 30 November 2008)

272.6 140

272.4 120

272.2 100

Q 272.0

i  271.1

271.6

271.4

271.2
00 00 00 00 OO 00 oo§ § I ? S S 1 00 OO 00 005 00 oo oo oo5 § §

fainfalFjbest estimate) rainfall (Treherbert) ♦ water level |

Figure 3.37 Daily rainfall and water level at borehole 6 for the same period o f Figure 

3.36. While in borehole 3 the response to the heavy rainfall o f 4th October 2008 seems 

to start on the same day and carry on the following, in borehole 6 water level appears 

to rise over the two days following the rainfall event
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Borehole 11 (1st September 2008 to 30 November 2008)

186.: 140

186.6 120
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Figure 3.38 Contrary to what noticed in boreholes 3 and 6, water level at borehole 11 

does not have an immediate and simple response to the rainfall (see for example 

rainfall o f the 4th o f October)
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Borehole 3 (1st December 2008 to 28 February 2009)
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Figure 3.39 Daily rainfall and water level at borehole 3 for the period 1st o f December 

2008 to 28th o f February 2009. The rise in water levels is again clearly evident in 

correspondence o f heavy rainfall events. After the rainfall o f the 13th o f December the 

weather was relatively dry for the following 29 days. During this time the water level 

continues to decrease asymptotically. However, it decreases mainly during the first 6 

days

Borehole 6 (1st December 2008 to 28 February 2009)
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Figure 3.40 Daily rainfall and water level at borehole 6 for the same period
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Borehole 1! (1st December 2008 to 28 February 2009)
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Figure 3.41 Daily rainfall and water level at borehole 11 for the same period. During 

this period there seems to be a correspondence between rainfall and water level 

increase also in this borehole.

Results from statistical analyses

The results of correlations carried out between the water levels at each borehole at 

23:00 hours and between the w ater levels and rainfall and provided by A. Gray 

(Cardiff University) are reported in Table 3.5. There is a strong statistically significant 

positive correlation between borehole 3 and borehole 6 (Spearman’s coefficient 

correlation is 0.837 and p-value is 0.000) indicating a similar behaviour in water level 

changes. On the contrary, statistically significant correlation is negative between 

borehole 3 and borehole 11, indicating changes o f water levels in opposite direction, 

whereas correlation is not significant between borehole 6 and borehole 11.

When comparing water levels with rainfall, there is a statistically significant strongly 

positive relationship between water levels in boreholes 3 and 6 and rainfall (water 

rises when rainfall increases). On the other hand, the correlation is statistically 

significantly negative between water levels in borehole 11 and rainfall. The different 

behaviour of water levels in this borehole was already noticed in the visual analysis of 

the graphs.
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Table 3.5 Results o f correlations carried out by A. Gray with SPSS v 16 statistical 

analysis software

Correlation Results

Bh 3 Bh 6 Bh 11 Rain

Bh 3

Correlation coefficient 1.000 0.837** -0.185** 0.475**
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.002 0.000

Num ber o f  samples 355 313 266 355

Bh 6

Correlation coefficient 0.837** 1.000 -0.109 0.253**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 .000 0.077 0.000

Num ber o f  samples 313 313 264 313

Bh 11

Correlation coefficient -0.185** -0 .109 1.000 -0.188**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 .002 0.077 0.002

Num ber o f  samples 266 264 266 266

Rain

Correlation coefficient 0.475** 0.253** -0.188** 1.000

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 .000 0.000 0.002

Num ber o f  samples 355 313 266 355

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2 -ta iled)

Figures 3.42-3.44 show the cross-correlogram s obtained from  the analysis o f  water 

levels at the three boreholes at 23:00 hours versus daily rainfall.

Figure 3.42 shows that water levels in borehole 3 rise w ith in  the same day and the day 

after the rainfall, but there is also a delayed response after 4 days from rainfall (and 

after 5 at the limit o f statistically significance).

Water levels at borehole 6 rise w ithin the same day (to lim it o f  statistically 

significance) and mainly 3 and 4 days after the rainfall event (Figure 3.43).

There is no significant positive cross-correlation betw een w ater levels at borehole 11 

and rainfall (Figure 3.44).
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BH3 with Rain
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Figure 3.42 Cross-correlogram for water level in borehole 3 and rainfall provided by 

A. Gray. The correlation coefficient is above the upper limit o f confidence for lags o f 0, 

1 and 4 days.
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Figure 3.43 Cross-correlogram for water level in borehole 6 and rainfall provided by 

A. Gray. The correlation coefficient is above the upper limit o f confidence for lags o f 3 

and 4 days.
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B h 11 w ith  Rain
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Figure 3.44 Cross-correlogram for water level in borehole 11 and rainfall provided by

A. Gray. There are no positive correlation coefficients above the upper limit oj

confidence.

3.8 Landslide failure mechanisms and potential surfaces of rupture

The ancient debris slides originated during the periglacial conditions that followed the 

rapid retreat o f the ice at the end o f  the Devensian glaciation (see Chapter 1). In the 

western part of the MYE site, Halcrow (1999; 2000) identified also two ancient 

landslide blocks, which have been attributed to ancient episodes o f deep-seated 

landsliding. They post-date the head and as a consequence are probably o f post-glacial 

(Holocene) times. According to Halcrow (1999; 2000), these deep-seated landslides 

were probably associated to the inherent weakness o f strata and the local component 

o f dip out of the slope in the area o f  the escarpment close to the Cymmer Fault.

In the “Rhondda landslip potential assessm ent” (Halcrow, 1988), the ancient debris 

slides were described as “recently active” . In fact, Halcrow (1999; 2000) underlines 

that the debris slides had experienced small displacements in historical time before the
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new MYE landslide event o f  1998. This observation was supported by the presence of 

old landslide scars w ithin the ancient landslide deposits and by the atypical 

hummocky morphology o f  the tram  tip  associated to L9 o f Tormynydd Seam. The 

load o f  this spoil tip and possibly excavations for the tramway at the toe o f  the debris 

slides could have contributed to these historical m ovem ents (Halcrow, 1999; 2000).

Due to a surface o f rupture that extends deep into the rock and to the presence o f 

uphill facing scarps, the new landslide has been ascribed by Halcrow (1999; 2000) to 

be a compound deep-seated failure m echanism  (as defined by Hutchinson, 1988; see 

section 1.2.1). Based on the H utchinson article, the morphology o f  the new-deep 

seated landslide at Mynydd yr Eglw ys seem s to fall in the category o f  compound 

slides released by internal shearing tow ards the rear o f  the slide mass in materials with 

low to medium brittleness (Figure 1.5-D3a).

On the basis o f his experience, H. J. S iddle (Halcrow, 1999; 2000) believes that the 

surface o f rupture o f this new com pound deep-seated landslide is steeply concave at 

the rear where it has probably developed following pre-existing joints. In the flatter 

sole area instead, the surface o f  rupture has probably developed following the dip o f 

weak horizons (seatearths) in the strata beneath the Torm ynydd Seam.

According to Halcrow (1999), the toe o f  the new  com pound deep-seated landslide 

seems to correspond with the ancient deep-seated blocks. Therefore, Halcrow (1999) 

interpreted the new failure as a possible retrogression o f  the ancient landslide which 

has probably partly made use o f  the sam e surface o f  failure. However, as underlined 

by Hutchinson (1988), com pound failures require displacem ent also in previously 

unsheared material.

The new compound deep-seated landslide has reactivated the movement o f  the ancient 

debris slides immediately downhill. This is evident from the ground cracking at the 

head o f the debris slides (Halcrow, 1999). Since the reports o f  Halcrow (1999; 2000), 

this ground cracking has becom e m ore severe and extends for a w ider area. Moreover, 

two linear shears (already described in section 3.2.5) have developed from the area o f 

the minor scarp till the toe o f  debris slides B and C (Figure 3.21) and fresh cracking is 

also clearly evident at the toe o f  debris slide B.
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Halcrow (1999; 2000) suggested that the ancient debris slides have a thickness of 5-8 

m because o f their morphology and that they are probably “underlain by a shear 

surface or zone o f weak material”.

ESP (2004) identified potentially low shear horizons and materials with slip planes 

found within them. Their results are reported in Table 3.6 and are also shown in the 

boreholes o f the cross section in Figure 3.14 (as a black arrow). In these boreholes and 

trial pits, the slip planes seem to develop at shallow depth, between 0 and 5.80 m. At 

the time o f reporting, ESP (2004) underlined that no movement had been detected 

from the ground instrumentation installed in boreholes 3, 4 and in the boreholes 

located in the ancient debris slides.

In several occasions during this project, the depth o f the boreholes and their internal 

water levels were measured using a dip-meter. A  summary o f  the measured depths is 

provided in Table 3.7. Depth data could indicate shearing at a shallow depth 

com prised between 3.3 and 6.4 m for boreholes 3, 4, 5 and 9, but slip rods should be 

used for a correct measurement o f the depth o f  the surface o f rupture.
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Table 3.6 Materials with potentially low shear horizons or with observed slip planes

within according to Earth Science Partnership (2004)

Borehole or 

Trial pit ID

Depth (m) Thickness

(m)
Material description

From To

Bh3

4.80 4.90 0.10 Black, fine Coal GRAVEL horizon

5.40 5.70 0.30
V ery w eak to  weak, brown, completely weathered, 

thin ly  lam inated M UDSTONE

Bh3A 0.00 4.50 4.50 D ark  brown, highly weathered SILTSTONE

Bh4 5.75 5.80 0.05 B lack Coal G ravel-sized fragments

Bh5

2.90 3.20 0.30
B lack slightly sandy, slightly gravelly SILT o f  coal 

and claystone

4.80 5.55 0.75
B row n grey rarely orange brown slightly sandy 

gravelly  CLAY

Bh7A 1.80 2.30 0.50 L ight brown SILT

Bh8 1.60 2.30 0.70
B row n grey fine to  coarse angular GRAVEL of 

m udstone w ith a dam p very soft clayey matrix

Bh8A 2.00 2.30 0.30 L ight brow n SILT

Bh9 3.65 4.35 0.70 Soft brow n orange grey m ottled silty CLAY

Bh9A 2.30 2.70 0.40 L ight brow n SILT

BhlO 0.00 3.00 3.00
Soft brow n CLA Y  w ith grey m udstone and coal 

stringers

TP1 1.80 2.30 0.50
Soft grey silty CLA Y  w ith m uch fine to  coarse 

gravel and cobbles

TP2 2.40 2.70 0.30
Soft grey SILT w ith occasional medium to  coarse 

w eathered ironstone gravel

TT3

0.30 0.50 0.20
V ery w eak sheared black COAL, recovered as fine to 

m edium  gravel sized fragm ents

1.00 1.10 0.10
V ery w eak sheared black COAL, recovered as fine to 

m edium  gravel sized fragments

TP4 0.70 0.90 0.20
Soft to  firm  friable grey black silty CLAY with some 

roo ts (relic Topsoil)
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Table 3.7 Depths o f some o f  the boreholes at Mynydd y r  Eglwys measured with a dip- 

metre by a member o f the crew during fie ld  work

Date

Depth of borehole from top of casing (m)

Bh 3 Bh 4
Bh 5

Bh 6 Bh 7 Bh 9 Bh 11 Bh 12
0  19 mm 0  SO mm

2003* 35.20* 28.00* 24.00* 11.50* 28.50* 25.00* 6.00* 10.00* 8.50*

20/12/06** 6.07** 11.55** 4.02**

25/01/08 6.40 6.7 3.40 24.80 4.34

01/02/08 6.40 9.6 25

30/04/08 6.35 6.35 3 .40 28.56 24.60 4.25

14/05/08 6.35 6.32

29/05/08 6.38 6.37 24.40 4.22

30/05/08 6.36 28.50 24.43

13/06/08

18/07/08 6.26 6.32 10.20 8.25

27/08/08 6.30 3.38 3.36 28.57 24.40 4.24 10.15 8.20

24/10/08 6.37

10/12/08 3.36 3.28 3.35 4.24

19/05/09 6.44 3.49 3.38 3.40 24.9 5.27

* Original depth o f  the tip o f  standpipe from  C. J. A ssociates (2003) 

** This day measurem ents w ere taken from  g round  level

3.9 Causes of new deep-seated failure

The new MYE landslide was probably triggered by the exceptionally heavy rainfall of 

autumn 1998 (section 3.2.6; H alcrow , 1999). The slope at M ynydd yr Eglwys may 

have been susceptible to failure for several reasons, all contributing to the progressive 

weakening o f  strata which is necessary for com pound failures to develop. These 

reasons (or preparatory factors) have been identified and discussed by Halcrow 

(1999). They are summarised in Table 3.8.
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Table 3.8 Summary o f the possible preparatory factors that may have contributed to the 

initiation o f the compound deep-seated landslide in 1998-99 at Mynydd yr Eglwys 

identified and discussed by Halcrow (1999)

Preparatory factor Details (from Halcrow, 1999)

Geological and topographic setting

Layers o f  sandstone aquifers and weak argillaceous strata

Seathearts o f  low  strength underlying Tormynydd Seam

Fracturing and w eakening o f  strata due to Cymmer Fault

Local dips out o f  strata in the vicinity o f  Cymmer Fault

Possib le w eak layers due to  shearing on bedding caused by 

C ym m er Fault

C onvex nature o f  the slope, and as a consequence without 

lateral support

Geomorphological history

A ncient deep-seated failures left the escarpment over-steepened 

w ith less support and susceptible to  retrogression

Slow  but interm ittent and persistent movements o f  the ancient 

debris slides reduced the support o f  the escarpment area

Modifications to the slope due to 

human activities

E xcavations at the toe o f  the debris slides for enclosures and 

track (but effects are considered to  be o f  small degree)

P ossible deforestation o f  deciduous woodland to  provide wood 

for collieries (but lim ited effect on the change in the amount o f 

effective rainfall in w inter)

T ipping o f  spoil from  L9 o f  Torm ynydd Seam caused increased 

displacem ent o f  debris slide C w ith consequent reduction in 

support to  the  slope

Climatic change

A nalysis o f  w inter rainfall (October-February) at Ty’n-y-waun 

gauge for the period 1892-1999 show an increase o f  20 

m m /decade. The 9-year m oving average rainfall shows a 

cyclical trend but w ith a considerable increase in the late 1980s 

and 1990s

M agnitude and incidence o f  significant rainstorms within the 

C oalfield  has increased (in Halcrow, 1999 but citing Walsh et 

al., 1982; P erry  and Howells, 1982)

(icontinue in the next page)
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P re p a ra to ry  fac to r D eta ils

M ining (deep workings)

D ifferential subsidence caused extension o f  strata and widening 

o f  N W -S E  trending joints. These fissures increase water 

in filtra tion  and alter w ater flows. (However, these fissures were 

already developed in 1948, date o f  air photography)

The effec ts  o f  m ining strains w ith the associated changes in 

stress reg im e w ithin the slope can generally cause/contribute to 

failure. F rom  research carried out by H alcrow  (1989), failures 

associa ted  w ith  deep longwall mining occur shortly after 

m in ing  (i.e. F faldau Landslide, while slope was undermined), 

w hereas failures associated to  partial extraction methods may 

develop afte r a few  years (i.e. East Pentwyn Landslide, five 

years afte r abandonm ent o f  workings).

H ow ever, deep longwall m ining underneath the slope at 

M ynydd y r Eglw ys ended m any years ago and as a consequence 

also subsidence effects. Therefore, deep workings alone are 

probably  no t responsible for the new  failure

M ining (shallow workings)

W orkings in the N o  3 R hondda and Torm ynydd seams may 

have rem ained  open causing delayed subsidence.

The edge o f  w orkings o f  the  Torm ynydd Seam appears to 

correspond to  the rear scarp and to  follow a NW -SE trend. 

T herefore they m ay have influenced the position o f  the scarp 

and in troduced  w ater into its area. The collapse o f  these 

w orkings could have caused subsidence and development o f  

internal displacem ents and shears.

The w orking  o f  N o  3 R hondda Seam are upslope o f  the scarp 

and m ay not have influenced the new  failure

After considering all the possible preparatory factors listed in Table 3.8, Halcrow 

(1999) concluded that the most relevant w ere the ancient episodes o f landsliding. In 

particular, they suggested that the new  landslide has developed as a retrogression o f 

the previous deep-seated failures and the continuous intermittent movements o f the 

ancient debris slides have reduced the support o f  the slope at their head. In addition, 

internal shears could have been developed due to the collapse o f the shallow workings 

o f Tormynydd seam.
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3.10 Remediation works

In summer 2008, two horizontal drains w ere installed between the toe o f debris slide 

B and the public footpath. Plastic drainage pipes were laid within the drainage 

trenches and then backfilled with gravel (Figures 3.45 and 3.46)

Figure 3.45 Instalment o f drainage in the area between the toe o f debris slide B and the 

ditch (photos by the author)
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Figure 3.46 Drainage after competition o f  works (photo by the author)

3.11 Landslide kinematics

3.11.1 Landslide movements determined by EDM measurements (by 

RCTCBC)

MyE landslide has been monitored since 1999 by conventional topographic surveying 

techniques. In May 1999, 29 m ovem ent markers were installed by RCTCBC on 

Mynydd yr Eglwys hillside at locations suggested by Halcrow UK. Ten other markers 

were installed by June 2000 and others have been added to the EDM network over the 

years, up to a total of 70 monitoring locations.

The results o f the first year o f m onitoring (May 1999 - May 2000) reported by 

Halcrow (2000) showed that ground movem ents, greater than the surveying precision, 

were occurring in the areas o f new and relict deep-seated landslides and in the 

ancient debris slides A, B and C. The m axim um  rate o f displacement was measured at 

marker P7, originally located immediately downslope o f the zone where the
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secondary scarp successively developed, and at marker P3, located in the area of the 

new deep-seated landslide. Furtherm ore, by comparison with monthly rainfall, 

Halcrow underlined that rates o f displacem ents were observed to be greater during 

the winter/wet months than in the sum m er/dry periods. For example, the average rate 

o f displacement at P3 was 10 m m /day in the summer 1999, but increased to 35 

mm/day in the winter 1999-2000. A t P7 the rate o f  displacement was approximately 

20 mm/day in summer 1999, but exceeded 100 mm/day in September and December 

1999, due to heavy/prolonged rainfall events.

Figure 3.47 shows the approximate location o f  a  few  selected RCTCBC markers (as 

in Decem ber 2007), which have been considered as representative o f  different 

geomorphological areas and have been successively com pared with GPS results in 

section 3.11.2.

Table 3.9 summarises the data that were reported in Halcrow  (2000) for the first year 

o f monitoring o f these markers in reference to the geomorphological elements 

identified in Figure 3.21, whereas Figure 3.48 shows the cumulative inclined (or total) 

movement o f  the same markers up to January 2009 as provided by Halcrow office in 

Cardiff. The rates o f movement have decreased with time and generally show 

accelerations during autumn-winter.

Table 3.9 Summary o f EDM monitoring results fo r the period May 1999-May 2000 

(modified from Halcrow, 2000)

Location Marker

Total

displacement

(m)

Maximum rate 

of displacement 

(mm/day)

Vector of 

displacement 

(degrees)*

New deep-seated landslide P3 4.71 36 -28

Ancient deep-seated 

landslide blocks
P6 3.61 29 -8

Debris slide B (in Zone 2) P7 12.94 120 -17

Debris slide B (outside 

Zone 2, closer to toe)
P17 N o significant movement

Debris slide C P18 0.88 12 -16

* negative values represent vectors below  the horizontal

** Data for P60 are m issing because this m arker w as installed in 2004
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> 20

P3 P7 P17 — P18 — P60P6

Figure 3.48 Cumulative inclined movement fo r  markers P3, P6, P7, P17, P I8 and P60 

surveyed with EDM instrument by surveyors on behalf o f  Rhondda Cynon Taff County 

Borough Council. The results o f  their movement were provided by Halcrow (Cardiff 

office). Marker locations were shown in Figure 3.47

3,11.2 Landslide movements determined by GPS observations

As explained previously in section 2.4.4, 13 markers (CU2-CU14) were installed and 

then monitored with a dual-frequency Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+ instrument from 

November 2007 to December 2008 as part o f  this project. The monitoring was carried 

out to evaluate the surveying technique, but also to investigate the rate and spatial 

distribution o f surface displacements at M yE landslide.

The location o f the markers is shown in Figure 3.47 and is described in Table 3.10 in 

terms o f relationship with the geom orphological elements previously discussed in 

section 3.6. Horizontal, vertical and inclined (or total) movements calculated for each 

marker in relation to their previous coordinates are reported in Table 3.11.
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Table 3.10 Summary description o f  GPS marker locations in reference to the 

geomorphological elements identified in Figure 3.21 and described in section 3.6

Location Marker

Crown -  Slope North o f  the main scarp CU15 and CU16 (*)

New deep-seated landslide CU 14 and CU13

Ancient deep-seated blocks CU12

Zone 2 in ancient debris slides B and C C U 1 1, CU9, CU8 and CU7

Spoil tip material associated to L9 o f  T orm ynydd Seam  

and to  the East o f  lateral shear (in debris slide C)
CU 10

Central area o f  debris slide B close to  lateral shear
CU5 (W est o f  shear) 

CU 6 (East o f  shear)

Toe o f  debris slide B CU4 (**)

Toe o f  debris slide A CU3

Area to  the South o f  toe o f  debris slide B CU2 (**)

* not monitored (these two markers w ere surveyed  only once in D ecem ber 2007) 

** stolen sometime after April 2008
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Table 3.11 Horizontal (H), vertical (V) and inclined (I) movement for each marker in 

relation to its coordinates from the previous survey

M o v e m e n t fro m  p rev io u s su rvey
M a rk e r r-o t"o 00o 00o 00o 00© ooo 00o 90o

*■4 n N VO oo o fSo © o o
r- vo •'T V) VON fH rs fS 1""4 o

H 0 0.003 0.006 0 .004
CU2 V 0 -0.012 -0.010 0 .010 (stolen)

I 0 0.012 0.012 0.011
H 0 0.053 0.013 0.012 0.012 0.021 0.006 0.001

CU3 V 0 -0.038 0 .008 -0.001 -0.002 -0.003 0.006 -0.011
I 0 0.065 0.015 0.012 0.012 0.021 0.008 0.011
H 0 0.125 0.108 0.004

CU4 V 0 -0.029 -0.006 -0.003 (stolen)

I 0 0.129 0.108 0.005
H 0 0.060 0.006 0.005 0.014 0.018 0.004 0.007

CU5 V 0 -0.044 0.010 -0.005 0.005 -0.017 0.007 -0.004
I 0 0.074 0.012 0.007 0.015 0.025 0.008 0.008
H 0 0.197 0.010 0.004 0.058 0.096 0.041 0.008

CU6 V 0 -0.075 0.000 -0.006 -0.014 -0.035 -0.018 -0.009
1 0 0.210 0.010 0.007 0.060 0.102 0.045 0.012
H 0 0.202 0.337 0.068 0.009 0.110 0.327 0.170 0.054

CU7 V 0 -0.098 -0.143 -0 .019 -0.008 -0.044 -0.135 -0.056 -0.032
I 0 0.225 0.366 0.070 0.012 0.119 0.354 0.179 0.063
H - 0 0.224 0.051 0.011 0.099 0.219 0.116 0.045

CU8 V - 0 -0.095 -0 .004 -0.009 -0.021 -0.079 -0.027 -0.021
I - 0 0.243 0.052 0.015 0.101 0.233 0.119 0.050
H 0 0.217 0.341 0.057 0.010 0.107 0.352 0.177 0.057

CU9 V 0 -0.088 -0.117 -0 .016 -0.010 -0.023 -0.121 -0.048 -0.027
I 0 0.234 0.360 0 .059 0.014 0.110 0.372 0.183 0.063
H 0 0.062 0.018 0.006 0.020 0.041 0.036 0.012

CU10 V 0 -0.053 0.001 -0.009 0.000 -0.021 0.003 -0.016
I 0 0.081 0.018 0.011 0.020 0.046 0.036 0.020

H - 0 0.237 0.064 0.013 0.090 0.202 0.108 0.045
CU11 V - 0 -0.084 -0 .020 -0.004 -0.030 -0.087 -0.034 -0.027

I - 0 0.252 0.067 0.014 0.095 0.220 0.114 0.053

H - 0 0.087 0 .022 0.005 0.034 0.048 0.034 0.015
CU12 V - 0 -0.008 -0.001 -0.001 -0.005 -0.014 0.007 -0.009

I - 0 0.088 0 .022 0.005 0.034 0.050 0.035 0.018

H - 0 0.066 0.021 0.006 0.023 0.033 0.025 0.011
CU13 V - 0 -0.053 -0 .007 -0.014 -0.006 -0.035 -0.015 -0.011

I - 0 0.084 0.022 0.015 0.024 0.048 0.029 0.016

H - 0 0.062 0.016 0.007 0.019 0.034 0.018 0.014
CU14 V . 0 -0.045 -0.015 -0.006 -0.012 -0.018 -0.025 -0.012

I - 0 0.076 0.022 0.009 0.022 0.039 0.031 0.018
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The surveying results obtained from GPS observations for each monitoring marker are 

presented on graphs o f Eastings and N orthings (Figure 3.49) and on graphs o f vertical 

versus horizontal displacement (Figure 3.50). V ectors o f  total horizontal displacement 

(for period 27 November 2007 -  16 D ecem ber 2008) have also been drawn on the 

geomorphological map o f MyE landslide (Figure 3.51). F igures 3.52 and 3.53 instead 

show cumulative horizontal, vertical and inclined (or total) movements.

The highest rates o f displacement appear to  be concentrated in debris slides B and C, 

in the area between the two N-S lateral shears, particularly in Zone 2. M aximum 

movements were observed at m arkers CU 9, CU7, C U 11 and CU8. M ore specifically, 

the highest values o f  displacement w ere m easured at CU9, w hich moved a total o f 

1.397 m (1.319 m horizontal, -0.450 m  vertical), and at CU7, w hich moved a total o f 

1.387 m (1.277m horizontal, -0.535 m  vertical). These values correspond to an 

average rate o f  displacement o f  3.6 m m /day and M yE landslide can be classified as 

very slow (section 1.2.2.4). M ovem ent in  this area is approxim ately towards South 

(between 171° and 186° from North) and dow nslope (decrease in elevation or negative 

vertical values), at an inclination o f  20° circa, w hich is approxim ately the same as the 

slope angle.

The movement decreases towards the central (CU6) and toe area (CU4) o f  debris slide 

B, although, unfortunately, there is no full record for m arker CU4 (stolen after April 

2008). The direction o f movement is still tow ards South (betw een 172° and 177° from 

North) and downslope, at an inclination o f  approxim ately 20° and 9° for CU6 and 

CU4 respectively.

Markers CU13 and CU14, located in the area o f  the new  deep-seated landslide, moved 

a total o f 0.238 and 0.218 m respectively (i.e. 0.6 m m /day), in a  direction o f 190° 

from North and at an inclination o f  36-38°. The total m ovem ent and its direction are 

approximately the same (0.250 m and 197°) at m arker CU12, located in the area 

interpreted by Halcrow as belonging to  o ld  deep-seated landslide blocks. However, 

the inclination is much smaller and the decrease in elevation is close to limits o f 

survey precision.

Ground movement extends to the spoil tip  m aterial associated w ith L9 o f  Tormynydd
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Seam (CU10), whereas is very lim ited in debris slide A. Although the toe of this 

debris slide was initially considered the m ain threat for the property o f Meadow Walk, 

a total movement o f only 0.145-0.149 m  was m easured at CU3 and CU5. These are 

the lowest displacements measured at the site and correspond to an average rate of 

displacement o f 0.4 mm/day. These m arkers appear to move in direction 174° from 

North and downslope, but coordinate changes were at times at the limit o f survey 

precision.

Although physically very close to each other, it is remarkable to notice the difference 

in ground movement between m arkers CU5 and CU6. The two markers are separated 

by the tension gash/lateral shear crossing debris slide B, with CU6 being on the East 

and more active side o f it.

A comparison between horizontal and vertical components shows that, a part for 

CU13 and CU14, total movement is largely dom inated by the horizontal component. 

Moreover, graphs o f cumulative m ovem ent (Figures 3.52 and 3.53) underline the 

temporal variability o f rates o f displacem ent. The velocities varied with the season, 

being lower during spring-early summer. For exam ple, for m arker CU9, the daily rate 

o f movement ranged between a m axim um  average value o f  16.7 mm/day, calculated 

from 27 November 2007 to 11 Decem ber 2007, to a m inimum average value o f 0.07 

mm/day, calculated from 26 April 2007 to 24 June 2007.

GPS data display a seasonal variation in ground m ovem ent velocities, with greater 

accelerations during wetter periods. These velocity variations suggest a possible link 

between surface movements and rainfall (and possible w ater pressure increase; Figure 

3.53). However, higher frequency m ovem ent data (i.e. from extensiometers, 

inclinometers or continuous GPS m onitoring) would be necessary to confirm this 

observation and fully describe the com plex relationship between rainfall, water level 

rises and accelerations in surface displacements.
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Comparison between EDM  and GPS m ovem ent measurements 

The cumulative inclined movements m easured with GPS at markers CU13, CU12, 

CU10 and CU6 have been com pared w ith movements measured with EDM at the 

nearby RCTCBC markers P3, P6, P I 8 and P60 respectively. Data for the EDM 

markers were provided by Halcrow. D iscrepancies between the datasets were already 

anticipated due to differences in m arker positions and surveying dates. Unfortunately, 

only four EDM surveys were carried out during the period o f interest and EDM data 

appear affected by errors during February and April 2008. As a consequence, EDM 

data are not sufficient for a proper comparison. However, the curves o f cumulative 

inclined movement seem to have a sim ilar trend i f  the EDM  surveys o f  February and 

April 2008 are not considered (Figures 3.54-3.57).

The location o f the markers was shown in Figure 3.47.
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Figure 3.54 Comparison between EDM  results fo r  P3 and GPS results for marker 

0113. EDM surveys were carried out on behalf o f  RCTCBC and values o f cumulative 

inclined movement were provided by Halcrow (Cardiff office).
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P6 and CU12
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Figure 3.55 Comparison between EDM  results fo r  P6 and GPS results for marker 

CU12. EDM surveys were carried out on behalf o f  RCTCBC and values o f cumulative 

inclined movement were provided by Halcrow (Cardiff office)
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Figure 3.56 Comparison between EDM results fo r P I8 and GPS results for marker 

CU10. EDM surveys were carried out on behalf o f  RCTCBC and values o f  cumulative 

inclined movement were provided by Halcrow (Cardiff office)
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P60 and CU6
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Figure 3.57 Comparison between EDM  results for P60 and GPS results for marker 

CU6. EDM surveys were carried out on behalf o f  RCTCBC and values o f cumulative 

inclined movement were provided by Halcrow (Cardiff office)

3.11.3 Photo sequence o f Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide

Since October 1999, Dr. P. J. Brabham  (C ard iff University) has taken photographs of 

Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide from the opposite side o f  the valley. Photographs were 

taken using a tripod at a fixed location. A Canon A1 cam era with a professional 

80mm portrait lens with minimal lens distortion was employed. High resolution 

35mm Fuji Velvia slide film was used and all photographs were taken between 

midday and the early afternoon at approxim ately 6 month intervals over a decade. The 

35mm slides were scanned at 3200dpi using a  professional scanner. The digital scans 

were sharpened and contrast enhanced. Four com m on ground points were identified 

on each photograph and all images w ere com m only rectified using these four points. 

From the photographs (Figures 3.58-3.66), the gradual movement o f the landside is 

easily observed.
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Figure 3.58 Photograph o f Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide taken in October 1999 by P. J. 

Brabham

Figure 3.59 Photograph o f Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide taken in January 2000 by P. J. 

Brabham
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Figure 3.60 Photograph o f Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide taken in September 2000 by 

P.J. Brabham

■ ■'

Figure 3.61 Photograph o f  Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide taken in November 2000 by 

P.J. Brabham
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Figure 3.62 Photograph o f Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide taken in June 2002 by P.J. 

Brabham

Figure 3.63 Photograph o f Mynydd yr  Eglwys Landslide taken in August 2002 by P.J. 

Brabham
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Figure 3.64 Photograph o f Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide taken in March 2003 by P.J. 

Brabham
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Figure 3.65 Photograph o f Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide taken in September 2004 by 

P.J. Brabham
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Figure 3.66 Photograph o f Mynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide taken in May 2009 by P.J. 

Brabham

3.12 Summary

This chapter described the results o f  desk study and preliminary investigations carried 

out for MyE landslide. Following is a sum m ary list o f  the main observations:

- A new compound deep-seated landslide developed in the mid slope o f  MYE in 

1998-1999, probably triggered by the exceptional prolonged rainfall o f  October- 

November 1998. The loads imposed by this new  landslide reactivated ancient debris 

slides downslope. Halcrow (1999; 2000) identified also two blocks o f ancient 

episodes o f deep-seated landsliding which approxim ately coincide with the toe o f the 

new deep-seated landslide.

- The MyE slope is composed o f m udstones, siltstones, coal seams, seatearths and 

bands o f sandstones o f M iddle Coal M easures, overlaid by Lynfi Beds o f Upper Coal
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Measures. Two coal seams, Rhondda N o .3 and Tormynydd, outcrop at the main scarp. 

The strata below Tormynydd seam are probably mainly argillaceous, while strata 

between Tormynydd and Rhondda N o .3 are mainly sandstones (Lynfi Rock). In 

general, the strata dip gently out o f  the slope.

- The geology was m ined for coal using both C l9 th  outcrop adit and C20th deeper 

coal workings until the 1930s . R hondda No. 3 seam was mined by pillar and stall 

method and the workings were located upslope o f  today’s main scarp. Tormynydd 

seam was instead m ined by longw all m ethod and the NW-SE trending edge o f the 

workings appears to coincide w ith today ’s m ain scarp. Voids associated with these 

shallow workings could still be present, but are unlikely. Deep mining has caused 

differential regional subsidence, possible fault reactivation and the opening o f  NW-SE 

fissures located at the crown o f  the landslide.

- The large NW-SE Cymmer fault crosses the mid part o f the landslide and 

downthrows strata to the SW. It has caused fracturing o f  strata and probably local 

changes o f dip o f strata. There m ay also be a possibility o f  fault re-activation from 

deep workings o f  the Gelli colliery tha t closed in the m id 1960s, as the fault would 

form a limit o f coal workings.

- The surface o f rupture in the new  com pound landslide is probably steep at the rear, 

where it developed following pre-existing joints. The surface o f rupture is flatter at 

the sole, where probably follows w eaker strata (i.e. seatearths) found beneath the 

Tormynydd coal seam.

- The surface o f rupture o f  the debris slides was originally estimated by Halcrow to 

be at a depth o f 5-8 m (1999; 2000), w hereas it was detected in borehole samples at 

depths o f 0-5.80 m by ESP. The deform ation o f  boreholes measured during this 

project, indicates that possible shearing occurs at 3.3-6.4 m depth.

- Water seepage was observed at the base o f  Rhondda No. 3 in the main scarp area. 

Many wet areas and issues can be found along a NW -SE trend across the slope 

probably in association with the C ym m er fault. Other wet areas can be observed at the 

toe o f the debris slides, due to the low perm eability o f  the glacial till.
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- The slope is probably characterised by several perched water tables and mining is 

likely to have altered the groundwater paths. Rain water is likely to percolate through 

the enlarged fissures in the crown area till it reaches the impermeable seatearth below 

Rhondda No. 3 and then moves laterally along dip o f  strata to the outcrop. The more 

likely sources o f water at the site are the workings/voids in Rhondda No.3 and 

Tormynydd seams and the Lynfi Rock. The Cymmer Fault could act as a preferential 

conduit for water or as a barrier (due to  clay gouge). The impermeable glacial till 

creates potential for artesian w ater pressures at the Southern part o f the slope.

- Only a few ground investigations have been carried out on site and most o f the 

information above listed is conjectured. The borehole logs suffer from a great degree 

o f incoherency/unreliability, how ever borehole data were taken into consideration and 

successively used for geophysical calibration.

- The results o f continuous m onitoring o f  w ater levels (30 May 2008 - 20 May 2009) 

show that there is a strongly significant positive correlation between boreholes 3, 6 

and rainfall. In particular, w ater level rises within 1-2 days o f heavy rainfall in 

borehole 3 and correlograms have revealed also a second delayed pick after 4 days. 

Water level rises within the same day and m ainly after 4-6 days after heavy rainfall in 

borehole 6. In both boreholes the w ater level rises o f  approximately 0.4 m after an 

isolated rainfall event, an then it decreases asymptotically mainly in the first 6-8 days. 

The effects o f water rising appear to  super-impose reaching higher water level values 

after numerous and close heavy rainfall events. These boreholes did not show a 

seasonal pattern, but summer 2008 was exceptionally wet.

The water level response in borehole 6 is more complex, probably because o f  is 

proximity to different wet areas/sources and its location at the toe o f  debris slides 

which are covered in dense vegetation during the summer.

- Geomorphological mapping and in  particular the results o f  GPS monitoring helped 

identifying areas o f heterogeneity (i.e. different level o f activity) within the slope. In 

general, the landslide is moving at very slow  rates (maximum o f 3.5 mm/day in CU9) 

approximately towards South (i.e. tow ards the house in Meadow Walk). Surface rate 

o f displacements are higher in the area between the two N-S lateral shears and in
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particular in Zone 2 o f  debris slides B and C. Here the vectors o f movement are 

inclined o f  approxim ately 20° dow nslope, similarly to slope angle (i..e. parallel to 

topography). M ovem ents, at slow er rates, were observed also in the new and old 

deep-seated landslide areas and in the spoil tip  in debris slide C, while they were close 

to survey detectability for debris slide A.

- GPS results show a tem poral variability in rate o f  displacements, which is probably 

associated with rainfall and w ater pressures. However, the low frequency o f GPS 

campaigns allowed only depicting a  general seasonal trend o f  rate o f displacements 

(acceleration occurs in w etter periods). D ata were not sufficient to establish and 

describe the link between rainfall -  w ater level rise -  acceleration in surface 

displacements.

- Many preparatory factors w hich are typical o f  the South W ales Coalfield may have 

contributed to the development o f  the new  deep-seated landslide (Chapter 1; Table

3.8). Com pound failures require a progressive w eakening o f  strata to develop. 

Halcrow (1999; 2000) suggests that the new  landslide is a retrogression o f  the ancient 

deep-seated landslides and was also influenced by the rem oval o f  support o f  previous 

downslope movements o f  the ancient debris slides. M ining may have caused 

fracturing and weakening o f  strata and m ay have introduced water into the area. 

However, it ceased in the 1930s and no other exam ples are known in which mine 

workings have caused landsliding w ith  such long tem poral delay.

This inform ation was fundam ental for an effective design o f  geophysical 

investigations/monitoring and for a  successive realistic geological and 

hydrogeological interpretation o f  geophysical results.

Several targets for M yE landslide could be identified for geophysical investigations: 

lithology and structure;

surface o f  rupture in deep-seated landslides and in debris slides;

- precise location o f  Cym m er Fault and its role as barrier or preferential water 

path;

rock fracturing degree; 

w ater sources and water paths;
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- differences between areas o f  ancient debris slides characterised by different 

rates o f displacement (i.e. is there a change in geophysical data when crossing 

the N-S lateral shears or zone 2?).

Moreover, as GPS monitoring data suggest that heavy/prolonged rainfall and water 

pressures can be responsible for accelerations in rate o f displacement, geophysical 

monitoring could be effective in detecting w ater paths or water level variations within 

the slope following heavy/prolonged rainfall.
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Chapter 4 - G eophysical characterisation of Mynydd yr

Eglwys Landslide

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the geophysical results obtained at Mynydd yr Eglwys (MYE) 

landslide for each o f the survey techniques employed in the site investigations: 

electromagnetics (Geophex GEM -2), self-potential (SP), seismic refraction 

tomography (P-waves), m ultichannel analysis o f surface waves (MASW), electrical 

resistivity tomography (ERT) and induced polarization (IP).

The geophysical results are jo in tly  interpreted to develop a conceptual model o f the 

landslide and discussed in term s o f  effectiveness o f  the methods in detecting the 

specific targets, which were introduced in the aims o f  this research project (section 

1.8).

Details of the acquisition and processing methodologies employed on the geophysical 

data were provided in Chapter 2, w hereas the M YE landslide features/properties (i.e. 

geomorphology, geology and kinem atics), which the geophysical interpretation refers 

to, were previously explained in Chapter 3.

4.2 Results and interpretation o f electrom agnetic data acquired 

with Geophex G EM -2 instrum ent

Figure 4.1 shows the location o f  all the GEM -2 profiles acquired on MYE landslide 

essentially as three grids. The contour plots o f the apparent electrical conductivity for 

the three GEM-2 frequencies 47025, 30025 and 15025 Hz are presented in Figure 4.2. 

Table 4.1 provides an approximate investigation depth for different values o f ground 

conductivity (or resistivity) for the three frequencies, for a simplified model o f a half

space below a single layer, based on equation 2.16 and assuming a detection threshold
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of 30%.

The values o f apparent conductivity at 47025 Hz range between 0.1 and 26 mS/m. 

The contour plot is characterised by three main high conductivity (or low resistivity) 

anomalies, which are coloured in green-blue:

X) an area immediately to the South o f  the toe o f  debris slides A and B, bounded 

to the north by an abrupt decrease in conductivity;

Y) a linear feature with a N W -SE trend located in the central part o f the landslide 

leading into the wet area o f  debris slide C;

Z) a broad area located in the N W  part o f the site which is separated from a 

resistive in the SW by a clear linear boundary.

Unfortunately (due to logistical problem s and high cost) none o f the boreholes are 

located in these three anomaly zones to provide data calibration. However, the broad 

conductive anomaly Z has a sharp southern boundary which runs along strike with the 

central anomaly Y. The NW -SE trend and its location suggest a probable association 

with an increase in water and/or clay content within the large Cymmer Fault. The 

conductive area found immediately south o f the debris slides toe (X) could be due to 

water draining from beneath the dry landslide lobes and/or to the high clay content of 

the glacial till.

In general, the most active area o f the landslide (Zone 2 o f geomorphological map in 

Figure 3.21) is characterised by num erous relatively strong but irregular lateral 

variations in conductivity, ranging between 1 and 7 mS/m. The highest values (6-7 

mS/m) can for example be found im m ediately downslope o f the minor scarp. Again 

there are no boreholes located in this area. Therefore the anomalies could be related to 

variations in water and/or clay content.

Outside Zone 2, debris slides A and B are generally more electrically resistive, with 

conductivity values mainly between 0.1 and 4 mS/m.

There is no evident geophysical difference between the areas o f the debris slides to 

the west and to the east o f the N-S lateral shear, that is between the less active debris 

slide A and the more active debris slide B. On the contrary, there is an abrupt change
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in conductivity at the toe o f the debris slides, which coincides with the conductivity 

contour o f 3 mS/m.

The ground located around boreholes 7 and 8 is characterised by higher conductivity 

than the ground around the other boreholes (even if  very close, such as boreholes 7A 

and 8A). The logs o f borehole 7 and 8 indeed report a clay layer o f 1.3 to 2.85 m 

thickness, at depth between 2.3 and 5.15 m from the surface which can justify this 

observed higher conductivity (as the w ater table was recorded at depth greater than 15 

m). All the other boreholes located w ithin the GEM -2 dataset, with the exception of 

borehole 9, are generally characterised by gravel o f mudstone/siltstone also in the first 

5-6 m of depth, which expresses itse lf geophysically in lower conductivity values. 

The log of borehole 9 reports clay betw een 3.65 and 6.05 m depth, but this does not 

seem to show geophysically in any o f  the GEM -2 plots.

In GEM-2 surveying, the depth o f  investigation increases with the decrease in the 

electromagnetic frequency employed. The values o f  apparent conductivity measured 

at 30025 Hz range between 0.1 and 32 mS/m. All the three main high conductivity 

anomalies X, Y and Z are still evident. However, both high conductivity areas at the 

toe (X) and in the NW part o f the site (Z) are slightly narrower. The most active area 

of the landslide (Zone 2) is still characterised by numerous and irregular lateral 

conductivity variations, but is generally more resistive when compared with the 47025 

Hz dataset. This observation suggests perhaps a greater influence from deeper, dry 

weathered rock. Also the area o f  the debris slides outside Zone 2 appears generally 

more resistive, whereas the observed abrupt change in conductivity coinciding with 

the debris toe is still very evident.

The values o f apparent conductivity at 15025 Hz range between 0.1 and 54 mS/m. At 

this frequency the high conductivity zone X narrows further and zone Z is difficult to 

identify, as it is only present at the edges o f  the dataset. The most obvious geophysical 

feature is the lineation trending N W -SE in the centre o f the study area (Y). Apart from 

this anomaly, the landslide is characterised by low  conductivity values, in the range of 

0.1 to 2 mS/m (or resistivity higher than 500 Ohm.m). These low values, found also in 

the area surrounding boreholes 7 and 8, suggest that the signal has indeed penetrated 

deeper and is mainly influenced by the w eathered/fractured rock.
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Considering Table 4.1 and anomaly Y, which appears clearly in all the three plots, a 

conductivity o f 10 mS/m corresponds to approximate depths o f investigation of 5.0, 

5.5 and 6.6 m for frequencies 47025, 30025 and 15025 Hz respectively. The 

differences in the GEM-2 penetration depths are in reality quite limited, mostly in the 

conductive areas. As previously m entioned, the logs o f boreholes 7 and 8 seem to 

suggest that the 47025 Hz dataset is mostly influenced by the first 5 m of the 

subsurface. Considerations on the validity o f GEM-2 datasets in terms o f detecting 

changes in conductivity with depth will be made later in this chapter, when GEM-2 

results will be compared to data obtained using other geophysical techniques.

Figure 4.3 shows the contour plot o f  observed apparent magnetic susceptibility using 

the 15025 Hz frequency. This plot generally confirms the suspected absence o f metal 

debris on this green field site. There are only a limited number o f  small anomalies, 

which can be attributed to observed metal borehole casings and RCTCBC steel 

surveying pegs. Therefore, m etallic debris sources can be excluded as being 

responsible for any variations in the apparent conductivity values observed in the 

datasets.

Table 4.1 Approximate depths o f investigation for each o f  the GEM-2 frequencies over a

range of material conductivities (calculated from equation 2.16)

C onductivity
(mS/m)

R esistivity
(O hm .m )

In vestiga tion  d ep th  (m )
47025 H z 30025 H z 15025 H z

0.1 10000 15.7 17.5 20.8
1 1000 8.8 9.8 11.7
2 500 7.4 8.3 9.8
5 200 5.9 6.6 7.8
8 125 5.2 5.9 7.0
10 100 5.0 5.5 6.6
20 50 4.2 4.7 5.5
100 10 2.8 3.1 3.7

1000 1 1.6 1.8 2.1
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4.3 Results and interpretation of the Self Potential mapping data

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the values o f  electrical Self Potential (SP) measured on 

MYE landslide in December 2006. The SP values are relative to a base station located 

in bedrock in the exposed main scarp. These measured SP voltage values range 

between -19.5 and 31 mV. The se lf potential plots are characterised by the presence of 

a 30 m wide linear negative anom aly, trending N W -SE and located in the central part 

o f the landslide. This SP anom aly is probably associated with the major Cymmer 

Fault in the bedrock, and its negative character indicates a downward movement of 

water through the fault zone.

A localised but relatively strong positive SP anom aly is present at the western edge of 

the landslide main scarp. This anom aly coincides w ith an observed water seepage 

from collapsed mine workings in the base o f  Rhondda N o.3 coal seam.

The positive SP anomalies in the area o f  the new  deep-seated landslide suggest 

movement o f water towards this area, w hereas the localised negative SP anomalies 

could also indicate water infiltrating through fractures.

The most active part o f the landslide (Zone 2 o f  geom orphological map in Figure 

3.21), outside the NW-SE negative anom alous linear feature as previously described, 

is characterised by short w avelength, positive voltage anomalies, which suggest 

localised upward movements o f  groundwater.

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are contour plots o f  the voltage values measured on site in March 

2007 (relative to a different base station). These voltage values range between -19 and 

20 mV, but are generally between -6 and 6 mV. The m ost active area o f the landslide 

is characterised by stronger, short w avelength lateral anomalies. The relatively strong 

positive anomalies could indicate localised upward movem ent o f  water.

Another area of positive SP anom alies is located im mediately to the south o f the toe 

of the debris slide B. This could indicate m ovem ent o f water towards this area, but 

the positive SP values could have been influenced also by the high moisture/clay
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content o f the soil. Here the abrupt increase in voltage (more than 10 mV) seems to 

coincide with the toe o f  the debris slide.

SP data acquired along the three cross profiles at 195480 N, 195490 N and 195500 N 

are shown as contour plots (in F igures 4.6 and 4.7) but also as line graphs (in Figure

4.8), with annotations o f  observed geomorphological features. The voltage values 

measured on the more stable part o f  the slope, in the plateau above Church Quarry, 

show limited variations betw een -6 and 0 mV. Stronger positive and negative 

anomalies, with rapid lateral variations, can be observed in the rest o f the profiles, 

especially in the most active area o f  the landslide. Moreover, a relatively strong 

negative anomaly seems to coincide w ith the lateral shear to the east (in the spoil tip), 

but the number of SP m easurem ents is too few to conclude that an abrupt change in 

voltage delineates the eastern lim it o f  the most active area o f the slope. To the west, 

due probably to the strong effect o f  the Cym m er Fault crossing the slope between the 

plateau and the most active area o f  the landslide, a clear change in voltage at the 

geomorphological limit o f the m ost active area o f the landslide can not be identified.

Both December and M arch SP datasets were acquired in dry conditions, although 

different amounts o f rainfall had occurred during the days previous to the surveys and 

may have influenced the results (Figures 4.9 and 4.10).
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plateau above Church Quarry most active area of landslide (Zone 2)

spoil tip
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Figure 4.8 Self Potential measurements along the three cross profiles acquired on the 

14th o f March along 195480 N, 195490 N  and
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Figure 4.9 Daily rainfall (best estimate) fo r  the period 25th November to 25th December 

2006. SP surveys were carried out on the 15th, 19th and 21st o f December
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Figure 4.10 Daily rainfall for the period 17th February to 17th March 2007. SP surveys 

were carried out on the 8th, 12th and 14th o f  March

4.4 Results and interpretation of seismic refraction tomography and 

MASW data

Figure 4.11 shows the location o f the seismic refraction tomography and MASW lines 

acquired at Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide.

The results o f seismic refraction tom ography are presented in Figure 4.12 in the form 

of seismic velocity contour sections. Interpretation is based on borehole calibration 

and published seismic velocity tables (Figure 2.47). As explained in chapter 2, 

geophysical models employing transitional changes in velocity, instead o f discrete 

velocity boundaries, were preferred due to the expected limited velocity contrast 

observed between geological units.

In general, the seismic profiles are characterised by a gradual increase in P-wave 

velocity from surface to depth. From the surface, four discrete zones o f velocity can 

be identified in the seismic sections:
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Velocity Zone X (purple contours): superficial very thin layer o f velocity 0.10- 

0.20 km/s interpreted as being the near-surface poorly consolidated material; 

Velocity Zone Y (red-orange contoursj: zone o f  0.40-0.80 km/s velocity from the 

near surface to a depth o f  4-6 m. This can be interpreted as being unconsolidated 

dry sediments or as dry highly w eathered/fractured mudstone/siltstone (defined 

often as gravel in borehole logs);

Velocity Zone Z1 (yellow contours!: zone o f  0.90-1.20 km/s velocity, with a very 

variable thickness, com prised between 1 and 10 m. This zone can be interpreted as 

the highly weathered/fractured bedrock or as siltstone/sandstone with water (i.e. 

from boreholes 4A, 7 A and 8A);

Velocity Zone Z2 (green contours): a deeper zone o f 1.6-1.8 km/s velocity, 

interpreted as less w eathered/fractured bedrock.

Seismic line A is located in the blocks o f  ancient deep-seated landsliding described by 

Halcrow (1999; 2000) and which should also be at the toe o f  the new  compound deep- 

seated landslide. In this line, there appears to be a good correlation between the base 

of velocity Zone Y and the surface o f  rupture identified by ESP. Moreover, this 

contour o f 0.80-0.90 km/s velocity coincides w ith  the depths o f Boreholes 3 and 4 

recorded on site during field w ork (possible shear depth). Therefore, Zone Y could 

correspond to the displaced material.

The base o f velocity Zone Y is very close to the ESP surface o f rupture also in line D 

at borehole 9. However, as indicated more clearly in borehole 9A, the surface o f 

rupture could be within Zone Y at shallower depths and therefore the contour 0.80- 

0.90 km/s could correspond simply to a different degree o f rock 

weathering/fracturing.

Unfortunately there is no data calibration available for line B, located in the most 

active area of the debris slides (Zone 2 o f the geom orphological map in Figure 3.21). 

The interpretation provided in Figure 4.12 is based mainly on the observations made 

for line A, but the surface o f  rupture could be much shallower, as in line C (at 

boreholes 8 and 8A).

As previously mentioned, Zone Z1 has been interpreted as being the moderately-
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highly weathered/fractured rock, possibly containing water. This zone is particularly 

thick (up to approximately 10 m) and with sharp lateral boundaries in both lines C and 

D. These two profiles are located close to or w ithin the Cymmer Fault zone, which 

would likely be responsible for this increase in the degree o f bedrock fracturing and 

possibly also an increase in water content.

Line E is located partly in the m ore stable area o f the ancient debris slide A. The N-S 

lateral shear (previously described in M YE geomorphological section), which 

separates the less active area o f the site from the more active one, passes just to the 

East o f borehole 7A. However, there is no obvious lateral change in velocity in the 

section and this velocity profile could not be distinguished from line A and B without 

knowledge o f the geomorphology and the activity o f  the landslide.

To summarise, all the seismic refraction tom ography sections are characterised by a 

decrease in rock weathering/fracturing degree with depth. There is no obvious strong 

geophysical contrast observed between the displaced material and the 

weathered/fractured bedrock. The velocity contour 0.80-0.90 km/s seems to perfectly 

coincide with the observed surface o f  rupture in line A, but not in the other lines. 

Moreover, there are no obvious significant velocity changes observed when crossing 

from the less, to the more active parts o f  the ancient debris slides. The Cymmer Fault 

zone appears to be characterised by a high degree o f  fracturing, with a possible 

associated increase in water content.

MASW data acquired along lines A, B and E were processed by M. Bottomley 

(2008), who provided the coloured contoured plots o f Vs shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14 

and 4.15. As explained in chapter 2, processing o f  M ASW  data for line C was 

unsuccessful, probably due to the severity o f  topographic changes along the geophone 

spread or to strong lateral heterogeneities.

In general, all the three M ASW  lines are characterised by the presence o f a low Vs 

zone (Vs between 200 and 275 m/s) located between 1 and 5 m o f depth and then by 

an increase in velocity with depth, which can be associated with an increase in 

material stiffness. In profile A (Figure 4.13) this low velocity zone is between 2 and 5 

m depth and, as indicated in borehole 4, could be associated to highly weathered
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(gravel of) mudstone. This low velocity zone o f  V s is within the Zone Y o f VP of the 

seismic refraction profile. The surface o f rupture identified by ESP (and the depth 

shear recorded on site) appears to correspond to the contour line o f 350 m/s below this 

Vs low velocity zone. Taking into consideration the VpVs velocity ratios, a Poisson’s 

ratio o f approximately 0.42 can be obtained for a depth o f 4 m (VP=600 m/s, Vs=225 

m/s, VP/Vs=2.6 ), and o f 0.40 for depths o f  7 and 12 m (VP= 1 100 m/s, Vs=450 m/s, 

Vp/Vs=2.4 and Vp=1400 m/s, Vs=550 m/s, Vp/Vs=2.5respectively).

There is no calibration for M ASW  line B. The low  Vs zone is here located between 1 

and 5 m of depth and is again w ithin Vp velocity Zone Y.

In MASW line E the low Vs zone is approxim ately between 1 and 4.5 m depth and 

could be associated with clay and very weathered mudstone (in borehole 7). It 

corresponds to the base o f velocity Zone Y o f  seismic refraction results. In contrast, 

the low Vs zone is not present in the area o f  borehole 7 A, which is located close to the 

lateral shear, which separates the m ore stable (west) from the more active (east) parts 

of the ancient debris slides.
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Vs (ms-1)

Figure 4.13 MASW line A processed by M. Bottomley (2008); H:V exaggeration 1:2. 

The figure has been here modified only by plotting Borehole 4 using the same legend o) 

Figure 4.12. The blue circle indicates an anomaly possibly due to processing, whereas 

red lines indicate boundaries o f  velocity contrast identified by M. Bottomley in its 

processing o f seismic refraction data

Distance along line (m)

Figure 4.14 MASW line B processed by M. Bottomley (2008); H:V exaggeration 1:2. 

For Bottomley, red line indicates a seismic refraction boundary
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Bh7A Distance along line (m)

Figure 4.15 MASW line E processed by M. Bottomley (2008); H:V exaggeration 1:2. 

The figure has been here modified only by plotting Boreholes 7 and 7A using the same 

legend o f Figure 4.12. Red lines indicate boundaries o f  velocity contrast identified by 

M. Bottomley in its processing o f  seismic refraction data
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4.5 Results and interpretation of ERT profiles

Figure 4.16 shows the location o f  the electrical resistivity tomography profiles 

acquired at M ynydd yr Eglwys landslide between January 2006 and December 2008, 

using a W enner-Schlumberger array configuration and a minimum electrode spacing 

of 2 or 5 m. The results o f  a few  representative selected profiles are presented as 

resistivity contoured sections in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 (others can be found in 

Appendix E). Interpretation is based on borehole calibration, geomorphological 

observations and published tables o f  resistivity values for earth materials (Figures 

2.40 and 2.41).

In general, low resistivity (or high conductivity) values have been associated with an 

increase in water and/or clay content, whereas high resistivity values have been 

interpreted as being due to dry and clay-deficient highly weathered/fractured 

mudstone/siltstone (i.e. the displaced m aterial) or to sandstone.

ERT line 1L (Figure 4.17) was acquired along the axis o f  the slope, from the access 

track to the area above the m ain scarp. The area o f  the main scarp is generally 

characterised by high resistivity values (yellow/red/purple contours) which can be 

associated with the sandstones o f  the Llynfi Beds. A relatively low resistivity zone 

(green/cyan contours), w hich is found approxim ately at depth greater than 23 m, 

could be due to presence o f  w ater in the workings o f  Rhondda No 3 coal seam and in 

the Llynfi Rock. This w ater could enter the area o f  the new landslide and then 

percolate through the fractures/cracks in the graben area immediately downslope. 

High resistivity values are found also in correspondence o f the displaced blocks and 

in the displaced material at the toe o f  the new com pound deep-seated landslide (or 

possible blocks o f ancient landsliding). As indicated by boreholes 4/4A, the surface of 

rupture could correspond to the yellow  contour (279-340 Ohm.m), or, more probably, 

to the second green contour below  that (194-232 Ohm.m). The distinction is not easy 

to make because the contours are very close to each others in all available borehole 

locations.

In the area o f  borehole 4A, below the high resistive layer (or displaced material), there 

is a zone o f  low resistivity, which is probably due to water content in the
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sandstone/siltstone. This water is in the area o f the secondary scarp and could enter 

the more active zone o f  the landslide (Zone 2 o f geomorphological map, Figure 3.21).

The area of ancient debris slide is characterised by a near-surface high resistive layer 

of approximately 4 m thickness. This layer appears to correlate well with the dry and 

highly fractured m udstone/siltstone and therefore to the displaced material (see 

boreholes 8/8A). Again the surface o f  rupture could correspond to the yellow contour 

or to the two green contours ju s t below  this. However, looking at the toe o f the debris 

slide, the surface o f  rupture is m ore likely to coincide with the base o f the green 

contour o f 194 Ohm.m. Therefore, the displaced material could have some areas of 

localised increase in thickness, reaching 8 m at the toe o f  the debris slide.

Below the near-surface resistive layer, there is a zone o f  low resistivity located in the 

area o f boreholes 8 and 8A w hich extends upslope, below the NW -SE hummocky 

area (identified for example in Figure 3.22), and downslope in an inclined direction. 

This low resistivity zone is probably due to high water and/or clay content within the 

Cymmer Fault zone.

The 2 m spacing lines (ERT Is and ERT X) along the same profile, confirm these 

observations, with major resolution at shallow depth and providing more information 

on possible localised small wet/clay areas below  the displaced material.

However, it has to be underlined that the sections shown in this and the following 

Figure (4.18) were acquired during different days/seasons and therefore are probably 

influenced by differences due to changes in site conditions in response to rainfall (as 

discussed in next chapter).

Figure 4.18 shows three cross profiles. ERT 8L and 9L were deployed across the 

slope starting from the stable area above Church Quarry (that is beyond the landslide 

lateral limits) in order to explore also the differences in resistivity values between 

stable and unstable parts o f  the slope. The two profiles are characterised mainly by a 

nearly linear, wide, low resistivity zone w hich extends at depth and is inclined 

towards the more active area o f  the slope. In plan, this anomalous zone follows a NW- 

SE trend (see annotations ‘a ’ and ‘b ’ in Figure 4.16 and 4.18) and comes to surface at
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the wet areas with reeds m apped near the plateau. It is therefore probably associated 

with the Cymmer Fault and it is due to high water and/or clay content within the fault 

zone. The area o f  the plateau is characterised by higher resistivity values, probably 

associated with sandstones o f  the Llynfi Beds w ith low water content.

ERT 8L crosses the toe o f  the new  deep-seated landslide (or the blocks o f ancient 

deep-seated landsliding described by H alcrow  1999, 2000). As observed in ERT 1L, 

this area is characterised by a near-surface high resistivity layer, w hich corresponds to 

dry highly weathered m udstone/siltstone (boreholes 3, 3A, 4, 4A). The surface of 

rupture identified by ESP appears to correspond to the base o f this resistive layer 

(approximately yellow contour, as explained before). Below  the interpreted displaced 

material, there are two low  resistivity  zones (one at Borehole 4 and one to the east 

boundary of the section), w hich are probably associated with increase in water 

content. More detail at shallow  depth is provided by the 2 m spacing profile in 

Appendix D.

ERT 9L crosses the m ost active area o f  the debris slides, for which there is no local 

borehole calibration. The displaced m aterial could correspond to the very thin (2-6 m) 

near-surface high resistivity layer (yellow  to purple contours). However, it could also 

extend deeper into the first or second green contours below. In the 2 m spacing line 

(line 9s in Appendix D) the h igh  resistivity layer, probably associated with the 

displaced material, is characterised by localised thickening o f  up to 10 m. Moreover, a 

moderately low resistivity zone (m ore evident in the 2 m  spacing line), associated 

with higher water/clay content, is located at the eastern m argin o f  the profile.

ERT 4L crosses the southern part o f  the slope and is generally characterised by lower 

resistivity values, which can be due to clay (glacial till), but m ainly to water draining 

towards this area. The profile crosses the toe o f  debris slide A, w hich appears on the 

line as the near-surface resistive m aterial at chainage 25-60 m. There is a very low 

“wedge”-shaped resistivity anom alous zone in the eastern part o f  the line, which in 

plan (see annotation ‘c ’ in Figures 4.16 and 4.18 for reference) follows the NW-SE of 

the Cymmer Fault and the m ain w et areas identified during geomorphological 

mapping. This low resistivity is therefore probably due to high water and/or clay 

content within the fault zone.
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4.6 Results and interpretation of IP data

Figure 4.19 shows the location o f  the IP tom ography profiles acquired at Mynydd yr 

Eglwys landslide in 2008, using D ipole-D ipole array configuration and a minimum 

electrode spacing o f 2 m. The results o f three selected profiles are presented as 

chargeability contours sections in Figure 4.20. Interpretation is based on borehole 

calibration and geom orphological observations.

The profiles were deployed m ainly along and across the area o f boreholes 8 and 8A 

and possibly within the C ym m er Fault to investigate the low resistivity (or high 

conductivity) anomalous zones observed in both ERT and GEM -2 datasets.

All the three IP profiles are characterised by a near-surface layer o f higher 

chargeability (above 6 or 8 m V /V , the yellow /red/purple contours) o f  approximately 4 

m thickness. The base o f this layer seems to correspond with the surface o f rupture 

indicated by ESP. However, the chargeability contours are very narrow  in the areas 

with local borehole calibration. Therefore it is not possible to precisely associate the 

surface o f rupture with the base o f the yellow  or the dark green contour. Some 

localised high chargeability zones are found ju s t below  the near-surface layer above 

described. These zones are probably areas o f  higher clay content, but could also still 

represent the displaced m aterial, leading to a deeper surface o f  rupture.

In the deeper part o f the sections there are w ide anom alies o f  low chargeability (blue- 

cyan contours) which correspond to highly w eathered/fractured mudstone/siltstone (in 

boreholes 8, 8A, 9). These low  chargeability values can be associated with presence 

o f water in the fractured bedrock w ithin the Cym m er Fault zone. However, in the area 

upslope of borehole 9 (line 13top) and to the east o f  boreholes 8/8 A, there is a zone of 

high chargeability, which could indicate localised areas o f  increase clay content 

within the fault zone.

IP line Y crosses the N-S lateral shear at around 14 m chainage. Although the shear is 

not so developed as in the southern and northern areas o f the debris slide, it seems to 

correspond to the w estern lim it o f  the low  chargeability zone at depth (previously 

associated with water content w ithin the Cym m er Fault).
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4.7 Discussion

4.7.1 Joint interpretation o f  geophysical results leading to conceptual 

model o f  the landslide

Figure 4.21 shows a conceptual m odel o f  M YE landslide w hich was developed from 

the joint interpretation o f  the geophysical results described in this chapter. The model 

can be divided in areas o f  the landslide w hich include the characteristics illustrated in 

the Figure:

• Area o f new com pound deep-seated landslide (Zone 1 o f  geom omhological map) 

This area is characterised by high resistivity values associated with the sandstones o f 

the Llynfi Beds. A low resistivity zone (detected by ERT) due to high water content is 

located in the workings o f  R hondda N o 3 coal seam and in the Llynfi Rock. Positive 

SP anomalies occur at the R hondda N o 3 w ater seepage, but also in the main scarp 

area. In general they indicate that the w ater is m oving towards this area. Low 

localised resistivity zones and SP negative anom alies are observed in the graben 

below the main scarp, w hich suggest w ater infiltrating into the slope through 

cracks/fractures.

As from calibration o f ERT line 1L at borehole 4, the surface o f  rupture o f the deep- 

seated landslide flattens tow ards the toe area as expected in com pound failures.

• Area o f blocks o f ancient deep-seated landsliding and/or toe o f new compound 

deep-seated landslide. The displaced m aterial is here approxim ately 5-6 m thick and is 

characterised by high resistivity values and Vp velocities below  0.80-0.90 m/s, which 

can be associated with dry, clay-deficient w eathered m udstone/siltstone. There is a 

possible decrease in material stiffness (Vs o f  200-275 m/s) between 2 and 5 m depth 

and an observed Vs value o f  350 m/s m easured at the surface o f  rupture. Localised 

areas o f increased water content can be found underneath the displaced material (from 

ERT data). This water is likely to enter the m ost active area o f the landslide through 

the secondary scarp. E lectrom agnetic m apping data (GEM -2) confirm no significant 

lateral variation in w ater/clay content w ithin the displaced material.
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• Most active area o f  the debris slides (Zone 2 o f  geomorphological map). Data 

interpretation suffered from lack o f  local borehole calibration. However, the displaced 

material has still been associated with high resistivity values (dry, clay deficient 

unconsolidated material) and low seism ic velocities (high fracturing degree). In this 

area the displaced material appears to have lateral variations in thickness, which can 

vary from 2 to 10 m. This is confirm ed by both ERT and GEM-2 datasets. Indeed the 

numerous relatively strong but irregular variations in electrical conductivity observed 

using the highest GEM -2 frequencies can be associated with these thickness 

variations which bring the low er resistive material underneath the surface o f rupture 

closer to the surface. This area is also characterised by localised increase in water/clay 

content underneath the slip surface (ERT) and by a localised upward movement of 

water (observed from the SP dataset). The lower frequency GEM-2 dataset is 

characterised by high resisitivity (low  conductivity) values, suggesting therefore by 

method comparison, that the signal does not penetrate deeper than the displaced 

material.

• Cymmer Fault zone. The fault zone is well defined in all datasets. It appears as a 

wide N-W trending zone o f  low  resistivity  (high conductivity) values in both ERT and 

GEM-2 datasets. These values could be associated with high clay and/ or water 

content within the fault zone. This am biguity has been solved using the IP profiles, 

which show that the fault area is high in w ater content at depth, but may also have 

some localised areas o f clay enrichm ent. W hen these local clay enrichments are closer 

to the surface (approximately in the first 5 m o f depth) they are depicted also by the 

GEM-2 (anomaly Y, at intersection w ith anomaly in IP 13 top) .  In this area in 

particular, Seismic lines (C and D) show  that there is an increase in fracturing degree 

at depth o f up to 15 m w ithin the fault zone and which can have sharp lateral 

boundaries. The strong SP negative anom aly suggests that the fault acts mainly as a 

preferential pathway for water, w hich m oves downwards into the slope and probably 

in a SE direction.

• Lateral boundaries o f  landslide

The geophysical signal in the area o f  the slope between the plateau above Church 

Quarry and the most active area o f  the landslide is dominated by the presence o f the
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Cymmer Fault zone. This strong anom alous area probably coincides with the north

western lateral limit o f  the landslide. It m asks a possible SP difference in signal when 

crossing from the more to the less stable part o f  the slope, which was instead observed 

to the east, in the area o f  the spoil tip m aterial. The lateral limit is instead very well 

defined in the ERT line crossing the ancient deep-seated blocks o f landsliding (ERT 

8L). On the contrary, there is no evidence o f  the N-S lateral shear which separates 

debris slides A and B (that is less active from more active parts o f the slope) neither in 

GEM-2, SP or seismic refraction (line E) datasets. Only M ASW  profile E shows a 

lateral variation (a lack o f  the low Vs velocity zone) mostly in correspondence with 

the lateral shear. W hen looking at ERT profiles in this area, the more active part of 

the slope shows generally low er resistivity values at depth, possibly due to higher 

water content (line 6L in appendix). In the western part o f the site (close to Church 

Quarry and on the plateau) there are stronger resistivity values (sandstones o f the 

Llynfi Beds). The displaced m aterial seems to show  also high chargeability values, 

which were evident in the IP sections. H owever, no IP profiles were acquired across 

the lateral shear.

• Toe o f ancient debris slides. A n abrupt increase in electrical SP voltage and in 

conductivity (contour o f  3 m S/m ) in GEM -2 dataset coincides w ith the toe o f the 

debris slides. The 2 m spacing ER T profiles (ex. Line 5s in appendix) show the high 

resistive displaced material reaching the toe area w ith a thickness o f approximately 8 

m.

• Area to the South o f  toe o f  debris slides. This area is characterised by low 

resistivity (or high conductivity) values in both ERT and GEM-2 datasets, probably 

due to the wetter ground conditions and to the clay content o f the glacial till. The 

positive SP values suggest m ovem ent o f  w ater towards this area, although they could 

have been influenced by the high m oisture/clay content o f  the soil. The Cymmer Fault 

crosses the SE toe are o f  the slope, w ith the associated high clay/water content (ERT 

4L).
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4.7.2 Effectiveness o f  geophysical methods

While at the end o f chapter 2 the geophysical m ethods employed were discussed in 

terms of best field procedures, data quality, resolution, limitation and costs, here they 

are evaluated on the basis o f their effectiveness in detecting the potential targets 

which were established in the aims o f  this project.

• Electromagnetics (w ith G eophex GEM -2). The GEM-2 instrument was able to 

detect variations o f w ater/clay content w ithin the slope and at various depths, 

probably within 5-6 m from the surface (but IP technique was necessary to distinguish 

between these possible two sources o f  anomaly). N um erous and irregular strong 

lateral variations in conductivity w ere observed in the m ost active area o f the 

landslide. GEM-2 in particular depicted part o f  the Cymm er Fault zone and the strong 

lithological contrast in the area o f  the plateau above Church Quarry. Moreover, the 

datasets showed an abrupt change in conductivity at debris slide toes, but not at the 

lateral shears.

• Self Potential. The electrical Self Potential method provided important 

information on groundwater flow  w ithin the slope (i.e. towards m ain scarp, at the toe) 

and in particular within the C ym m er Fault. The technique was able to delineate the 

limits o f the debris slides at the toe, but not in the w estern N-S lateral shear or in the 

north-western part o f the site due probably to the strong geophysical signal influence 

of the Cymmer Fault. An SP negative anom aly was identified at the lateral limit o f the 

most active area to the east, in the spoil tip, but due to the limited number of SP 

measurements this result cannot be considered conclusive. The most active area o f the 

landslide was characterised by num erous and short w avelength anomalies.

• Seismic refraction tom ography (P-w aves). The seismic profiles were unclear as 

a result o f the limited velocity contrast observed within the geology o f the hillslope 

(i.e. the displaced and stable ground). The technique was able to describe the gradual 

decrease in rock fracturing degree w ith depth. It is probable that the base o f velocity 

Zone Y (contour 0.80-0.90 km /s), at 4-5 m  depth, coincides with the surface of
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rupture at the toe o f  the new  deep-seated landslide. However, borehole data in other 

profiles seem to suggest that the surface o f  rupture could be shallower, with the base 

of velocity Zone Y reflecting perhaps simply changes in the degree o f fracturing. No 

evident difference within a seismic velocity section was observed when moving from 

more to less stable areas o f  the landslide. On the contrary, the seismic refraction 

method was useful in depicting the increase in the degree o f  fracturing up to depth of 

15 m associated with the Cym m er Fault (possibly with water).

• MASW . The data provided by M. Bottom ley were characterised by a zone of 

low Vs velocity (200-275 m/s) from  1 to 5 m o f depth which corresponds to highly 

weathered material or clay. From  borehole data calibration, it appears that the surface 

of rupture could be just below  this low  velocity zone (contour o f 350 m/s). This 

anomalous low velocity zone is present also in the less active debris slide. However it 

is discontinuous and it is not present in the area o f the N-S lateral shear (line E).

• ERT. This technique was probably the m ost efficient on site. It was able to map 

the displaced material, although w ith a certain degree o f  ambiguity as a result of 

determining the precise resistivity contour to define the surface o f  rupture. This leads 

to possible variations in the predicted thickness o f  displaced material. The ERT 

method was able to provide inform ation on lithology (sandstones) and on areas of 

increase water/clay content. However, IP data were necessary to distinguish between 

clay/water as possible sources o f  low  resistivity zones, while SP datasets could 

provide information on the direction o f  w ater flow. ERT datasets clearly show the 

wide area o f the NW -SE trending Cym m er Fault, which extends deep into the 

bedrock. The lateral limits o f  displaced m aterial interpreted from ERT data coincide 

with the ones from geom orphological m apping in the area o f the blocks o f  ancient 

landsliding and the toe o f  the debris slides. However, the less active debris slide A is 

still characterised by a thin shallow  high-resistive layer.

• IP. The IP datasets allow ed distinguishing between clay and water rich areas 

within the Cymmer Fault zone, as both w ere characterised by low resistivity values in 

the ERT and GEM-2 datasets. IP profiles revealed also other areas o f possible 

enrichment in clay content. M oreover, the displaced material seemed associated with
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relatively high values o f  chargeability, possibly caused by weathering.
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Chapter 5 Results of geophysical monitoring at Mynydd yr

Eglwys Landslide

5.1 Introduction

Over the period o f  this research project, six ERT profiles and two SP grids were 

repeated in time. The aim was to investigate temporal changes in the groundwater 

table, in the moisture content and in the possible prefe rential groundwater paths 

within Mynydd yr Eglwys hillslope. This may then lead to a relationship being 

determined between resistivity changes, local rainfall, an increase in groundwater 

levels and an acceleration in the rate o f  ground surface displacements.

The six ERT profiles were repeated in tim e (2 to 6 times each) during the project. 

However, the complex hydrogeology o f  the site and the lack o f obvious periods of 

definitely dry or very wet conditions (due to South W ales’ variable weather 

conditions) show that infrequent m easurem ents throughout the year are not sufficient 

to fully understand the response o f  the slope to rainfall. Therefore, only the results of 

the profiles ERT 1L and X are reported here and discussed in detail, as they were the 

lines repeated most frequently. Two SP profiles acquired twice along ERT line X are 

also shown in support o f  ERT m onitoring data interpretation.

As previously described in chapters 2 and 3, the information on local rainfall, 

groundwater levels and EDM  defined rates o f ground displacement (Halcrow and 

RCTCBC) were all affected by errors and data gaps. Therefore there were limited data 

available for detailed correlation o f  the variations in observed resistivity values along 

profile 1L and other climatic factors. Profile X was acquired six times between June 

and August 2008, while GPS m ovem ent m onitoring and borehole continuous 

monitoring o f groundwater levels were also undertaken.
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5.2 Results and interpretation of monitoring measurements along 
ERT 1L

Figure 5.1 shows the location o f the ERT line 1L, which was acquired with a 

minimum electrode spacing o f 5 m and with the W enner-Schlumberger array 

configuration. The line was first acquired on the 26th o f January 2006 and then again 

on the 17th o f July, 13th o f  Decem ber, 20th February 2007 and lastly on the 3rd o f May 

2007.

Figure 5.2 displays the results o f the profiles w hich are presented as separate coloured 

and contoured resistivity sections. Each section was finalised after 3 inversion 

iterations and the RMS values (representing the misfit between theoretical and 

original data), are less than 4.2%, except for profile o f 17th o f July 2006, which has an 

RMS value of 9.9%. The profile acquired in January 2006 was previously described 

in section 4.5 (Figure 4.17). Here it is reported again to facilitate visual comparison 

with the repeated sections; the January 2006 resistivity section will subsequently be 

called the reference section. As changes in resistivity between the repeated profiles 

can be masked by the chosen colour scale and therefore be difficult to identify, plots 

of calculated resistivity differences betw een each section and the reference section are 

also shown (Figure 5.3).

The profile o f 26 January 2006 was acquired in a dry period: only one significant 

rainfall event (>30 mm o f  rainfall) was recorded in the previous 10 days. The 

resistivity profile acquired on the 20 February 2007 is virtually identical to the 

reference section, which is also apparent in the lack o f variations shown on the plot of 

resistivity differences (Figure 5.3).

The profile showing the greatest changes from the reference section is that o f July 

2006. The profile was acquired in sum m er after a very dry period. It is evident that the 

low resistivity zone in the area o f  the secondary scarp extends throughout the section 

depth. This low resistivity block is clearly defined by an adjacent downslope high 

resistivity zone, which could be due to a sandstone horizon. The zone o f the Cymmer 

Fault is characterised by a significant decrease in resistivity, which is interpreted as
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being due to an increase in groundwater content. This increase in groundwater may be 

due to an isolated local heavy rainfall event w hich has not been picked up in the 

rainfall dataset. Such an event could result in groundwater rapidly percolating through 

the fractures within the Cym m er Fault from the N W  area o f the site towards the SE.

The resistivity profile o f  13th o f  D ecem ber 2006 was surveyed after a wet period. The 

low resistivity zone in the area o f  the secondary scarp now appears to extend deeper 

into the slope. In the centre o f  the profile at >15m  depth, a high resistivity zone 

(yellow contour) is observed, w hich could also be associated with a sandstone 

horizon. Due to the wetter conditions, it is difficult to understand why this zone is 

apparently more resistive than in the reference profile, which was acquired during a 

period o f less rainfall.

The resistivity section acquired on 3 M ay 2007 also shows a relatively high resistivity 

zone in the same location at a depth >30 m. The plot o f resistivity difference with the 

reference profile shows higher resistivity values for the top half o f  the profile, 

associated with the relatively dryer conditions.

To summarise, the temporal m onitoring perform ed with ERT line 1L has confirmed 

the applicability o f  the m ethodology in detecting changes in the groundwater content 

and defining preferential groundw ater pathways within the hillslope. The main 

changes in resistivity values were observed in the areas o f  the secondary scarp, at 

depth in Zone 2 (the m ost active part o f  the landslide) and also w ithin the Cymmer 

Fault zone. However, due to the lack o f  reliable local rainfall and groundwater data, it 

is difficult to interpret such resistivity changes in great detail. M oreover, the long 

interval o f time between the repetitions o f  the resistivity measurements renders 

interpretation difficult in term s o f  understanding the phase o f the groundwater 

response to rainfall on the slope. The profiles are ‘snapshots’ o f a particular 

‘hydrogeological stage’ w hich is not properly docum ented by other datasets or by 

continuous geophysical monitoring.
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Chapter 5 Results o f  geophysical m onitoring at M ynydd y r  Eglwys Landslide

5.2.1 Monitoring along ERT line X  (also with SP profiles)

ERT line X is located in the m ost active area o f  the landslide (Figure 5.1). Data were 

acquired using perm anent electrodes at 2 m spacing using the W enner-Schlumberger 

array. Resistivity m easurem ents w ere first carried out on the 2nd o f June 2008 

(subsequently called the reference profile) and then repeated again on the 13th o f June, 

14th of July, 17th o f  July, 22nd o f  A ugust and 27th o f August 2008. The reference 

profile, line X o f 2nd o f  June 2008, has been previously interpreted in chapter 4 

(section 4.5; Figure 4.17). It has been reported again in Figure 5.4 for ease o f result 

comparisons. The results are show n in Figure 5.4 as resistivity colour contour sections 

and in Figure 5.5 as plots o f  resistivity  differences. All the resistivity tomography 

sections were calculated w ith 3 inversion iterations and the final RMS values range 

between 2.4 and 3.5%.

The repeated sections appear to be very sim ilar to each other and are characterised by 

two main low resistivity zones. O ne zone is located in the area o f  the minor scarp, just 

below the near-surface high resistive layer previously interpreted as the shallow 

displaced material. The other zone is located in the area underneath the same shallow 

resistive layer and extends dow nslope from  the N W -SE hum m ocky terrain towards 

boreholes 8/8A. These two anom alies, already described in chapter 4, are probably 

associated to an increase in w ater content in the area o f  the m inor scarp and to an 

increase in water and/or clay content w ithin the Cym m er Fault zone.

In the most active area o f  the landslide (58-92m  along the profile), there is a 2m thick 

low resistivity layer below  the surface displaced material which displays a changing 

water content and which likely represents w ater entering the m ost active area o f the 

slope from the minor scarp.

The greatest change in resistivity  can be seen in the profile acquired on the 14 of 

July. The colour contoured resistiv ity  section (Figure 5.4) is characterised by two 

adjacent lOm-wide vertical linear anom alies (60-80m  along the profile) o f contrasting 

high and low resistivity values. These features are located in the m ost active area of 

the landslide and extend from approxim ately 5 m o f  depth to the maximum depth of
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the section. Rainfall inform ation and data from  the continuous monitoring of water 

levels at borehole 3 show that ju s t 9 days prior to the survey there had been 3 days of 

heavy rainfall events w hich have caused groundw ater level to rise. On the day o f the 

survey, the groundwater level was dropping asym ptotically after a peak value was 

reached 5 days earlier. The groundw ater levels were continuing to drop three days 

later when the profile was repeated. Interestingly, the two contrasting linear anomalies 

noted in the profile o f 14th o f  July are no longer present on the 17th o f July. These 

observations suggest that a vertical 10-m wide zone o f a preferential water pathway 

exists in the most active area o f  the landslide. This zone appears to be bounded 

downslope by a high resistivity  anom aly (possibly a sandstone), which may function 

as a temporary barrier for groundw ater flow. As this high resistive zone was no longer 

visible after 3 days after the previous survey, the w ater m ay have percolated through 

this area. Due to its relatively narrow  linear vertical shape, the negative anomalous 

feature could be associated w ith w ater m oving through deep vertical fractures, which 

are likely to be present due to the proxim ity o f  the Cymmer Fault zone, or to water 

forced to move vertically upw ards by a less perm eable barrier formed by the resistive 

material located downslope. This m ay be confirm ed by the fact that SP profiles 

carried out in the area o f ERT line X  on the 14th o f July suggest an upward movement 

of water through this zone.

However, it is important to rem em ber that the data o f  the GPS m onitoring campaigns 

showed a seasonal trend in the rate o f  surface displacements characterised by very 

slow velocities during A pril-July 2008. Therefore, although an increase in water 

levels and a localised decrease in resistiv ity  values have been observed in response to 

isolated heavy rainfall events during sum m er 2008, these did not cause significant 

accelerations in measured surface displacem ents.
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5.3 Summary and discussion

This chapter presented the results of ERT monitoring carried out along lines 1L and 

X. By monitoring changes in observed resistivity values, the data show the potential 

of the technique in detecting temporal changes in groundwater content and in 

detecting preferential groundwater pathways. As the rates of displacement measured 

with GPS during summer are very small, the movement of water above described 

does not appear to have any influence on landslide kinematics.

To refine the technique in areas of complex hydrogeology, it would require higher 

frequency ERT monitoring than the one adopted during the project. This could be 

achieved by permanently burying a cable and electrodes into the landslide and 

automatic data logging (BGS, [WWW 2.12]). It is also essential that reliable local 

rainfall data and continuous monitoring of borehole water levels are recorded 

simultaneously. GPS surveying should also be backed up with down-hole 

instrumentation such as inclinometers providing continuous ground movement 

information. The changes in water content or flow path may not cause acceleration in 

the rate o f surface displacements. Therefore monitoring of surface displacement 

should be included. Practically, however, such a system would be expensive, plus 

experience has shown that automatic systems left on urban hillsides are prone to theft 

and vandalism.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Research

6.1 Conclusions

The primary aim o f this research project is to develop an integrated and cost-effective 

approach (based on surveying and geophysical techniques) for the characterisation 

and monitoring o f slow moving active landslides and other potentially unstable slopes 

which can be found within the South Wales Coalfield, an area of complex geology, 

coal mining and hydrogeology.

This study focused on the complex slow-moving Mynydd yr Eglwys landslide, which 

can be considered representative o f many landslides which are found in this region. 

The landslide was investigated and monitored with a wide range of techniques: digital 

photogrammetry (from an helium balloon), GPS surveying/monitoring, self-potential 

mapping, electromagnetic ground conductivity mapping (with Geophex GEM-2), 

seismic refraction tomography, multichannel analysis of surface waves, electrical 

resistivity tomography and induced polarization tomography. Such comprehensive 

integrated surveying-geophysical study has never been undertaken previously. To our 

knowledge, the broadband multi-frequency Geophex GEM-2 instrument, and the 

MASW and IP techniques have very rarely been used on landslides or potentially 

unstable slopes. Moreover, a part from Rouse et al. (1991), no previous research has 

been published on geophysical investigations of the hillslopes of South Wales.

All methods were assessed in terms of their effectiveness in determining specific 

targets established from desk study and literature review, such as: ground surface 

model, rates and spatial distribution o f surface displacements, depth and shape of 

surface of rupture, thickness and lateral limits of displaced material, geology and 

hydrogeology o f the slope. The precision, resolution, quality of data provided were 

also evaluated together, along with the commercial costs, the optimal field procedures 

and the technical/logistical limitations of each technique.
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Data were interpreted first separately for each technique and then jointly, leading to a 

conceptual model o f the landslide. Furthermore, a few ERT and SP profiles were 

repeated in time to investigate the temporal changes in water content and water paths 

within the slope and eventually establish a relationship between such changes and 

changes in_rainfall, borehole water levels and rates in surface displacements.

Digital photogrammetry, acquired with a lOMPixel camera mounted on a helium 

balloon, allowed the rapid generation o f a high-resolution good quality DEM. Data 

precision was 0.0060 m in X, 0.0063 m in Y and 0.0128 m in Z. The difference 

between GPS heights and the ones derived from the photogrammetry DEM had a 

mean value o f 0.103 m and a standard deviation o f 0.140 m. A rapid way to test 

accuracy and reliability o f the photogrammetry-derived DEM in Surfer was here 

proposed. The 2D and 3D plots that can be produced and the 3D platform of the 

photogrammetry software would have been ideal for visualisation and interpretation 

of geophysical data against landforms.

The performance o f the dual-frequency Topcon HiPer Pro GPS+, used in RTK mode, 

for landslide monitoring has not been previously reported in the literature. A data 

quality assessment on monitoring observations for MYE landslide was carried out and 

revealed that the surveying precision achieved on site at MYE was 12 mm in 

horizontal and 15 mm in elevation.

Geomorphological mapping and in particular the results o f GPS monitoring helped 

identifying areas o f heterogeneity (i.e. different levels o f activity) within the slope. 

Moreover, GPS results showed a temporal variability in rate of displacements, which 

is probably associated with rainfall and water pressures. However, the low frequency 

of GPS campaigns allowed only the depiction o f a general seasonal trend of the rate 

of displacements (acceleration occurs in wetter periods) and was not able to establish 

a precise relationship with rainfall and borehole water levels.

A combination o f digital photogrammetry and GPS monitoring could be applied to 

slow-moving landslides to obtain high-precision short-term measurements at a few 

selected locations and long-term measurements at cm-precision over a wider area. 

However, other instrumentation (i.e. inclinometers or extensiometers) which provide
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continuous movement data is necessary to define the dynamic response of the slope to 

rainfall in areas o f such complex hydrogeology.

The broad-band multi-frequency GEM-2 instrument allowed the rapid acquisition of 

numerous profiles at high data density whilst walking over rough landslide terrain, 

which makes it very practical for reconnaissance surveys. This technique was able to 

detect variations in water/clay content within the slope and at various depths, within 

the first 5-6 m from the surface, but the IP method was necessary to distinguish 

between these two possible sources o f anomaly. The technique was also able to 

delineate the landslide boundaries at the toe. Only a visual comparison between plots 

from different frequencies was here carried out. Inversion algorithms for GEM-2 data 

are still under research.

The Self Potential method provided very useful information on the direction of 

groundwater flow (i.e. towards the main scarp area, along the Cymmer Fault or at the 

toe). The SP technique was able to detect the lateral limits o f the landslide with 

certainty only at the toe. The most active area o f the landside was characterised by 

strong, short-length numerous lateral voltage anomalies, suggesting localised upward 

water flows.

Seismic refraction tomography data suffered from the lack o f strong velocity contrast 

between the displaced material and the weathered bedrock and the surface o f rupture 

could not be defined in all the profiles. However, the refraction data were useful in 

detecting vertical and lateral variations in degree o f fracturing and in particular within 

the Cymmer Fault. No difference among the seismic profiles was noticed between the 

data acquired on more stable or more active debris slides.

MASW data were negatively influenced by strong lateral ground heterogeneities and 

severe topography at the site. However, the profiles were characterised by a low Vs 

zone at depth between 1 and 5 m, which correspond to highly weathered 

mudstone/siltstone and/or clay. Borehole data calibration show that the surface o f 

rupture is just below that zone. The low S-wave_velocity zone is present also in the 

less active ancient debris slides.
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ERT was probably the most effective technique, as it was able to detect the lateral 

limits and the thickness o f the displaced material, the depth and shape of the surface 

of rupture (in both deep-seated and debris slide areas), lithology (sandstones), zones 

of increase water and/or clay content. However, an IP survey was necessary to 

distinguish between clay/water sources o f low resistivity anomalies and SP mapping 

to determine the direction o f  water flow. Repeated ERT surveys showed the potential 

of ERT monitoring in detecting temporal changes in groundwater content and in 

detecting preferential water paths. However, the frequency of such surveys would 

have to be very high in slow moving landslides with complex hydrogeology in order 

to determine the relationship between water changes within the slope, rainfall and 

acceleration in rates o f displacement. Moreover, ERT monitoring needs to be 

calibrated by reliable rainfall data, continuous monitoring o f water levels and 

inclinometer/extensiometer information on ground displacement.

The IP technique was able to solve the ambiguity between clay-rich or water-saturated 

silica units (both characterised by low resistivity values). Moreover, tests on 

electrode types and array configurations revealed that copper electrodes can be used 

instead o f non-polarizable electrodes and that the Dipole-Dipole array configuration 

provides better results when compared with datasets obtained from other techniques.

6.2 Future research

- The results on rates and spatial distribution of surface displacements provided by the 

combination o f digital photogrammetry (long-term) and GPS (short-term) monitoring, 

plus the 3D information on landslide geology and hydrogeology provided by 

geophysical investigation/monitoring could be used as input and calibration for the 

more sophisticated hydro-mechanical models o f large slow-moving landslides based 

on 3D finite element mesh and described in Francois et al. (2007) and Ferrari and 

Laloui (2011). These models allow prediction of rates/distribution of displacements in 

response to different conditions, such as in rainfall events (climate change).

- Geophysical techniques were able to detect the increase in degree of fracturing,
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water/clay content and the direction o f water movement within the Cymmer Fault. 

Therefore they could be used to investigate the features of lateral spreading described 

by Donnelly et al. (2000) and Donnelly (2005), which are typical of the South Wales 

Coalfield and are located close to major deep-seated landslides.

- Halcrow identified several common factors in the most ‘recent’ first time deep- 

seated landslides which occurred in the South Wales Coalfield (in terms of geology, 

structure, topography) and were triggered following different raining conditions 

(Chapter 1). Moreover deep-seated landslides show some signs of instability before 

the main episode. Geophysical and surveying methodologies could be used to 

investigate potentially unstable slopes characterised by the above factors to study 

conditions before failure and/or, if  possible, slopes during the formation of the surface 

of rupture.

-The results o f the methods were combined at interpretation level, but further research 

could be carried out to combine geophysical results at processing level with fuzzy 

fusion techniques.

- GEM-2 data were not inverted and further research should be carried out in this 

field. The datasets provided by all the other techniques could be used then to evaluate 

the GEM-2 inversion results.
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Appendix A

Appendix A Classification of slope movements by Hutchinson (1988)

Classification o f sub-aerial slope movements proposed by Hutchinson (1988)

A) Rebound M ovem ents associated with:
1. M an-m ade excavations
2. N aturally eroded valleys

B) Creep 1. Superficial, predom inantly seasonal creep; mantle 
creep:
a) Soil creep, talus creep (non-periglacial)
b) Frost creep and gelifluction o f granular debris 

(periglacial)
2. Deep-seated, continuous creep; mass creep
3. Pre-failure creep; progressive creep
4. Post-failure creep

C) Sagging o f m ountain slopes 1. S ingle-sided sagging associated with the initial stages 
o f  landsliding:
a) o f  rotational (essentially circular) type (R-sagging)
b) o f  com pound (m arkedly non-circular) type (C- 
sagging); i) listric (CL); ii) bi-planar (CB)

2. D ouble-sided sagging associated with the initial stages 
o f  double landsliding, leading to ridge spreading:
a) o f  rotational (essentially circular) type (DR- 
sagging)
b) o f  com pound (m arkedly non-circular) type (DC- 
sagging); i) listric (DCL), ii) biplanar (DCB)

3. Sagging associated with m ultiple toppling (T-sagging)
D) Landslides 1. C onfined failures:

a) in natural slopes
b) in m an-m ade slopes

2. Rotational slips:
a) single rotational slips
b) successive rotational slips
c) m ultiple rotational slips

3. Com pound slides (m arkedly non-circular, with listric 
or bi-planar slip surfaces):
a) released by internal shearing tow ards rear

i) in slide mass o f  low to m oderate brittleness
ii) in slide m ass o f high brittleness

b) progressive com pound slides, involving rotational 
slip at rear and fronted by subsequent translational 
slide

4. Translational slides
a) Sheet slides
b) Slab slides; flake slides
c) Peat slides
d) Rock slides:

i) Planar slides; block slides
ii) Stepped slides
iii) W edge failures

e) Slides o f  debris:
i) D ebris-slides; debris avalanches (non- 
periglacial)
ii) A ctive layer slides (periglacial)

f) Sudden spreading failures
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E) Debris m ovem ents o f  flow -like form 1. M udslides
a) Sheets
b) Lobes (lobate or elongate)

2. Periglacial m udslides (gelifluction o f  clays):
a) Sheets
b) Lobes (lobate or elongate, active and relict)

3. Flow slides:
a) in loose, choesionless materials
b) in lightly cem ented, high porosity silts
c) in high porosity, weak rocks

4. Debris flows, very to extrem ely rapid flows o f wet 
debris:
a) involving w eathered rock debris (except on 
volcanoes):

i) H illslope debris flows
ii) Channalized debris flows; mud flows; mud- 

rock flows
b) involving peat; bog flows, bog bursts
c) associated with volcanoes; lahars:

i) Hot lahars
ii) Cold lahars

5. Sturzstrom s, extrem ely rapid flows o f  dry debris
F) Topples 1. Topple bounded by pre-existing discontinuities:

a) Single topple
b) M ultiple topples

2. Topples released by tension failure at rear o f  mass
G) Falls 1. Prim ary, involving fresh detachm ent o f  material; rock 

and soil falls
2. Secondary, involving loose material, detached earlier; 

stone falls
H) Com plex slope m ovem ents 1 . cam bering and valley bulging

2. B lock-type slope m ovem ents
3. A bandoned clay cliffs
4. Landslides breaking down into m udslides or flows at 

the toe:
a) S lum p-earthflow s
b) M ultiple rotational quick-clay slides
c) Thaw slum ps

5. Slides caused by seepage erosion
6 . M ulti-tiered slides
7. M ulti-storied slides
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Appendix B

Appendix B Classification of landslides of flow type by Hungr et al. 
(2001)

Classification of landslides of flow type (Hungr et al., 2001):

M aterial W ater C o n ten t1 Special Condition Velocity Nam e
Silt, Sand, G ravel, 
Debris (talus)

Dry, m oist o r 
saturated

-no excess pore-pressure, 
-lim ited volume

Various Non-liquefied  
sand (silt, gravel, 
debris) flow

Silt, Sand, Debris, 
Weak rock2

Saturated at 
rupture surface 
content

-liquefiable m aterial3, 
-constant water

Ex. Rapid Sand (silt, 
debris, rock) 
flow slide

Sensitive Clay At or above 
liquid lim it

-liquefaction in situ3, 
-constant water content4

Ex. Rapid Clay flow slide

Peat Saturated -excess pore-pressure Slow to 
very rapid

Peat flow

Clay or Earth N ear plastic lim it -slow  m ovem ents, 
-plug flow (sliding)

< Rapid Earth flow

Debris Saturated -established channel5, 
-increased w ater content4

Ex. Rapid Debris flow

Mud At or above 
liquid lim it

-fine-grained debris flow > Very 
rapid

Mud flow

Debris Free w ater 
present

-flood6 Ex. Rapid Debris flood

Debris Partly or fully 
saturated

-no established channel, 
-relatively shallow, steep 
source

Ex. Rapid Debris avalanche

Fragm ented Rock V arious, m ain ly  
dry

-in tact rock at source, 
-large volum e

Ex. Rapid Rock avalanche

1 W ater content o f  m aterial in the v icin ity  o f  the rupture surface at the tim e o f  failure.
2 Highly porous, w eak rock (exam ples: w eak chalk, w eathered tuff, pumice).
3 The presence o f  full or partial in situ  liquefaction o f  the source material o f  the flow slide may be 
observed or implied.
4 Relative to in situ  source m aterial.
5 Presence or absence o f  a defined channel over a large part o f  the path, and an established deposition 
landform (fan). Debris flow is a recu rren t phenom enon w ithin its path, while debris avalanche is not.
6 Peak discharge o f  the sam e o rder as that o f  a m ajor flood or an accidental flood. Significant tractive 
forces o f  free flow ing water. P resence o f  floating debris.
7 Volum e greater than 10,000 m 3 approxim ately . M ass flow, contrasting with fragm ental rock fall.
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Classification of materials for landslide of flow-type, based on genetic and

morphological aspects (Hungr et al.,2001):
O rig in C h a ra c te r C o n d itio n 1 N am e
SO R T E D N on-cohesive Dry or saturated -Gravel
(marine, lacustrine, (P lastic L im it < 5% ) -Sand
fluvial, eolian, -Silt
volcanic. C ohesive -Plastic (Il<0.5) -Clay
anthropogenic) (P lastic L im it > 5% ) -Liquid (IL>0.5) -Sensitive Clay
U N SO R TED N on-cohesive Dry or saturated -Debris2
(residual, colluvial, (P lastic L im it < 5% )
glacial, volcanic, C ohesive -Plastic (Il<0.5) -Earth
anthropogenic) (P lastic L im it < 5% ) -Liquid (IL>0.5) -M ud
PEA T O rganic Saturated -Peat
R O C K Fragm ented Dry or saturated -Rock

1 Related to the m aterial found in the  v icin ity  o f  the rupture surface at the tim e o f  failure, if  it can be 
determined. In m any cases, the m ateria l condition m ust be deduced from the behaviour o f the landslide, 
especially velocity.
“ Debris may contain a considerable portion  o f  organic m a te r ia l.
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Appendix C Literature review of published papers on the application of geophysics to landslide research

Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geological 
Setting

Geophysical methods 
employed

Results of geophysical surveys 
(with som e personal notes)

Cadman and 
Goodman

1967 Laboratory experiments 
and fieldwork 
(not specified)

Lab tests: on moist sand 
Fieldwork: Not specified

M icro-seism ics
(from geophones at surface or in 
boreholes)

Geophysical Location o f slip surface

Denness et al. 1975 Coastal landslip at 
Higher Sea Lane 
(Black Ven Complex, 
Charmouth, Dorset, UK)

Reactivated fossil mudflow. 
Clays, mudstones and limestones 
(Lower Lias) overlain by clays 
and sands (Gault and Upper 
Greensand) and head

Electrical resitivity mapping
(grid repeated two times: Dec 
1970 and July 1972);
Electrical resistivity sounding; 
Acoustic velocity scanning;
(between boreholes)

Variations in m oisture content and lithology 
within the slope;
Relationship between resistivity values and 
moisture content;
Evaluation o f changes in m oisture content due 
to h e a w  rainfall

Bogoslovsky and 
Ogilvy

1977 General review 
supported by case 
studies:
a) Landslide in Volga 
River Valley;
b) Landslide on Black 
Sea coast o f Caucasus;
c) Other landslides on 
the Black Sea coast o f 
Caucasus and Crimea 
(near town o f Adler, near 
town o f Gagra)

Types not specified;
a) landslide deposits underlain by 
undisturbed clayey rocks;
b) loamy rocks underlain by 
weathered argillites on top o f 
undisturbed argillites;
c) not specified

Vertical electrical soundings
(along profiles);
Electrical resistivity mapping
(repeated in winter/summer); 
Seismic Refraction (P- and S- 
waves);
SP mapping;
M agnetics

Determination o f  sliding material thickness and 
bedrock depth (VES and seismics); 
Determination o f  slip zone thickness and depth 
(VES);
Determination o f  water table and its changes in 
tim e (seismic P-waves);
Determination o f groundwater flow and 
landslide lateral limits (SP mapping); 
Determination o f  water saturation degree 
(resistivity m apping in areas o f homogeneous 
geology)
Identification o f  differences in resistivity, 
seismic wave velocities and attenuations 
between rocks occurring in landslide bodies and 
same rocks in bedrock;
Identification o f changes in moisture content 
occurring mostly in the upper layer during 
w inter and summ er (repeated VES); 
Determination o f landslide displacements 
(magnetics and magnets in boreholes)
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Author/s Year S ite  Location Landslide Type and Geology G eophysical M ethods Results from geophysical m ethods

M uller 1977 General Review 
supported by experiences 
in CSSR (not specified)

Not specified Electrical resistivity profiling; 
Electrical resistivity sounding; 
S elf Potential;
Therm al methods;
Seism ic refraction;
Borehole seism o-acustic; 
Seism ic or ultrasonic logging; 
M agnetics

Delineation o f  landslide lateral limits and 
cracks between slide blocks (electrical 
resistivity profiling; SP; therm al m ethods; 
seismic refraction);
Determination o f  sliding material base and 
sliding surface/zone (electrical resistivity 
sounding; seismic refraction; borehole seism o - 
acoustic; seismic and ultrasonic logging; 
Determination and quantification o f  m ovem ent 
(repeated surveys; magnetic surveys with 
magnets in boreholes)

N ovosad et al. 1977 Several landslides (not 
specified, a part fo r one 
landslide - at Turany, 
Slovakia)

Very slow mass m ovem ent o f 
creep-like type;
For landslide at Turany: loams, 
sandstone and clayey shales

G eoacoustic Determination o f  depth o f  sliding surface (14- 
lb  m for landslide at Turany);
Investigation o f  landslide activity;
Possibility o f  providing prom pt inform ation 
about landslide activity

Yamaguchi 1977 Kushibayashi landslide, 
near Otsu city (Japan)

Type not specified;
Silty clay interbedded in places 
with sand layers

Electrical resistivity m apping  
with several electrode spacings 
(survey repeated three times; 
before and during rem ediation  
phases)

Identification o f  areas o f  groundwater 
accum ulation;
Identification o f  best location for water 
drainage;
Evaluation o f  effectiveness o f  rem edial works

Cassinis et al. 1984/5 Site on the coast o f  
Ancona (Italy)

Shallow local earthslide plus deep 
rotational (?);
Clays overlain in places by 
Quaternary sands

Seism ic refraction (P-waves); 
Down-hole borehole seismics; 
Vertical electrical sounding; 
Sonic log

Determination o f  depth (up to 100m below  
surface) and shape o f  slip surface;
Physical model o f  earthslide
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Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geology G eophysical M ethods Results from geophysical m ethods

McCann and 
Forster

1990 General review  and two 
case studies:
a) toe o f  Black Ven 
landslide com plex at 
Charm outh (Dorset,
UK);
b) Conon Valley 
landslide at Glen Uig 
(Skye, UK)

a) Com plex landslide with 
mudflows at the toe;
Shales, lim estones and marls 
(Lower Lias) overlain by Gault 
and Upper Greensand;
b) M ultiple retrogressive, 
rotational degrading to debris 
flow down slope;
Shales overlain by basalt lavas

Seism ic refraction (for a); 
Electrom agnetics (EM-31 
m apping) (for b);
(m icroseism ic m onitoring, 
electrical resistivity, m agnetics  
an d  borehole geophysics ju s t  as 
review o f  previous works)

Determination o f thickness o f  toe fan m aterial 
and determ ination o f  bedrock depth (seismic for 
case a)
Determination o f  drainage patterns within the 
slope and landaslide extent in the toe area (EM 
m apping for b)
Monitoring o f landslide activity and location o f  
failure area (microseismic monitoring); 
Determination o f structural geology (VES with 
calibration or seismics);
Determination o f hydrogeological regime and 
moisture content (resistivity mapping) 
Monitoring o f movement and distinction 
between in-situ and displaced dolerite 
(magnetics)

Caris and Van 
Asch

1991 Small landslide in the 
Riou-Bourdouy Valley 
(French Alps)

Type not specified (stationary 
since 1980);
W eathered clayey black marls 
(Terres Noires) underlain by 
bedrock o f  clayey black marls 
and chalky Flysch

Electrom agnetic profiling  
(EM 34-3);
Vertical electrical sounding; 
Resistivity borehole logging; 
Seism ic refraction (P-waves)

Identification o f  differences in w ater content 
between stable and unstable areas and within 
the landslide body (resistivity and 
electrom agnetics);
Determination o f  bedrock depth (= slip surface) 
(4-9m below surface) (all m ethods except EM); 
Geophysical methods provide (together with 
geotechnical inform ation) input param eters for 
stability analysis

Rouse et al. 1991 Valley slope at
a) Pant-teg and
b) Glynrhigos
(South W ales Coalfield)

Com plex, in part flowslides;
a) Lower Pennant M easures 
(Brithdir Sandstones overlain by 
Brithdir Shales) overlain by 
glacial till
b) M iddle Coal M easures overlain 
by Lynfi Beds

Acoustic em ission / 
m icroseism ic m onitoiring

Identification o f  acoustic em ission signals with 
specific frequency picks;
Identification o f  a changes in seismic em ission 
with localised soil saturation and o f  increase in 
activity due to loading
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Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geology G eophysical M ethods Results from geophysical m ethods
Giraud et al. 1995 Poucet, Francoz and 

Bonvillard landslides 
(Arc Valley, France)

Large scale landslides with planar 
geometry;
Coal-bearing series 
( ‘Brian^onnais facies belt’): 
schists and sandstones alternating 
with conglom erate horizons and 
coal seams

Seism ic refraction (P-waves)
(only results: no data or 
acquisition param eters provided)

Determination o f  thickness o f  slipping material 
(weathered rock) and determ ination o f  bedrock 
depth (8 0 -160m for Poucet landslide, 60-70m 
for central part o f  Francoz landslide, 50-250m 
for Bonvillard landslide);
Seismic results are in agreem ent with borehole 
and inclinometer inform ation;

Frasheri et al. 1998 Sites in Albania:
a) Porava landslide 
(shores o f Fierza 
hydropower plant lake);
b) Ragami landslide 
(shores o f  Lake Vau 
Dejes);
c) Banja landslide (Banja 
hydropower plant)

a) deluvial-eluvial deposits 
overlying volcano-sedim entary 
rocks;
b) Deluvions overlying 
serpentinized rocks;
c) Slipping material overlying 
Flysch

V ertical electrical sounding; 
Seism ic refraction (P- and S- 
waves);
Seism ological activity  
m onitoring

Identification o f  main and secondary sliding 
planes;
Determination o f  depth and geom etry o f 
bedrock;
Determ ination o f  slipping body structure (made 
o f several blocks);
Determ ination o f  differences in activity 
between parts o f  the slope (for Porava 
landslide)

Bruno and 
M arillier

2000 Boup landslide (Canton 
Wallis, western Swiss 
Alps);

Complex: rotational m ovem ent in 
the upper part, flow in the lower 
one;
Triassic series o f  mainly gypsum 
underlain by shales

High-resolution seism ic 
reflection;
G round penetrating radar; 
Electrom agnetic profding  
(EM -34 and EM-31);
Self potential profiling

Determ ination o f  subsurface geom etry 
(seismics);
Determ ination o f  depth o f  sliding surface (50m 
below surface at survey location) (seism ic and 
EM 34);
Definition o f  landslide lateral boundaries at 
surface (SP and E M -31) and at depth (EM 34); 
Location o f  areas o f  upward flow o f 
mineralized water (SP);
GPR provided poor results;
Determ ination o f  schem atic cross-section 
(geophysics and other inform ation)

Ferrucci et al. 2000 Sackung o f  Lago, Catena 
Costiera mountain range 
(Calabria, Italy)

Deep-seated gravitational 
deform ation (sackung type); 
Phyllitic rocks overlain by gneiss 
and porphyroids and alluvial 
deposits

Seism ic reflection;
(Seism ic refraction only to 
define velocity o f  weathered 
material)

Determ ination o f  structure and geology o f  the 
slope but with no definition in the upper 
w eathered layer (seismic reflection);
M ethod failed partly in detecting slip surface 
(lack o f  migrated data)
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Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geology G eophysical M ethods Results from geophysical m ethods
Hack 2000 General review only 

from theoretical point o f 
view (no case studies)

Seism ics (refraction, reflection 
and tom ography);
Electrical resistivity (profiling, 
sounding and imaging); 
Electrom agneitcs; Ground  
penetrating radar; Self 
potential; Gravity

Determ ination o f  internal structure .Calculation 
o f o f  Y oung’s modulus, Poisson ratio and o f 
rock quality using seismics;
(only general/theoretical descriptions are 
provided for the other methods)

M auritsch et al. 2000 Schlanitzen sliding mass, 
Cam ic region (southern 
Austria)

Dom inant deep-seated creep (with 
3 landslide domains: 2 rockfall- 
debris slides and 1 rock topple- 
debris slide);
Limestone, shales and graphitic 
shales overlain by lim estone and 
limestone with interbedded schists

Seism ic refraction (P-waves); 
Electrom agnetics (EM -34); 
Electrical resistivity tests

Determ ination o f  overburden thickness and 
bedrock depth (very variable, 4-30m); 
Determ ination o f bedrock relief; Location o f 
saturated areas within the slope; Identification 
o f  extrem ely large rock blocks within debris 
material and in contact w ith the basement; 
Velocity changes in a the basem ent were 
associated with differences in lithology or with 
areas affected by failure surfaces; Identification 
o f  a possible landslide model that requires 
further investigation; M ethods failed in 
detecting a distinct slip surface

Schm utz et al. 2000 Super Sauze earthflow 
(southern French Alps)

Earthflow; 
Black marls

Vertical electrical soundings; 
Tim e domain electrom agnetics 
(TDEM )

Stratification in earthflow  material, with 
possible slip surface (at 3-8m depth) and wet 
layers; Identification o f  unstable m aterial base; 
Determination o f  substratum  depth; Im portance 
o f  jo in t inversion o f  datasets for accurate 
structure definition

Brueckl and 
Paroditis

2001 Koefels landslide (Otzal, 
Tirol, Austria)

Giant ancient deep creep Seism ic reflection; 
Seism ic refraction

Definition o f depth o f sliding surface (300m); 
Estim ation o f  landslide mass porosities; 
Determ ination o f  geom echanical param eters 
from fitting o f  geochem ical model to seismic.

Godio and 
Bottino

2001 Landslide in Paroldo, 
Langhe (Piedmont, Italy)

Large, slow m oving planar 
landslide; A ltem anting marls, 
silts ,arenaceous layers and stiff 
marl sequences

Vertical electrical sounding; 
Electrical resistivity 
tom ography; Electrom agnetic 
sounding (TDEM )

Determ ination o f  geom etry and depth (20m and 
35m) o f  potential slip surfaces; Determ ination 
o f  bedrock depth; Determ ination o f  geology 
(with borehole calibration) and possible water 
paths
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A utho r/s Y ear Site Location L andslide  T ype an d  Geology G eophysical M ethods R esults from  geophysical m ethods

Suzuki and 
Higashi

2001 a) Laboratory 
experiment;
b) Field study in 
mountainous area o f 
Kyushu region (Japan)

a) two tanks: one filled with sand 
and one with bricks;
b) bedrock o f  sandstone and 
alternating beds o f  sandstone and 
shales overlaid by volcanic ash 
and lacustrine deposits

E lectrical resistiv ity  
tom o g rap h y  m on ito ring

Laboratory p roof o f  the possibility o f 
m onitoring water level changes using ERT in 
unconsolidated sediments, highly porous and 
perm eable rocks or heavily weathered, altered 
or fractured rocks (sand tank model);
M onitoring o f  resistivity changes associated to 
rainfall, leading to cross-section conceptual 
model o f groundwater flow within the slope

Cardarelli et al. 2003 Catchm ent tunnel o f 
potable water (Central 
Apennines, Italy)

Highly tectonised lim estone G ro u n d  p en e tra tin g  r a d a r  
(200, 225, 450 M H z);
Seism ic re frac tion ;
Seism ic transm ission  
tom o g rap h y

Location o f  rock discontinuities;
Determination o f rock elastic properties; 
Evaluation o f  quality o f  contact between 
concrete lining and rock

Israil and 
Pachauri

2003 Landslide in the M ohand 
area, foothill o f  Garhwal 
Himalaya

Rotational possibly followed by 
quasi-translational failure; 
Boulders and gravels in sandy or 
silty clayey matrix overlain by 
coarse clayey sands and by fine 
sands and interbedded clay layers

V ertical electrical sounding; 
Seism ic re frac tion  (P-w aves); 
S p ec tra l analysis o f su rface  
waves (SASW )

Determination o f thickness and geom etry o f 
landslide body;
Determination o f  shape and depth (up to 16- 
17m) o f  slip surface;
Determination o f  water table position and 
saturated/unsaturated soil distribution (not from 
SASW )

Lapenna et al. 2003 Giarossa landslide, 
Potenza (Southern Italy)

Transrotational earthflow slide 
(inactive, local reactivations in 
accum ulation zones); 
C layey-marly terrains 
(Varicoloured Clays) overlain by 
conglomerates with sandy 
intercalations

E lectrical resistiv ity  
to m ography ;
SP m apping  (repea ted : A pril 
and  S ep tem ber);
SP to m ography

Determ ination o f  thickness o f  slipping material 
and determination o f  depth o f  slip surface (25- 
35m below surface);
Identification o f  intercalations within slipping 
material;
Identification o f  water concentration areas and 
changes in tim e (SP mapping);
Determination o f  landslide lateral limits (ERT 
and SP tom ographies)
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Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geology Geophysical M ethods Results from geophysical methods

Bichler et al. 2004 Quesnel Forks landslide 
(British Columbia, 
Canada)

Retrogressive dry earth slide -  
debris flow;
Glacial sediments (sand and clay, 
sand, gravel, clay)

Ground penetrating radar 
(50M H z) (reflection profiling  
and CMP);
Electrical resistivity 
tom ography (profiles and 
fence diagram );
Seism ic refraction (P- and S-
waves);
Seism ic reflection (P- and S- 
waves)

Identification o f  7 radar facies, 6 resistivity 
units and 8 seismic units that correlate within 
geophysical methods and with stratigraphy; 
Determ ination o f  rupture surface geom etry 
(GPR and ERT);
Determination o f  3D model o f landslide (with 
correlation with other information);
Calculation o f  landslide volume (best 
estimation com pared to DTMs and field 
observations);
Evaluation o f methods: ERT is the most useful; 
GPR resolves shallow structures (max 25 m 
depth) while seismics the deep ones (more then 
80 m depth)

Perrone et al. 2004 Varco d ’Izzo landslide, 
Potenza (southern Italy)

Rototranslational movement 
followed by earthflow; 
Clayey-marly terrains with local 
intrusions o f  blocks and layers o f 
lapideous rocks (Argille 
Varicolori)

Electrical resistivity 
tomography;
SP mapping;
SP tom ography

Determination o f  landslide material thickness 
(10-50m);
Identification o f  areas with high water content 
(SP mapping) and groundwater circulation 
system;
Determination o f  landslide lateral limits (SP 
tomography).

Agnesi et al. 2005 Cerda landslide (Sicily, 
Italy)

N ew debris block slide triggered 
by earthquake and affecting 
ancient landslide bodies (main is 
m ultiple rotational slide); 
Clayey-arenitic slope

Vertical electrical sounding Identification o f  discontinuity, possible slip 
surface (100m depth)
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Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geology Geophysical M ethods Results from geophysical methods

Heincke et al. 2005 Randa rockslide (Swiss 
Alps)

Rockslide;
Crystalline rocks (gneisses, 
schists, am phibolites and granitic 
intrusions)

Ground penetrating radar Determ ination o f  GPR acquisition and 
processing procedures for area o f  rugged 
topography;
Identification o f overburden/rock boundary, 
possible changes in lithology and some o f the 
fracture zones

Lapenna et al. 2005 a) Giarossa earthflow
b) Varco Izzo earthflow
c) Latronico landslide 
(Lucanian Apennine 
chain, southern Italy)

Rototranslational slides
a) and b) Clayey-marly terrains 
(Varicolori Clays and Flysch 
Galestrino) overlain by 
conglomerates;
b) shales, calcareous marls, 
calcarentites and quartzites

Electrical resistivity  
tom ography

Determination o f  sliding material thickness (15- 
35m for Giarossa, 25-35m for Varco Izzo, 10- 
40m for Latronico);
Determination o f landslides lateral limits

Lebourg et al. 2005 Part o f La Capiere 
landslide (Alpes 
Maritimes, France)

Rotational landslide (part o f  the 
toe o f  the large active deep-seated 
La Capiere landslide);
Gneissic bedrock overlain by 
fluvio-glacial deposits

Electrical resistivity 
tom ography 2D, 3D (from 
parallel profiles) and 4D (one 
profile repeated three times in 
April-July 2003)

Determination o f  depth and geom etry o f 
perched water table and/or sliding surface 
(between 2 and 15m depth);
Identification o f two vertical draining 
discontinuities;
Determination o f  changes in drainage system 
due to different hydrogeological stages 
(repeated profile)

M eric et al. 2005 Sechillienne movement, 
near Grenoble (French 
Alps)

Large com plex probably deep- 
seated rockslide;
M icaschists with interbedded 
quartz-feldspar-rich layers

Electrom agnetic profiling 
(EM -34);
Electrical resistivity 
tomography;
Seism ic refraction  
tom ography (P-waves);
SP profile (repeated 3 times); 
Seism ic noise m easurements

Determination o f landslide lateral limits; 
Characterization o f  rock mass (fracturing 
degree);
Determination o f  bedrock depth (more then 30- 
100m);
Agreem ent between geophysical techniques and 
displacem ent movements
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Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geology G eophysical M ethods Results from geophysical methods
Briickl and 
Briickl

2006 Two rock m asses in the 
Schober range, Austria:
a) Lesachriegel
b) Gradenbach,

Deep-seated gravitational creep or 
sagging o f rock mass;
a) m ica-schists, schistose gneisses 
and amphibolites;
b) phyllites, quarzites, calcareous 
and chlorite schists

Seism ic refraction  
tom ography ???(P-waves only 
or both P- and S-waves)

Determination o f  basal sliding plane (used also 
as input for landslide volume calculation); 
Determination o f Poisson’s ratio;
Estimation o f  average porosity o f  creeping 
masses (from P-wave velocity versus depth 
graphs)

Colangelo et al. 2006 Varco d ’lzzo landslide 
(Basilicata, Italy)

Rotational-translational slide 
evolving into earthflow; 
Clayey-m arly terrains (Argille 
Varicolori)

SP mapping;
Static SP tomography; 
Tim e-continuous SP

Determination o f superficial landslide lateral 
limits (SP mapping);
Determination o f  groundwater system within 
the landslide (SP mapping);
Identification o f  distribution o f  electrical 
charges and groundwater at depth (SP 
tomography);
Potential application for the study o f 
groundwater regim e after rainfall events (time- 
continuous SP)

De Vita et al. 2006 Sample area o f  M onte 
Pizzo d ’Alvano (Samo, 
Italy)

Site representative o f  initiation 
area o f debris slides;
Carbonate bedrock (limestone and 
dolomitic limestone) overlain by 
unconsolidated ash-fall 
pyroclastic deposits

Vertical electrical sounding; 
Seism ic refraction soundings; 
(resistivity m easurem ents on 
outcrops)

Determination o f  pyroclastic deposits thickness 
(5.5 m) and bedrock depth;
Characterization and differentiation within 
pyroclastic series (only VES);
Location o f  possible perched water table (VES)

Friedel et al. 2006 50 x 20 m test site on a 
slope near Toessegg 
(Rhine Valley, North 
Switzerland)

Rainfall induced landslide; 
Sandstone bedrock overlain by 
loose weathered or residual sands 
and silty sands o f  glacial and 
fluvial origin

2D and 3D  electrical resistivity  
tomography;
Repetition o f one ERT profile 
in dry and wet conditions; 
(GPR survey only mentioned)

Identification o f  units and spatial changes in 
moisture content;
Determination o f bedrock depth;
Com parison and evaluation o f several electrode 
arrays and their combinations;
Identification o f  changes in water content after 
wet period (from repeated profile);
(GPR results were unsatisfactory)
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Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geology G eophysical M ethods Results from geophysical methods

Godio et al. 2006 Rockslide in the valley o f 
Soana torrent, Graie Alps 
(Piedmont, Italy)

Rockslide;
Gneissic bedrock overlain by 
overburden

Electrical resistivity  
tom ography;
Seism ic refraction  
tom ography;
Surface waves method 
(SW M );
Borehole horizontal seism ic 
profiling;
Sonic log;
Laboratory m easurem ents o f  
P-waves

Determination o f  overburden thickness (ERT, 
SRT, SWM);
Determination o f depth to bedrock; 
Determination o f  fracturing degree and rock 
mass quality;
Determination o f seismic Poisson ratio and 
Y oung’s modulus (Sonic Log);
Determination o f useful information for tunnel 
feasibility assessment, in good agreem ent with 
geotechnical measurem ents

Heincke et al. 2006 Mountain slope close to 
Rhanda village (M atter 
Valley, Swiss Alps)

Rockfall;
Gneissic rock mass with cracks, 
fracture zones and faults

2D and 3D seism ic refraction  
tom ography (P-waves)
(and P-wave velocity  
m easurem ents on sam ples)

Determination (in 2D and 3D) o f  ultralow and 
low velocity areas associated with low rock 
quality;
Evaluation o f  seismic tomography sensitivity to 
heterogeneities and data reliability;
The 3D tomographic technique provides better 
results than 2D tomograms

Tullen et al. 2006 Hohberg landslide, 
canton o f Fribourg 
(Switzerland)

Translational landslide with 
associated debris flow;
Flysch substratum overlain by 
moraines and slope debris

Radiom agnetotelluric Determination o f  resistivity distribution within 
the slope used after for a permeability model

Am itrano et al. 2007 Super-Sauze m udslide 
(South-East French Alps)

Mudslide; 
Black marls

Broadband m icro-seism ic 
m onitoring (13 days)

Finding a correlation between displacem ent 
acceleration and seismic noise (0.1-10 Hz) due 
to shearing o f m oving mass;
Determination o f  highest sensitivity o f  0.1-1 Hz 
range
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Author/s Year Site Location Landslide Type and Geology G eophysical M ethods Results from geophysical methods

Jomard et al. 2007 Secondary landslide at 
the foot o f  La Capiere 
landslide (Alpes 
M aritimes, France)

Rotational landside with toppling 
affecting substratum; 
Fluvio-glacial deposits overlain 
gneiss

Tim e-lapse electrical 
resistivity tom ography  
(following injection experiment) 
(laboratory resisitivty 
m easurem ents on sam ples)

Determination o f  geometry, depth (maximum o f 
10m) and draining function o f slip surface; 
Identification o f  two drainage systems (one 
shallow and one deep);
Determination o f  slope geom etry and 
hydrogeology along cross-section and 
understanding o f landslide dynam ics (from 
com bination o f geophysical, geological, 
hydrological and geodetic information)

Jongmans and 
Garam bois

2007 General literature review 
(no original case studies)

Seismics reflection;
Seismic refraction;
Seismic tomography;

Seismic noise measurements; 
Seismic surface waves;
Electrical resistivity methods 
(VES, profiling and 
tomography);
Self Potential;
Electromagnetics;
Ground Penetrating Radar

Review from other authors

M eric et al. 2007 Sites in the South French 
Alps:
a) ‘Sauper Sauze’ 
mudslide;
b) ‘Saint G uillaum e’ 
landslide

a) mudslide;
Black marls;
b) translational landslide;
M arly limestone bedrock overlain 
by varved clays

Electrical resistivity 
tom ography;
Seism ic profiles (for surface- 
waves inversion);
Seism ic noise m easurements 
(H/V and seism ic noise 
network)

Determination o f slip surface/landslide 
thickness (from 0 to 50 m);
Determination o f bedrock depth (not from H/V 
for ‘Sauper Sauze’ mudslide)

Spillmann et al. 2007 Randa rockslide (Swiss 
Alps)

Rockslide;
Crystalline rocks (heterogeneous 
gneisses)

Borehole radar (single-hole, 
vertical profiling and 
crosshole)

Identification o f geom etry and location o f  
several fracture zones (single-hole radar); 
Crosshole and vertical radar profiling provided 
unsatisfactory results
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Tingey et al. 2007 Little Valley landslide 
(W asatch M ountains, 
Utah, USA)

Prehistoric landslide with debris 
m apped as deposited by rotational 
and translational movements; 
Volcanic bedrock overlain by 
landslide mass (weathered 
volcanic rock) overlain by alluvial 
and colluvial deposits

Seism ic reflection Determination o f  basal plane depth (approx 
55m below surface) and geom etry; 
Determination o f slope structure (not near 
surface)

Yilmaz 2007 Giirbulak landslide, 
Trabzon (Northeastern 
Turkey)

Type not specified;
W eathred marl and clay 
overlaying marl

E lectrical resistiv ity  
to m o g rap h y  (profiles and  
dep th  slices)

Determination o f thickness (7.5 m) and depth 
(between 2.5 and 10 m bgl) o f  mobilized 
material;
Determination o f sliding surface depth (10 m 
bgl);
Location o f  areas o f high saturation degree; 
Identification o f  clay lenses that can influence 
water path

Lee et al. 2008 Lishan landslide (central 
Taiwan)

Landslide m itigated with drainage 
works; Slate bedrock overlain by 
colluvium (slaty fragments and 
clayey soils)

E lectrical resistiv ity  
to m o g rap h y
(resistiv ity  m easu rem en t on 
ou tcrops)

Determination o f  depth and shape o f  shear 
zones;
Information about m oisture content

M arescot et al. 2008 Site near Dent the 
Nendaz, Rhone Valley 
(Swiss Alps)

Probably translational; 
Sandstone-like metapelites, 
quartzitic conglomerates and 
m etapelites (Sivie-M ischabel 
nappe) and quartzites, com ieules, 
m arbles and com ieules (Pontis 
nappe) overlain by Quaternary 
sediments

E lectrical resistiv ity  m app ing ; 
E lectrical resistiv ity  
to m ography ;
Induced  po larization

Determination o f  groundwater circulation 
within the slope (resistivity mapping and ERT); 
Distinction between perm eable water-bearing 
and low perm eable clay/graphite rich features 
(combination o f ERT and IP)
Impossibility o f  distinguish between clay rich 
fractures/fault zones and areas o f local graphite 
enrichment inside bedrock;
Determination o f  unstable material thickness (0 
to 20 m) (ERT)
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M ondal et al. 2008 N aitwar Bazar landslide 
(Garhwal Himalaya, 
India)

Type not specified; 
Schists

Electrical resistivity 
tom ography;

Identification o f slip zones (range 10-20m depth 
bgi);
Identification o f  possible groundwater pockets

Sass et al. 2008 Oschingen landslide 
(Swabian Alb, South- 
W est Germany)

Type not certain: Single rotational 
slide or successive rotational 
slides or multiple rotational slide; 
Marls and clays overlain by 
limestone

Electrical resistivity 
tom ography;
Ground penetrating radar

Identification o f  near surface structures ( rotated 
blocks ; GPR);
Identification o f landslide base (10-16 m bgl) 
(GPR and ERT);
Determination o f landslide lateral limits (ERT); 
Insufficient data to determine landslide type; 
Due to lack o f penetration and noise, GPR 
method provided limited results

Chambers et al. 2011 Northeastern edge o f 
Sheriff Hutton Carr 
(Cleveland Basin, UK)

Very slow to slow moving 
com posite multiple earth slide- 
earth flow;
Lias Group mudrocks: Redcar 
M udstone overlain by Staithes 
Sandstone and Cleveland 
Ironstone and by W hitby 
M udstone Formations (W MF)

Resistivity mapping;
2D and 3D ERT;
SP m apping, profiling and 
tom ography

Determination o f  drainage patterns and 
preferential flows (3D SPT m odel);
Delineation o f lateral limits o f  displaced 
material and o f zones o f  depletion and 
accumulation; determ ination o f  thickness o f  
each lobe; determination o f geological 
boundaries and dip o f  strata; determination o f  
variations in m oisture content (2D and 3D 
ERT);
Due to lack o f  sufficient resistivity contrast 
within WMF, 3D ERT failed to image surface 
o f  rupture, subsurface continuations o f  fault 
scarps and slip planes between m ultiple earth 
flows lobes.
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Appendix D

Appendix D Generical legend for historical maps

Road and Knihsux Features I a netscape F eatures Boundaries

« =  Railway dual track
o  ^

Deciduous Woodsa  - -------Counties

Railway single track and 
Tramways Fir Woods ------ County and Civil Parish

|  Railway over road
4 ^ 4
o j  p  M ixed Woods . . . . .  Administrative County and Civil Parish

|  Level crossing **, Brushw'ood ........County Borough

Railway over river %l%% O rchard ........ Parliamentary County Divisions

=  Main road (fenced) R ough Pasture ......... Poor Law Union (obsolete since 1930)

Main road (unfenced) Furze ........  Parliamentary Boroughs

—  Minor road (fenced) Z *  Marsh ------ Divisions o f  Parliamentary Boroughs

Minor road (unfenccd) Reeds ------M unicipal Boroughs

Road over railway O siers ........ Urban Districts

Iljj^  Road over river viSgfc' Parks ------ Police Burghs (Scotland)

==(= = ■ Road over stream £ 'ri  Gravel Pit •■■■■-• Rural Districts

===== Sunken road Sand Pit Civil Parish

===== Raised road O  O ther Pit Point Features

u s  Mile Stone Shingle
«— Flow Arrow'

Height (iri Feet)
&  Quarry

o|° Site o f  Antiquities 

*  Trigonometrical Station

=« Contour (pre 1895)
t  Benchm ark (BM )

:<*>••- Contour (Instrumental)
• Pump, Guide Post or Signal Post

=00 Contour (Instrumental)
Well, Sprin g or Boundary Post

=oo Contour (Sketched)

•--oo- Contour (Sketched) Lest

■ ear Surface level
0  County Boroughs

p  Parliamentary Boroughs 

J) Divisions o f  Parliamentary Boroughs 

jyfl M unicpial Boroughs 

JJ Urban Districts or Police Burghs (Scotland)

P  Civil Parishes 

7 T Towns (other than above)

Jp) Districts (Close) in Towns and Suburbs 

PJ) Districts (Open) in Towns and Suburbs

(from [WWW 3.2])
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Appendix E-I

Mynydd Yr Eglwys Landslide (Ystrad) 

Line 5s - Wenner Schlumberger

Scale 1:1000 Date: 20 December 2006
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Mynydd Yr Eglwys Landslide (Ystrad) 

Line 9s - Wenner Schlumberger

Scale 1:1000 Date: 29 May 2008
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Mynydd Yr Eglwys Landslide (Ystrad) 

Line Z - Wenner Schlumberger

Scale 1:1000 Date: 13 June 2008
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Mynydd Yr Eglwys Landslide (Ystrad) 

Line 14s - Wenner Schlumberger

Scale 1:500 Date: 28 November 2008
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Mynydd Yr Eglwys Landslide (Ystrad) 

Line 6L- Wenner Schlumberger
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